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Career Education has established itself as an integral part of
American education. It has been openly endorsed by past and present
Presidents and Commissioners of Education. In the State of Michigan
the 77th Legislature in its regular session of 1974 passed Public
Act 97, cited as the "Career Education Act" and signed by Governor
Milliken on Tuesday, May 7, 1974, and states in Section 7: "Beginning
with the 1975-76 school year, each local agency shall have a compre-
hensive Career Education program utilizing guidelines and goals recom-
mended by the State Board of Education, the planning district's plan,
and the local educational agency's performance objectives and plan."

This makes Career Education a matter of urgency in the State of
Michigan and it is receiving priority treatment in many public schools
today. The responsibility for effective Career Education programs rests
directly on the classroom teacher, counselor, and support personnel.
Kenneth Hoyt, in his book, Career Education: -What It Is and How To Do Vt.

theorized that Career Education will flourish or fade because of the
efforts, skills, and knowledge of the classroom teacher. Therefore it
becomes a matter of considerable importance to provide materials which
teachers can use to begin to implement Career Education in the classroom.
This Resource Guide was a cooperative effort between the Michigan Depart-
ment of Education and the Royal Oak School District. I'm hopeful that

this Resource Guide will assist teachers, counselors, and others as they
select commercial instructional materials to supplement their instruction
and counseling activities.
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PREFACE

The intent of the Career Education Resource Guide is to provide
educators with sufficient information to identify and request commercially
available Career Education resources which complement and supplement their

Career Education program. In order to be truly valuable, it was felt that

the materials should be determined to be useful before inclusion in the

Guide. To make this determination, a team of teachers, counselors, and
support personnel was recruited throughout the state to evaluate the mate-

rials. In many cases, members of this team actually used the materials
within their classrooms or offices with students. In every case, thorough

examination of the materials was conducted before judgments were made.
While most evaluations are in some part subjective, an attempt was made
to maintain high objectivity through the use of a standard evaluation

instrument.

There are many resources that were not obtained nor evaluated in time
to be included in this printing of the guide. In addition, publishers

and developers are introducing new materials almost daily. As these mate-

rials are obtained and evaluated, supplements to this guide will be printed

and distributed.
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USING THE CAREER EDUCATION-RESOURCE GUIDE

Part of a Team

This resource guide is part of a kit of tools for teachers,
counselors, and others to use as they plan and deliver Career Education

programs. Other important parts of this kit are:

1) A Reference Guide of Career Development Goals and Performance
Indicators, a resource which is designed to be adapted or

adopted as Career Development Goals and Performance Indicators.
When combined with existing academic and vocational performance
objectives, it forms a foundation for Career Education programs.

2) Infusion Handbooks for teachers and counselors. These proce-

dural guides provide direction to the newcomer to Career Education

as they integrate career development content into their existing

programs and activities.

3) Ideas for Activities, a collection of activities organized
according to career development goals and performance indicators.
This resource is useful when planning career education programs,

lessons, and units.

While any of these tools may prove useful when used independently, their

maximum effectiveness is more easily obtained when used in conjunction with

each other, initally in a well planned inservice program.

Commercial Materials and Your Existing Instruction

The materials in this guide can be as effective only as they are

selected and used in accordance with sound educational practice. Before

using any material identified in this guide, please consider the following

suggestions:

1) Select material that contributes toward specific objectives

that you or your students have in mind.

2) Preview the material carefully.

3) Use any teacher's guide or information provided with the

material.

4) If equipment is involved, be sure it is in.good working

condition.

5) Prepare the learner for the material.

8
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6) Assist the learner in using and understanding the material.

7) Be sure that the learner understands the relationship between
the material, other instruction, and the instructional
objectives.

8) Record your experiences in using materials so that you can

better prepare for the next use.

Organization of the Guide

The Career Education Resource Guide includes two major sections;

1) a professional development section, And 2) an instructional materials
section. The professional development section lists many readings and
other materials related to Career Education. These materials may be

helpful in learning about and implementing Career Education.

The materials section of the Guide is divided into four Career
Development components. They are:

Self-Awareness and Assessment
Career Awareness and Exploration

Career Decision-Making
Career Planning and Placement

Each component is divided into grade levels and color-coded for easy
access:

K - 3 Canary
4 - 6 Green

7 - 9 Buff

10 - A Blue

At the beginning of each Career Development section, a Quick Content
Reference Index is provided.

Many resources are appropriate for more than one Career Development
component and for more than one grade level. When this occurs, the re-

source is listed in all the appropriate areas.
PS

Within each component and grade group the resources are identified
and. listed alphabetically by title. Each entry contains the title, series,

author, publisher, date, distributor, type of media, length of media, cost,
career development component, grade level, suggested curriculum use, and

'annotation.

9
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MEDIA CODE

BK Book PM - Printed Media, Non-Book

CT Cassette Tape. R Record

CH - Chart SL - Slide

F Film SM - Spirit Masters

FL Film Loop SP Study Print

FS Filmstrip STBK - Student Book

G/S Games and Simulations TP Tapes (Reel To Reel)

KT Media Kit T/M Tests and Measurements

MF Microform TR Transparencies

P Flat Pictures TG - Teacher's Guide

CURRICULUM CODE

BE Business Education IA Industrial Arts

DE Distributive Education LA - Language Arts

FA Fine Arts M Mathematics

G - Guidance PE Physical Education

HE - Home Economics S Science

SS - . Social Studies

SA

CA

DM

P

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CODE

Self-Awareness and Assessment
(Self-Awareness and Exploration)

Career Awareness and Exploration

Career Decision-Making
(Decis'ion-Making and Planning)

Career Planning and Placement

(Placement (Goal Implementation)
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EXAMPLE:

Titte
Calteek Component

THE PREJUDICE FILM SA

Puducut Motivational Media (1970--- Retea4e Date 5 A----- Gude Levet
f, 281/2 min., $360.00 (L avaitabte) G, LA, SS

1

Media Time Ice Cumicutum
(i6 avaitabte)

The historical origins and contemporary forms of prejudice
in our society are examined. Emphasis is on the individual's
role in contributing to or helping to eradicate the attitudes

Annotati.on which result in discrimination and other injustices. Patterns

of 'racial, ethnic, and religious prejudice are explored logi-

cally ... without prejudice. A series of vignettes demonstrate
some of the daily events, typical comments and attitudes which
perpetuate prejudice and discrimination. Narrated by.David

Hartman.
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DEFINITIONS

CAREER EDUCATION - "Career Education" is a delivery system emphasizing

knowledge, skills, and attitudes people need to explore, understand, and

perform the life roles. It embraces all elements of education, requiring

the cooperative participation of both the school and the total community.

Career Education generally includes two broad categories, Career Development

and Career Preparation. CAREER DEVELOPMENT - Career Development is that

part of Career Education which includes:

1. Self awareness and assessment

2. Career awareness and exploration

3. Career decision making

4. Career planning and placement

The four components of Career Development are defined as follows:

1. Self awareness and assessment is a life-long process of discovering

one's own traits, developing a personal profile, and understanding

that these traits and profile are constantly changing.

2. Career awareness and exploration means continually learning about

the many career options available and using this information to

examine in depth those options of particular interest.

3. Career decision making means evaluating and tentatively selecting

options by matching career awareness and exploration experiences

with self awareness and assessment profiles,.

4. Career planning and placement is developing and implementing

systematic programs to reach career goals.

12
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CAREER PREPARATION - Career Preparation represents what is currently

defined as academic or vocational-technical education. The content

is taught so that students understand its application and how it will

contribute to their personal goals and objectives. It also provides

the vehicle for learning many of the Career Development Components.

A Final Note to the User:

The Career Education Resource Guide is designed for periodic updating

and additions to the materials. Pages may be removed and more current

ones inserted. A regular ale X 11" sheet of paper may be inserted for
the user to make notes and additions. The loose-leaf format also pro-
vides for easy removal of a sheet for copying purposes.

The user should use the Guide as a reference for designing and facil-
itating his/her career education program. When he/she finds a 'useful

resource, he should, first of all, check to see if his local library
or media center has the resource. If not, he can contact the media
center at the Intermediate School District, the regional media center,
a nearby university, or contact the publisher. Much of the material is
available for preview, rental, or purchase.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION

Seth-Awartene44 and Exptoution 4.4 a 40tematic appnoach o6 pnoviding

individuat and 9/coup expenience4 which 6ocu4 on_heeping individuai4 unda:

4tand themseeve4 and °them. Thi6 is a £.L e. -tong ptoce46 o6 dlscoveiting

one'4 own tuit4, devetoping a pemonat pnoliite, and undeutanding that

the4e tAait,4 cute con4tamay changing. The Ae4ounce4 ti4ted in th4,4 4ection

cute dehigned to a4,444t in thi4 pitoce.44.

K - 3

BOOKS

ALL ABOUT ---- SA, CA, DM, P

Joyce Funk .2 -3

Joyce HowaAd Funk (1973) G, .S.,S

Haste t Public Schoot6
Ha4tett, Michigan
13K, $1.50

This little activity book was written by a second grade teacher who is exper-

ienced in career education. It is designed for second or third grade

students and introduces many career development concepts. It helps the

child realize he is unique, he is a part of the world, and a family, he

has feelings, he has interests, he is a consumer, he has an important job

-to do, and he has to devise how he will use his leisure time. He can

decide what he wants to be. Very practical little book in two colors.

AMERICAN INDIANS YESTERDAY AND TODAY SA

David Cook Pubti4hing Company. (1972) K-6

BK/SP, $6.95 SS, G

This set includes 24 large pictures; some of them are photographs, and some

are drawings. They show the Indians in all stages of development. Their

crafts and cultures plus other background material is given in a 64-page

resource book. The pictures would stimulate individual or small groups to

work on research projects.

BLACK AMERICA, YESTERDAY AND TODAY SA

Heten Caw and Levi. Lathen K-6

David Cook Pubti4hing Company SS

BK/SP, $4.75

This set includes 20 large pictures plus a 40-page resource book. The

material covers the background of the black race before slavery, building

up to today. Discusses Black Americans and their contributions to our

society from fighting in the Civil War to slacks in the field of medicine

and law.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

BUSY, BUSY WORLD SA, CA
Rchattd Seamy 1-5

We)steln PubUsiving Company, Inc. (1973) LA, SS
bK, $5.95

This book is written in an attractive style showing different countries
and "animal people" doing their jobs. Some of the characters: Ernst,

the Swiss Mountain Climber, Professor Dig and his Egyptian mummy, two
Norwegian fishermen, and Albert, the Belgian Barge Captain. This is a
story young children enjoy listening to and looking at the pictures and
older children enjoy reading.

CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONS
Wietiam Hopke, &v bang Pavtamoke
CFI (1974)
BK

SA, CA
3-6

G, LA, SS

This attractive, soft cover book would be used as a reference book, not a
textbook. There are over 300 occupations included in it. It contains a
brief definition of many occupations written in a language that children
will be able to understand.

THE CHILD'S SMALL WORLD SA
Helen B&adeey , Jane Gahagan PRE-K
David Cook PubWhing Company (1967)
BK, $2.95

This is a book for teachers in Kindergarten and pre-school to better
understand the needs of this age child. Very good for teaching values.
Interesting photos and clear simple listing of needs and suggestions on
how to meet them.

EVERYONE HAS IMPORTANT JOBS TO DO - BOOK I SA, CA, P
(Economics Fa-Young Peopee Setie4) K-4

Siantey, Roy, and Robett Chilton SS

Chacken'4 Pke44 (1970)
8K, $5.85

This book has an interesting format. Each page asks a question and the
answer is on the next page. The content of the book deals with jobs
mothers do, jobs fathers do, jobs.fathers' bosses do, jobs children do
at home, jobs children do at school, and responsibilities we all have.
It introduces profits and taxes in simple terms. This book would be
good to use in beginning economics and also to start many discussions of
responsibilities and how money is used. This is a new series of books
to enjoy while learning about our economic environment. Each book has

been designed to help us relate what we learn in school to our lives in the
future. It should help children see how people fit into the system and help
to make it work smoothly. The "family" and the roles within it are dominant
in the book.
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§ELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

FUZZ1ES, A FOLK FABLE FOR ALL AGES SA

Richarld Le44orz 3-A

Angus Communieation4 (1971) LA, G, SS

BK, $2.30

This folk fable may be used with all ages to explore concepts, such as:
1. Restricting another's growth can lead to self-destruction. 2. Merits of

positive and negative feedback. 3. "Warm Fuzzies". 4. Put-downs. This

book is excellent for use in creating a classroom climate of acceptance of
others and a conscious effort to abandon "put-down" behavior.

HE'S MY BROTHER SA

Joe La's/2RA K-3

Atbe'tt Whitman and Company (1973) SS, G

BK, $3.95

A young boy describes the experiences of his slow learning younger brother

at school and at home. A very poignant and realistic account of the things
that happen to Jamie and how his family love and accept him for his efforts.

The illustrations are delightful.

I WAS SO MAD! SA

Norma Simon K-3

Atberut Whitman and Company (1974) SS

BK, $2.96

The text and pictures related situations which sometimes result in such
reactions as frustration, anxiety, humiliation, and loss of control. This

book's special value is in picturing situations that produce anger. It

describes children's inner and outer struggles as they try to control their
feelings and work them out in ways that are acceptable to themselves and others.
Most children will find many situations familiar and respond to them. It is a

delightful book. The illustrations are as graphic as the text.

THE KIND OF ME I WANT TO BE SA, DM, P

Joyce Funk 2-3

Joyce Howard Funk (1973) .
ALL AREAS

Haztett Pubti.c. Schools

Hastett, Michigan
8K, $1.00

This little twelve-page book was written by a second grade teacher in Hasiptt,

Michigan. It is written and illustrated for second and third grade studEnts and

its focus is on caring for others and the rewards it bring. Some discussion

questions for helping the student understand himself and help him develop

are given in the book.

3
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

SELF-EXPRESSION AND CONDUCT THE HUMANITIES CA, SA, DM, P
LEVEL I, II, III (Blue, Red, and Guen) 1-3

Hakcoutt Mace Jovanovich (1974) FA, LA, S, SS
BKS (FS, CT on R, ACT. KTS, TG - may be pahchased sepattatety)
Levet 1 ... &be $3.90, Teaches Re4ounce Bk $3.90
Levet II ... Red $3.90, Teachen's Re4ounce Bk $3.90
Levet III .. Green $4.50, Teachees Re4ouAce Bk $4.50
The, cassettes lion each &vet are $39.00 RecondS, $36.00

This set of books had high ratings from all the evaluators. It is a multi-
media program and includes student books, records, filmstrips, Teacher's
Guide, and activity kits in art, music, dance and drama. All levels
emphasize basic human values and seek to help the child understand himself,
others, and the world around him. This material, has many possibilities for
adaptation to all subject areas and ability levels. Good for small or large
group activities. Has much "hands on" experiences. Provides enrichment and
can correlate with existing curriculum in language, communication skills,
social studies, and sciences. Excellent ethnic balance.

SMILES, NODS, AND PAUSES
Donothy Gunt Kennings
Citation Puss (1974)
BK, $8.95

SA
3-12

G, LA

This book is designed as a resource guide for teachers to help students to
explore verbal and nonverbal communication. A myriad of multi-level activi-
ties are included in this 231-page book such as, "Poker Face", "No Passive
Participants, Please", "Moving Chairs", and "Through Rose - Colored Glasses".
The book also contains an excellent bibliography.

4
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

SOCIAL SCIENCES: CONCEPTS AND VALUES (2nd Ed.) SA, CA, DM ,

Ha/Lewitt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. (1975) 1-6

BK SS

This is a new social studies program that incorporates most of the career
development concepts. It is beautifully illustrated and has excellefit

sexual, racial, and ethnic balance. Level 1 deals with Myself; Level 2

with Me and My Family; Level 3 Me and the Community. Levels 4,5,6

incorporates all of these.

Level 1 . Blue Edition $4.20

Teacher's Edition 5.19

Level 2 Red Edition $4.20
Teacher's Edition 5.19

Level 3 Green Edition $4.80

Teacher's Edition 5.79

Activity Book 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. 2.94

Level 4 Orange Edition $4.95

Teacher's Edition 5.94

Activity Book 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. 2.94

Level 5 Purple Edition $5.55

Teacher's Edition 6.54

Activity Book 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. 2.94
Level 6 Brown Edition $6.15

Teacher's Edition 7.14

Activity Book 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. 2.94

Each level also contains 5 FS, 5 CT, $75.00; or R, $69.00

SQUARES ARE NOT BAD SA

Viotet Satazak , 3-5

Gotden Pne44 - Wmtan Pubtahing Company (1967) LA, SS

BK, $4.45

This book tells a story about four towns - Square Town, Circle Town,
Triangle Town, and Rectangle Town. In each town live only squares,
circles, triangles, or rectangles and they will have nothing to do with

eact other. It tells how the "little shapes" get together and become.

friends. It is a cute story showing how being different is not bad.

Could lead into a good discussion.

22
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K. 3

FILMS

AM 1 DEPENDABLE? SA
Co/Lona F11nI4 (1970) 2-3
F, 13 Min., $146.00; B/W, $73.00 SS

Dependability is examined in three areas: doing a good job, giving
information and using good judgment. At times a little long for lower
grades, but it brings across the point of reliability very well.

CLAUDE SA
U.C.L.A., Depantment o Theater AA/4 2-A

F, 4 Min., $85.00 LA, G

A guidance tool which could be used to explore the development of self-
concept. An intriguing cartoon which captures the inexpressible frustra-
tion of misunderstood children and the absurdity of parents who demand that
children perform and conform. Useful for showing to parent groups.

DUKE THOMAS, MAILMAN SA, CA
Chutchitt Fitmla K-6
F, 16 Min., $195.00 SS, LA

This film gives an accurate and interesting description of the duties and
responsibilities of a large metropolitian area mailman.

LATE FOR DINNER SA, DV
EBE (1970) 1-3

F, 8 Min., $130.00; B/W, $75.00 SS, LA

This is a film for values clarification. A dilemma is presented and it
offers lots of room for discussion on how to handle situations and the
importance of honesty. Students are encouraged to make decisions based
on their values. Role playing, discussion groups, and writing are some
techniques the teacher could use for follow-up.

PARENTS WHO NEEDS THEM? SA, CA, DM

Co/Lone F11m6 K-3

F, 10 Min., $144.00; B/W, $72.00 SS, LA

Very well done, humorous but yet has a definite message. It shows what

work a parent does and how we can appreciate them. This film may be

followed by a discussion and some role playing.

6
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

WHAT SHALL I BE?
Coronet FiCm6
F, 7 Min., $105.00

SA, CA, DM,

K- 3

SS, LA

In cartoon fashion a boy tries to decide what he would like to be. He

jumps from one choice to another. Very humorous and very good - would

really get the students thinking!

WHAT TO DO ABOUT UPSET FEELINGS SA, DM

Coronet Fiam K-3

F, -10 Min. $136.00;.81W, $68.00 SS

The children can relate to this film because it shows situations they
themselves at one time or another have been in. It showed how others have

coped with their problems. Very true to life!

FILMSTRIPS

CAREER AWARENESS: A PRIMARY INTRODUCTION TO CAREER

EDUCATION SERIES
Singet (SVE) (1974)

5 FS, 5,CT, TR, TG, $94.50

This material helps children becoMe aware of how their body and brain relate

to the world of work. It helps create an awareness of the things they can do

already and how many choices they make daily. A Teacher's Guide has suggested

activities and ditto sheets. The filmstrips included are: I Have A Body,

I Have A Brain, The Work People Do, I Can Do Things, I Can Make Choices.

Some stereotyping is Tvtderit.

SA, CA, DM
1-3

G, LA, S, SS

7
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

FIRST THINGS: SOCIAL STUDIES/GUIDANCE
Guidance Aszociatu (1970) 1-5'
2-3 FS, 1 R, 1 TG, $22.00 (Each Unit) SS, LA, G

Scenes in each filmstrip were photographed on location with young children
of various ages, ethnic, and racial backgrounds. The five units previewed
in this series are excellent for helping children develop concepts of self
through their social relationships. They encourage discussion of.new ways
to deal with interpersonal problems. Each unit is shown on two or three
filmstrips. The Teacher's Guide includes many follow-up activities such
as discussion, role playing, and discovery-centered games. These
activities are coordinated with the filmstrip parts. Units in this series
are: Who Do You Think You Are?, What Happens Between People?, What Do
You Expect Of Others?, Guess Who's In A Group?, You Got Mad: Are You Glad?

FIRST THINGS: VALUES SA
Guidance AA4ociate4 (1972) K-3
2 FS, 2 R, TG, $22.00 (Each Unit) G, SS

The method used in this presentation is called an open-ended dilemma.
Open-ended dilemmas present situations in which there is a conflict of
moral values and no obvious or culturally approved "right answer".
There are two or more such dilemmas presented in each program. Each

filmstrip unit focuses on a moral topic of importance to primary grade
children (keeping promises, telling the truth, respecting property
rights, sharing, taking turns, and understanding the reasons for rules).
In the first dilemma, reasons are presented both pro and con by
characters in the filmstrip. Children can evaluate these reasons as well

as present reasons of their own. The second dilemma is presented without
the support of possible reasons. In this case, the child must develop his
own reasons supporting his personal moral choice. Units in this series are:
That's No Fair!; What Do You Do About Rules?; The Trouble With Truth; You
Promised!; and But It Isn't Yours .... Program was developed by Dr. Lawrence
Kohlberg and Dr. Robert Selman.

8
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS SA

Wutenn Pubtiishing Company (197;1 K-3

4 FS, 2 CT, TG SS, G, LA

This group of stories combines both realism and fantasy to emphasize the
value of friendship and good neighborly relations. The theme throughout

is basically one of warm social interactions and tolerance of others.
The characters are varied. There is a friendless and gentle giant, an

unwelcome dragon, and true-to-life boys and girls. Suggested techniques
are guessing games, group discussion, art (drawing) activities, and role
playing. The filmstrips are: George The Gentle Giant, a friendless but
gentle giant finds friends. Jonathan And The Dragon, an unwelcome dragon
is persuaded to leave town. Little Dog Lost, two boys collaborate to find
a missing dog and cat. Pear Shaped Hill, Jill and Don, who live on
opposite sides of the hill, eventually meet and share all the exciting and

unusual experiences together that they had previously enjoyed alone.

KINDLE I: WHO AM I? THE CONCEPT OF SELF SA

Schotaztic (1974) K-3

5 FS, 5 R, $79.33, With CT, $92.67, TG G, LA, SS

This is a self-awareness sound filmstrip program for early childhood. It

consistsof visual essays that help the young child gain a better under-
standing of himself and his social environment by showing children from
different ethnic groups in situations familiar to the young: hoping,

fearing, and fantasizing ... playing and exploring. This program helps

develop basic social studies and language arts concepts in communication.
The presentation and control are excellent. Five individual sound/film-

strips (including Teacher's Guide) are: Nothing Is Something To Do -
Shows children enjoying the many diversions and excursions that help them
orient themselves. The Joy Of Being You - Affirms the value of each
individual and encourages acceptance of self and others. People Packages -

Extends the concept of protective wrapping from food to animals and humans
which includes skin, clothes, and shelter. All Kinds Of Feelings - Treats

feelings common to all children and helps children express and understand
their own emotions. Do You Believe In Wishes? - Shows children's

fantasies and daydreams and points up more realistic wishes that can spur
achievements. The sound/filmstrips may be purchased separately. The

combination costs $20.00. The filmstrip/cassette combination costs $22.67.

Unit with records costs $79.33. Unit with cassette tapes costs $92.67.

9
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K 3

KINDLE :IV: MIXING IN (THE PROBLEM OF RELATING) SA
a .

Sclia6tAc (1974) K-3

5 FS, 5 CT,. $69.50, With R, $59.50, TG G, LA, SS

Kindle's primary aim is to help the young child develop-self-respect and a
positive self-image. The focal point in each unit is the individual as a
unique being. Kindle encourages self-expression and language development
through questions that relate directly to children's personal experiences.
The Teacher's Guide suggests a variety of activities that are extensions
of the filmstrip programs to create many fresh learning experiences, such
as pantomiming. games, art activities, field trips. Titles in the series
are: Do I Have To Win? - deals with the pressure of winning and the stigma
of losing. White Lies Don't Count - concerns excuses, alibies, exaggerations,
and fabrications. Me First is about taking turns. All Alone - deals with
aloneness, being left out, silence and shyness. Who, Me? - explores blaming

others, trying to get away with it and pleading innocence.

KINDLE .V: HOW CAN I TELL? (NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION) SA
SchoWtic (1974) K-3

5 FS,'5 R, $59.50, With CT, $69.50, TG G, LA, SS

Kindle's primary aim is to help the young child dt..velop self-respect and a
positive self-image. Each unit in the self-awareness sound/filmstrip pro-
gram is devoted to a different area. of personality. The focal point in
each is the individual as a unique being. Children will see that other
children have sad momen's, make mistakes, enjoy pretending, prefer to be
alone at times and at other times with a group. By seeing that the children
in the filmstrips have the same feelings and needs that they themselves have,
children are led to clarify their own self-concept and gain greater self-
confidence. Kindle encourages self-expression and language development
through questions that relate directly to children's personal experiences.
The Teacher's Guide suggests a variety of activities that are extensions
of the filmstrip programs to create many fresh learning experiences, such
as pantomiming, games, art activities, field trips. Titles in the series
are: Talking Hands - examines the vocabulary of gestures and signals with

the hands. What Faces Say shows how facial expressions speak louder than
words. Rainbows And Raindrops - explores the language of symbols. All Kinds

Of Sounds - investigates natural and man-made sounds -- some that warn, others
inform. Twist 'n Turn - explores body language, posture, positions and
attitudes.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

MY NEIGHBORHOOD SA

Scott Educational' 2-5

48- iS, $34.00 ALL AREAS

Students learn how neighborhoods change and the communication and trans-
pprtation systems of all neighborhoods are examined. Also included are

differences due to geography and climate. Filiiittrip titles: What Is A
Neighbornood; Neighborhoods Change; Telling And Finding Out; Wor king
Together In A Neighborhood; How Goods Come To Us; A Day In February Is A

Winter Dal.

MYSELF AND ME (Sound Fitnotrap setiez) SA

EBE (1973) K-4

5 FS, 5 CT, $69.95 LA, SS

By using the series of filmstrips Myself And Me, teachers can start
children thinking and talking about themselves. Students relate readily

to the children on screen as they discuss their appearance, their friends,

their feelings and interests, and their wishes and dreams. At'the end of

each filmstrip, frames for discussion encourage discussion. The following

filmstrips are in this series: Who Do _I Like To Be With?; How, Do I Feel?

What Do I Look Like?; What Do I Dream About?; What Do I LaTTO-Do?
The producer recommends use with Kdg. and Primary children only. However,

fourth graders could enjoy the presentation and expand through discussion

their own awareness of their feelings, interests, etc.

OUR COMMUNITY
Scott Educationat
8 FS, $45.00

SA, CA
1-5

ALL AREAS

Three basic communities are compared in a variety of ways. A well-rounded

view of life is presented. Included are: Living On A Farm; Living In A

Town; Living In A Big City; Our Food And Clothing; The Home We Live In;

The People In Our Community; Working In Our Community; Knowing Our

Community - -Long Ago And Today.

11



SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

OUR FEELINGS SA
Scott Educationa Divizion (1971) 3-6

6 FS, 6 R, $73.00, With CT, $79.00, TG G, SS

Selected situations encourage children to talk about their feelings
and develop ways of coping with them. The set provides an excellent
means of helping students understand their relationship with each other.
Included are: I Have Feelings Like Yours; Feelings When Learning Is Hard;
Feelings When Learning Is Easy; Feelings Of A Mischief-Maker; Feelings About
Family, Friends, And Make- Believe; Teachers Have Feelings, Too.

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR SERIES SA

Univeuat Education and Vi,suat Aitts (1969) K-3
9 FS (Captioned), $69.50 G, SS

There are nine filmstrips dealing with character-building concept. This is
very _good material of its type, perhaps a bit "pat" or "too good to be true",
but they make some points that really need to be made regarding behavior.
Ideal for, values clarification and understanding their own. and other's
behavior. Role playing and "acting out" would be excellent follow -ups.

Filmstrips in the series are: Billy The Bully; Freddy Forgot; Sarah Is Shy;
All Of Us Together; Different May Be Nice; The Red And The Blue Top; Greedy
Grace; Andy Walks The Dog; Penny And Mary.

TEACHING CHILDREN VALUES - PRIMARY SERIES SA

Dotothy Ca At and &mut P. Wittenberg K-4

Educationa Activities, Inc. (1967) G, LA, SS
2 FS, 1 R, TG, $19.95

Presented in this series are open-ended stories that provide the children
the opportunity to broaden their understanding of such recognized values
as integrity, responsibility, justice, courage, reverence and love. This

is done in cartoon style and is very delightful. Each filmstrip contains
six eight-frame sequences to go with the recorded stories. All the stories

have a strong appeal to children. They depict realistically the. value to

be studied. The Teacher's Guide gives sample questions, generalizations,
and suggestions for most effective use of these filmstrips. The children

seem to enjoy working out solutions to the problems presented. 'Titles
included in the series are: The Winner; Johnny Goes To The Store; Pat's
Ambition; Shots Without Tears; Clean-up Time; A Birthday Present;
Chatterbox; Taking Turns; The Pa Drive; The New Neighbor; Jeff And The
Stray Collie; A Litter Of Kittens.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

UNDERSTANDING CHANGES IN THE FAMILY SERIES
Guidance A66ociate6 (1973)
5 FS, 5 R, $64.50, With CT, $74.50

SA
K -4

G, SS

This series has been designed to provide elementary children with
information about families and with opportunities to handle emotions

related to family living. The filmstrip, What's A Family? (K,1,2,3)

should be shown first because it treats some basic concepts of the
family and establishes a frame-work for discussing the other four
filmstrips. They are: Little Brother, Big Pest (1,2); We're Adopted
(1,2,3); Playing Dead (3,4); and Not Together Any More (Divorce) (3,4).
Techniques suggested are drawing, open-ended stories, puppetry, and
discussion topics. The content and presentation are excellent. All

units, except Part I, are full-color, sound filmstrips.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

HELPING HANDS (Vatue.Gamvs Sekie6)
Pennant Educationat Mateitiabs (1972)

G/S, $9.25

SA, DM
K- 3

G, SS

Helping Hands provides an opportunity for the teacher to discuss values
with the class, showing the importance of sharing and working toward a

common goal. Each player in the game moves toward "Home". When a

player passes a space marked "Helping Hands", he moves another player

forward. Moves are determined by color-coded value cards. Two to six

students may play, and playing time is at least 15 minutes. The game

includes playing board, markers, value cards, and a leader's guide with

discussion questions.

GROW POWER .

SA, DM

Eiteen Koper Under 3-9

Educationa Activitie4, Inc. (1974) LA, G, SS'

G/S, $4.95

This is a decision-making game that helps students discuss through play how
they grow mentally, emotionally, and socially. The students are exposed to

many common behavior and decision situations. The following six personality

traits are high-lighted: good sportsmanship, honesty, tact, concern for

others, cheerfulness, and patience. The three variations of this game make

it possible to be used at_the Primary, Intermediate, and Junior High School
level. Up to six students can play this very interesting board game.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

KITS

CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR PRIMARY GRADES SA, CA

Lea/nag Ants (1974) K-3

4 FS, 4 CT, SM, TG, $69.00 ALL AREAS

A multi-media package that helps the children develop poSitive attitudes
about themselves and the world of work. Filmstrips include, People Make
A School Go; Teamwork In A Toy Factory; Working For An Airline; Look Out
World!,Here I Come. A complete Teacher'sGuide is included and spirit

,masters for student activity sheets for additional activities.

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO I) ,SA, DM, P
Amenican Guidance SeAvice, Inc. (1973) K-2

KT, $95.00 (include's BK6, Porteu, R an CT, TG, Puppetz, G, SS

Ca46)

This popular kit is designed to help children better understand social-
emotional behavior. DUSO may be used by teachers very effectively Without
special training. DUSO is structured so that teachers may use it on a
daily basis throughout the entire. year or to fit specific needs. The

activities make ,extensive use of a listening, inquiry, experimental, and

dicussion approach to learning. The program is organized around eight
major themes: Understanding And Accepting Self; Understanding Feelings;
Understanding Others; Understanding Independence; Understanding Goals And
Purposeful Behavior; Understanding Mastery, Competence, And Resourcefulness;
Understanding Emotional Maturity; Understanding Choices And Consequences.

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, CA, DM,

Ametitan Guidance Senvice, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT, $98.00 (Includes R an CT, Portertz, Puppets, Act. Ca/1.6, ALL AREAS

TG)

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are: Toward Self-Identify;

Toward Friendship; Toward Responsible Interdependence; Toward Self-Reliance;
Toward Resourcefulness And Purposefulness; Toward Competence; Toward Emotional

Stability; Toward Responsible Choice-Making. The DUSO 2 program is designed

to help the older child understand his and other's behavior. Included in

this set are Self and Social Development Activity Cards and Career Awareness

Activity Cards. There are many, varied activities to keep the students

interested.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION K - 3

FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES SA, DM

Stage One: Amakene44 K-2

SRA (1970) G, LA, SS

KT (5 FS, 5 R, 20 P, 4 &tong R 04 CT, ST ACT BK),
$119.00, With CT, $133.00, SM, $12.55, Coun4 etoe4
Handbook Murt Be 04detted Sepoatety, $3.14

This excellent program is designed to promote the affective and cognitive

development of elementary children. Unit One emphasizes the awareness'of

self, others, and the environment. May be used by the teacher or with

the guidance counselor in activities involving socializing, sharing and

problem-solving.

FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES Sit, DM

Stage Two: Reoonding 2-4

SRA (1971) G, LA, SS

KT (Ineeude4 5 FS, 5 R, P, Ea.set, ST ACT BK, 4 Stang

R 04 CT),. $119.00, With CT, $133.00, SM, $12.55,
Coon4etoe4 Handbook Mu4t Be 04deted SeparLatety, $3.14

This program helps children respond to experiences involving self-concept.

abilities, limitations, goals, interests, responsibilities, acceptance, and

rejection. The many activities help the students question his responses.
Excellent for this age child who is becoming more aware of peer-group

activities.
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A HIGHWAY TO WORK AND PLAY SA, DM, P
McKnight PubWhing Company (1973) 1-6

KT, $32.00 (Inctude4 32 copie's o6 16 di66e4ent 4-page ALL AREAS
nempapem)

This program is divided into six elementary levels and is designed to
help students develop an understanding of themselves and others and
how they relate to the world of work. Each level contains 16 four-page
student newsprint and a Teacher's Guide.
Level I - Getting Started - Helps children become aware of themselves

through activities.
Level II - Moving On - Helps children explore human experience in work

and play.
Level III - Traveling Together - Children learn ways people work and play

together.
Level IV - Changing Signals - Children begin to understand the changing

world of'work'and leisure time activity.
Level V - Making Decisions - Children understand the relatedness of

self and community to meet their own needs.
Level VI - Exploring The Relationship Of Self, Educational Environment,

And The World Of Work.
The levels are suggestive only and may be used at different grades, depend-
ing on readiness of children.

I CAN DO IT (Dimenzion6 06 Pe, oneeity Se/ e4) SA
Pgaum-Standard (1972) 2

KT, $7.94, TG, $5.15 (Includes 4 SKS, 7 ACT. SHEETS) G, LA, SS

Taking an experimental approach, this book explores the child's developing
potential with regard to his physical, emotional and scholastic competencies.
The child's successes both in and out of school are stressed. Special

emphasis is given to the difference in competencies, and the fact that each
student has his own special skills. The child's awareness of his responsibil-
ities toward self and others is increased. Small group activities such as
games, role playing, discussion, generate a friendly, accepting atmosphere
in the classroom. Positive social experiences give the child the feeling
of success, and free him to pursue other successes in cognitive areas.
Student materials are packaged in kits to serve four students. Each kit

consists of four student textbooks and a set of seven activity sheets (22"
X 33") which provide the group of four students with 14 activities (2 for
each unit of study). The annotated Teacher's Guide for each grade includes
sa4),1 reproductions of the activity sheets.
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NOW I'M READY (Nmen4ion4 06 PeuomItay Suie4) SA

Pgatun-Standand (1972) 1

KT, $7.95, TG, $5.15 (Inceudez 4 Bk6, 7 Act. Sheets) G, LA, SS

This book helps reassure the first grader that he is ready for school and
the new challenges which formal learning can provide. Centered around

small group activities, this book focuses on the child's need to develop
the social competencies necessary to become productive as a group member.
He learns to feel comfortable with himself in his new role as member of

a classroom group. Built into the program are many activities that use
games, posters, and pictures to help meet these emotional needs. At the

same time they pro-Vide instruction in basic learnings: identifying

letters, understanding numbers, and telling time. Student materials are

packaged in kits to serve four students. Each kit consists of four student

textbooks and a set of seven activity sheets (22" X 33") which provide the
group for four students with 14 activities (2 for each unit of study). The

annotated Teacher's Guide for each grade includes small reproductions of the

activity sheets.

ON STAGE: WALLY, BERTHA AND YOU SA

ESE (1971) K-3

Kt, $59.95 (Included Puppets, Act. Ca/L.6, Stony Cando, FA, G, LA, S, SS

Pictute Cando; Comtuction Cando, Pug/tam
Cando, Teacheez Handbook)

This program is designed to provide the early elementary age child with

fun-filled, creative learning experiences that will contribute to his
personal growth and self-concept, stimulate his interest, encourage mean-
ingful working relationships in groups, and strengthen listening, observing,

and speaking skills and help improve coordination. Very helpful for

language development activities.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, K-2 SA, CA, DM, P

Education Achievement Coo. (197-3) K-2

KT, $347.50 (1nctude4 11 FS/CT, SM, G, Bk4, Puppets, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. Activities

. are designed to fuse affective and cognitive learning experiences for elemen-

tary students. Excellently designed system and wonderful Teacher's Guide

has lesson plans for two years. These received high ratings from all our

evaluators.
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THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5
Education Achievement Conp. (1973)

KT, $480.95 (Inceudes 11 FS/CT, G, SM, BKS, C, TG)

SA, CA, DM, P
3-5

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many
activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for elem-
entary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for two
years. This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.

WHAT ABOUT ME (Dimen4ion4 O Peuonatity Sekies) SA
Pgaum-Standard (1972) 3

KT, $7.95, TG, $5.15 (Inceudes 4 BKS, 7 ACT. SHEETS) G, LA, SS

This book explores the area of emotions with the child. Two units are
devoted to the troublesome feelings of fear and anger. The worktext
concludes with a section on the child's feelings about himself. Suggestions
are made to help him maintain a positive self-image or, if necessary, to
improve his feelings about himself. Small group activities help the child
learn that, like others, he has both strong and weak points which can be
maintained, strengthened, improved., He learns too, that he can accept
his limitations, as well as the limitations of other group.members. He
discovers his uniqueness as an individual and learns more about the
similarities he shares with peers. Student materials are packaged in kits
to serve four students. Each kit consists of four student worktexts and a
set of seven activity sheets (22" X 33") which provide the group of four
students with 14 activities (2 for each unit of study). The annotated
Teacher's Guide for each grade includes small reproductions of the activity
sheets.

WORKERS WE KNOW (Pug/Lammed Wo/Lk Am/Lotus Kit Se/Lies)
Chltonicte Guidance Pubtications, Inc. (1974)

KT, TG, $150.00 (Mate/ Lititz FOIL 32 Students)

SA, CA
K- 3

ALL AREAS

This kit provides enough activities for a full year. There are puppets
with changeable costumes, riddles, games, cash register and money, cards,
and music and art activities. A Teacher's Guide has suggestions for putting
all together. The aim is to make children aware of many different kinds of
workers (32 in all), show that people get paid for working, and all work is
important. Activities which develop positive self-concept and understanding
of self are excellent ways of involving both the teacher and counselor,.
Individual parts may be ordered separately if a teacher prefers to be
eclectic.
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OTHER MEDIA

CHILDREN AND THE LAW, TEACHING PICTURES SA

David Cook Pubtishing Company (1966) K-1

12 P, TG, $3.25 LA, SS

The set includes 12 large pictures and 12 resource sheets. The material

deals with honesty, safety, respect for others and for animals,, respect

for community property. From group discussions many language activities

could be used.

CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD SA

David Cook Pubtishing Company (1967) K-1

12 P, TG, $3.25 SS

-This set includes 12 large color pictures plus a 32-page resource book.
The pictures are drawings showing children from other countries in native

dress in a setting showing climate and housing.

LEARNING ABOUT HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS SA

David Cook Pubtishing Company (1974) K-6

16 FP, TG, $4.75 ALL AREAS

Set includes 16 large pictures, half in black and white and half in color,

plus 32-page resource manual. _Material deals with getting ,along with

people - adults and children. Pictures should motivate group discussions.

LEARNING ABOUT VALUES SA

David Cook Pubtishing Company (1973) K-6'

16 P, TG, $4.75 ALL AREAS

Set includes 16 pictures and a 32-page resource manual. The pictures are

large and clear. Some are cartoons, some paintings, some prints. Excellent

to motivate class discussion. Material deals with honesty, courage, humility,

justice, creativity, humor and responsibility.

LIVING TOGETHER IN AMERICA SA

David Cook Pubtishiqg Company (1973) K-6

20 P, TG, $5.95 SS

Set includes 20 full color large pictures plus a 48-page resource manual.

The material deals with the many minority groups that live in the U.S. -

Chinese, Cuban, Black, etc. The pictures show contributions they have

made to our society.
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MOODS AND EMOTIONS SA
Sytvia TeAten PRE- 3

Pennant Educationat Matera4iis G, SS
16 P, $4.75

When a child can understand and discuss his own moods and emotions, he
finds it easier to understand and appreciate others and to develop
proper attitudes toward them. This set of sixteen 12" X 17" photographs
aid pupils in recognizing their own feelings and understanding of others.
The 40-page Teacher's Manual helps the teacher help children examine joy,
sadness, anger, fear, and other emotions.

MOODS AND EMOTIONS, CHILD'S WORLD SA
Pennant Educationat Matekiat6 K-3
8 P, $7.95 G, SS

This is a set of eight flat pictures of children expressing feelings of
love, joy, anger, frustration, compassion, sadness, thoughtfulness, and
loneliness. Resource material on the back of each study print and the
accompanying Teacher's Manual provide background information for class-
room discussion. When a chid can understand and discuss his own moods
and emotions, he finds it easier to understand and appreciate others and
to develop proper attitudes toward them. These illustrations are photo-
graphs in full color, printed on 13" X 18" cards that can stand on a
chalk ledge or easel without support.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT TEACHING PICTURES SA
David Cook Pubashing Company (1966) K-1
12 P, TG, $3.25 G, SS

This set includes 12 large pictures, plus 12 resource sheets giving added
activities. The pictures deal with: Taking Turns, Sharing, Helping
Teacher, Family, Playing, Sharing Ideas, Helping Mother, and Pets. Would
be helpful in teaching values and is also good for group discussions.

a
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VALUE SERIES SA

BFA Educationat Media K-6

SP, $12.00 pet zet (8 SP pen zet) G, SS

This excellent series of study prints presents a variety of problems common

to young children. Problems of honesty, courage, self-concept, and rela-

tions with others are presented. Carefully designed questions on the back

of each print offer guidance to the teacher in leading children through

values and feelings explored. There are eight sets of prints in this

series. The prints are in color and are 12" X 18" in size. They will

stand without support on a chalk ledge or on an easel. They cost $12.00

per set. The eight sets are: My Class, My Community, My Family, My Friends,

My Home, My Neighborhood, My School, PeopTe I Don't Know.
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4-6

BOOKS

ABOUT ME SA
MAW C. Welts and John T. Can4ieed 4-6

HE (1970) FA, G, LA, S, SS
ST BK , 1-99, $ .85 ea., TG, $3.95

This is a self-concept program designed to help youngsters in the 4th, 5th,
and 6th grades move toward realizing their full potential, self-identity,
and self-esteem. Such activities as the following are included in this
program. They take the form of group games, questionnaires, unfinished
sentences and phrases, art (drawing) activities, etc. Who Am I? - Giving
clues about a person in the group helps others identify this person (a
game). I Know Who I Am - What is heritage? Where do our names come from?
Who decides what names we get (a lesson)? This Is Me - Sixteen unfinished
statements concerning how one feels about everyday encounters. Thinking

For Myself - Deciding on commitment and action (a lesson). This is a

very useful and excellent resource to help teachers round-out the student's
school experiences by exploring the affective domain, as well as the
cognitive.

AMERICAN INDIANS YESTERDAY AND TODAY SA

David Cook Publishing Company (1972) K-6

BK/SP, $6.95 G, SS

This set includes 24 large pictures; some of them are photographs some

are drawings. They show Indians in all stages of development. Their

crafts and cultures plus other background material is given in a 64-page
resource book. The pictures would stimulate individual or small groups
to work on research projects.
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BECOMING MYSELF (Nmen4ion4 O Peuonatity SekLe,$) SA, DM
Pgaiwn-StandaAd 6

BK, $2.94 (So6t. Coven), $4.35 (Hakd Coven), TG, $5.45, G, LA, SS
SM, $1.50

This book tries to help the 6th grader discover and feel comfortable with
himself. The person best prepared for adolesence is the one with a healthy
self-esteem for his own identity and his own emotional life. If the child

accepts his emotions and realizes the influence they have had on his behavior,
he will probably be a happier 6th grader, as well as a happier teen-ager.
The pre-adolescent may already have begun to experience some of the changes
that will transform him in the next few years. To prepare him for these
Lhanges, Becoming Myself encourages the student to become better acquainted
with his emotional life. Materials consist of student texts for this grade
level. These texts stress visual communication (in addition to the reading
matter ) through the use of Peanuts cartoons and many carefully selected
photographs. As a conclusion to each chapter, the student text also
includes a number of discussion questions which incorporate concepts
derived from the class experiences and from the reading matter. The

annotated Teacher's Guide stresses affective experiences as basic to the
introduction of the themes developed in the student text. Some of the

activities include the use of spirit masters, the text of which is
reproduced in the Teacher's Guide. Sets of these masters are also avail-
able for purchase.

BLACK AMERICA, YESTERDAY AND TODAY SA

Heeen Cakny and Levi. Lathen K-6

David Cook Pubtahing Company SS
BK/SP, $4.75

This set includes 20 large pictures plus a 40-page resource book. The

material covers the background of the Black race before slavery, building
-up to today. Discusses Black Americans and their contributions to our
society from fighting in the Civil War to Blacks in the field of medicine
and law.

BUSY, BUSY WORLD ,SA, CA

RicharLd ScalLay 1-5

Wuekn Pubashing Company, Inc. (1973) LA; SS

BK, $5.95

This book is written in an attractive style showing different countries and
"animal people" doing their jobs. Some of the characters: Ernst, the Swiss

Mountain Climber, Professor Dig and his Egyptian Mummy, Two Norwegian Fisher-
men, and Albert, the Belgian Barge Captain. This is a story young children
enjoy listening to and looking at the pictures and older children enjoy reading.
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CAREERS FOR ALL SERIES SA, CA, DM

Mu4iee Stanek, Jospeh L. Gehuan 4-6

Beneie PAC46 (1974) G, LA, SS

6K, $4.05, TG, $2.70, Complete Set (GA.4,5,6), $14.94

This series stresses an understanding of the world of work for students in

grades 4,5, and 6. Students are given the opportunity to discover their

interests, and explore their feelings and investigate their relationships
with others. A brief essay introduces each chapter. Following are two

stories which. simulate life-like situations. A thorough review is given

through a myriad of activities for group discussion and individual projects
at the end of each unit. The Job Reference Guide in each book provides a
variety of examples of occupations that may be used as the basis for many
classroom activities. The layout is attractive. The text is liberally

intt-spersed with photographs, sketches, and cartoon-like drawings. The

titles of the books in the series are: Alike And Different (Gr. 4);

Interests And Choices (Gr. 5); Plans And The Future (Gr. 6).

CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONS
Wittiam Hophe, Baaana Patkamo4e
Canteen FutuAeis, Inc. (1974)

BK

SA, CA
3-6

G, LA, SS

This attractive soft cover book would be used as a reference book, not a

textbook. There ar.e_over,300 occupations included in it. It contains a

brief definition of many occupations written in a language that children

will be able to understand.

EVERYONE HAS IMPORTANT JOBS TO DO BOOK I CA, SA, P

(Economics Foil. Young Peopte Saie,$) K-4

Shittey, Roy, and RobeA.t CkLeton SS

ChJ1oken14 PAcisis (1970)

BK, $5.85

This book has an interesting format. Each page asks a question and the

answer is on the next page. The content of the book deals with jobs

mothers do, jobs fathers do, jobs fathers' bosses do, jobs children do at
home, jobs children do at school, and responsibilities we all have. It

introduces profits and taxes in simple terms. The book-would be good to

use integinning economics and also to start many discussions of responsi-

bilities and how-money is used. This is a new series of-books to enjoy

while learning about our economic environment. Each book has been
designed to-he10 'usrelate what we learn in school to our lives in the

future. It should help children see how people fit into the system and

help to make it work smoothly. -The "family" and the roles within it are

dominant in the book.
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FLIZZIES, A FOLK FABLE FOR ALL AGES SA
RichaAd Le44oit 3-A
Angus Communicaton's (1971) G, LA, SS
BK, $2.50

This folk fable may be used with all ages to explore concepts, such as:
1. Restricting another's growth can lead to self-destruction. 2. Merits
of positive and negative feedback. 3. "Warm Fuzzies". 4. Put-downs.
This book is excellent for use -in creating a classroom climate of accept-
ance of others and a conscious effort to abandon "put-down" behavior.

GETTING ALONG SERIES
Economic's Pke44, Inc. (1971)

BK, 1 Set (10 Dilgenent Titeu), $2.00

SA, DM
4-6

G, LA, SS

This series consists of ten brief lessons in character and citizenship
education. This is good supplementary material for programs designed to
develop awareness of human inter-relationships. These lessons also help
children understand why considerate, civilized conduct makes sense. The

text is simple and the illustrations are quite interesting. Techniques

for use would include writing sheets, role playing, and discussion groups.
The lessons in this series are: Think Of Others; A Pat On The Back; Why
Argue; The Magic Words; Everybody Makes Mistakes; The Reason For Rules;
Breaking Rules; It's All In Your Mind; Human Rights; and Why Criticize.

A HANDBOOK OF PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE SA, DM
Rabat C. and I4abee L. Hawley 4-12

Education Re/seakch A64ociate's (1972) HE, LA, SS
BK, $5.00

This book includes hundreds of activities to help students experience
personal growth in the classroom. Students are active participants in
positive focus-type activities. Excellent resource for educators.
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HERE I AM (Dimewsion4 06 Petzonaity Setie6) SA

Watet J. Linibachet, Ph.D. 4

Pgaum/Standand (1969) G, LA, SS

ST BK, $1.96 (So6t Coven), $2.99 (Haul Coven), TG, $4.19,
SM, $1.50

The child need not scramble through the process of "growing up" without the
comfort of being able to accept himself and without the knowledge that every-.
one else has some of the same feelings and problems he has. He will learn

about various factors which influence his personality development, inherited
traits, environmental circumstances, acceptance of feelings, and the
consequent influence on the child's concept of himself. Materials consist

of student texts for this grade level. These texts stress visual communica-
tion (in addition to the reading matter).through.the use of Peanuts cartoons

and many carefully selected photographs. As a conclusion to each' chapter, the

student text also includes a number of discussion questions which incorporate
concepts derived from the class experiences as basic to the introduction of

the themes developed in the student texts. Detailed suggestions for these

class activities precede each chapter in the Teacher's Edition.

I'M NOT ALONE (Dimewsiows 06 Peasonaity Setie/s) SA, DM

Watte4 J. Limbachet, PH. D. 5

Pgaum/Standaltd (1970) G, LA, SS

ST BK, $2.58 (Solit Covet), $4.12 (Haul Covert), TG, $4.85.

SM, $1.50

This book begins by asking the student to consider his family group. Then

it leads him to view the wider society of playground and classroom. His

participation and interactions in these various groups and the influence
they exert on him are discussed along with his need to recognize his own
individuality and uniqueness as a person. Materials consist of student

text for 5th grade level. These texts stress visual communication (in
addition to the reading matter) through the use of Peanuts cartoons and

many carefully selected photographs. As a conclusion to each chapter the
student text also includes a number of discussion questions which incorporate
concepts derived from the class experiences and from the reading matter.
The annotated Teacher's Edition stresses affective experiences as basic to
the introduction of the themes developed in the student text. Detailed

suggestions for these class activities precede each chapter in the
Teacher's Edition. Some of the activities include the use of spirit
masters, the text of which is reproduced in the Teacher's Edition. Sets

of these masters are also available for purchase.
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JOBS IN YOUR FUTOft
Mi.niam Lee

Schotaaic Magazae4 (1973)
BK, $ .75, TG, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
6-8

G, SS

Miriam Lee offers a workbook full of exercises that are interesting and
informative on how tl begin to find a job. The workbook moves from self-
awareness to the concrete planning stages of securing a job.

THE PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH SA, DM
NOnton Ju4ten 4-8
Winwald Book6 Random House (1961) LA

BK, $ .95

A fictional story of a boy who sees nothing of interest in the world until
he is given the Phantom Tollbooth and visits "The Land Beyond". All is
confusion in this land with Dictionopolis, the City of Words, at war against
Digitopoli, the City of Numbers. With the City of Wisdom in ruins, our boy
hero returns "Rhyme" and "Reason" frori the Mountains of Ignorance. This is

an amusing story with a clever interplay of fantasy with realistic values .

and judgments.

A PROBE INTO VALUES SA, DM
(Seanchodohz In The Sociat Science4 Setie4) 4-6

John G. -Chwtch SS, G
Halt:count Brace Jovanovich, Inc. (1973)

BK

This program contains four sets of 40 investigations. It is designed to
help teacher and students explore and resolve conflicts that arise during
decision-making. This program complements the value issues raised in the
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Series, The Social Sciences: Concepts And Values.
There are no "right" answers to these values conflicts. By making the
child aware of the course of action he values most in a given situation and
the consequences of that course of action, A Probe Into Values encourages
responsible behavior on his part. The entire class may work in groups. As

few as three, or as many as twelve students may work on a copy of the same
investigation. Included in the 40 investigations are: Should We Invite Her?;
Everyone Else Did;, It's Mine; I Want To Do It My Way; Sissy!; He's Just An
Old Man; Why Should I Care?
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SMILES, NODS, AND PAUSES SA

DoAothy Gitant Henninv 3-12

Citation PAms (1974) G, LA

BK, $8.95

This book is designed as a resource guide for teachers to help students to

explore verbal and nonverbal communication. A myriad of multi-level activ-

ities are included in this 231 page book such as, Poker Face; No Passive,
Participants, Please; Moving Chairs; and Through Rose-Colored Glasses.
The book also contains an excellent bibliography.

SOCIAL SCIENCES: CONCEPTS AND VALUES (2nd Ed.) SA, CA, DM

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC. (1975) 1-6

BK SS

This is a new social studies program that incorporates most of the career

development concepts. It is beautifully illustrated and has excellent

sexual, racial, and ethnic balance. Level 1 deals with Myself; Level 2

with Me and My Family; Level 3 Me and the Community. Levels 4,5,6

incorporates all of these.

Level 1 Blue Edition $4.20

Teacher's Edition $5.19

Level 2 Red Edition $4.20

Teacher's Edition $5.19

Level 3 Green Edition $4.80

Teacher's Edition $5.79

Activity Book $1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. $2.94

Level 4 Orange Edition $4.95

Teacher's Edition $5.94

Activity Book $1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. $2.94

Level 5 Purple Edition $5.55

Teacher's Edition $6.54

Activity Book $1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. $2.94

Level 6. Brown Edition $6.15

Teacher's Edition $7.14

Activity Book $1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk. $2.94

Each level also contains 5 FS, 5 CT, $75.00; or R, $69.00
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SQUARES ARE NOT SAD SA
Viotet Satazca 3-5
Gotden Pnes4 Westan PubWhing Co. (1967) LA, SS
BK, $4.45

This book tells a story about four towns - Square Town, Circle Town,
Triangle Town, and Rectangle Town. In each town live only squares,
circles, triangles, or rectangles and they will have nothing,to do
with each other. It tells how the "little shapes" get together and
become friends. It is a cute story showing how being different is
not bad. Could lead into a good discussion.

THE TURNER CAREER GUIDANCE SERIES
Riehcad H. Rana, Robert C. Doyee, Sidney Sockin4
Follett Educationa Conponat ion (1967)
6 BKS, $1.20 ea., TG, $1.65

SA, DM
6-8

G, LA, S

The workbooks would probably be most functional in an English class, as
spelling and punctuation are techniques used to gain career information.
Students are helped to identify their career interests, job requirements
and skills, skills necessary for finding a job, starting a job, holding
a job and changing jobs are emphasized in the workbooks. A Teacher's
Guide is included. Reading level is. 5-6.

VALUES CLARIFICATION: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES SA, DM
FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 4-12

Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, and Howund auchenbaum G, SS
Pennant Edueationat Mateniabs
BK, $3.95

This book is designed to engage students and teachers in the examination
of values. It contains 79 strategy situations, complete with procedures
and Teacher's Guide. The strategies involve students in practical
experiences to make them examine their own feelings. ideas, and beliefs,
to relate values to their own decisions. It is highly recommended for
teachers and should be a part of the professional library collection.
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FILMS

AFTER THE FIRST SA
Fitancacan Communication Center 6-A

F, $164.00, Rentae, $15.00 G, LA, SS

This film won the Atlanta Film Festival Award and would be useful for
values clarification, social studies, language arts, and any guidance
function. The title comes from the father's statement to his young son:
"After the first time a young boy takes a life with a gun, the next time
will be easier." The film shows the first experience of a young boy
after his dad gives him a gun for his birthday. He has a conflict
between his dislike of killing and his desire to please his dad. This

could also be used for parent groups. White, middle-class background.
Teacher's Guide is included.

CLAUDE SA

U.C.L.A., Depantment 06 Theater At t6 2-A

F, 4 Min., $85.00 G, LA

A guidance tool which could be used 4,o explore the development of self-

concept. An intriguing cartoon which captures the inexpressible frustra-
tion of misunderstood children and the absurdity of parents who demand
that children perform and conform. Useful for showing to parent groups.

DUKE THOMAS, MAILMAN SA, CA

Chunchitt Films K- 6

F, 16 Min., $195.00 LA, SS

This film gives an accurate and interesting description of the duties and
responsibilities of a large metropolitan area mailman.

J.T. SA

CaAou6a Fitgo 4-12

F, 51 Min., $575.00, B/W, $275.00 LA, SS

This film, which was originally presented on C.B.S. Television, graphically
shows J.T.'s world and how he finds a friend, an alley cat, in a vacant
house in Harlem. He learns the values of caring for others. Very poignant

film and excellent for discussion of values and understanding others. The

film is 51 minutes but is in two parts for ease in classroom use.
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ME SA
Cetaon Educational. Fifos (1972) 4-7
F, 10, Min., $245.00 G, LA, SS

This film combines reality and fantasy to tell the story of a boy w[i"6
is not satisfied with himself and sets out to change his "image" by
copying other people. The film is designed to increase a child's
confidence in his own personal worth. Good Teacher's Guide is included.

THE PREJUDICE FILM SA
Motivationae Media (1974) 5-A
F, Min., $360.00 G, LA, SS

The historical origins and contemporary forms of prejudice in our society,
are examined. Emphasis is on the individual's role in contributing to or

helping to eradicate the attitudes which result in discrimination and
other injustices. Patterns of racial, ethnic, and religious prejudice are
explored logically ... without prejudice. A series of vignettes demonstrate
some of the daily events, typical comments, and attitudes which perpetuate
prejudice and discrimination. Narrated by David Hartman.

PROFILES IN BLACK
Univeuat Education and Vi4uat Mt's (1973)
F, 17 Min., $210.00

SA, CA
6-10

FA, LA

Four vignettes that were written and acted by James McEachin relates the
Black experience, but also expresses the feelings that people of all races
have. As they watch Mr. McEachin, the actor and writer, the aim is to
encourage the students to communicate by written and spoken word his/her
own ideas. Also observe an actor at work.

TO BE GROWING OLDER (CiActe 06 Li6e Setie4)
Etaey Budd (1973)
F, $225.00, Rental, $22.50

SA

6-12

HE, LA, SS

This is a beautiful, sensitive film depicting the aged. If one's self-
image is centered around one's occupation or what one does, what happens
to the retiree? Scenes show young and old people relating and giving
something special to each other. Script is included and an excellent
study guide.
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YOU SA

Centaon Educational Films (1973) 4-6

F, 16% Min., $245.00 G, LA, SS

Getting along in a family can be difficult because each person has,his
own wishes, talents, and desires. By learning to give-and-take and under-
standing each other's feelings and preferences, the "me's" can appreciate

the "you's". Two, white, middle-class brothers are always in conflict
until they began to explore, "I wonder what it would be like ..." and by
doing so they begin to understand themselves and the world they live in.

FILMSTRIPS

,Le

BELONGING TO A GROUP (Niscoveting you' Peuonatity) SA, DM, P

Guidance Ais,sociateis (1973) 4-9

2 FS, 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50 G, LA, SS

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can
identify with the material. The series is designed to help the students

explore their emotions, values, and goals. Discussion breaks are provided.

Excellent for small groups and classroom use. The two filmstrips depict

scenes that show families and peer group interactions. They explore

snaring, group pressures, acceptance and rejection. Discussion breaks

help the students participate in problem-solving involving groups. Other

titles in this series are: Who Are You?; Exploring Your Fee.1Lirm.

CHILDREN FACE SOCIAL REALITIES SA, CA, DM

Univemae Education And Vizuat Ants 4-7

2 ES, 1 R, $20.00 SS

The children of the Washington, D.C. Model School dramatize the concepts
of economics, their responsibilities, and rights as citizens in a neigh-

borhood and in a free society. The series stresses the fact that many
problems vhich children face are not solely personal problems of their
individual families, but social problems that must be dealt with by the

society at large. Ideal for teacher-training use or could be shown to
children to stimulate thinking and motivate them to perform similar

activities.
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EXPLORING YOUR FEELINGS (nscoveking YOWL PcuonaLity)
Guidance A44ociates (1973)
2 FS, 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50, TG

SA
4-9

G, LA, SS

This is a series of filmstrips which are relevant and realistic and
students can identify with the material. The series are designed to
help the children explore their emotions, values, and goals. Discussion
books are provided. Excellent for small groups and classroom use. In

these two filmstrips the children examine their feelings, and opportunities
are provided for the students to express their own feelings and talk them
out.

FIRST THINGS: SOCIAL STUDIES /GUIDANCE SA
Guidance A44ociate4 (1970) 1-5
2-3 FS, 1 R, TG, $22.00 (Each Unit) G, LA, SS

Scenes in each filmstrip were photographed on location with young children
of various ages, ethnic, and racial backgrounds. The five units previewed
in this series are excellent for helping children develop concepts of self
through their social relationships. Each unit is shown on two or three
filmstrips. The Teacher's Guide includes many follow-up activities such as
discussion, role playing, and discovery-centered games. These activities
are coordinated with the filmstrip parts. Units in this series are: Who

Do You Think You Are?; What Happens Between People?; What Do You Expect
Of Others?; Guess Who's In A Group?; You Got Mad: Are You Glad?

LAW AND JUSTICE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES:
MAKING VALUE - DECISIONS

Pathe4cope (1973)

3 FS, 3 CT, $50.00

SA, DM
5-8

LA, SS

The series of filmstrips present understandable problems that are related
to the legal and judicial process, but goes beyond that to the personal
decision-making that involves our basic values. Problems are presented,

questions are asked, and in the open-ended approach classroom discussion
follows each filmstrip. Good racial balance. The three filmstrips are:
The Case Of The Blue And White Whistle; The Case Of The Stolen Hub-Caps;
and The Case Of The Boss' Son.
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LEARNING ABOUT ME (Vevetoping Sce6-Concept Seitie4) SA

QED Moduction6 (1972) 4-6

5 FS, 5 CT, TG, $102.50 ALL AREAS

These five open-ended filmstrips provide a tool for exploring the dynamics
of self-concept. Each filmstrip gives students the opportunity to act out

possible solutions. Objectives include: a. To provide for the development

of improved self-concept. b. To assist in developing more appropriate
behavior patterns in dealing with peers and others. c. To develop

appropriate ways of compensating for feelings of inferiority. d. To

provide role playing experiences. The titles of these filmstrips are:
Different Shapes; First Steps; I'm New Here; Borrowed Friendship; and I'm
The Boss.

MY NEIGHBORHOOD SA

Scott Educational DivLsion 2-5

8 FS, $34.00 ALL AREAS

Students learn how neighborhoods change and the communication and transpor-
tation systems of all neighborhoods are examined. Also included are differ-

ences due to geography and climate. Filmstrip titles: What Is A Neighbor-

hood?; Neighborhoods Change; Telling And Finding Out; Working Together In A
Neighborhood; How Goods Come To Us; A Day In February Is A Winter Day.

MYSELF AND ME (Sound Fit/tut/tip Suie4) SA

HE (1973)
5 CT, 5 FS, $69.95 LA, SS

By using the series of filmstrips Myself And Me, teachers can start children
thinking and talking about themselves. Students relate readily to the
children on screen as they discuss their appearance, their friends, their
feelings and interests, and their wishes and dreams. At the end of each

filmstrip, frames for discussion encourage discussion. The following

filmstrips are in this series: Who Do I Like To Be With?; What Do I Look

Like?; How Do -I Feel?; What Do I Dream About?; What Do I Like To Do? The

producer recommends use with Kdg. and Primary children only. However,

fourth graders could enjoy the presentation and expand through discussion
their own awareness of their feelings, interests, etc.
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OUR COMMUNITY
Scott Educationat Divizion 6 Ginn And Company
8 FS, $45.00

SA, CA
1-5

ALL AREAS

Three basic communities are compared in a variety of ways. A well-
rounded view of life is presented. Included are: Living On A Farm;
Living In A Town; Living In A Big City; Our Food And Clothing; The
Home We Live In; The People In Our Community; Working In Our Community;
Knowing Our Community - Long Ago And Today.

OUR FEELINGS SA
Scott Educationae Divizion (1971) 3-6

6 FS, R, $73.00, With CT, $79.00, TG G, SS

Selected situations encourage children to talk about their feelings and
develop ways of coping with them. The set provides an excellent means
of helping students understand their relationship with each other.
Included are: I Have Feelings Like Yours; feelings When Learning Is Hard;

Feelings When Learning Is Easy; Feelings Of A Mischief-Maker; Feelings
About Family, Friends, And Make-Believe; Teachers Have Feelings, Too.

PEOPLE ma CREATE ART (Cateek Dacovetiez Suiez)
GtUdance As OC.Zate/s ( 1 9 72 )

4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50

SA, CA

5-9
FA, LA, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of
work with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The

first filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program.
The remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and
speaking on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Explores what motivates musicians,
sculptors, painters, writers, artisans, and designers. (2) A puppeteer,

actress, costume designer, seamstress show how it is backstage and in
front. 13) A young drummer plays, teaches, and composes. (4) An

industrial designer explains the challenge of making a playground both
fun and a learning experience. Suggested techniques are art activities,
group discussion, creative drama, games, and puppetry.
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PEOPLE WHO INFLUENCE OTHERS (Cakeek Di4covaiu Saie4) CA, SA

Guidance Auociatu 5-9

4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50, TG G, LA, SS

4

The six programs in this series present aspects of the diverse world of
work with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The

first filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program.
The remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and

speaking on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Emphasizes the qualities of self-

confidence, sensitivity, empathy and leadership. (2) A model and cosmetic

demonstrator sells products she believes in. (3) An advertising executive

is working on a public service campaign for the city zoo. (4) A county

agent shows students a dairy farm where he helps farmers improve farming

methods. Suggestions are given for role playing, group discussions,
creative dramatics, and field trips.

PEOPLE WHO MAKE THINGS (Carteek DiAcovetiu Setie4)
Guidance A64ociata (1973)
4 FS, 4 R, $42.50,. With CT, $52.50

SA, DA
5-9

G, LA, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of

work with insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a peron photographed and speaking

on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Focuses on pride of craft, the satisfaction of

making useful things, and the pleasure people gain from creating with their

hands. (2) Two skilled construction workers describe their part in assem-

bling DC 10 airplanes. (3) A chef demonstrates how to prepare fine food.

(4) Model builder shows how to build an entire city to scale. Suggested

activities include group discussion and reporting, observations, sharing
inventions, field trips, using role models, using paired learning techniques

such as older/younger students.
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PEOPLE WHO ORGANIZE FACTS (Cateet Dizcovetie4 Senie6)
Guidance Azsociatez (1972)
4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50

SA, DA
5-9

G, LA, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first
filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Gives an overview of how much society depends
on and uses information. (2) A sports editor talks about facts and figures.
(3) An automotive researcher finds facts needed to restore antique cars.
(4) A foreperson in a bakery packing plant tells how one organizes facts of
a vast production line to keep cookies and crackers on the supermarket
shelves.

PEOPLE WHO WORK IN SCIENCE (Careen. Di4covetim Seitie4)
Guidance Azsociate4 (1972)
4 FS, 4 R, $42.50,'With CT, $52.50

SA, CA
5-9

G, LA, S, SS

The six programs in the Career Discoveries Series present aspects of the
diverse world of work with some insight into why people enjoy specific
types of work. The first filmstrip is an overview of the job interest
cluster in each program. Remaining three contain an interview with a
person photographed and speaking on the job. Filmstrip (1) Stresses
curiosity , inquiry, precision and interest in the scientific method.
(2) An ocean life scientist explains his experimental work. (3) A crime

lab technician tours the police lab facilities and demonstrates her job
in chemical analysis. (4) A recording engineer lets us sit in on the

sound production of a TV commercial.
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TEACHING CHILDREN VALUES - PRIMARY SERIES SA

Dmothy Ca1ci Emezx P. Witeenbekg K-4

atcationat. Acti.4tie4, Inc. (1967) G, IA, SS

2 FS, 1 R, TG, $19.95

Prese,ted in this series are open-ended stories that provide the children
an opportunity to broaden their understanding of such recognized values
as integrity, responsibility, justice, courage, reverence and love. This

is done in cartoon style and is very delightful. Each filmstrip contains
six eight-frame-sequences to go with the recorded stories. All the stories

have a strzaig apveal to children. They depict realistically the value to
be studied. The Teacher's Guide gives sample questions, generalizations,
and suggestfons for most effective use of these filmstrips. The children

seem to enjoy working cut solutions to the problems presented. Titles

included in the series are: The Winner; Johnny Goes To The Store; Pat's
Ambition; Shots Without Tears; Clean-up Time; A Birthday Present;
Chatterbox; laking Turns; The Paper Drive; The New Neighbor; Jeff And The
Stray 67-lie: A Litter Of Kittens.

TEACHING CHILDREN VALUES SERIES
Educationa Activitiez (1967)
2 FS, 1 R, TG, $19.95

SA, DM
4-7
G, SS

This series teaches children values through unfinished stories. The

following unfinished stories depict six basic values: Integrity, Courage,

Responsibility, Justice, Reverence, and Love. Filmstrip titles: Tina

Helps Herself; Bob Looks For A Job; House Afire; The Broken Window;
Emergency; GoirgForTlibor'sPets;- Cutting Corners; Libby Argues
With The Umpire; A Helping Hand; A Newcomer At School; Free As A Bird; A

Secret Place. They depict one particular value in each for study. Each

filmstrip contains six eight-frame sequences to go with the recorded
stories. The Teacher's Guide gives a recapitulation of -the presentation
including the three discussion questions at the end of ,_he filmstrip and

generalizations for the teacher to present to the class in the manner that
best fits the situation.
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UNDERSTANDING CHANGES IN THE FAMILY SERIES SA

Guidance Aociate/s (1973) K-4
5 FS, 4 R, $64.50, With CT, $74.50 G, SS

This series has been designed to provide elementary children with
information about families and with opportunities to handle emotions
related to family living. The filmstrip, What's A Family (K,1,2,3)
should be shown first because it treats some basic concepts of the
family and establishes a framework for discussing the other four
filmstrips. They are: Little Brother, Big Pest (1,2); We're Adopted
(1,2,3); Playing Dead (3,4); and Not Together Any More (Divorce) (3,4).
Techniques suggested are drawing,' open-ended stories, puppetry, and
discussion topics. The content and presentation are excellent. All

units, except Part I, are full-color,. sound filmstrips.

UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF SA

UEVA (1972) 4-9

2 FS, 2 CT, $25.00 ALL AREAS

Each person in the universe is unique. From the moment he is born, he
is influenced by the society and culture into which he is born. When

each person understands his own differences, then he begins to under-
stand the uniqueness and differences of others. Cartoon-like characters

illustrate these points regarding behavior. Group discussion - role
playing.
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VALUES IN ACTION: ROLE PLAYING PROBLEM SITUATIONS SA, DM
FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES 4-6

Hatt, Rinehakt and Winn tan, Inc. (1970) F, SS

10 FS, 5 CT, TG, $132.00

This program is a series of discussion and problem-solving filmstrips
and recordings. The program stimulates children to speculate,, to

explain, to verbalize feelings, to seek alternative ways of solving
problems. It gives the children a chance through discussion and role
playing to examine their values and to realize that there are varied
ways of solving their problems. The ten filmstrips in this series are:
The Big Eye - The lens of a filmstrip projector is accidentally broken.
Does Johnny have the courage to stand up against the will of the group
when he belifyes their behavior is wrong?; A Demonstration Lesson Using
The Big Eye; My Best Friend - Mary is deeply hurt when her best friend,
Helen, appears to favor Phyllis, a new girl in her class. Should she
seek the satisfaction of getting even with Helen who has hurt her, at
the cost of being unfair to others?; Its All Your Fault - Jody breaks
the rules at summer camp. He lies to the counselor because he is on
probation for previous violations and is afraid he will be sent home. His

lie involves his three tent mates. How do you choose between your own
pleasure and standing by a friend, thereby losing your privileges?; Terry
Takes A Ride - Terry rides a motor scooter without permission and is seen
by his younger brother who wants to do likewise. Should he allow his
brother to break rules, as he has done, or refuse at the risk of being
exposed?; The Trouble With Mikki - Mikki, an unpopular girl, wanting a
friend, bribes another girl with a gift and lies. Several girls who feel

wronged by Mikki decided to get even by exposing one of her lies. Is it

worth hurting someone - maybe more than that person hurt you - in order to
get even, particularly if that person is unhappy and lonely?; Over The
Fence Is Out - Several boys climb over a fence posted with a "No Trespassing"
sign and begin to play on a yawl. Lew, a new boy, falls and injures his wrist.

He cannot get away when the watchman comes. Should the other boys consider
their own security instead of helping a stranger who will be left to take the
blame for their mischief?; Sticky Fingers - Nora and her friends steal small

items from neighborhood stores. Nora promises to stop after the nearby

supermarket bills her dad for one month's pilfering. The next day, the group's

youngest member shows up with a twenty dollar bill she has taken from the

supermarket. Should you avoid owning up to dishonesty, or should you assume

the responsibility for that behavior and take the consequences?; He Hit Me,

First - Do you have courage to give someone the benefit of the doubt and
refuse to fight, although your honor, your pride, and the respect of your
peers are at stake?; The Benefit Of The Doubt - Susan is angry and hurt when

Marya, a classmate from a poorer section of town, unfairly accuses her of

something. Later while the two girls compete for election O5 patrol- leader
of their Girl Scout Troop, Susan loses a new charm from her bracelet and
accuses Marya of finding and not returning it. Can you have the courage to

see and admit to others, that your actions have been cruel even though this

admission may cost you the approval- of others?
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WHO ARE YOU? 4a4covening Sloan PeA4onatity-Senic6)
Guidance A4sociatez, Inc._ (1973)-

2 FS, 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50, TG

SA,. DM

4-9

G, SS

This series of filmstrips is relevant and realistic and students can
identify with the material. The series is designed to help the children
explore their emotions, values, and goals. In these two filmstrips,
four children talk about their family and school relationships, their
fears and joys. It helps the children understand that experiences they
have mold their personalities. Discussion breaks are provided. Excellent
for small groups and classroom use.

WOUDERFUL WORLD OF WORK SERIES SA, CA
Edu-Cnaiit DLL t. Denoyet-Geppett (1968) 4-6
4 FS, 4 R, $62.00 Pm Unit G, LA, SS

The WOW Series provides pre-vocational training for students in the elemen-
tary grades. These filmstrips point out the advantages and enjoyments of
being a good worker. The series has been designed for use as supplemental
materials for social studies and may be useful for language arts. WOW may

be used to build classroom projects, establish homework assignments, and
other supplemental activities related to the world of work. Unit 4 -

What Else Do Fathers Do?; Just What Do Mothers Do?; It's In Your Hands;
Home Economics. Unit 5 - Electrical Workers; Gas And Oil Workers; Telephone
Workers; Technical And Industrial Workers. Unit 6 - Distributive Occupations;
Office Occupations; Health Services; Natural Resources.

5 3
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GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

CAN OF SQUIRMS (Valle Game's Sertie4) SA, DM

Pennant_Educationa MateUats (1912) 4-6

G/S, $6.50 G, LA, SS

The Can Of Squirms game can be a very good discussion starter. There are

twenty squirms (problem situations) in which students may or may not find
themselves. The Leader's Guide contains 100 discussion questions and
suggests variations for the teacher's individual needs. The purpose of
this game is to stimulate reality and help the student discover what he

really believes. It should also help students modify these beliefs as
he perceives their effect on others. It takes approximately 30-45

minutes to play the game.

GROW' POWER SA, DM

Eceeen Kopek. Undek 3-9

Edueationat Aetivitiez, Inc. (1974) G, LA, SS

G/S, $4.95

This is a decision-making game that helps students discuss through play
now they grow mentally, emotionally, and socially. The students are

exposed to many common behavior and decision situations. The following

six personality traits are high-lighted: good sportsmanship, honesty,

tact, concern for others, cheerfulness, and patience. The three varia-

tions, of this game make it possible to be used at the Primary, Intermediate,_

and Junior High School level. Up to six students can play this very

interesting board game.

VALUE-BINGO -Wave Game Senie6) SA, DM

Pennant EducLvCLonai Matekiabs (1970, 4-12

G/S, $5.95 G, SS

Value Bingo, is an adaptat'ion of Bingo. The caller reads statements
instead of.numbers, and players identify the value category intended.
Players interpret statements in terms of eight important value categories,
and examine the value emphasis in different statements. Two to forty

persons can play this game, and it takes at least 30 minutes to play. A

Leader's Guide with discussion questions is included.
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KITS

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, CA, DM, P
Ameiacan Guidance Senvice, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT, $98.00 (Includes R on. CT, Porteu, Puppets, Act. ALL AREAS
CARDS, TG)

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are: Toward Self-identity;
Toward Friendship; Toward' Responsible Interdependence; Toward Self-Reliance;
Toward Resourcefulness And Purposefulness; Toward Competence; Toward
Emotional Stability; Toward Responsible Choice-Making. The DUSO 2 program
is designed to help the older child understand his and other's behavior.
Included in this set are Self and Social Development Activity Cards and
Career Awareness Activity Cards. There are many, varied activities to
keep the students interested.

FAMILY VALUES SA, DM
Sehataztic Magazine 4-8

KT, $25.00 (Inctude4 FS, G, 16 Act. Catds, 16 P, TG), LA, SS

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. For the

purposes of the unit, Family Values, is a set of beliefs which a child
(or teacher) acquires at home and brings to school. The unit examines
its subject through multiple media such as a full-color, sound filmstrip
on: What Kind Of Family Would Have A Pet Joke?, 16 activity/skill cards,
a Write Soon board game, and a Family Faces photo pack (16) with related
work.

FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES SA, DM
Stage Two: Ruponding 2-4
-SRA- (1971)-

K G, LA, SS
KT (Inctude4 5 FS, 5 R, B/W P, Ecuset, ST ACT BK, 4

Stony R on CT) $119.00, With CT, 4133.00, SM,
$12.55, Coun4e2ot'4 Handbook Mu4t Be On.de.&ed
Sepakatety, $3.14

This program helps children respond to experiences involving self-concept,
abilities, limitations, goals, interests, responsibilities, acceptance,
and rejection. The many activities help the student question his responses.
Excellent for this age child who is becoming more aware of peer-group
activities.
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FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES

Stage Thkee: Invavement
SRA (1972)
KT (Inctude6 6 FS, 6 R, 4 Stoxy R OA CT, 20 13/W P,

Easel, ST AVT BK, TG) $133.00, With CT, $149.00,
SM, $14.15

This program encourages clarification of values and how they affect
his/her involvement with self and others. Units focus on experiences
that involve family, friends, choosing, communication, rights, and
conflicts. Excellent activities for the teacher or counselor to work

individually or together.

SA, hm,

G, LA, SS

o1
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A.HIGHWAY TO WORK AND PLAY SA, DM, P
McKnight Pubti4hing Company (1973) 1-6

KT, $82.00 (Inctude4 32 copLe2 16 dililieunt 4-page ,ALL AREAS
nempapeu)

This program is divided into six elementary levels and is designed to
help students develop an understanding of themselves and others and
how they relate to the world of work. Each level contains 16 four-page
student newsprint and a Teacher's Guide.
Level I - Getting Started - Helps children become aware of themselves

through activities.
Level II - Moving On - Helps children explore human experience in work

indThiraT
Level III - Traveling Together - Children learn ways people work and play

together.

Level IV - Changing Signals - Children begin to understand the changing
world of work and leisure time activity.

Level V - Making Decisions - Children understand the relatedness of
self and community to meet their owns needs.

Level VI - Ex lorin The Relationship Of Self, Educational Environment,

nd he Word Of Work.
The levels are suggestive only and may be used at different grades, depend-
ing on readiness of children.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5 SA, CA, DM, P

Education Achievement Conp. (1973) 3-5

KT, $480.95 (Included 11 FS, 11 CT, G, SM, SKS, CT, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many

activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for elem-
entary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for two

years. This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8
Education Achievement Conp. (1973)

KT, $271.29 (Included G/S, SM, Cand4, TG)

SA, CA, DM, P

6-8

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions, and

goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse

the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.
The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.

6 2
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WHO AM I? WHO ARE WE? (Dimen4ion Senie4) SA, DM

Sehotahtie Magazine (1973) 4-8

KT, $25.00 (Inctude4 1 CT, 1 FS, 2 G/S, 16 Act: CarLds, LA, SS

1 Pasta, 1 TG)

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. In exploring

Who Am I? Who Are We? values clarification exercises are, used for pin-

pointing and examining values, particularly those where conirlict and
confusion often occur - religion, school, family, personal tastes, rules,
friends, race. Useful for role playing, group discussion, and simulation.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, DM

.SRA (1972) 6-9

KT, $194.40 (Inctudez WoAk Stie64, Job Facts, 8!u, FS,TG) ALL AREAS

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but once they learned to use it, they
enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self-exploration.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM

A Careen Guidance 6 Kude& Interce4t Inventoniu 6-A

SRA (1973)
T/M, $9.45 (1-19 Pkg.), Hand-Sconing, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten

job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-

sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful to

help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational

choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in

large or small groups. Manual available.

6 3
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OTHER MEDIA

LEARNING ABOUT HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS SA
David Cook Pubashing Company (1974) K,6
16 FP, TG, $4.75 ALL AREAS'

Set includes 16 large pictures, half in black and white - half in color,
plus 32-page resource manual. Material deals with getting along with
people adults and children. Pictures should motivate group discussions.

LEARNING ABOUT VALUES SA
David Cook Pabeishing Company (1973) K-6
16 FP, TG, $4.75 ALL AREAS

This set includes 16 pictures and a 32-page resource manual. The pictures
are large and clear. Some are cartoons, some paintings, some prints.
Excellent to motivate class discussion. Material deals with honesty,
courage, humility, justice, creativity, humor and responsibility.

LIVING TOGETHER IN AMERICA SA
David Cook Pabtizhing Company (1973) K-6
20 FP, TG, $5.95 SS

Set includes 20 full-color iarsge pictures plus a 49-page resource manual.
The material deals with the many minority groups that live in the U.S.:
Chinese, Cuban, Black, etc. The pictures show contributions they have made
to our society.

VALUE SERIES SA
8FA Educationat Media K-6

SP, $12.00 pen 'set (8 SP pen 'set) G, SS

This excellent series of study prints presents a variety of problems common
to young children. Problems of honesty, courage, self-concept, and rela-
tions with others are presented. Carefully designed questions on the back
of each print offer guidance to the teacher in leading children through
values and feelings explored. There are eight sets of prints in this
series. The prints are in color and are 12" X 18" in size. They will
stand without support on a chalk ledge or on an easel. They cost $12.00
per set. The eight sets are: My Class, My Community, My Family, My Friends,
My Home, My Neighborhood, My School, People I Don't Know.
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7 - 9

BOOKS

ADVENTURES IN THE LOOKING- GLASS: EXPERIENCING SA, DM
YOURSELF AND OTHERS 7-11

Shaun A. Rattiiiiie and Detdee M. Herman SS
National Textbook Company (1972)
BK

This book addresses the issue of Who Am I? through the following chapter
topics: On Becoming Yourself; Yourself And Information Systems; Yourself
And Symbols; Yourself And Your Beliefs; Yourself And Decision-Making;
Yourself And Messages; Yourself And Emotional Climates. Each chapter is

truly an adventure, since each is loaded with a multitude of self-discovery
exercised! There are many exercises involving students in role playing,
simulations, and self-evaluations.

CAREER CHOICE AND CAREER PREPARATION SA, CA, DM

Wit am John Schitt and Howard Edwin Nichots 9-A

interstate PAintera and Pubasheits, Inc. (1910) G, LA

BK, $4.95

This is a programmed guidance tool that leads a student, step-by-step, to
individual awareness and job association. It could be very useful in
helping students identify their own values, and the last section provides
opportunity for group work. Various careers are discussed in terms of job
requirements, employment outlook, salaries, and where to get further
information.

CAREER EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS SA

Inteutate Primers and Pubtaheits, Inc. (1973) 9-A

BK, $4. -95 HE

Although this book was designed for college students in Home Economics
Education, it is also useful in helping high school students learn about
careers and some ways of testing aptitudes and interest. Study questions

and suggested activities are given.
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CAREERS: EXPLORATION AND DECISION SA, DM, P
Jack L. Rettig 8-A

ptentice-Hate, Inc. (1974) SS
BK, $5.95

Outstanding book. Explores self-development, needs, goals in relationship
to occupational goals or choices. Could easily lead to stimulating group
discussions. Explains several theories (Maslow, Holland, Harris, etc.) and
their relationships to occupational choice. It also deals with techniques
of finding jobs, labor unions, job applications and more practical skills
necessary to obtaining a job.

COPING WITH ... BOOKS SERIES SA
Shatty Schwartz/tack and C. Giebett Wkenn 8-10

Ametican BazineA4 Senvice, Inc. (1970) G, ALL AREAS
23 BK4 a Se/Liu, $20.00, TG, $2.00

This set of 23 paperback books are short, attractive, and written on a sixth
or seventh grade level, but deal with problems very current to junior-senior
high students. These books were placed in counseling office for easy access
to students and the students read them and checked them out without urging.
The titles are grouped into the following areas: The Facts And Fantasies
Books; The Crutches Books; The Getting Along With Others Books; The You-
Yourself Books. A manual for teachers and counselors offer other suggestions
for use. May also be used in small groups or classroom sessions.

DECIDING: A LEAVER'S GUIDE SERIES SA, DM
CoRege Entkance Examination Boakd (1972) 7-A

BK, $2.00 . G, LA, -SS

A wealth of material on decision-making and values is presented in this
guide. The activities suggested can be used to help students learn about
themselves and to aid them in making realistic educational plans. Students

using the guide will find it stimulating and fun to do. The authors aim

at tne junior and senior high school student, but they have also included
material for the adult use. This is a very worthwhile guide.
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FOOD SERVICE CAREERS SA, CA

Chateu A. Bennett Company, Inc.. (1974) 9-12

BK, $8.49 HE

This book breaks down food service careers into four areas: Management,

sales and service, production, and sanitation: The amount of training and
education necessary is given according to destred degree of excellence in

each of these areas. Information is relayed in an in-depth form. This

could be used as a textbook in a commercial or vocational foods course
since it covers on-the-job knowledge as well as career background (i.e.

menu planning, food purchasing, serving, etc.)

FUZZIES, A FOLK FABLE FOR ALL AGES SA

Richakd Le&sok 3-A

Angus Communication4 (1971) G, LA, SS

The folk fable may be used with all ages to explore concepts, such as:

1. Restricting another's growth can lead to self-destruction. 2. Merits

of positive and negative feedback. 3. "Warm Fuzzies". 4. Put-downs. This

book is excellent for use in creating a classroom climate of acceptance of

others and a conscious effort to abandon "put-down" behavior.

GETTING IT TOGETHER: A PSYCHOLOGY BOOK FOR TODAY'S SA

PROBLEMS 7-11

Leakning Tkencts, Geobe Book Company (1973) G, HE, LA, SS

BK, $2.80

This is a six-unit book covering the following topics: The Whole Personality;

Your Body; Understanding Others; Family Living; Drugs; and You Become An Adult.

The book is approximately 8th grade reading level and covers the above topics

in general fashion, but end of the chapter exercises are designed to review

content and to involve the student personally.

A HANDBOOK OF PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIvITIES FOR CLASSROOM SA, DM

USE 4-12

Robert C. Hawtey, IzabeZ L. Haweey HE, LA, SS

Education Rmeakch A44ociatm (1972)
BK, $5.00

This book includes hundreds of activities to help students experience per-

sonal growth in the classroom. Students are active participants in positive

focus-type activities. Excellent resource for educators.
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IT'S YOUR LIFE SA, DM
Jame4 J. Panckazio 7-9
Bene6ie Phe44 (1972) ALL AREAS
BK, $3.36, TG, $1.05

This book aids students in learning who they are, guides in establishing
goals and values, and enables them to communicate better with peers and
adults. The book is divided into seven units. Each chapter begins with
"What Do You Think?", an opening situation in the form of a brief scene.
There is also a "Thinking And Understanding" section which is a case study
for discussion. There are questions at the end of the chapters. Could be
useful for counselor and teacher to work together or teach this together.

JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope /Job Skiffs Setie4) SA, CA, DM, P
MidtiaM Lee 7

Schotaatie Book Seuice.4 (1973) ALL AREAS
BK, $ .75, TG, $1.50

This workbook includes various exercises that help the student identify job
skills, method for identifying his own interests, etc. Basic facts are
given about how to find, get, and keep a job, a look at feelings and
attitudes of people who work, and, how much you know about yourself and the
job world. The six categories include: 1. Ten years from now, what will

you be doing?; 2. How do you see yourself?; 3. What do you like to do most?;
4. What do your answers tell you?; 5. Jobs In eight fields.; 6. How much

do you know?
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY

Cate A. Mien.
Chaffee E. Mmitt. pubWhing Company (1912)
BK, $3.00, TG, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
1-12

G, HE, LA, SS

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful
direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of

values and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents
available facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as,
"Is there a generation gap in my family?"; "What is my role at school?";
"Am I an intelligent consumer?"; "Do I want to use drugs?"; "Shall I

smoke?"; "Do r need the law?"; "Am Iprejudiced?"; "What should I do about
pollution?"; "What is my role as a citizen?"; "What career will I choose?";

and "What are my goals in life?" Students study the above areas and are
encouraged to make choices from alternatives, to consider consequences,
and to use the values they choose for themselves as a basis for action.

MEETING YOURSELF HALFWAY SA

Sidney Simon 9-A

Angu4 Pubtisking Company (1914) ALL AREAS

BK, $4.95

There are thirty-one value clarification strategies included in this book -

one for each day of a month. They are interesting and delightful - not

threatening. They are designed to help you discover your real self.

MY CAREER GUIDE BOOK SA, CA

Hatty BeZman and Mace Shatzet 9-A

BK, $2.36 ALL AREAS

This student's manual is designed to help the user understand himself. It

focuses on personal attitudes, characteristics, and behavior. There is

also a portion on occupational information and suggestions for behavior in

a job interview. May be useful in individual or group work in all areas of

curriculum and guidance.
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NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (Random Howse Engtt6h Setim) SA
Wietiam Reynotd4 _ 9-12
Random Howse (1973) LA
ST BK, $2.00

This 63-page booklet is divided into: Unit I - Communication; Unit II -
Image; Unit III - Body English; Unit IV - Space, Distance, and Silence.
Many activities and projects are included which focus on nonverbal communi7
cation as well as considerable information for the learner on the topics
listed above.

OCCUPATIONAL ESSENTIALS - SKILL AND ATTITUDES SA, DM, P
FOR EMPLOYMENT (3xd. Ed.) 9-12
Johnzon Pte44, Inc. (Vocationat Ed. Div.) (1970)
BK, $3.95

This skill book for students is designed to help them discover, "Who am I?",
"Where should I look for job openings?", "How can I most effectively secure
a job?", and "What must I do to succeed on the job?". There are some
activities on self-evaluation, job applications, and even how to resign
tactfully from a job you hat6t

THE PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH SA, DM
Notton Jurstet 4-8
Winwead 800124 - Random Howse (1961) LA
BK, $ .95

A fictional story of a boy who sees nothing of interest in the world until
he is given the Phantom Tollbooth and visits "The Land Beyond". All is
confusion in this land with Dictionopolis, the City of Words, at war against
Digitopoli, the City of Numbers. -With the City of Wisdom in ruins our boy
hero returns "Rhyme" and "Reason" from the Mountains of Ignorance. This is
an amusing story with a clever interplay of fantasy with realistic values
and judgments.
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SMILES, NODS, AND PAUSES SA.

Donothy Gunt Henning4 3-12

Citation P4e44 (1974) G, LA

BK, $8.95

. This book is designed as a resource guide for teachers to help students to
explore verbal and nonverbal communication. A myriad of multi-level activ-

ities are included in this 231-page book such as "Poker Face", "No Passive
Participants, Please", "Moving Chairs", and "Through Rose-Colored Glasses".

The book also contains an excellent bibliography.

SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM, P

Hakcount Mace Jovanovich, Inc. (1972) 7-10

.13K, $7.00 (Can as° be pacha4ed 4etie4 of pamphlet:a) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the separ-

ate elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man As Individual; Man As

Group Member; Man In Culture; Man As Policy-Maker; Man InAis Environment;

Man As Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities are followed,

students acquire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing, self-awareness,

decision-making, etc.

THE TURNER CAREER GUIDANCE SERIES' SA, pm

Richand H. Tuknek, Robert C. Doyee, S.Ldney Sockin4 6-8

Fateett Educationat Coomation (1967) G, LA, S

6 BK, $1.20 (each), TG, $1.65

The workbooks would probably be most functional in an English class, as
spelling and punctuation are techniques used to gain career information.
Students are helped to identify their career interests, job requirements
and skills - skills necessary for finding a job, starting a job, holding

a job.. and changing jobs are emphasized in the workbooks. A Teacher's

Guide is included. Reading level is 5-6._

VALUES CLARIFICATION: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL SA, DM

STRATEGIES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 4-12

S.Ldney B. Simon, Letand W. Howe, g Howatd K4A4chenbaum G, SS

BK, $3.95

This book is designed to engage 'Students and teachers in the examination of

values. It contains 79 strategy situations, complete with procedures and

Teacher's Guide. The strategies involve students in practical experiences

to make them examine their own feelings, ideas, and beliefs, to relate values

to their own decisions. It is highly recommended for teachers and should be

a part of the professional library collection.

P.
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CASSETTE TAPES

CROSS-VOCATIONAL SKILLS AND INFORMATION
(The Woktd o 5 worth Seh2e4) 9-A
Educationat De4ign, Inc. (1973) BE, G
15 CT, 12 TR, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $175.00

Series madeup of 11 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes
include following subjects: 1. Understanding Instructions; 2. Safety;
3. Sales and Customer Service Skills - For Non-Sales Personnel; 4. Hand-
ling Trouble Situations with Customers; 5. The Structure of a Company;
6. Telephone Answering Skills; 7. Taking a Message; 8. You Are The
Company: The Law, The Employee, and the Employer; 9. Unions and Employee
Associations; 10. Company Money Matters; 11. Shipping and Receiving;
12. Ordering and Billing. A good series which would be most useful in
career education units.

ENTERING THE JOB MARKET WITHOUT SPECIALIZED TRAINING CA
Macmittan Publishing Co. (1974) 7-12
12 CT, Latenees Guides, $109.90 ALL AREAS

There are twelve audio cassettes in this series. Each one hour cassette
gives some specific information regarding occupations that are available
for individuals with high school diplomas. This series is especially in-
formative and would be useful in counseling or library career centers.
Real people speak candidly about their jobs, what are the qualifications,
job opportunities, and salary.

GETTING A JOB (Wo'lLtd os worth SeAie4)

Educationat Des.i.gna, Inc. (1970)
12 CT, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $131.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applicatjons.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series
includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover the
following topics: 1. Contacting Job Interviewers; 2. The Agency Interview;
3. Words You, Must Learn; 4. What You Need to Know to Fill Out An Application
Form; 5. Making a Good Impression; 6. Selling Yourself; 7. The Positive
Approach; 8. Handling Difficult Questions; 9. The Wrap-up.
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ON THE JOB (The Woted 06 Wo4k)
Educational Dezign, Inc. (1969)
20 CT, 24 ST BK, TG, $229.50

SA, CA
7-12

G, LA

This set includes 14 lesson' tapes and 6 discussion tapes. The lesson tapes

are broken down into four groups: A. New On The Job (Red; B. Dealing

With Supervisors (Blue); C. The Rules Of The Game (Green); D. Moving Up

Or Out (Violet). The discussion tapes present problems that can lead to

discussion. The workbook is used along with each tape. Questions are asked,

time allowed for answers to be written and then the correct answer given.
Good set of tapes, useful in career education unit.

FILMS

AFTER THE FIRST SA

Funciacan Communication Centet 6-A

F, $164.00, Rentat, $15.00 G, LA, SS

This film won the Atlanta Film Festival Award and would be useful for values
clarification, social studies, language arts, and any guidance function.

The title comes from the father's statement to his young son: "After the

first time a young boy takes a life with a gun, the next time will be easier."
The film shows the first experience of a young boy after his dad gives him a

gun for his birthday. He has a conflict between his dislike of killing and

his desire to please his dad. This could also be used for parent groups.

White, middle-class background. Teacher's Guide is included.

ALLEGORY ONE SA, DM

ChmehitZ Fien114

F, 13 Min., $165.00 G, LA

This allegorical film is designed to encourage thought and discussion. As

young men climb a playground jungle gym, viewers understand how competition

shapes our character and influences values. There is no dialogue in this

film, and with skillful suggestions, this could be a powerful teaching

resource. Teacher's Guide is included.
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APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS
Co4onct Fitm (1964)
F, 16 Min., $200.00

SA, ,CA

8-12

ALL AREAS

This film explains the purpose of the DAT and Kuder Interest Inventory in
relationship to occupations and the role of information about one's
interest, achievement, and aptitude in making occupational choices. Good
career education film.

ART CONSERVATOR SA
Univemet Education and Vizuae Ants 7-A
F, 10 Min., $200.00 FA

The task of an art conservator is to preserve and restore art so that its
life is prolonged. The job is a big one, involving the most modern scient-

ific techniques and cooperation among the major museums and collectors of
the world. Restoration is a science requiring not only infinite patience
and skill, but money and international cooperation as well.. The film is
well done. Best use might be in Art History.

BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM COMES TRUE? SA, CA, DM
Cakou4et Fitm 7-12

F, 52 Min., $575.00, B/W, $275.00 SS

This documentary, originally presented on CBS News, scrutinizes the life-
style of a white, affluent family in the suburbs. Even though they have
economic security, they sense a lack of fulfillment and feel vaguely
uncomfortable. Excellent device for discussion of values. The film
shows briefly the father's job and background, but mostly it concerns the
life-style that his occupation brings.

CIPHER IN THE SNOW SA, CA
Btigham Young Univmsity (1973) 8-A

F, 24 Min. ALL AREAS

An award-winning true story of a little .boy no one thought was important
until his sudden death one snowy morning. Motivates concern for the needs
of every child. Excellent for in-service for teachers or anyone consider-
ing,teaching as, a career. Loaded film - preview first.
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CLAUDE SA

U.C.L.A., Depaktment 196 Theater. Ants 2-A

F, 4 Min., $85.00 G, LA

A guidance tool which could be used to explore the development of self-concept.
An intriguing cartoon which captures the inexpressible frustration of misunder-
stnd children and the absurity of parents who demand that children perform
and conform. Useful for showing to parent groups.

CLIMB SA,,DM

Chukchi& Fibro (1974) 7-A

F, 22 Min., $2.80.00 G, SS

This is a realistic film about two young rock climbers, but it is more a story

of their self-reliance, setting goals, meeting challenges, discovering their

capabilities, and companionship. Excellent discussion film for personal values

and feelings. A helpful Teacher's Guide is included.

FINDING THE RIGHT ONE Nun Job Saie4) SA, DM

Cokonet Fitgo 9-A

F, 13 Min., $182.00

This film's purpose is to explore the general process that a young person

goes through in making a tentative career decision. The film gives the viewer

information about exploring interests, abilities and achievements. Moreover,

the film emphasizes learning about different careers through on7the-job

training.

FREE TO CHOOSE
Ulm Fait (1974)
F, 16 Min., $210.00, Rentat, $20.00

SA, CA, DM
7 -12

G, HE, LA, SS

The stereotyped roles of women as wives and mothers confined to the home

and of men who work away from home are examined with today's Aderstanding

and changes in traditional roles. Young men and women in non-traditional

roles are interviewed and the message is that he or she does what each does

best. Roles are of no importance to them and they are free to choose to.

have the life-style they wish.
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GOOD WORK HABITS (your Job Sellie4) SA
Cotonet Film (1969) 9-A
F, 14 Min., $188.00 ALL AREAS, G

This film examines certain worker characteristics that appear to lead to
good work habits. The medium that this film uses to get its message
across is a personal interview between two young workers. Factors men-
tioned in the film that lead to good work habits were good concentration,
working steadily, planning ahead, being accurate, and working carefully.

HAVE OUR PLANET AND EAT IT TOO? SA, CA, DM
Chu/white F.i bro 7-A

F, 24 Min., $300.00

This film is excellent in its treatment of an occurrence which is becoming
more common. It presents opposing points Of view fairly and equally, so
it provided a good springboard for discussion. The students can also see
some people vitally involved in environmental careers.

J.T. SA
Catou4et F.1m6 4-12
F, 51 Min., $575.00, B/W, $275.00 LA, SS

This film, which was originally presented on C.B.S. Television, graphically
shows J.T.'s world and how he finds a friend, an alley cat, in a vacant
house in Harlem. He learns the values of caring for others. Very poignant
film and excellent for discussion of values and understanding others. The
film is 51 minutes but is in two parts for ease in classroom use.

LOOKING AT TOMORROW: WHAT WILL_YOU CHOOSE?
Conneutone Pxoduction4
F, 20 Min., $195.00

SA, CA
7-12

G, HE, IA, LA, M, S, SS

This film focuses on women's jobs and it includes a diverse range of
examples like Congresswoman, bricklayer, air traffic controller, etc. The
treatment of each career presented explores the concepts of individual
choice, preparation, and reward. Excellent film plus opportunities for
lrowth in self-awareness if teacher uses the study guide enclosed with film.
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MASCULINE OR FEMININE: YOUR ROLE IN SOCIETY SA, CA

Cononet (1971) 7-A

F, 184 Min., $264.00 G, LA, SS

What is man's role in the home? What is a woman's role in the working

world? Conflicting opinions are expressed on "proper" male and female

identification. Topic that needs to be talked about and,explained.

MIMI SA

Bitty Budd Fitms 9,-12

F, 12 Min., B/W, $150.00, Rentat, $15.00 LA, SS

A true story of a young girl and how she emotionally copes, learns and
grows into a self-actualized human being despite her handicap of being

_a paraplegic from the waist down. Useful for discussing the development
of human goals, growth and potential as a process of life-long develop-
ment. Script included.

MODERN LIFE: CHOICES AND CONFLICTS
Stephen Bo4ustow Ptoductiows (1973)
F, 10 Min.,$110.00

SA, DM
7-.12

FA, G, LA

Four short animated parts of this film are based on themes of conflict
arising from human differences, What Turns You On? - individuality vs.
togetherness, What Price Togetherness? - problem-solving, Why Is The Going
So Rough? - and establishing personal identity, Who Is The Real Me? These

open-ended films will help to stimulate wide-ranging discussions on various
aspects of human awareness, such as individuality, identity and creativity.

PEOPLE WHO FIGHT POLLUTION SA, CA, DM

Chutchat Fibrta (1972) 7-A

F, 18 Min., $225.00 S, SS

This film shows jobs such as trash collector, pollution inspector, and
recycling industrialist can be approached with as much dignity, dedication,
pride, and enthusiasm as unusual vocations.
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THE PREJUDICE FILM SA
Motivationat Media (1974) 5-A
F, 28 Min., $360.00 G, LA, SS

The historical origins and contemporary forms of prejudice in our society
are examined. Emphasis is on the individual's role in contributing to or
helping to eradicate the attitudes which result in discrimination and other
injustices. Patterns of racial, ethnic, religious prejudice are explored
logically ... without prejudice. A series of vignettes demonstrates some
of the daily events, typical comments, and attitudes which perpetuate
prejudice and discrimination. Narrated by David Hartman.

PRIDE AND PRINCIPLE (Switching Fot Va2ue4 Setie6) SA
Coeumbia Pictute4, 12 t. Leaming Cotpotation Ametica 9-A
(1972) G, LA, SS
F, 16 Min., $250.00, Rental, $25.00

This film is an excerpt from The Bridge On The giver Kwai and shows the
struggle between Colonel Nicholson (Alec Guiness) and Colonel Saito
(Sessue Hayakawa) and their inability to understand each other. It is a

conflict of wills, because their prides will not allow them to compromise
their principles. Good discussion film for understanding self, values,
and others.

PROFILES IN BLACK
Univeuat Education and Vi6uat kitiS (1973)

E, 17 Min., $210.00

SA, CA
6-10

FA, LA

Four vignettes that were written and acted by James McEachin relate the
Black experience, but also expresses the feelings that people of all races
have. As they watch Mr. McEachin, the actor and writer, the aim is to
encourage the students to communicate by the written and spoken word his/
her own ideas. Also observe an actor at work.

SYLVIA, FRAN, AND JOY
Chutchitt Fiems (1973)
F, 16 Min., B/W, $150.00

SA, DM
9-12

G, HE, LA, SS

This black and white film is a study of the role of women. Three women

represent three different views: the traditional, the middle-of-the-road,
the totally liberated woman. The focus is on white, middle-class women.
Stimulates discussion.
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THEY SA

Centun Educationa. Fitms (1972) 7-12

F, 16 Min.4 $235.60 LA, SS

They.is a short film in which the concepts of how humans view the world in
We" and "They" terms in cleverly presented. A good discussion maker, this

film presents a final philosophy that ideally all peoples should viewHall

the world as "We".

TV BE A PARENT (Cikcee 06 Li..6e Seties)

. Bitty Budd (1972)
F, $200.00, Rentat, $20.00

SA, CA
7-12

G, HE, LA, SS

This film is designed to stimulate discussion about significant areas in the

lives of young people. Episodes show parents and children.in realistic sit-

uations and the child describes his feelings about it. Would be good for

parents and children to view together for discussion.

TO BE A PERSON (Cikcte 06 Li..6e Setie4)

Bitty Budd FLems
F, 19 Min., $250.00, Renta, $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

G, HE, LA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept his

own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the help of

another person. Students were attentive to what the film said, and - in

discussion - revealed that they identified with those people in the film.

Useful for role playing, discussion irk child development classes, family

living, psychology, etc.

TO BE GROWING OLDER (Cinch. 06 LL6e Setic4)
Bitty Budd Utops, Inc. (1973)

F, 15% Min., $225.00, Renta -e, $22.50

SA
6-12

HE, LA, SS

This is a beautiful, sensitive film depicting the aged. If one's self-

image is centered around one's occupation or what one does, what happens

to the retiree? Scenes show young and old people relating and giving

something special to each other. Script is included and an excellent

study guide.
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TO 8E MARRIED (Cite& 06 Lilie Senie4)
Bitty Budd Fes, Inc. (1971)
F, 13% Min., $200.00

SA, CA
9-12

G, HE, LA, SS

Live interviews are reinforced by short vignettes depicting episodes in
married roles. There is an outdoor wedding and the traditional one, the
romantic TV dinner by candelight and the argument over breakfast. Designed
as a teaching tool for generating a discussion of the role of being married.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P
Sanaa In ti F.i.Lm4, Inc. (1974) 7-A
F, 18 Min.; $255.00, Rentae, $30.00 HE, LA, SS

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-
fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of sexes in the
work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of
men employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move
forward and don't know how.

FILMSTRIPS

BELONGING TO A GROUP (Di4coveking YOWL Pek4Onatity)
Guidance Awciatu (1973) *
2 FS, 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50

SA, DM, P
4-9

G, LA, SS

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can
identify with the material. The series is designed to help the students
explore their emotions, values, and goals. Discussion breaks are pro-
vided. Excellent for small groups and classroom use. The two filmstrips
depict scenes that show families and peer group interactions. They explore
sharing, group pressures, acceptance and rejection. Discussion breaks help
the students participate in problem-solving involving groups. Other titles
in this series are: Who Are You?; Exploring Your Feelings.
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CAREERS AND LIFESTYLES
SA, CA, DM

Guidance A66ociatez (1974)
7-A8 FS, 8 R, $127.50, With 8 CT, $147.50 ALL AREAS

This eight-part program spotlights interesting people at "present points"
in personal and career development. Autobiographical insights focus on
decision-making which led to their present situations; explore personal
values; emphasize the powerful relationship between personality and careerchoice. There are no "right solutions" to career choice problems.
Individuals must find workable answers through awareness of personal values,interest, abilities, and resources. Temporary setbacks and conflicts areuniversal experiences. There is a paucity of material showing the life-
style that goes with occupations and this program is excellent.

THE CHANGING WORK ETHIC PART I AND II
Guidance A6,socizte4 (1973)
2 FS 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50

SA, CA, DM
7-12

G, LA, SS

Part I - Open-ended dramas lead to built-in discussion breaks challengingstudents to debate: 1. Is hard work the key to success? 2. Is there anykind of honest work you wouldn't do? 3. Are you more or less materialisticthan your parents? 4. Would you work if you didn't have to? Part Il
Examines rising job dissatisfaction from worker/consumer/employer viewpoints;explores job enrichment as an approach to strengthening the work ethic.

CHILDREN FACE SOCIAL REALITIES
SA,- CA, DM

Univeume Education and Vizuat Anti (LIEVA) 4-72 FS, 1 R, $20.00
SS

The children of the Washington, D.C. Model School dramatize the concepts of
economics, their responsibilities, and rights as citizens in a neighborhoodand in a free society. The series stresses the fact that many problems which
children face are not solely personal problems of their individual families,but social problems that must be dealt with by the society at large. Idealfor teacher-training use or could be shown to children to stimulate thinking
and motivate them to perform similar activities.
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COPING WITH COMPETITION (Adaucent Congict4)

Guidance A64ociate4 (19741
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-)2

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Three dramatic scenes deal with compe-

tition on a swim team; a family argument over education; playing for en-

joyment and playing for winning. Printed discussion questions follow each

pause. The material is not preachy, rather it provides the student with

an opportunity to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

COPING WITH JEALOUSY (Adoeucent Congict/s)

Guidance A66ociatez (1974)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Bob and Ellen reevaluate the advantages

and limitations of going steady. Pauses in the filmstrip allows for

group discussion on causes of jealousy, "playing games" in honest communi-

cation, and possessiveness and insecurity. The series is well done and

could be beneficial in dealing with emotional conflicts and value decisions.

DEALING WITH ANGER (Adotmeent Con6eict4)

Guidance A46ociatez (19741
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. When Sue is treated unfairly by her driv-

ing test examiner, she engages in fantasy. Pauses in the filmstrip allows

for group discussion on fantasies and tendency to blame others for our

failures. The series is well done and could be beneficial in dealing

with emotional conflict and value decisions.

DEALING WITH GROUP PRESSURE (Adotucent ConVictfl.

Guidance Auociate4 (1974)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12
G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Ed forgot to pick up a key basketball

player for an 'away game and he wants Drew to cover for him. Pauses in

the filmstrip allow for group discussion on loyalty, peer pressures, and

conscience. The program is not preachy, rather they provide the student

with a chance to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicarously.
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EXPLORING YOUR FEELINGS SA

(144covelting YOWL Pen40HaUtY Seties) 4-9

Guidance A66ociate6 (1973) G, LA, SS

2 FS, 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50, TG

Exploring Your Feelings is a series of filmstrips which are relevant and
realistic and students can identify with the material. The series are

designed to help the children explore their emotions, values, and goals.
Discussion books are provided. Excellent for small groups and classroom

use. In these two filmstrips the children examine their feelings, and
opportunities are provided for the students to express their own feelings

and talk them out.

GfTTING1IT TOGETHER IS LIFE ITSELF SA

EducationaC Act:Zvi:Um Inc. (1973) 8-A

FS, R, TG, $13.95 SS

A current record and filmstrip dealing with the theme of self-fulfillment.
The musical background sets mood familiar. to today's young people. Most

students would be stimulated- by the message - although some may find it

too preachy.

At
JOBS AND GENDER SA, CA, DM

Guiddnce .466ociate4 (1971) 7-A

2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50 HE, IA: LA, M, S, SS

Explores how sexual barriers and stereotypes have influenced men's and

women's vocational choices; discusses changing concepts of "masculine" and

"feminine" work roles through interviews with male kindergarten teachers,

a male nurse, a female carpenter, and a female newspaper reporter. The

filmstrip was well-paced, and the script accompanying the filmstrip was

excellent.
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LAW AND JUSTICE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES:
MAKING VALUE-DECISIONS
Pathezcope (1973) .

3 FS, 3 CT, $50.00

SA, DM
5-8

LA, SS

This series of filmstrips presents understandable problems that are related
to the legal and judicial process, but goes beyond that to the personal
decision-making that involves our basic values. Problems are presented,
questions are asked, and in the open-ended approach classroom discussion
follows each filmstrip. Good racial balance. The three filmstrips are:
The Case Of The Blue And White Whistle; The Case Of The Stolen Hub-Caps:,
and The Case Of The Boss's Son.

PEOPLE WHO CREATE ART (Carteek Dacovenie4 Seitie.$)

Guidane'e Azzociate4 (1972)

4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50

SA, CA
5-9

FA, LA, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Explores what motivates musicians, sculptors,
painters, writers, artisans, and designers. (2) A puppeteer, actress,

costume designer, seamstress show how it is backstage and in front. (3) A

young drummer plays, teaches, and composes. (4) An industrial designer
explains the challenge of making a playground both fun and a learning
experience. Suggested techniques are art activities, group discussion,

creative drama, games, and puppetry.

PEOPLE WHO INFLUENCE OTHERS (Cakeek Dacoveitie4 Setie4)
Guidance k4ociate4 (1972)
4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50, TG

SA, CA
5-9

G, LA, SS

The six programs in this series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insigh, into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking

on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Emphasizes the qualities of self-confidence,

sensitivity, empathy, and leadership. (2) A mock] and cosmetic demonstrator

sells products she believes in. (3) An advertising executive is working on
a public service campaign for the city zoo. (4) A county agent shows students

a dairy farm where he helps farmers improve farming methods. Suggestions are

given for, role playing, group discussion, creative dramatics, and field trips.
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PEOPLE WHO MAKE THINGS (Careen DizcovekicA ScA,Ze4)

Guidance A440ciate4 (1973)
4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50

SA, CA
5-9

G, LA, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first film-

strip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking

on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Focuses on pride of craft, the satisfaction of
making useful things, and the pleasure people gain from creating with their

hands. (2) Two skilled construction workers describe their part in

assembling DC 10 airplanes. (3) A chef demonstrates how to prepare fine

food. (4) Model builder shows how to build an entire city to scale.
Suggested activities include group discussion and reporting, observations,
sharing inventions, field trips, using role models, using paired learning

techniques 'such as older/younger students.

PEOPLE WHO ORGANIZE FACTS (Careen Dizeovenie4 Senie4)
Guidance kmociatez (1972)
4 FS, 4 R, $42.50, With CT, $52.50

SA, CA
5-9

G, LA, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work

with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking

on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Gives an overview of how much society depends

on and uses information. (2) A sports editor talks about facts and figures.

(3) An automotive researcher finds facts needed to restore antique cars.
(4) A foreperson in a bakery packing plant tells how one organizes facts of

a vast production line to keep cookies and crackers on the supermarket

shelves.
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PEOPLE WHO WORK IN SCIENCE (Catteek abscoveniu Saie6)
Guidance Aoisoc.ate6 (1972)

4 FS, 4 R, $52.50, With CT, $52.50

SA, CA
5-9

G, LA, S, SS

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first.
filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program.
Remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Stresses curiosity, inquiry, precision and
interest in the scientific method. (2) An ocean life scientist explains his
experimental work. (V, A crime lab technician tours the police lab facilities
and demonstrates her job in chemical analysis. (4) A recording engineer lets
us sit in on the sound production of a TV commercial.

SEEKING INDEPENDENCE (Adote6cemt Congicts)
Guidance Awc,iates (1974)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Don's parents manipulate him and he un-

consciously uses the same tactics on his girl friend to influence her
vacation plans. Pauses in the filmstrip allows for group discussion on the
need to rebel against control and our need to control others. The program
is not preachy, rather they provide the student with a chance to explore and
evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

TEACHING CHILDREN VALUES SERIES
Educatione. Activities, Inc. (1967)
2 FS, 1 R, TG, $19.95

SA, DM
4-7

G, SS

Teaching children values through unfinished stories. The following unfinished
stories depict six basic values: Integrity, Courage, Responsibility, Justice,
Reverence, and Love. Filmstrip titles: Tina Helps Herself; Bob Looks For A
Job; House Afire; The Broken Window; Emergency; Going For the Neighbor's Pets;
Cutting Corners; Libby Argues With The Umpire; A Helping Hand; A Newcomer At
School; Free As A Bird; A Secret Place. They depict one particular value in
each study. Each filmstrip contains six 8-frame sequences to go with the
recorded stories. The Teacher's Guide gives a recapitulation of the presenta-
tion including the three discussion, questions at the end of the filmstrip and
generalizations for the teacher to present to the class in the manner that
best fits the situation.
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__UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF SA

UEVA (1972) 4-9

2 FS, 1 CT, $25.00 G, ALL AREAS

Each person in the universe is unique. From the moment he is born, he is

influenced by the society and culture into which he is born. When each

person understands his own differences, then he begins to understand the
uniqueness and differences of others. Cartoon-like characters illustrate

these points regarding behavior. Group discussion - role playing.

WLIV WORK AT ALL (Job Attaudez Se)ti.ez
Guidance A6,sociateis (1970)
1 FS, 1 R, TG, $22.00, With CT, $24.00

SA, VM
9-12

G, LA, SS

The filmstrip revolves around the reasons behind our occupational selection.
Using classroom situations, students discuss and weigh importance of each

factor given.

WHO AM 1? (OHO ARE WE? (Dimension Seitia)

SchoCcaLe (1973)
1 FS, 1 CT, 2 G/S, 16 Act. Ca4(14, 1 Portek, TG, $25.00

SA, VM
4-8

LA, SS

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. In exploring

Who Am I? Who Are We?, values clarification exercises are used for pin-
pointing and examining values, particularly those where conflict and

confusion often occur - religion, school, family, personal tastes, rules,
friends, race. Useful for role playing, group discussion, and simulation.

0)110 ARE YOU? (Abscovening Yowz PeAz onatity Se Lee

Guidance A6,soaateis, Inc. (1973)
2 FS, 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50, TG

SA, VM
4-9

G, SS

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can identify

with the material. The series is designed to help the children explore their

emotions, values, and goals. In these two filmstrips, four children talk about

their.family and school relationships, their fears and joys. It helps the

children understand that experiences they have mold their personalities.

Discussion breaks are provided. Excellent for small groups and classroom use.
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GAMES AND SIMULATION

BODY TALK SA
Layne Long6ettow, Anthony Rase, Tem.!' Van Olishoven, 7-A
Maktin Thomme, ALL AREAS
Communications, Rueakch, Machinu, Inc. (1970)

G/S

Body Talk is an experience in the nonverbal sharing of feelings. Two to
ten can play in a circle on the floor. Excellent game and students relate
to it easily.

CAN OF SQUIRMS - JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL SA, DM
Contempokaky DItama Sekvice 7-9
An than Mekiwethek, Inc. (1971) FA, LA
G/S, $5.00

The object of this game is to develop talk into meaninful dialogue. Draw

a squirm from the can and play it out. You will find that as you play your
role, you'll discover something about yourself, your partner, and the situ-
ation. Useful for role playing, class evaluation, and class discussion.
There are many other levels of squirms, i.e. American History; Elementary;
Generation Gap; etc.

CRUEL, CRUEL WORLD
Pennant Educati.onae MataiaLs
G/S, $$.50

SA, DM
7- 12-

ALL AREAS

Four players (or small teams) discover that a balanced life can only be
achieved through balanced values, in terms of the game's eight values
(Affection, Respect, Skill, Enlightenment, Influence, Wealth, Well-Being,
Responsibility). When any player or team achieves a value profile that is
"balanced" - they win! Excellent opportunity to examine personal goals.

GROW POWER SA, DM
Eileen Kopen. Bindek 3-9

Educational Activitiez, Inc. (1974) G, LA, SS
G/S, $4.95

This is a decision-making game that helps students discuss through play how
they grow mentally, emotionally, and socially. The students are exposed to
many common behavior and decision situations. The following six personality
traits are highlighted: good sportsmanship, honesty, tact, concern for
others, cheerfulness, and patience. The three variations of this game make
it possible to be used at the Primary, Intermediate, and Junior High School
level. Up to six students can play this very interesting board game.
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MATCH WITS!
Pennant Educationat Mateibi.aXis

G/S, $10.00

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

The purpose of the game is to help students develop an understanding of
the eight value areas used in the game and to,develop an understanding of
the possible needs and wants behind a behavior in human situations, as
well as the gains and losses in human interaction. Two to forty players
may participate on two teams and examples of situations analyzed are:
You Lose Your Money; Someone Sends You A Gift; You Forget To Do Your Work;
The Group Likes Your Ideas; etc.

'MY CUP RUNNETH OVER
Pennant Edueationa Mateltiatis
G/S, $8.50

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Four players or four teams use the eight value areas of affection, respect,
skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsibility to
analyze "my own value", "a value I think another player has", and "a value
that I think another player credits me".

TIMAO SA, DM
Pennant EducatLona2 Matelacce6 7-12

G/S, $3.50 ALL AREAS

Timao helps participants to understand the eight value areas of affection,
respect, skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsi-
bility. Participants must apply their knowledge and feelings about the
eight value areas in this game.

VALUE BINGO (Vague Game senim)
Pennant Educationat MateitaLs (1972)
G/S, $5.95

SA, DM
4-12

G, SS

Value. Bingo, is an adaptation of Bingo. The caller reads statements
instead of numbers, and players identify the value category intended.
Players interpret statements in terms of eight important value-categories,
and examine the value emphasis in different statements. Two to forty
personsCan play this game, and it takes at least 30 minutes to play. A

Leader's Guide with discussion questions is included.
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KITS

CAREER DECISIONS: FINDING, GETTING AND KEEPING A JOB SA

J.C. Penney Company, Inc. (1971)
.

9-12

KT (Inctudes 3 FS, 1 R, 5 TR, TG, Job Dezertiption4), G, ALL AREAS
$11.00

Poses questions to help analyze job satisfaction. Emphasis on picking
career to fit individual's personal needs by first identifying them. Uses
worksheets and transparencies plus Teacher's Guide to analyze personal
qualifications and occupational choice. Gives common sense approach to gain
information throughout filmstrips. Penney's educational materials are a
terrific buy! Series of three filmstrips are: Hung Up or Happy? How Come?;
Getting You And The Job Together; and Who's You?

CHOOSING THE KIND OF JOB YOU WANT SA
(Canteen Dikeetions Serties Unit 2) 9-12

Changing Timez Educationat Sem/ice (1974)
KT (lnceudes 2 CT, 2 FS, 2 R, iset 06 30 ST BK, TG),
$67.00

'Filmstrips identify and explore some work characteristics of several occupa-
tions. Demonstrates through discussions the importance of each individual's
being aware of priorities of these characteristics when deciding on career
choice. The set includes student workbooks with readings and activities,
transparencies, and job profile. Filmstrips are: What Are You Looking For ? :;

Meeting Your Needs.

DECIDING WHAT YOU WANT TO DO SA, DM
(Canteen Dikection4 Seniez Unit 1) 9-12

Changing Time4 Fducationat Senvice (1974) G, LA, SS
KT lInceudez 2 FS, 2 CT, 2 R, 2 TR, TG, is et o6 30 ST BK),

$67.00

These filmstrips stess the importance of each individual's deciding on
career choice without the pressure of family and society in regard to
material benefits. Personal fulfillment and satisfaction is emphasized,
thus exploration of values and capabilities are encouraged. Filmstrips

included are: Doing Your Own Thing and Exploring Places To Work.
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FAMILY VALUES
Schoecotit
KT (Inceudu FS, -G, 16 Act. Caltds, 16 P, TG), $25,00

SA, DM
4-8

LA, SS

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. For the

purposes of the unit, Family Values is a set of beliefs which a child
(or teacher) acquires at home and brings to school. The unit examines
its subject through multiple media such as a full-color sound filmstrip
on "What Kind Of Family Would Have A Pet Joke?"; 16 activity/skill cards;
a "Write Soon" board game; and a "Family Faces" photo pack (16) with,
related work.

GETTING A JOB (Won.eci 06 Wank Sutiez)

Educati.ona.e' De}signz , Inc. (1970)

KT (Inceuda 12 CT, 24 ST BK, 1 TG), 431.00

CA, SA, DM
8-11

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series

includes nine lesson tapes and three discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover

the following topics: Contacting Job Interviewers; The Agency Interview,.

Words You Must Learn; What You Need To Know To Fill Out An Application Form;
Making A Good Impression; Selling Yourself; The Positive Approach; Handling

Difficult Questions; The Wrap-Up.

AN INTRODUCTION TO VALUE CLARIFICATION SA

J.C. Penney Educati.onat Mataiatis (1972) 7-A

KT (Includes ovenhead, portek, ga4hcands, wokkaeets, TG), ALL AREAS
$8.95

Kit contains many value clarification strategies. Excellent material for

a low price.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, CA, DM

Gang Waez, Libby Benjamin, and Azzociatu (1974, Rev.) 9-A

Human Devetopment SeAvice4, Inc. G, SS

KT (Inctude6 270 modaeu 30 copiu 9 modute6 - 1

Auouttcc bank, 8 G/S, 1 P diotay, 1 'set mea4une6), $690.00

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and

which cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,
decision-making, and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies

are included such as: value clarification, role playing, and simulation.

It can be a semester course if so desired.
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MOTIVATION ADVANCE PROGRAM SA
AudAey J. Peteruson 7-12

W.C. and J.V. Stone Foundation (1972) LA, SS
KT, $34.00

This program is a set of guidance activities directly aimed in the area
of values clarification. The kit is complete with a Leader's Guide and
is divided into categories (sharing, concepts, successes, strengths, values,
creative life-management, reinforcement). Within each category is a series
of classroom activities explaining the needed group size, time required,
materials needed and physical setting. Also provided are worksheets for
students.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8
Education Achievement Cony). (1973)

KT (Inctude4 G/S, SM, Carats, TG), $271.29

SA, CA, DM, P
6-8

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions, and
goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse

the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.
The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, DM

S.R.A. (1972) 6-9

KT (Inctude4 wo'th bnie64, job liacts, 81(4, FS, TG), $194.40

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but oice they learned to use it, they
enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self-exploration.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM

A Cakeet Guidance and Wet Intekest Inventoaiez 6-A

Science Re4eakch A44ociate4 (1973)
T/M, $9.45 (1-19 pkg.), Hand-Scoring, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in

ten job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific,
persuasive, artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical.
There are consumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost

extra). Useful to help student begin thinkihg about his interests in
relation to vocational choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be

administered individually or in large or small groups. Manual available.

MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY
The Nychotogicat Coomation (1965)
T/M, $1.05 ea. Scored An4wek She by Minicomp Coo.

SA, CA
9-12
G, ALL AREAS

This test is similar to the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, except it
compares an individual's interests with those of persons who are presently

employed in trademen's occupations. It is cross-referenced with the OOH

and DOT. Print-out is easy to read and it is a good counseling device for

students who are planning to go into skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled

occupations. It was designed for non-college bound males, but could be

helpful for females who want to enter these fields. Reuseable test booklets.

but answer sheets are machine - scored. Manual available.
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SEARCH FOR MEANING (Dimenzion4 06 Peroonatity Setie6)
Ronaed Keein, Rozematie Knamek, Romaine Owens,
Many Jane Simon's, Karen Waah
P4taum7Standakd
77 SM, TG, $39.95

7 - 9

SA, DM
7-9

ALL AREAS

This series is divided into three separate units: External Forces, Internal
Drives, and Encounter. Many activities reflect a values clarification
approach, and all lessons are student-centered and use an inquiry approach
to learning.

SEARCH FOR VALUES (Dimen4ion4 04 Peksonaeity Setie6)
Pgaum-Standand
77 SN, TG, $44.95

SA, DM
8-A

ALL AREAS

This series includes mini-units designed around value areas. Students parti-
cipate in activities designed to hell, him/her discover a constant self-image
and, hopefully, derive insights which are meaningful to him/her. Activities
are excellent as is the art work on spirit masters.
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10 A

BOOKS

ADVENTURES IN THE LOOKING-GLASS: EXPERIENCING SA, DM

YOURSELF AND OTHERS 7-11

Shaun A. Rattiiiiie and Detdee Haman SS

Nationat Textbook Company 19721

8K

This book addresses the issue of "Who am I?", through the following

chapter topics: On Becoming Yourself; Yourself And Information Systems;
Yourself And Perception; Yourself And Symbols; Yourself And Your Beliefs;
Yourself And Decision-Making; Yourself And Messages; Yourself And

Emotional Climates. Each chapter is truly an adventure, since each is

loaded with a multitude of self-discovery exercises! There are many

exercises involving students in role playing, simulations, and self-
evaluations.

ART CAREER GUIDE SA, CA, DM, P

Donatd Notden 10-12

Watson -GaptLee Pubticatclon4 (1973) FA, G

8K, $7.95

A fine guide for those interested in a career in art. The book covets

education, types of careers in art, finding a job, writing a resume, having

an interview, and even lists schools one might attend. This book would be

helpful in art classes, and career awareness units.

CAREER CHOICE AND CAREER PREPARATION SA, CA, DM

Witeiam John Schitt and Howakd Edwin Nichot4 (1970) 9-A

Inteutate Plantefus and Pubtahvo, Inc. G, LA

BK, $4.95

This is a programmed guidance tool that leads a student, step-by-step, to

individual awareness and job associatjon. It could be very useful in help-

ing students identify their own values, and the last section provides

opportunity for group work. Various careers are discussed in terms of job

requirements, employment outlook, salaries, and where to get further

information.

9 5
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CAREER EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS SA
The Intmstae Pii(:atns and Pubeisheks, Inc. (1973) 9-A
BK, $4.95 HE

Although this book was designed for college students in Home Economics
Education, it is also useful in helping high school students learn about
careers and some ways of testing aptitudes and interest. Study questions
and suggested activities are given.

CAREER PERSPECTIVE: YOUR CHOICE r: WORK SA, DM
Cefid Venues 10-A
Chmfes A. Jones Pubashing Company (1972) ALL AREAS
BK, $4.50

This guide book is designed to help the high school student and post high
school student understand himself and begin making career decisions. The

content is divided into three sections: (1) The World Of Work; (2) The Basis
Of Choices; and (3) Making The Choice. May be useful for getting student to
start thinking and making choices.

CAREERS: EXPLORATION AND DECISION SA, DM, P
Jack L. Rettig 8-A

Pkentice-Ilate, inc. (1974) SS
BK, $5.95

Outstanding book. Explores self-development, needs, goals in relationship
to occupational goals or choices. Could easily lead to stimulating group
discussions. Explains several theories (Maslow, Holland, Harris, etc.) and
their relationships to occupational choice. It also ovals with techniques
of finding'jobs, labor unions, job ardlications and more practical skills
necessary to obtaining a job.

9 6
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THE COMPLETE CAREER EXPLORATION HANDBOOK: AFTER

COLLEGE, JR. COLLEGE, MILITARY SERVICE, WHAT?

Newest &town
Guisiset and Duneap (1971)

BK, $3.95

SA, CA, DM, P
10-A

ALL AREAS

This is a complete little book on finding the job that is right for you.

There are sections on career-related personality tests, aptitudes, and
occupational interests. Sixty-two kinds of work most frequently selected

by college students are described. Motivational devices such as self-

appraisal tests and charts, job application, resume, and interview
activities and tips are given. Helpful for upper-secondary and out-of-

school adults.

COPING WITH ... BOOK SERIES SA

Shila.ey Schwaltmack and C. Giebett Wunn 8-10

Ammi.can 6taines6 SeAv-i.ce, Inc. (1970) G; ALL AREAS

6K (23 6K4 Aln Seti.e6), $20.00, TG, $2.00

This set of 23 paperback books are short, attractive, and written on a sixth

or seventh grade level,, but deal with problems very current to junior-senior

hiy. students. These books were placed in counseling office for easy access
to students and the students read them and checked them out without urging.

The titles are grouped into the following areas: The Facts And Fantasies

Books; The Crutches Books; The Getting Along With Others Books; The You-

Yourself Books. A manual for teachers and counselors offer other suggestions

for use. Mayalso be used in small groups or classroom sessions.

DECIDING SA, DM

H. 6. Geecat, BakbaAa Vakenhout, Richand Caney 10-12

Coteege*Entunce ExaminatZon Boand (1973) G, LA, SS

BK, $2.50

A helpful booklet for the discussion and identification'of personal values,

the decision-making process, alternatives, risk-taking and strategies.

Included are techniques and story situations which build an awareness of self

and others. Space is provided for individual student response. A helpful

Leader's Guide is available
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DECIDING: A LEADER'S GUIDE SERIES SA, DM
Cottege Entaance ExaminatZon Boated (1972) 7-A
BK, $2.00 G, LA, SS

A wealth of material on decision-making and values is presented in this
guide. The activities suggested can be used to help students learn about
themselves and to aid them in making realistic educational plans. Students
using the guide will find it stimulating and fun to do. The authors aim at
the junior and senior high school_ student, but they have also included
material for the adult use. This is a very worthwhile guide.

FOOD SERVICE CAREERS SA, CA
Chat ee4 A. Bennett Company, Inc. (1974) 9-12
BK, $8.49 HE

The book breaks down food service careers into four areas: management,
sales and service, production, and sanitation. The amount of training and
education necessary is given according to desired degree of excellence in
each of these areas. Information is relayed in an in-depth form. This

could be used as a textbook in a commercial or vocational foods course
since it covers on-the-job knowledge as well as career background (i.e.
menu planning, food purchasing, serving, etc.)

FUZZIES, A FOLK FABLE FOR ALL AGES SA
RichaAd Le4acut 3-A
Angu,s Comunication4 (1971) G, LA, SS

This folk fable may be used with all ages to explore concepts, such as:
(1) Restricting another's growth can lead to self-destruction. (2) Merits
of positive and negative feedback. (3) "Warm Fuzzies". (4) Put-downs.

This book is excellent for use in creating a classroom climate of acceptance
of others and a conscious effort to abandon "put-down" behavior.

GETTING IT TOGETHER: A PSYCHOLOGY BOOK FOR TODAY'S SA
PROBLEMS 7-11

Lea/ming Tunds, Rove Book Company (1973) HE, SS
BK, $2.80

This is a six-unit book covering the following topics: The Whole Personality.;

Your Body; Understanding Others; Family Living; Drugs; and You Bacome An Adult.
The book is approximately 8th grade reading level and covers the above topics
in general fashion, but end of the chapter exercises are designed to review
content and to involve the student personally.
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A HANDBOOK OF PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE SA, DM

Robe/it C. And Izabet L. Hawley 4-12

Education Rum/Leh A44ocate's (1972) HE, LA, SS

6K, $5.00

This book includes hundreds of activities to help students experience
personal growth in the classroom. Students are active participants in

positive focus-type activities. Excellent resource for educators.

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR WORK SA

Etna Stone 11-A

&wee Pubti4hing Company (1969)
6K, $1.96

A concise booklet written for an individual's use in exploring interests

and careers. Counselors could find it useful in trying to help students

prepare for post high school. The booklet could be filled in prior to

counseling session and become a useful spring board upon which the

counselor and counselee could work.

HOW YOU CAN GET A BETTER JOB

W.K. Wit&t.
Ametican Technicat Society (1972)
6K, $3.75

SA, CA, DM
10 -12-

8E, G, LA, SS

This book is broken down into three parts: The Human Element, Sensible Plan-

ning, and Forging Ahead. The first part, The Human Element, deals with team-

work as a necessary part of human relations in work, how to get along on the

job and.receive satisfaction in work. It also explores what it takes to be a

good worker - things such as staying alert, saving time, shop safety.

Telephoning techniques necessary for an office are also discussed. The third

section dealing with Forging Ahead covers such topics as: Knowing your own

assets and needs, how to handle an interview, locate a job, and even changing

jobs. This could be used in a career education center, business education or

in any units dealing with self-awareness and self-development related to jobs.
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY
Cai A. Eedet !

Chateu E. MeXtitt Pubaski.ng Company (1972)
BK, $3.00, TG, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

G, HE, LA, SS

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful
direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of
values and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents
available facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as:
"Is there a generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?",
"Am I an intelligent consumer?', "Do I want to use drugs?", "Shall I

smoke?", "Do I need the law?". "Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do about
pollution?", "What is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I choose?",
and "What are my goals in life?" Students study the above areas and are
encouraged to make choices from alternatives, to consider consequences, and
to use the values they choose for themselves as a basis for action.

MEETING YOURSELF HALFWAY SA
Sicirley S.Zino;1 9-A
Auto Pubei,s11.1.q Company (1974) ALL AREAS
BK, $4. 95

There are thirty-one value clarification strategies included in this book -

one for each day of a month. They are.interesting and delightful, not
threatening. They are designed to help you discover your real self.

MY CAREER GUIDE BOOK SA, CA
Uvvty Betman and Glace S1rektze4 9-A
Ben:i.ge/, Buce and Geencoe, Inc. (1974) ALL AREAS
BK, $2.36

This student's manual is designed to help the user understand himself. It

focuses on personal attitudes, characteristics, and behavior. There is also
a portion on occupational information and suggestions for behavior in a job
interview. May be useful in individual or group work in all areas of curri-
culum and guidance.
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NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (Random Howse Enge2.411 Saim) SA

Witeiron Regnoed6 9-12

Random KOU/SC (1973) LA

BK, $2.00

This 63-page booklet is divided into: Unit I - Communication; Unit II -

Image; Unit III Body English; Unit IV - Space, Distance, and Silence.

Many activities and projects are included which focus on nonverbal communi-

cation as well as considerable information for the learner on the topics

listed above.

OCCUPATIONAL ESSENTIALS SKILL AND ATTITUDES FOR SA, DM, P

EMPLOYMENT (34d. Ed. ) 9-12

Johnson P4e64, Inc. (Vocattionat Ed. Div.) (1970)

BK, $3.95

This skill book for students is designed to help them discover, Who am I?",

"Where should I look for job openings?", "How can I most effectively secure

a job?", "What must I do to succeed on the job?". There are some activities

on self-evaluation, job applications, and even how to resign tactfully from

a job you hate!

SMILES, NODS, AND TAUSES SA

Doothy GAant Henning4 3-12

Calaon Pker56 (1974) G, LA

BK, $8.95

This book is designed as a resource guide for teachers to help students to

explore verbal and nonverbal communication. A myriad of multi-level activ-

ities are included in this 231-page book such as "Poker Face", "No Passive

Participants, Please", "Moving Chairs", and "Through Rose-Colored Glasses."

The book also contains an excellent bibliography.
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SOURCE OF IDENTITY 8A, CA, DM, P
Hateoutt Mace Joyanovich, Inc. (1972) 7-10

BK, $7.00 (Can aLso be punchazed in 4utie.4 o6 pamphtet6) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the separate
elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man As Individual; Man As Group
Member; Man In Culture; Man As Policy-Maker; Man In His Environment; Man As
Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities are followed, students
acquire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing, self-awareness, decision-
making, etc.

VALUES CLARIFICATION: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL SA, DM
STRATEGIES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 4-12
Sidney B. Simon, Letand W. Howe, and HowaAd Kiiiischenbaum 0, SS
Pennant Educati.onat MatedtLatz

8K, $3.95

This book is designed to engage students and teachers in the examination of
values. It contains 79 strategy situations, complete with procedures and
Teacher's Guide. The strategies involve students in practical experiences
to make them examine their own feelings, ideas and beliefs, to relate values
to their own decisions. It is highly recommended for teachers and should be
a part of the professional library collection.

WHAT TO DO AFTER HIGH SCHOOL ' SA, CA, DM, P
Chaitte4 G. Spi.egtek and Witt am B. Ream. 10-A

SRA (1971) ALL AREAS
BK, $2.25

This handbook with activity sheets is designed to help students plan for the
future. It helps to motivate students to plan. The units include getting
to know themselves, learning about opportunities in various careers, and how
to get a job. If workbooks will motivate your student, this one is good.

CASSETTE TAPES

ON THE JOB (The Warta 06 Wohk Senie.4)

Edueationat Design, Inc. (1964)

20 CT, 24 ST BK, TG, $229.50

SA, CA
9-12

G, LA

This set includes 14 tapes and 6 discussion tapes, the lesson tapes are
broken down into four groups: A. New On The Job (Red); B. Dealing With
Supervisors (Blue); C. The Rules Of The Game '(Green); D. Moving Up Or
Out (Violet). The discussion tapjFF6STFEkoblems that can lead to
discussion. The workbook is used along with each tape. Questions are
asked, time allowed for answers to be written, and then the correct answer
given. Good set of tapes, useful in career education unit.
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CASSETTE TAPES

CROSS VOCATIONAL SKILLS AND INFORMATION CA

(The Waxed o4 (voAk Set-Lea) 9-A

EducatZonat Omign, Inc. (1973) BE, r

15 CT, 12 TR, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $175.00

Series madeup of 11 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes

include following subjects: 1. Understanding Instructions; 2. Safety;

3. Sales and Customer Service Skills For Non-Sales Personnel; 4. Hand-

ling Trouble Situations with Customers; 5. The Structure of a Company;

6. Telephone Answering Skills; 7. Taking a Message; 8. You Are The

Company: The Law, The Employee, and the Employer; 9. Unions and Employee

Associations; 10. Company Money Matters; 11. Shipping and Receiving;

12. Ordering and Billing. A good series which would be most useful in
, career education units.

ENTERING THE JOB MARKET WITHOUT SPECIALIZED TRAINING CA

Macmittan Pubtizhing Co. (1974) 7-12

12 CT., Latenee's Guidez, $109.90 ALL AREAS

There are twelve audio cassettes in this series. Each one hour cassette
gives some specific information regarding occupations that are available
for individuals with high school diplomas. This series is especially in-

formative and would be useful in counseling or library career centers.
Real people speak candidly about their jobs, what are the qualifications,
job opportunities, and salary.

GETTING A JOB !Waxed o4 Witte, Setie4)

EducatZonat Dezignis, Inc. (O)
12 CT, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $131:00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series

includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tape,s, Lesson tapes cover the

following topics: 1. Contacting_Job Interviewers; 2. The Agency Interview;

3. Words You Must Learn; 4. What You Need to Know to Fill Out An Application

Form; 5. Making a Good Impression; 6. Selling Yourself; 7. The Positive

Approach; 8. Handling Difficult Questions; 9. The Wrap-up.
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FILMS

AFTER THE FIRST SA
FAclci,sean Communicaton Centek 6-A
F, $164.00, Reutat, $15.00 G,- -LA, SS

This film won the Atlanta Film Festival Award and would be useful for
values clarification, social studies, language arts, and any guidance function.
The title comes from the father's statement to his young son: "After the
first time a young boy takes a life with a gun, the next time will be easier."
The film shows the first experience of a young boy after his dad gives him a
gun for his birthday. He has a conflict between his dislike of killing and
his desire to please his dad. This could also be used for parent groups.
White, middle-class background. Teacher's Guide is included.

ALLEGORY ONE SA, DM
Chunekae FLeM6 8-A
F, 13 Min., $165.00 G, LA

This allegorical film is designed to encourage thought and discussion. As
young men climb a playground jungle gym, viewers understand how competition
shapes our character and influences values. There is no dialogue in this
film, and with skillful suggestions, this could be a powerful, eaching
resource. Teacher's Guide is included.

APPLYING FOR IT (YOWL Job Seltie6)
Coronet Fielm6

F, 14 Min., $196.00

SA, CA, DM
10-A

ALL AREAS

This film explains to the viewer the process of making application for a
job and going through the personal job interview. Moreover, it gives the
viewer different insights into the conflicts one faces in applying and
getting a satisfying job. The film follows four people through the process
of applying and trying to -get a job. Excellent visual aid to go with
vocational information.

APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS-7' SA, CA
Counet Fiego (1964) 8-12
F, 16 Min., $200.00 ALL AREAS

This film explains the purpose of the DAT and Kuder Interest Inventory in
relationship to occupations and the role of information about one's interest,
achievement, and aptitude in making occupational choices. Good career
education film.

1 zi
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ART CONSERVATOR SA

Univmat Education and taattat Ants 7-A

F, 10 Min., $200.00 FA

The task of an art conservator is to preserve and restore art so that its

life is prolonged. The job is a big one, involving the most modern scientific
techniques and cooperation among the major museums and collectors of the world.
Restoration is a science requiring not only infinite patience and skill but

money and international cooperation as well. The film is well done. Best

use might be in Art His-tory.

BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM COMES TRUE?

Ca/Lou.see Ei,bn

F, 52 Min., $575.00, 13/W $275.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

5E, LA, M, SS

This documentary, originally presented on CBS News, scrutinizes the life-

style of a white, affluent family in the suburbs. Even though they have

economic security, they sense a lack of fulfillment and feel vaguely

uncomfortable. Excellent device for discussion of values. The film shows

briefly the father's job and background, but mostly it concerns the life-

style that his occupation brings.

CIPHER IN THE SNOW SA, CA

Brigham Young Univeuity (1973) 8-A

F, 24 Min. ALL AREAS

An award-winning true story of a little boy no one thought was important

until his sudden death one snowy morning. Motivates concern for the needs

of every child. Excellent for in-service for teachers or anyone consider-

ing teaching as a career. Loaded film - preview first.

CLAUDE SA

U.C.LA., Department 06 Thecam Aht.5 2-A

F, 4 Min., $85.00 G, LA

A guidance tool which could be used to explore the development of self-

concept. An intriguing cartoon which captures the inexpressible frustra-

tion of misunderstood children and the absurdity of parents who demand

that children perform and conform. Useful for showing to parent groups.

1u5
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CLIMB SA, DM
Chutchite Fibm (1974) 7-A
F, 22 Min., $280.00 G, SS

This is a realistic film about two young rock climbers, but it is more a

story of their self-reliance, setting goals, meeting challenges, discover-
ing their capabilities, and companionship. Excellent discussion film for
personal values and feelings. A helpful Teacher's Guide is included.

FINDING THE RIGHT ONE Malt Job Se1ie6) SA, DM
Counet FL&no 9-A
F, 13 Min., $182.00

This film's purpose is to explore the general process that a young person
goes through in making a tentative career decision. The film gives the
viewer information about exploring interests, abilities and achievements.
Moreover, the film emphasizes learning about different careers through
on-the-job training.

FREE TO CHOOSE
FiEmFain (1974)
F, 16 Min., $210.00. Renta, $20.00

SA, CA, DM
-7-12

G, HE, LA, SS

The stereotyped roles of women as wives and mothers confined to the home
and of men who work away from home are examined with today's understanding
and changes in traditional roles. Young men and women in non-traditional
roles are interviewed and the message is that he or she does what each does
best. Roles aie of no importance to them and they are free to choose to
have the life-style they wish.

/-
GOOD WORK HABITS (Yowl. Job SexLe6) SA
Counet FLtms (1969) 9-A

F, 14 Min., $188.00 G, ALL AREAS

This film examines certain worker characteristics that appear to lead to
good work habits. The medium that this film uses to get its message
across is a personal interview between two young workers. Factors mentioned
in the film that lead to good work habits were good concentration, working
steadily, planning ahead, being accurate and working carefully.
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HASSELS AND HANGUPS SA

MotivationaZ Media (1975) 10-A

F, 29 Min., $380.00 ALL AREAS

Film presents a mental health list including the following areas: drugs,

authority and interpersonal relationships. Very informative but too long

and too broad. Could be useful for introduction or motivation for a unit

on teen problems.

HAVE OUR PLANET AND EAT IT TOO? SA, CA, DM

Chu/white Fibas 7-A

F, 24 Min., $300.00

This film is excellent in its treatment of an occurrence which is becoming

more common. It presents opposing points of view fairly and equally, so

it provided a good springboard for discussion. The students can also see

some people vitally involved in environmental careers.

J.T. SA

Ca/Lou/see Fitms 4-12

F, 51 Min., $575.00, B/W $275.00 LA, SS

This film, which was originally presented on CBS Television, graphically
shows J.T.'s world and how he finds a friend, an alley cat, in a vacant

house in Harlem. He learns the values of caring for others. Very

poignant film and excellent for discussion of values and understanding

others. The film is 51 minutes but is in two parts for ease in class-

room use.

KEITH SA

Bitty Budd Utm6, Inc. 10-12

F, 9 Min., $150.00, Rentae, $15.00 LA, SS

This film is a short presentation of a mime artist portraying a mechanical
man whose stiff, robot-like movements suggest rigidity in expression,
thought, and emotion. It might be useful in discussing issues of conform-
ity and close-mindedness in new ideas and emotions.
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LOOKING AT TOMORROW: WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE'
Co4neutone P4oducton4
F, 20 Min., $195.00

SA, CA
7-12

G, HE, TA, LA, M, S, S

This film focuses on women's jobs and it includes a diverse range of examples
like Congresswoman, bricklayer, air traffic controller, etc. The treatment
of each career presented explores the concepts of individual choice, prepara-
tion, and reward. Excellent film plus opportunities for growth in self-aware-
ness if teacher uses the study guide enclosed with film.

MASCULINE OR FEMININE: YOUR ROLE IN SOCIETY SA, CA
Co4onet Fitni's (1971) 7-A

F, 18'2 Min., $264.00 G, LA, SS

What. is man's role in the home? What is a woman's role in the working world?
Conflicting opinions are expressed on "proper" male and female identification.
Topic that needs to be talked about and examined.

s

MIMI SA

Bitty Budd Fiews 9-12

F, 12 Min., B/W $150.00, Rentat, $15.00 LA, SS

A true story of a young girl and how she emotionally copes, learns and grows
into a self-actualized human being despite her handicap of being a paraplegic
from the waist down. Useful for discussing the development of human goals,
growth and potential as a process of life-long development. Script included.

MODERN LIFE: CHOICES AND CONFLICTS
Stephan 8o4u4tuw PAoduction4 (1973)
F, 10 Min., $110.00

SA, DM
7-12

FA, G, LA

Four short animated parts of this film are based on themes of conflict
arising from human differences, What Turns You On?; individuality vs.
togetherness, What Price Togetherness?; problem-solving, Why Is The
Going So Rough?; and establishing personal identity, Who Is The Real Me?.
These open-ended films will help to stimulate wide-ranging discussions on
various aspects of human awareness, such as individuality, identity and
creativity.
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OTHER 'AMEN, OTHER WORK (People Who Wonk Se/Lies)

Chuncoi.C.. Fitm (1973)

F, 20 Acn., $230.00

SA, DM, P
10-A

BE, HE, LA, SS

This film stimulates interest in careers by picturing several women doing
jobs that are not traditionally "women's work".

PEOPLE WHO FIGHT POLLUTION
C4u4chit2 Films (1972)

F, 18 Min, $225.00

SA, CA, DM
7-A

S, SS

This film shows jobs such as trash collector, pollution inspector, and
recycling industralist can be approached with as much dignity, dedication,

pride, and enthusiasm as unusual vocations.

PERSON TO PERSON: MAKING COMMUNICATIONS WORK FOR YOU

Sandtek fiutituti.onat Fibm, Inc. (1973)

F, 10 Min., $140.00

SA, P
10-A

ALL AREAS

Positive and negative communication are shown in this film. Facial expres-

sion, eye contact, and voice are examined and the effect they produce in an

office setting. Narrated by Rod Serling.

THE PREJUDICE FILM
Motivationat Media (1974)

F, 281/2 Min., $360.00

SA
5-A
G, IA, SS

The historical origins and contemporary forms of prejudice in our society

are examined. Emphasis is on the individual's role in contributing to or

helping to eradicate the attitudes which result in discrimination and other

injustices. Patterns of racial, ethnic, religious prejudice are explored

logically ... without prejudice. A series of vignettes demonstrates some

of the daily events, typical comments, and attitudes which perpetuate pre-

judice and discrimination. Nirrated by David Hartman.
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PRIDE AND PRINCIPLE (Seanching F04 Vatue4 Saies) SA
Columbia Pictuku, abst. Lea/ming C000kation o6 9-A
Arne/Lica (1972) G, LA, SS
F, 16 Min., $250.00, Rental, $25.00

This film is an excerpt from The Bridge On The River Kwai and shows the
struggle between Colonel Nicholson (Alec Guiness) and Colonel Saito
(Sessue Hayakawa) and their inability to understand each other. It is a

conflict of wills, because their prides will not allow them to compromise
their principles. Good discussion film for understanding self, values,
and others.

PROFILES IN BLACK
Univeraat Education and Virsume Ant4 (1973)
F, 17-Min., $210.00

SA, CA
6-10

FA, LA

Four vignettes that were written and acted by James McEachin relates the
Black experience, but also expresses the feelings that people of all races
have. As they watch Mr. McEachin, the actor and writer, the aim is to
encourage the students to communicate by written and spoken word his/her
own ideas. Also observe an actor at work.

SYLVIA, FRAN, AND JOY
Chutchitt Fit/714 (1973)

F, 16 Min., B/W, $150.00

SA, DM
9-12

G,- HE, LA, SS

This black and white film is a study of the role of women. Three women

represent three different views: the traditional, the middle of-the-road,
the totally liberated woman. The focus is on white, middle-class women.
Stimulates discussion.

THEY SA

Cent4on Educational FL ms (1972) 7-12

F, 16 Min., $235.00 LA, SS

They is a short film in which the concepts of how humans view the world in
"We" and "They" terms is cleverly presented. A good discussion maker, this
film presents a final philosophy that ideally all peoples should view all the
world as "We".

1 0
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TO BE A MAN (Cincte 06 We Seti.e6) SA

Baty Budd Utmis 10-12

F, 16 Min., .$200.00, Renta,e, $20.00 G, HE, LA, SS

Against the background of a folk ballad, boys and young men discuss what
they think it takes to be a man. Among the subjects discussed are: con-
formity, showing affection, stereotypic roles, fatherhood, sexuality, and
male chauvinism. Film is designed for discussion groups in exploring self
and values - a script and Teacner's Guide are helpful. Because the voices

are non-actors, sometimes they are a little difficult to understand.

TO BE A PARENT (Cacte 06 LL6e SeA,Leis)
Bitty Budd FZemb (1972)
F,-16 Min., $200.00, Rentae, $20.00

SA, CA
7-12

G, HE, LA, SS

This film is designed to stimulate discussion about significant areas in
the lives of young people. Episodes show parents and children in realistic

situations and the child describes his feelings about it. Would be good

for parents and children to view together for discussion.

TO BE A PERSON (CiAcee 06 Li6e Se/Liu)
&Ley Budd Fiens
F, 19 Min., $250.00, Rentat, $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12
G, HE, IA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept
his own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the

help of another person. Students were attentive to what the film said,
and, in discussion, revealed that they identified with those people in the

film. Useful for role playing, discussion in child development classes,
psychology, family living, etc.

TO BE A WOMAN (Cite& 06 Li6e Se/ Liu) SA

Baty Budd Fiems 10-12

F, 141/2 Min., $200.00, Rentae, $20.00 G, HE, LA, SS

Teen-age girls struggle with the question"What does it mean to be a woman?"

This contemporary film with a folk ballad as background explores feminity,
sexuality, stereotypic roles, motherhood. One girl states, "It's easy to

be female, but very,very hard to be a woman." Excellent device for self-

exploration and clarifying values. Script and ideas for use are included.
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TO BE GROWING OLDER (Cikcee 06 Li6e Seniu) SA
Bitty Budd Fitm6 (1973) 6-12
F, 1512 aim., $225.00, Renta, $22.50 HE, LA, SS

This is a beautiful, sensitive film depicting the aged. If one's self-image
is centered around one's occupation or what one does, what happens to the
retiree? Scenes show young and old people relating and giving something
special, to each other. Script is included and an excellent study guide.

TO BE MARRIED (CiAcee 06 Li6e Se/lies)

Bitty .Budd Fans (1971)
F, 1312 Min., $200.00, Renta, $20.00

SA, CA
9-12

G, HE, LA, SS

Live interviews are reinforced by short vignettes depicting episodes in
married roles. There is an outdoor wedding and the traditional one, the
romantic TV dinner by candlelight and the argument over breakfast. Designed

as a teaching tool for generating a discussion of the role of being married.

WHAT DO WE LOOK LIKE TO OTHERS?

Sanan. Inisti.tutionat Fib m, Inc. (1973)
F, 10 Min., $140.00

SA, P
10-A

ALL AREAS

Different office situations portray the necessity of having a good appearance,
conduct, and attitudes. "Take a look in the mirror. Would you hire you?"
Narrated by Rod Serling.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P
Sandeek Inztawtionat Films, Inc. (1974) 7-A
F, 18 Min., $255.00, Rented $30.00 HE, LA, SS

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-
fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of sexes in the
work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of
men employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move
forward and don't know how.

1:22
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YOU AND YOUR BOSS (Your Job Sulie,$) SA

Counet Fiemis (1969) 10-A

F, 16 Min., $218.00 ALL AREAS, G

This film explores the employee-supervisor relationship through personal
interviews with employees and supervisors. Three employee characteristics

that lead to a good relationship were emphasized in this film. These

factors were being dependable, doing quality work, and following directions.
The film also stresses that how one relates to a supervisor may be a sign
-of how one relates to most authority figures.

FILMSTRIPS

CAREER VALUES: WHAT REALLY MATTERS TO YOU

Gui.dance A64ociatez (1974)

5 FS, 5 R, 1 Pamphtet, $97:50, With CT, $110.00

SA, CA
10-A

LA, SS

This record-filmstrip series begins with an introduction which illustrates

how values are an integral part of job choice. The last four segments take

real-life job situations and center around the issues of "environment on the

job", "chance-taking", "commitment", and "time". In short, this is a very

good presentation which concentrates on some of the real and specific
ingredients that make people choose and be satisfied with their job choices.

Several follow-up activities are given in Teacher's Guide.

CAREERS AND LIFESTYLES SA, CA, DM

Guidance A44aciate4 (7974) 7-A

8 FS, 8 R, $127.50, With 8 CT, $147.50 ALL AREAS

This eight-part program spotlights interesting people at "present points"

in personal and career development. Autobiographical insights focus on

decision-making which led to their present situations; explore personal
values; emphasize the powerful relationship between personality and career

choice. There are no "right solutions" to career choice problems.
Individuals must find workable answers through awareness of personal values,

interests, abilities and resources. Temporary setbacks and conflicts are

universal experiences. There is a paucity of material showing the life-

style that goes with occupations and this program is excellent.

1.13
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CAREERS IN HOUSING: THE INTERIOR
Buttekick Pubashing Comapny (1974)
4 FS, 4 CT, TG, $68.00, With R, $64.00

SA, CA, OM
10-12

G, FA, HE, LA, SS

The first two filmstrips deal with design, while the third deals with service,
but together they give a good overview of deci,_ and communication fields.
DiscuSses various jobs, their requirement, and working conditions. Excellent
series that can be used in home economics, art, and career exploration. The
fourth filmstrip deals with self-awareness in relation to careers. Filmstrip
and cassette topics are: The Interior Environment And Design; Merchandising
And Manufacturing; Service And Communication; Getting From Here To There.

CAREERS IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY

Butte/Lick Publishing Company (1973)
8 FS, 8 CT, TG, 2 G/S, $128.00

SA, CA
10-12

BE, FA, HE, IA, S

This is a series of indepth filmstrips on the fashion industry covering the
obvious occupations plus the intricate ones "behind the scenes." Each gives
job descriptions, responsibilities, skills, work environments and background
experiences. Excellent Teacher's Guide for each filmstrip, as well as two
simulation games.

THE CHANGING WORK ETHIC, PART / AND II
Guidance Azzociate4 (1973)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50

SA, CA, DM
7-112

G, LA, SS

Part I - Open-ended dramas lead to built-in discussion breaks challenging
students to debate: (1) Is hard work the key to success? (2) Is there any

kind of honest work you wouldn't do? (3) Are you more or less materialistic
than your parents? (4) Would you work if you didn't have to? Part II -

Examines rising job dissatisfaction from worker/consumer/employer view-
points; explores job enrichment as an approach to strengthening the work
ethic.

CHOOSING YOUR CAREER SA, DM
.Guidance Aimociate4 (1968, 1971) 10-12

2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With CT, $46.50

These filmstrips expose the high school student to the various career environ-
ments open to him and illustrates a systematic method for approaching this
question of the future. Emphasis is placed upon self-evaluation, classifica-
tion of information gleaned from this evaluation, and exposure to relevant
career possibilities. Suggested questions for discussion and review are
included. Titles are: Planning Ahead and On The Job.

1i4
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COPING: STRATEGIES FOR GROWTH SA, DM
Audio Vizuat Natutive Mt's, Inc. (1974) 10-12

4 FS, 4 R, TG, $60.00 LA

Coping is a four-part filmstrip and record presentation. Each section is
titled in terms of coping with: competition, conformity, authority, and
decision-making. Class projects, role playing, and discussion questions
are provided in a booklet that accompanies this material. These provide a
good. foundation for values clarification techniques, exercises and strategies.

COPING WITH COMPETITION (Adotacent Con6tict4)
Guidance A66ociate4 (1974)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Three dramatic scenes deal with compe-
tition on a swim team; a family argument over education; playing for
enjoyment and playing for winning. Printed discussion questions follow
each pause. The material is not preachy, rather it provides the student with
an opportunity to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

COPING WITH JEALOUSY (Adoteiscent Con6tict4)
Guidance Associates (1974)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Bob and Ellen reevaluate the advantages
and limitations of going steady. Pauses in the filmstrip allows for group

discussion and causes of jealousy, "playing games" in honest communication,
and possessiveness and insecurity. The series is well done and could be
beneficial in dealing with emotional conflicts and value decisions.

1 1 5
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DEALING WITH ANGER (Adote4cent ConVicts)
Guidance kszoeiateis (1974)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9 -12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. When Sue is treated unfairly by her
driving test examiner, she engages in fantasy. Pauses in the filmstrips
allow for group discussion on fantasies and tendency to blame others for
our failures. The series is well done and could be beneficial in dealing
with emotional conflict and value decisions.

DEALING WITH GROUP PRESSURE (Adotescent Congiet,$)
Guidance A4zociates (1974)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Ed forgot to pick up a key basketball
player for an away game and he wants Drew to cover for him. Pauses in the

filmstrip allow for group discussion on loyalty, peer pressures, and
conscience. The program is not preachy, rather they provide the student
with a chance to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

GETTING IT TOGETHER IS LIFE ITSELF SA
Educationat Activitiez Inc. (1973) 8-A

FS, R, TG, $13.95 SS

A current record and filmstrip dealing with the theme of self-fulfillment.
The musical background sets mood familiar to today's young people. Most

students would be stimulated by the message - although some may find it too
preachy.

JOBS AND GENDER SA, CA, DM

Guidance Associates (1971) 7-A

2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With 2 CT, $46.50 HE, IA, LA, M, SS

Explores how sexual barriers and stereotypes have influenced men's and women's
vocational choices; discusses changing concepts of "masculine" and "feminine"
work roles through interviews with male kindergarten teachers, a male nurse,

a female carpenter, and a female newspaper reporter. The filmstrip was well-

paced, and the script accompanying the filmstrip was excellent.
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SEEKING INDEPENDENCE (Adotucemt Congict6)
Guidance kmociate6 (1974)
2 FS, 2 R, $41.50, With CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9 -12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a'narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Don's parents manipulate him and he un-

consciously uses the same tactics on his girl friend to influence her

vacation plans. Pauses in the filmstrip allow for group discussion on the
need to rebel against control and our need to control others. The program

is not preachy, rather they provide the student with a chance to explore
and evaluate a serious problem vicariously:-

WHY WORK AT ALL?
Guidance kmociate's (1970)
FS, 42, TG, $22.00 With Ct, $24.00

SA, DM
9-12

G, LA, SS

The filmstrip revolves around the reasons behind our occupational selection.
Using classroom situations, students discuss and weigh importance of each

factor given.

SLIDES

CLARIFYING YOUR VALUES: GUIDELINES FOR LIVING SA

Cen ten Fon HumaaWeis, Inc. (1974) 10-12

160 SL, 2 CT, 2 R, TG, $99.85 FA, G, LA

This slide carousel and record program approaches the area of adolescent

development. Relevant works of literature are combined with movie stills,
photographs, graphics, as well as masterpieces of art to give young people

a perspective on their lives. A very good presentation which provides for

excellent group discussion.
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HOW WE BECOME OURSELVES: THE SHAPING OF PERSONALITY SA
Center Fat Huniani,ti.eis, Inc. (1974) 10-12
160 SL, 2 CT, 2 R, TG, $99.85 FA, G, LA, SS

This two-part slide program takes a look at the intellectual as well as
emotional growth factors that are related to development of personality.
Furthermore, the slide program has a Freudian orientation toward person-
ality development. Part one is a general overview of the factors that
make up one's personality. Part two talks more about the ways people
handle conflicts. A Teacher's Manual is also provided.

WHO AM I? WHERE DID I COME FROM? WHERE AM l'GOING? SA
THE ETERNAL QUESTIONS 10-A
Centet Felt Numanitim, Inc. (1974) G, LA, SS
160 SL, 2 CT, 2 R, TG, $104.50

This slide set surveys ways in which men and women have sought answers to:
Who am I?", "Where did I come from?", "Where am I going?" There is a

special emphasis on youth, Blacks, and women. Discussion questions with
stops on the slide, help students find their identity. Beautifully, taste-
fully presented.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

BODY TALK SA
Layne Long6eZeow, Anthony Raze, Tekky Van Okshoven, 7-A

Matta Thomme's ALL AREAS
Communication's, Reseakch, Machines, Inc. (1970)

G/S

Body Talk is an experience in the nonverbal sharing of feelings. Two to

ten can play in a circle on the floor. Excellent game and students relate
to it easily.

1.1.8
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CRUEL, CRUEL WORLD
Pennant Educationat Mate/tabs
G/S, $8.50

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Four players (or small teams) discover that a balanced life can only be
achieved through balanced values, in terms of the game's eight values
(affection, respect, skill, enlightenment, influence, wealth, well-being,
responsibility). When any player or team achieves a value profile that is
"balanced" - they win! Excellent opportunity to examine personal goals.

MATCH WITS!

Pennant Educationat Materaabs
G/S, $10.00

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

The purpose of the game is to help students develop an understanding of the
eight value areas used in the game and to develop an understanding of the
possible needs and wants behind a behavior in human situations as well as
the gairi.. and losses in human interaction. Two to forty players may parti-
cipate on two teams and examples of situations analyzed are: You Lose Your
Money, Someone Sends You A Gift, You Forget To Do Your Work, The Group Likes
Your Ideas, etc.

MV CUP RUNNETH OVER
Pennant Educationa Matetiabs
G/S, $8.50

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Four players or four teams use the eight value areas of affection, respect,
skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsibility to
analyze "my own vaiue", "a value I think another player has", and "a value
that I think another player credits me."

TTMAO SA, DM

Pennant Edueationat Matet.W.6 7-12

G/S, $3.50

Timao helps participants to understand the eight value areas of affection,
respect, skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsi-
bility. Participants must apply their knowledge and feelings about the
eight value areas in this game.
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VALUE BINGO (Value Game. SeAteis)

Pennant EducatU,nae Mateitiah (1972)
G/S, $5,95

SA, DM
4-12

G, SS

Value Bingo, is an adaptation of Bingo. The caller reads statements instead
of numbers, and players identify the Value category intended. Players inter-
pret statements in terms of eight important value categories, and examine the
value emphasis in different statements. Two to forty persons can play this
game, and it takes at least 30 minutes to play. A Leader's Guide with
discussion questions is included.

KITS

CAREER DECISIONS: FINDING, GETTING, AND KEEPING A JOB SA
J.C. Penney Company, Inc. (1971) 9-12

KT (Inctude4 3 FS, 1 R, 5 TR, TG, Job De citiptioms) G, ALL AREAS
$11.00

Poses questions to help analyze job satisfaction. Emphasis on picking careers
to fit individual's personal needs by first identifying them. Uses worksheets

and transparencies plus Teacher's Guide to analyze personal qualifications and
occupational choice. Gives common sense approach to gain information through-
out filmstrips. Penney's educational materials are a terrific buy! Series

of three filmstrips are: (1) Hung Up Or Happy? How Come?; (2) Getting You
And The Job Together; and (3) Who's You?

CHOOSING THE KIND OF JOB YOU WANT SA
(Careen DitectOws Se/au Ilmi,t 2) 9-12

Changing Times Educationat Seuice (1974) G
KT (Inctude4 2 CT, 2 FS, 2 R, zet oli 30 ST BK, TG), $67.00

Filmstrips identify and explore some work characteristics of several occupa-
tions. Demonstrates through discussions the importance of each individual
being aware of priorities of these characteristics when deciding on career
choice. The set includes student workbooks with readings and activities,
transparencies, and job profile. Filmstrips are: What Are You Looking For?;
Meeting Your Needs.
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DECIDING WHAT YOU WANT TO DO
(Cateet Dinections Se/Liu - Unit I)
Changing Time-s Educationa Senvice (1974)
KT (Inctud0,4 2 FS, 2 CT, 2 R, 2 TR, 'set o6 30 ST BK, TG),

$67.00

SA, DM
9-12

G, LA, SS

These filmstrips stress the importance of each individual's deciding on
career choice without the pressure of family and society on material

benefits. Personal fulfillment and satisfaction is emphasized thus
exploration of values and capabilities are encouraged. Filmstrips are:

Doing Your Own Thing and Exploring Places To Work.

GETTING A JOB (Wottd o6 Wonk Setie/s)

Educationat De4igu, Inc. (1970)

KT (Inctude4 12 CT, 24 ST BK, 1 TG), $131.00

SA, CA, DM
8-11

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series

includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover the

following topics: (1) Contacting Job Interviewers; (2) The Agency

Interview; (3) Words You Must Learn; (4) What You Need To Know To Fill

Out An Application Form; (5) Making A Good Impression; (6) Selling.

Yourself; (7) The Positive Approach; (8) Handling Difficult Questions;

(9) The Wrap-Up.

AN INTRODUCTION TO VALUE CLARIFICATION SA

J.C. Penney Educationat Mdtetica4 (1972) 7-A

KT (Inctudeis ovelthead, porten, ga4hcaubs, wonfaheet4, TG), ALL AREAS

$8.95

Kit contains many value clarification strategies. Excellent material

for a low price.
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LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P
Gam Watz, Libby Benjamin, and Arsrsociaters (1974, Rev.) 9-A
Hwnan Devetopment Setvice4, Inc. G, SS
KT (Inctuders 270 moduters - 30 copiers o6 9 modueers -

1 kuouace bank, 8 G/S, 1 pietate daptay, 1 4et o6 measures), $690.00

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and
which cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,
decision-making, and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies
are included such as value clarification, role playing, and simulation. It

can be a semester course if so desired.

MOTIVATION ADVANCE PROGRAM SA
Audrey J. Pete son 7-12
CU. C. and J.V. Stone Foundation (1972) LA, SS
KT, $34.00

This program is a set of guidance activities directly aimed in the area of
values clarification. The kit is complete with a Leader's Guide and is
divided into categories (sharing, concepts, successes, strengths, values,
creative life-management, reinforcement). Within each category is a series
of classroom activities explaining the needed group size, time required,
materials needed and physical setting. Also provided are worksheets for
students.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, DM
SRA (1972) 6-12
KT (Tubules wo4k bkie64, job BKS, FS, TG) ALL AREAS
$194.40

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but once they learned to use it, they
enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self-exploration.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER DD OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM

(Kuclet DV Setie4) 11-A

SRA (1974)

TIM, 1-4 Sets, .$32.00

This paper and pencil test compares your preferences to people in different
occupations and college majors. The assumption is that a person whose inter-
ests agree with people who are working in certain occupations is likely to

be satisfied with that occupational choice. The instructions are easy to
follow and it is machine-scored. Testing time is 30-40 minutes. Manual

available.

KUDER FORM E - GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM

A Cateet Guidance g Kudet I_ ntetest TriventorLia 6-A

SRA (1973)

T/M, 1-19 pkg., $9.45, Hand-ScolLing, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measur. , interest in ten

job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scidocific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-

sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra).- Useful to
help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational
choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in
large or small groups. Manual available.

MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY
The P_syChotogicat Conpoution (1965)
T/M, $1.05 each Scone/Anowet Sheet by Minicomp Coo.

SA, CA
9-12

G, ALL AREAS

This test is similar to the Strong Vocational Interest Blank except it
compares an individual's interests with those of persons who are presently
employed in trademen's occupations. It is cross-referenced with the OOH

and DOT. Print-out is easy to read and it is a good counseling device for
students who are planning to go into skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled
occupations. It was designed for non-college bound males, but could be help-
ful for females who want to enter these fields. Reuseable test booklets,

but answer sheets are machine-scored. Manual available.
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SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH SA
J.L. Hottand 10-A

Comutting Psychotog,i,sts Puss (1971)
T/M, $18.00 Son. pkg. os 25 bookeetz, TG, $3.00

This guidance instrument is designed to match individual personality types
to occupational choice. The personality types categorized are: Realistic,
Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional. The

advantage of this instrument is that it can be used individually or in a
group and is self-scored and evaluated.

THE STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST INVENTORY: SCIT SA, CA, DM
Staqoad Univerusity Paeu 10-A

Machine-Scoted by Minicomp Coo., $1.05
Paepaid Aniswe(t, Sheet

This is the merged form of the SVIB (Men and Women) because occupations are
no longer limited to one sex. The norms are still separate and two different
profiles are used because "the sexes differ in strength in some areas."
Scores are grouped in Occupational Themes, Basic Interest Scales, and Occupa-
tional Scales. Manual available:

STRONG VOCATIONAL INTEREST BLANK FOR WOMEN AND SA, CA, DM
MEN: SVIB 10-12

Stanlioad Univeasity Paeu G, LA

T/M (Inceades aeuseabte tut bookUt6, pkg. o6 25, $7.00,
Paepaid an vet sheets, $1.45 each), Machine-Scoaed by
Minicomp

Test is designed to compare an individual's interests with those of persons
who are presently employed in primarily business and professional occupations
and are satisfied with them. It has a built-in sex bias - one answer sheet
for women, another for men. The machine-scored results are interpreted on
basis of sex. Easy to use however, if sex bias is taken into account.
Manual available.

OTHER MEDIA

SEARCH FOR VALUES (Dimenzion4 06 Pasonatity Se/ties)
Naum-Standaad
77 SM, 1 TG, $44.95

SA, DM
8-A

ALL AREAS

This series includes mini-units designed around value areas. Students
participate in activities designed to help him/her discover a constant
self-image and, hopefully, derive insights which are meaningful to him/
her. Activities are excellent as is the art work on spirit masters.
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CAREER AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION

Caneek Awakeness and Exptonation a systematic approach o6 pnoviding
individuut and group expetLences within the Achoot and community which
Ocuys un hetpik.g individuats undeutand the netatedness 06 liamity, citizen,

teisune a,4d occupationat notes. It means_continuatty teanning about many

cakeek options avaitabte and using th,is inlionmation to examine in depth

those options o6 panticutan .interest. The kesounces contained in this

sectian are designed to help individuats examine these optiona.

K- 3

BOOKS

AIR CARGO (Tnanspottation and Trade Senies) CA

June Behiten4 K-6

Etk Grove Puss (1970) SS

6K, $5.19

This book gives accurate information about all kinds of air cargo travel.
Photos are clear and interesting. Good for individual research projects -

also a field trip. Text shows how many interesting jobs are open in this

job area.

ALL ABOUT SA, CA, DM, P

Joyce Funk 2-3

Joyce Howard Funk (1973) G, SS

Haztett Pubtia Schools
BK, $1.50

This little activity book was written by a second grade teacher who is exper-

ienced An career education. It is designed for second or third grade

students and introduces many career development concepts. It helps the

child realize he is unique, he is a part of the world, and a family, he
has feelings, he has interests, he is a consumer, he has an important job

to do, and he has to devise how he will use his leisure time. He can

decide what he wants to be. Very practical little book in two colors.

BATIK (Lennek Eanty Cnag Seties) CA

Many Reis 1-4

Letnek Pubtishing Company (1973) SS, FA

8K, $3.95

This is an attractive little book with ideas of a craft that can easily

be done with children under adult supervision. The history of batik is

discussed clearly and could carry over into a social studies unit.

Directions are easily followed; pictures are simple and helpful.
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN A DEPARTMENT STORE CA
Leon Haluzi6 K-6
J. B. Lippincott Company (1972) SS, LA
BK, $3.50

Every phase of running a department store is explained simply, and photos
are clear and interesting. This book with its "behind the scene" in-
formation would make a trip to a department store a great experience.
Much role playing and discussion, along with language arts activities
could be accomplished.

BUSY, BUSY WORLD SA, CA
R.LchMd Sealay .1 -5

Watekn Pubtizhing Co., Inc. (1973) LA, SS
BK, $5.95

This book is written in an attractive style showing different countries
and "animal people" doing their jobs. Some of the characters: Ernst, the
Swiss Mountain Climber, Professor Dig and his Egyptian mummy, two Norwegian
fishermen, and Albert, the Belgian Barge Captain. This is a story young
children enjoy listening to and looking at the pictures and older children
enjoy reading.

CARPENTRY (Leknet Eakty Ckag Setie6) CA
Kart in KetLy K-6

Leknek Pubtizhing Company (1973) S, SS, FA
.BK, $3.95

,,,, -

Excellent background facts given before a child builds something, especially
the chapter on trees and the different kinds of lumber. Details are in
simple drawings of tools and how to use them. The book is small and simple.
Directions for birdhouse are clear. Good to use for stimulating individual
projects, it also brings in science by the studying of trees.

CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONS SA, CA
Wittiam Hopke, Banbaut Pakkamoke 3-6
CFI (1974) G, LA, SS
BK

This attractive soft cover book would be used as a reference book not a
textbook. There are over 300 occupations included in it. It contains a

brief definition of many occupations written in a language that children
will be able to understand.
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COME TO WORK WITH US IN A HOSPITAL CA

(Beginning Sextant Sc)ell..i. K-3

Jean and Ned Within4on H, SS

Chitdken'4 Pnus (1910)
BK, $4.50

The real plus in this series is the fact that children are pictured in job

roles. Also the photos are large in color and accurate. Many language

activities could be used.

COME TO WORK WITH US IN A HOTEL CA
(Begiuang Sextant Seit.e2,) K-3

Jean and Ned Within/son LA, SS

ChadkenI4 P4e44 (1972)
BK, $4.50

This is an excellent book for role playing. The photos are in color and

show as a switch, children in the role of each worker shown. Also the text

is in rhyme. Every worker within the hotel is shown in his role, thus giving
the child a broad background of knowledge about hotel workers.

COME TV WORK WITH US IN AN AIRPORT CA

(Begining Sextant Sekial K-3

leak and Ned WithinAon LA, SS

Chitdken14 Pne44 (1972)

8K, $4.50

Children-are shown in the roles of all jobs in photos. Text is in rhyme_

All jobs covered fully. Small individual projects around weather, charts,

models could be an off-shoot of material. There is a Glossary in the back

of the book - good for Language activities.

DINNER'S READY (CommuaLty Hetpets setiu) CA

Anne Neigo66 K-3

Atbent Whitman and Company (1911) SS

8K, $2.4_4

This series uses the first 500 words of the Rinsland Word List for vocabulary

control and uses picture dictionaries to introduce new words relevant to jobs.

There are seventeen titles in this series. Dinner's Ready describes how food

gets to the table, how it comes from farms, ranches, and orchards. It must

be processed, shipped, and prepared by many workers. Food inspectors, test

cooks, supermarket and restaurant workers are just some of the people involved

in this vital industry. Teachers may read the text to the kindergarten and

first grade children. Second and third grade children should be able to read

and understand the text.
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EVERYONE HAS IMPORTANT JOBS TO DO BOOK I CA, SA, P

Economia Fot Young People Setie.6 K-4

Shittey, Roy, and Robett Chitton SS

Chiteiken'4 17/Luz (1970)

BK, $5.85

This book has an interesting format. Each page asks a question and the

answer is on the next page. The content of the book deals with jobs mothers

do, jobs fathers do, jobs fathers' bosses do, jobs children do at home, jobs
children do at school, and responsibilities we all have. It introduces

profits and taxes in simple terms. This book would be good to use in begin-

ning economics and also to start many discussions of responsibilities and
how money is used. This is a new series of books to enjoy while learning
about our economic enviornment. Each book has been designed to help us
relate what we learn in school to our lives in the future. It should help

children see how people fit into the system and help to make it work
smoothly. The "family" and the roles within it are dominant in the book.

GIRLS CAN BE ANYTHING CA

Nonma Ken K-3

E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc. L1973) SS, LA

BK, $4.50

Delightful book dealing with today's woman and her roles in the work world.

It would be great for group discussions and individual language arts pro-

jects. The subject is dealt with in such a way that the boy and girl both
learn about women in work, and they end up friends through understanding.

HOISTS, CRANES AND DERRICKS CA

Hetbett Zim, Jame4 Sketty 1-6

Witham Mottow'and Company (1969) SS, FA

BK, $3.95

This book gives a detailed account of what cranes do and how they work even

down to "hand signals" by workmen. Many individual experiments and projects

could be taken from the text. Drawings are clear and vocabulary simple.

I KNOW A BUS DRIVER (.Community Hapet Smi.e4) CA

Genevieve Guy 2-3

G. P. Putnam'z Son's (1972) SS

BK, $2.86

Bobby goes to work with Mr. Blake, the bus driver and encounters all the
everyday experiences that a bus driver has. He also learns what Mr. Blake's

job is all about. A very exciting story for the very young reader.
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I KNOW A MAYOR (Community Hetpet Sekie4) CA

Bakbata Wittiam6 K-3

G. P. Putnam and Son6 (1967) SS

BK, $2.86

Even though the publication da'A is 1967, this book gives a clear picture

of the mayor's duties. It also explains the different offices within a

local city government. In a social studies unit on local government, the

text would give younger children a clear idea of workers in government.

Also a good book to read before a field trip.

1 WANT TO 8E A BANK TELLER (I Want. o Be Setieh) CA

Eugene Baleen K-6

Chiedten'.6 Pke44 (1972) SS

BK, $3.50

This book shows a class on a field trip through a bank. Money and jobs in

banking are explained. Should be interesting for children to read and

then take their own field trip. Print is large and well-centered on page.

I WANT TO BE A BEAUTY OPERATOR (I Want to Be Se/cies) CA

-Eugene Baleen 2-3

ChUdten14 Pne64 (1969) SS

BK, $3.50

The I Want To Be Series by Eugene Baker gives the young child an opportunity

to read about various occupations. A bit of historical background on the

occupation is given while the child is made aware of what work is being done

The text also includes some indication of educational preparation for the

occupation presented. There is some reference to how a child's present

school studies helps the person in each occupation. The material is excel-

lent. It is presented in a very attractive manner.

I WANT TO BE A SALES CLERK (I Want to Be Senie4) CA

. Eugene Baker K-3

Chadten14 Pne4.4 (1969) LA, SS, M

BK, $3.50

Interesting introduction to the role of a sales clerk. The story tells the

beginning of stores in America and builds up to the need for clerks. The

print is large and would be easy for elementary children to read. The book

would lend itself to role playing easily. Children could make their own

"play". Good for oral language arts activity.
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I WANT TO BE A TAXI DRIVER (I Want to Be Senie4) CA
Eugene Wen 2-3
Chiedten'A PAe64 (1969) SS
BK, $3.50

The I Want To Be Series by Eugene Baker gives the young child an opportunity
to read about various occupations. A bit of historical background on the
occupation is given while the child is made aware of what work is being done.
The text also includes some indication of educational preparation for the
occupation presented. There is some reference to how a child's present
school studies help the person in each occupation. The material is excellent. .

It is presented in a very attractive manner.

MY CAREER WORKBOOK
Anne and Jim
CFI (1974)

BK, $1.39

CA

1-3

-G, LA

One occupation from each of the 15 career clusters is presented in a simple
picture and simple definition. Children are to color picture and answer
questions as to the tools used in each occupation and what each job does.
Cute book, simple ideas, could be used by teacher as a supplement to career
education.

MY FRIEND THE POLICEMAN CA
Sytvia TeAtert. K-1
David Cook Pubtizhing Company (1967) SS
BK, P

This is a book that is used to read to a group while having the pictures
that accompany it in front of the chiTdren. Material lends itself to
safety activities. Good for discussion and role playing.

NEW HOUSE; NEW TOWN (Community Hetpeu Se/iu} CA
Anne Neigotiti K-3
Abet Whitman and Company (1973) SS
BK, $2.44

This series uses the first 500 words of the Rinsland Word List for vocabulary
control and uses picture dictionaries to introduce new words relevant to jobs.
There are seventeen titles in this series. New House, New Town is about .

construction trade in a newly planned community. Involved are architects,
bricklayers, carpenters, cement workers, electricians, plumbers, surveyors,
telephone men, movers and painters. Teachers may read the text to kinder-
garten and first grade children. Second and third grade children should be
able to read and understand the text.
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NOW YOU KNOW ABOUT PEOPLE AT WORK CA

EBE (1974) 1-5

BK, $59-.50 (Inetude4 5 BK, 5 CT) LA

These attractively illustrated books and accompanying cassettes are

useful in reading groups and listening posts. For the younger children,

a teacher could read the book to the children first and discuss the con-

cepts with them. Then they could read the books themselves and if they

need to, they could use the cassette which contains a young child reading

the book. Very good minority representation. Books in the Now You Know

Series include: Who Works, Why People Work, When People Work, Where

People Work, Work You Can Do. Also available in Spanish.

SELF-EXPRESSION AND CONDUCT THE HUMANITIES CA, SA, DM, P

LEVEL I, II, III (Blue, Red and Green) 1-3

Hakcount Brace Jovanovich (1974) FA, LA, SS, S

BKS (FS, CT on R, ACT. KTS, TG - may be pukchased 4epakatety)

Levet I ... atue $3.90, Teachee4 Resoukce BK $3.90

Levet II... Red $3.90, Teachee4 Renounce BK $3.90

Levet III.. Green $4.50, Teachee4 Reaoukce BK $4.50
The cauettes OA each tevet are $39.00 Recondd $36.00

This set of books had high ratings from all the evaluators. It is a multi-

media program and includes student books, records, filmstrips, Teacher's

Guide, and activity kits in art, music, dance and drama. All levels emphasize

basic human values and seek to help the child understand himself, others, and

the world around him. This material has many possibilities for adaptation

to all subject areas and ability levels. Good'for Small or large group

activities. Has much "hands on" experiences. Provides enrichment and can

correlate with existing curriculum in language, communication skills, social

studies, and sciences. Excellent ethnic balance.

SHELBY GOES TO WALL STREET CA

Wchaet Maude 3-6

T. S. Denison and Company, Inc. (1965) SS

BK, $4.25

The book does a fine job of explaining a difficult concept. The story takes

you from an overall picture of the stock market to following one company.

Good for use in social studies with class discussion and individual projects -

such as following one stock for a period of time in the newspaper.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES: CONCEPTS AND VALUES, SECOND EDITION SA, CA, DM
Hakcoutt, Mace Jovanovich, Inc. (1975) 1-6

BK SS

This is a new social studies program that incorporates most of the career
development concepts. It is beautifully illustrated and has excellent
sexual, racial, and ethnic balance. Level 1 deals with Myself, Level 2 with
Me and My Family, Level 3 Me and the Community. Levels 4, 5, 6 incorporates
all of these.

Level 1 Blue Edition $4.20

Teacher's Edition 5.19

Level 2 Red Edition 4.20
Teacher's Edition 5.19

Level 3 Green Edition 4.80
Teacher's Edition 5.79

Activity Book 1.95
Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

level 4

Level 5

Orange Edition 4.95
Teach. Ed. 5.94
Act. Bk 1.95
Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Purple Edition 5.55

Teach. Ed. 6.54

Act. Bk 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Level 6 Brown Edition 6.15
Teach. Ed. 7.14
Act. Bk 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94
Each level also contains 5 FS/ 5 CT; $75.00 or 5 R; $69.00
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TRUCK CARGO (Tnanooktation Dude Seties) CA

June Behnenz K-6

Ea Grove Pita4 (1970) SS

BK, $5.19

Contents are accurate and the book has photos and explanations that are

interesting. All forms of trucking are explained. There are no women

drivers, however. Book would be excellent for social studies activities,

role playing and group discussion with additional material.

WHAT CAN SHE BE? A NEWSCASTER CA

Gtcgaa and Eisthen Gotdkeich K-6

Lothup, Lee and Shepard Company (1973) SS

BK, $3.95

Text shows the variety of tasks a aewscaster must do - interviewing out-

side of station, taking surveys, editing of tape, etc. It is also pointed-

out that you can be a wife and mother and still have an important job in

the work world. Good for role playing and interest in field trips.

WHAT HAPPENS AT A GAS STATION CA

&that Shay K-6

Reiety and Lee Book6 (1972) SS, LA

'BK, $4.50

This book explains the many duties of ,a gas station owner, other th'an

pumping gas. All equipment is pictured and explained. The skills re-

quired are also dealt with. The book would make the children very aware

of-a gas station and the many services it gives. Role playing, discussion

and field trips would follow-up the book's use.

WHAT HAPPENS AT AN ANIMAL HOSPITAL CA

Atthut Shay 1-6

Ratty and Lee Booko (1972) SS, S

BK, $4.50

The careful care and the use of medical equipment inside an animal

hospital are well explained and photographed. Many jobs, other than a

veterinarian, are explained. The duties of these workers are an interest-

ing part of the book. Role playing, group discussion, and field tripS are

follow-ups.
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUBUILD A HOUSE? CA
Atthuk Shay 1-6

Re4ey and Lee Book's (1970) SS
BK, $4.50

This book takes you from the "Building Permit" stage of building a house
to the finished product with the moving van unloading furniture. The

different skilled workmen and special equipment are explained and photo-
graphed clearly. Good for individual projects and language activities.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU PUT MONEY IN THE BANK? CA
Atthm Shay K-6

Reieey and_Lee Book6 (1972) SS, M
6K, $2.97

This book gives a clear account of a bank and the different services it
gives. All jobs within a bank are explained. Money and what happens to
it when you deposit it is effectively explained. Role playing, discussion,

math activities, and field trips would be follow-up activities.

WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A DOCTOR CA

Atthm Shay K-6

Reitey and Lee Book's (1971) SS, S
BK, $4.50

The book tells the training a doctor must have. It shows the difficult

side of this profession. There are many kinds of doctors: hospital,

factory, small town, etc. - all are explained simply with clear, interest-
ing photos. Equipment and hospital procedures are shown clearly. Science

and health activities could be follow-up.

WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A MUSICIAN CA

Atthm Shay 1-6

Reitey and Lee Bank' (1972) SS, FA

BK, $4.60

This book shows a young man from his first years playing an instrument up
until he became a professional. The text is accompanied by clear photos.
This book should give a true picture of this career to children already
playing an instrument. Research projects on different musicians plus guest

players would be follow-ups.
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WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A PILOT CA

An that Shay 1-6

Reitty and Lee Boaz (1971) SS

BK, $4.50

The photos in the book along with the text give the reader a clear picture

of what it is like to be a pilot. Many other jobs are explained too.
Projects in map reading and model building would be follow-up activities.

WHOSE TOOLS ARE THESE? CA

Edward and Ruth Radtauen 1-3

CPUtdung4 Pita's (1968) SS

BK, $5.32

This book discusses tools used by mothers, fathers, custodians, plumbers,
carpenters, house painters, television repair men, automobile mechanics,
dentists, gardners, teachers,, piano tunners, drummers and artists. The

reading level is at a 3rd grade level and interest 1-2. Each career is

discussed briefly around the tools the person uses.

FILMS

'BUSINESS (When You Gtow Up Se .Le,) CA

Mini Puduction4, Inc:, Nist:. CFI (1913) K-3

F, 10 min., $175.00; Rental $30.00 BE, FA, LA, M

S, SS

Business is discussed through a visit to a pet shop. People talk about all

the different jobs involved in owning and operating a pet shop. They tell

about the bad parts of their jobs along with the good parts. Children en-

joyed this movie because of the animals. Teacher's Guide included with film

objectives, student performance objectives, questions, and activities. This

would be-an excellent movie to prepare children for a field trip to a place

of business.
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COMMUNICATION (When Vou.Gkow Up Setie4) CA
Mini Pkoductions, Inc., Abit: CFI (1973) 2-6

F, 10 min., $175.00; Renta $30.00 G, SS

This film shows the amount of work involved in making a T.V. show. It

not only shows the filming but the building of props and lighting. Dif-
ferent people discuss their jobs. Excellent teacher's edition included

with questions, objectives of film, and student performance objectives.
Could be used in early elementary but would be better in upper elementary.

CONSTRUCTION (.1b(9.6 in the City) CA
Centkon Educationat Fitm (1971) K-6
F, 9 min., $135.00 SS

This film shows how a deserted old residential section of a city is con-
verted into a modern apartment complex. Specific construction vocations
examined include: general foreman, office manager, crane operator. various
concrete workers, carpenters, electricians and plumbers.

DISTRIBUTION (Jo6.6 in the City) CA

Centkon Educationa F1J:714 (1971) K-6

F, 104 min., $155.00 SS, BE

This film traces the movement of a shipment of color TV sets from the
factory to the consumer. Highlighted are the work of the truck driver,
warehouse worker, and retail salesman in distributing the goods.

DUKE THOMAS, MAILMAN SA, CA
Chukchite Fitm6 K-6

F, 16 min., $195.00 SS, LA

This film gives an accurate and interesting description of the duties and
responsibilities of a large metropolitan area mailman.

HEALTH (When You GhOW Up Senia) CA

Mini Pkoductions, Inc., Di4t: CFI (1973) 3-5

F, 13 min., $175.00; Rentat $30.00 S, SS

This film gives a detailed overview of some health related occupations. It

shows a technician preparing a patient for heart catheterization, occupation-
al and physical therapists helping patients regain their health. A good

quality film that is conducive to role playing and group discussion activities.
Teacher's Guide included.
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MANUFACTURING- (Job's in the City) CA

CentAon Educationa Fiern6 (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

By focusing on a welder in a factory, the film shows how an assembly
line works, why mass production is efficient, and why each worker's job

is important to the other workers. A variety of different kinds of

factories and typical factory jobs are also shown.

MASS MEDIA (Jobs in the City) CA

Ceptun EduemtLonat FL&ns (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

Investigates the variety of jobs in mass media including newspapers,
television, radio, advertising agencies, and motion pictures.

ME SA

Coltun-Educational Fiemo (1972) 4-7

F, 16%i min., $245.00 G, LA, SS

This film combines reality and fantasy to tell the story of a boy who is

not satisfied with himself and sets out to change his "image" by copying

other people. The film is designed to increase a child's confidence in his

own personal worth. Good Teacher's Guide is included.

MEDICAL AND HEALTH (Jobs in the City) CA

Ceatkon Educationa F2tm6 (1972 ) K-6

F, 14 min., $210.00 SS.

Presents a variety of interesting and important jobs in hospitals, ranging

from highly trained surgeons to dietician's helpers.

MORNING AIRPORT CA

FamFaik Communication's (1972) 1-9

F, 10% min., $140.00; Rentat. $10.00 LA, 'SS, IA

The airport is a busy place and all workers have important jobs to do to keep

an airport and airplanes running smoothly. We see maintenance workers, tower

people, food preparation, crews, etc. Technical quality is excellent. Producer

suggest use in elementary school, but it may also be used with specific follow-

up activities with junior high school students.
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MORNING HARBOR c CA
FitmFain Communication6 (1973) 1-8
F, 11 min., $140.00; Rental $10.00 LA, SS

The harbor is a bustling center of many activities where goods are moved
and processed. A broad overview of the many skills that are needed as the
"harbor becomes a funnel from one country to another." Tug boats, lifts,
computers, and other complex machinery are shown. Used only men workers.
Teacher's Guide suggest discussion groups, role playing, and special reports.
Although the producer recommends this film for elementary, it can.be used
effectively for junior high students.

NATURAL RESOURCES (When You Grow Up Setia, CA
Mini P4oduction4, Inc., Diat: CFI (1973) 1-6
F, 13 min., $175.00; Rented. $30.00 S, SS

This film nicely combines sound conservation advice and careers in forestry._
It shows many outdoor scenes of interest in an ecology or conservation unit.

PARENTS WHO NEEDS THEM SA, CA, DM
Coronet Fibms K-3
F, 10 min., $144.00 B/W $72.00 SS, LA

Very well done, humorous but yet has a definite message. It shows what
work a parent does and how we can appreciate them. This film may be follow-
ed by a discussion and some role playing.

SERVICES (Joh in the City) CA
Centton Educationat Eitas (1972) K-6
F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

Students discover the difference between goods and services and exam;le
occupational fields dealing in services, including: bus driver, bowling
alley employees, repairmen, service station operator, theater employees,
and laundry and dry cleaning employees.
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WHAT SHALL I BE? SA, CA, DM

Counet FLFjn4 K-3

F, 7 min., $105.00 SS, LA

In cartoon fashion a boy tries to decide what he would like to be. He jumps

from one choice to another. Very humorous and very good - would really get

the students thinking:

WOMEN AT WORK CA

Cent/Lon Edueationat Fitms (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

Some of the women at work portrayed in this film include: a newspaper printer,

physician, bank teller, pilot, mathematician, aircraft executive, realtor,

TV commentator, fashion artist, etc.

FILM LOOPS

APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN (Job Oppoktunity Setie4)

EBE (1970)
FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA
3-8

S, SS

The repair of a washer, refrigerator, and stove are shown at great length.

Throughout the film, it is stressed that you must have knowledge of electron-

ics. Could be used to motivate guest speakers or encourage fathers to come

in and demonstrate a skill.

BRICKLAYERS (Job Oppottunity Seie4)

EBE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA
K-A
SS, FA

Film loop shows that there is variety in the role of a bricklayer. Teamwork

also important. Would interest all levels.

COOKS AND CHEFS (Job Oppottunity Se/Lie6) CA

EBE (1970) K-A

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS, HE

This film loop could be used from K-A. Two types of cooks shown: Short

Order and Chef in a large restaurant. The contrast is very clear.
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DENTAL HYGIENISTS (Job Oppolttunity Se/Liu)
EBE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

16
S, SS

This film loop shows dental hygienist doing different jobs in an office.
Equipment is very modern and may not be familiar to children. Tells what
training is needed to be a dental hygienist.

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES (Job Oppwaunity Se/Liu) CA
HE (1970) 2-5
FL, 8 mm, $22.00 PE, S, SS

This film loop shows a practical nurse and a nurse's aid. It shows the
nurse changing a patient's dressing, checking blood pressure, giving shots
and dispensing medicine.

OPERATING ENGINEERS (Job Oppo4tunity Setie4) -CA

EBE (1970) 3-7
FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, SS

This film loop deals with operating large machinery: bulldozer, huge cranes,
etc. The machines are shown working on large buildings and in open areas.

PAINTERS AND PAPERHANGERS (Job Oppontunity Sekie.4) CA
HE (1970) 3-10
FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, SS

Filmloop showed the many areas that have to be painted on a new house. Very
little paper hanging shown. Little shown of large commercial work being done.

POLICEMEN AND POLICEWOMEN (Job OppoAtunity Se/Liu)
EBE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

1-6

SS

This film loop shows many different jobs of a policemen. It shows traffic
control, street patrol, radar control, investigating an accident, police
dogs, and water patrol. The title is misleading as there is only one small
part with a policewoman.
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STEWARDESSES (Job Oppontonity Saies) CA

ESE (1970) 1-6

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS

This film loop shows the happy side of the airline stewardess. Itshowed

some of the jobs she has to perform.

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES (Job Oppontonity Se. Leo) CA

ESE (1970) 2-4

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS

This film loop showed waitresses working in a family restaurant. It shows

the different job's she had to do. It only shows the good part of the job.

She is happy at all times. There is a small part showing a waiter at work.

FILMSTRIPS

AMERICA'S URBAN NEEDS SERIES CA

Edward P4axmanek, Consatant 3-6

Stinger (SVE) (1974) LA, SS, S

6 FS, 3 CT, 6 TG, $58.50 (Each FS with G, $7.50;
Each CT, $6.00)

This series demonstrates the importance of the many services necessary to

meet people's needs in large urban areas. These filmstrips average 60 frames -

- 17 minutes. Just listening to the cassette tapes can lead to self-learning
with individual students as well as with small groups researching these par-

ticular social studies areas. This series contains: Our Urban Needs: Trans-

portation. It shows the importance of transportation in urban areas and dis-

cusses some of -the problems it can cause. Our Urban Needs:--Communication.

Students should discover the facilities necessary for handling postal and
telephone communications in a large city, as well as methods of gathering and

reporting news. Our Urban Needs: Water - This filmstrip demonstrates how
water is collected, treated, and distributed in large urban areas. Our Urban;

Needs: Health Care - This film describes how a large city keeps its people

healthy and shows the treatment available for the ill. Our Urban Needs:

Electricity - The children learn how conventional and nuclear generating plants

meet the great need for electricity in a city. Our Urban Needs: Sanitation -

The collection and disposal of waste materials are described along with the

processes for recovering valuable materials. The last three frames of each

filmstrip lists Words and Phrases to Know; Questons for Review and Discussion;

and Enrichment Activities.
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CAREER AWARENESS: A PRIMARY INTRODUCTION TO CAREER
EDUCATION SERIES

Singe& (SVE) (1974)

5 FS/ 5 CT, TR, TG, $94.50

SA, CA, DM

1-3

G, LA, S, SS

This material helps children become aware of how their body and brain relate
to the world of work. It helps create an awareness of the things they can do
already and how many choices they make daily. A Teacher's Guide has suggested
activities and ditto sheets. The filmstrips included are: I Have a Body,
I Have a Brain, The Work People Do, I Can Do Things, I Can Make Choices.
Some stereotyping evident.

CAREER AWARENESS SERIES CA
PhyeU6 Dotgin K-4
Educational Activitiu, Inc. (1973) LA, FA, SS, M
4 FS, 4 R, 4 TG, $52.00

This series helps make children (primary) aware of the great diversity in
the world of work. The Teacher's Guide outlines meaningful career projects
that can be integrated with most subjects in the elementary curriculum. The
commentary on record is excellent for each of the strips. However, the film-
strips are only fair in quality. The photography is not the best and the
lighting is very poor. The material is good as a secondary supplementary
source. The information given is timely and accurate as far as the reviewer
was able to determine. The filmstrips are: Working at School - Tour a
school and meet the many people who make today's education possible. To The
Hospital - Follow a little girl with a broken leg and learn about the people
involved. This filmstrip is also helpful in preparing young children for a
hospital stay. ilding a Watch a building under construction
and find out about the people working there. A Visit to the Airport - Come
to the airport; see what makes it tick.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR PRIMARY GRADES SA, CA
Leakning An is (1974) K-3
4 FS/ 4 CT, SM, TG, $69.00 ALL AREAS

A multi-media package that helps the children develop positive attitudes
about themselves and the world of work. Filmstrips include People Make a
School Go, Teamwork in a Toy Factory, Working for an Airline, Look Out World!
Here I Come. A complete Teacher's Guide is included also spirit masters for
student activity sheets for additional activities.
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COMMUNITY WORKERS AND HELPERS SERIES GROUP 1 CA

Singe. (SVE) (1974) 1-3

4 FS, 2 CT, 4 TG, $36.50 (Each FS with Guide $7.25; G, LA, SS

Each CT $6.00)

This series is designed to show the inner workings of "a typical community".
The series makes clear the inter-relationships that exist between workers in
a community and the community itself. The Teacher's Guides provide discus-

sion questions, the script, and some hints on how to use the filmstrips and

develop the concepts introduced. The filmstrips were made in 1974, but they
seem a little dated. Included are: School Workers - shows all caucasians

with the exception of one black adult on the playground and one black student
who appears in two frames. Library Workers - is much more representative of

real-life situations. Supermarket Workers - is fairly representative and

Doctor's Office Workers - is representative of realistic situations.

COMMUNITY WORKERS AND HELPERS SERIES GROUP 2 CA

Singe& (SVE) (1974) 1-3

4 FS, 2 C, 4 TG, $36.50 (Each FS with Guide $7.25; SS, LA

Each CT $6.00)

This series is supposed to show the inner workings of "a typical community."
The series makes clear the inter-relationships that exist between workers in

a community and the.community itself. The Teacher's Guides provide discus-

sion questions, the script, and some hints on how to use the filmstrips and

develop the concepts introduced. These filmstrips show very few blacks, a

few orientals, and mostly caucasians. They reflect the middle class small

surburban community. In Hospital Workers, the "sick" patient looked lovely.

The filmstrips are: Department Store Workers, Hospital Workers, Fire Depart-

ment Workers, Television Workers. Can be useful with additional material.

OFF WE GO TO THE AQUARIUM CA

(Careen Awateneu Fidd TA44 Se/am) K-6

Guidance A4zociate4 (1M) SS, S

FS/R, $21.00 (with CT, $23.50)

Filmstrip follows a black boy through a trip to the aquarium. Many jobs with-

in the aquarium are explained as well as the care of the fish. This would be

excellent to view before a field trip. Also in Science area for individual

or small group project work. Their "Guess What" extra activity is great.

The children give the information they know before seeing the filmstrip and

then compare ideas after viewing filmstrip.
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OFFWE GO TO THE AUTO PROVING GROUND CA
(Ca/Leek &menus F.Leed T'uLp4 Se/Lies) K-6
Guidance A4sociatez (1973) 'S, SS
FS/CT, TG $23.50 (with R $21.00)

In this filmstrip, the class hops aboard Prad's soapbox car as he heads for
GM's Proving Ground and a look at engineering tasks that directly affect
how we live. The children meet Jerri, the test driver. They learn about
crash testing procedures; tour the crashed car "bone yard" engineers use

as a reference library and meet the people who are involved in auto testing.

OFF WE GO. TO THE .pIKE.FACTORY CA
(Careen Awaitenus.Fieed Paps Setie4) K-6
Guidance Asi.sociate4 (1973) S, SS
FS/CT, TG $23.50 (with R $21.00)

In this filmstrip, a clown's daydreams come true when he finds himself at
the bicycle factory. He sees the fast-moving assembly line.. He sees people
bending steel into tubes, cutting and shaping the tubes, welding them into

frames, painting the frames, tightening spokes, and adding fenders.

OFF WE GO TO THE HOUSE BUILT IN A HURRY CA
(Careen AwaiLenus Fietd Paps Suiu) K-6
Guidance A44ociatu (1974) S, SS
FS/CT, TG $23.50 (with R $21.00)

In this filmstrip, Cecilia, Joe and Tommy need help patching up their club-
house. So off they go to visit Henry, who lives in a geodesic dome put up
in just two days: Henry explains the entire process. The children actually
see the factory where dome parts are manufactured.

OFF WE GO TO THE ORANGE GROVE CA
(Careen Awatenus Fietd Paps Setie4) K-6
Guidance kvsociatu (1973) SS
FS/CT $23.50 (with R $21.00)

This filmstrip takes you into an orange grove - explains the different jobs
needed to get oranges from the tree to "you". The "Guess What" activity is
great. Would be different to use along with a cooking activity: salads,
cookies, etc.
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OFF WE GO TO THE POSTER PRINTER CA

(Cakeek Awakenms Fiad Daps Senie6) K-6

Gaidanee A46occiate's (1q741 S, SS

FS/CT, TG $23.50. (with R $21.00)

This filmstrip helps the children discover how many fascinating tasks go

into commerical postermaking. They meet people who find poster pictures,

think up captions, create layouts, make color separations and plates, and

run the giant presses. The point is made that the iital importance of print-

ing is-that it is a form of communication.

-OUR COMMUNITY
Scott EdUcatonae Division and Ginn E Company

8 FS, $10,0_0

SA, CA.
1-5

ALL AREAS

Three basic communities are compared in a variety of ways. A well-rounded

.view of life Is presented. Included are: Living on a Farm, Living in a

Town, Living in ,a Big City, Our Food and Clothing, The Home We Live In,
The People in Our Community, Working in Our Community, Knowing Our Community --
Long Ago and Today.

THE PEOPLE OF OUR COMMUNITY SERIES CA

Unl.vek6a. Education and ll,isuat AA.t.s (1972) K-6

'8 FS/ 4 CT, $88.00 SS, M, S

This series includes filmstrips and cassettes titled: The Banker Has My Money,

My Sister Is A Teacher, Together We Can Keep Our Community Clean. The Milkman

Comes Each Morning, Mr. Phillips The Super Market Manager, Let's Visit The Drug

Store, The Librarian Helped Me, Dad Took The Car To The Service Station. Film-

strips are in excellent color. Text of each is informative and interesting.

In many cases the training involved for a job is given.

PEOPLE WHO HELP YOU CA

Scott Educationat DivLsion (1972) 1-4

8 FS/CT, TG, $98.00 (with R, $90.00) ALL AREAS

Set is designed to teach students about the skills and services of workers in

a community. Included in the set is a packet of pictures of one or more
workers from each filmstrip with a Teacher's Guide on the back. Titles of

the filmstrips are: JWILA2Itielpfn211111121111u?, Your Fire Department,

Your Police Department, Your Post Office, Your City Caretakers, Your School,

Your Stores, Assembly-Line Helpers. Some sex bias is evidenced, but if

supplemental material is used, these can be very good.
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WHAT DOES YOUR DAD DO? CA
Scott Educationat Nvis-Lon (1970) 3-6

6 FS/CT, $58.00 (t4th R, $55.00) ALL AREAS

Children are introduced to the many occupations. This set is designed to
interest children in their parent's occupations. Included are: My Dad,
the Computer Programmer; My Dad, the Photographer; My Dad, the Auto
Mechanic; My Dad, the Factory Worker, My Dad, the Veterinarian; My Dad,
the Construction Foreman. Shows an awareness of men's jobs, but contains
sexual stereotyping.

WHEN I GROW UP SERIES CA
ACT Fi1m6 (1974) 2-3
5 FS/CT, TG, $80.00 ALL AREAS

This series of sound filmstrips depicts real people at their work. It also
shows how their lives and life styles are affected by the work they do.
Individual titles: I Can Be a Builder, I Can Be a Community Service Worker,
I Can Be a Hospital Worker, I Can Be a Food Processing Worker, I Can Be a
Mechanic.
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WONDERFUL WORLD OF WORK SERIES CA

Edu-C4a6t: Dist. Denoyet-Geppett (1968) K-3

FS/R, $62.00 pa unit LA, SS, G

The WOW Series provides pre-vocational training for students in the ele-

mentary grades. These filmstrips point out the advantages and enjoyments

of being a good worker. The series has been designed for use as supplemental

material for social studies and may be useful for language arts. WOW may be

used to build classroom projects, establish homework assignments, and other

supplemental activities related to the World of Work.

UNIT 1...3 FS/R, $62.00
Getting to Know the World of Work

The Newspaper Boy

Th Junior Home-Maker at Your Service

UNIT 2...4 FS/R, $62.00
Electrical Servicers
Gas and Oil Servicers
Telephone Servicers

Mail Delivery

UNIT 3...4 FS/R, $62.00
Dairy Product Delivery
Drug Store Workers
Super Market Workers
Service Station Workers

WORKING IN U.S. COMMUNITIES - GROUP I CA

'Saga (SUE) (1970)
3-6

4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $36.50 (Each FS with Guide, $1.00 SS, LA

Each Cazzette $6.00)

This series emphasizes economics at the elementary level and stresses people

and their needs. The presentations show how businessmen satisfy these needs

and how history and geography of an area affect business. The filmstrips

contain accurate information and the material is presented in an interesting

manner. At the end of each presentation three frames of the filmstrip list

words and Phrases to Know, Questions for Review and Discussion, and Enrich-

ment Activities. Filmstrips in this series are: Old Sturbridge and Mystic

Seaport: Historic Communities; Douglas,Wyoming: Ranch Community; Rockland,

Maine: Coastal Community; and Flagstaff., Arizona: Service Community.
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WORKING IN U.S. COMMUNITIES - GROUP 11 CA
SZiget (SVE) (1970) 3-6
4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $36.50 (Each FS with Guide $7.00; SS, LA

Each Ccussette $6.00)

This series emphasizes economics at the elementary level and stresses people
and their needs. The presentation shows how businessmen satisfy these needs
and how history and geography of an area affect business. The filmstrips
are informative and the commentary is interesting. The filmstrips are:
New Orleans: Marketing Community; San Francisco: Financial Community;
Detroit: Manufacturing Community; Chicago: Transportation Community.
The last three frames of each filmstrip lists Words and Phrases to Know,
Questions for Review and Discussion, and Enrichment-Activities.

YOU AND RECYCLING SERIES CA
Saga (SVE) J1974) 3-6
4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $34.50 (Each FS with Guide $7.50; S, SS

Each Ccusse'tte $6.00)

This series, for the young consumer was designed to show the world the student
lives in and the situations he is likely to encounter daily. The filmstrips
are a delightful mixture of animated cartooning and photographing of real-
life scenes. It is intended that the student get a better understanding of
his relationship to the environment and to the economy. However when people
are shown, they reflect the middle-class, small, suburban community. This
is very unrealistic. The information given concerning recycling is accurate
and very informative. At the end of each filmstrip three additional frames
list New Words and Phrases, Questions for Review and Discussion, and two
Enrichment Activities. The filmstrips are: The Magician - A magician
makes things appear and disappear, but what happens to worn out things in
real life? Kiwi And The Bottle - Traces the case history of a bottle. Water
All Around Us - What would happen if our water supply diminished greatly7---
Trash Treasure Hunt - A reverse treasure hunt shows how trash can be recycled.
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YOU, THE CONSUMER SERIES CA

SingeA (SVE) (1974) 3-6

4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $34.50 (Each FS with G, $7.50; S, SS

Each CT, $6.00)

This series for the young consumer was designed to acquaint the student
with the world he/she lives in and the situations he is likely to en-
counter daily. It is intended that the student get a better understanding
of his relationship to the environment and to the economy. The filmstrips

are a delightful mixture of animated cartooning and photographing of real-
life scenes. It must be emphasized that these filmstrips, where people
are shown interacting, do not reflect a typical community at work. In this

particular set the situations are contrived to the point (in the cases in-
dicated below) that what is presented is not realistic. At the end of each

filmstrip three additional frames list New Words and Phrases, Questions for
Review and Discussion, and two Enrichment Activities. The filmstrips are:

Where Does The Allowance Go? 7_ shows why we buy what we buy. Blue Jeans,

Bubble Gum,and Comic Books - is simulated TV commercial examining truth in
advertising. "Krunchies" (cereal being advertised) are only to be eaten
by caucasianjamilies. It All Works Together - shows factories, shops;
and people ai-e all involved in the complex pracess of consumer production.

Just imagine a black boy who got a pair of real swinging tennis shoes run-
ning into a community business and asking to see how it operates and the

personnel manager taking him through the entire process. How about that

happening for anybody! The program can be useful if additional material
is used.

GAMES AND SIMULATION

CAREER FLASHCARDS
CFI (.1974)

G/S, $5.00

CA
2-3

LA, G

Different occupations are pictured on flash cards. There are 30 flash cards

in each of three sets. One set is used for the entire group and has answers

and questions on back. The two smaller sets can be used by students in small

groups. There is a Teaching Guide which gives suggestions as to how to use
flash cards. This is a game children enjoy playing.
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KITS

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, CA, DM, P
Arne/awn Guidance Senvice, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT, $98.00 (KT inceudes 15 R on 5 CT, PosteAs, Puppet:6 ALL AREAS
Activity Cands, TG)

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are Toward Self-Identity,
Toward Friendship, Toward Responsible Interdependence, Toward Self-Reliance,
Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness, Toward Competence, Toward Emo-
tional Stability, Toward Responsible Choice Making. The D-2 program is
designed to help the older child understand his and other's behavior. In-

cluded in this set are Self and Social Development Activity Cards and Career
Awareness Activity Cards. There are many, varied activities to keep the
students interested.

REAL PEOPLE AT WORK SERIES (Resource Kit On Kindagaitten) CA
Changing Times (1974)

KT, $225.00 (KT inceudes 30 Chants, 30 Sheets, 3 R) SS, LA

This consumable kit is task-oriented and designed to increase communication
between the home and school. The activity sheets, posters, records, and
bulletin board displays illustrate simple tasks. children can learn to do
and enjoy. Parents are informed of tasks learned by take-home posters.
Teacher's Guide is included.

1110.0.1.00,

REAL PEOPLE AT WORK SERIES (Resomce Kit On Grade One) CA

Changing Times (1974) 1

KT, $225.00 (KT inctudes Activity Sheets, 30 PosteAs, SS, LA

Buteetin Boakd'absgays)

This consumable kit is designed to encourage home-school communication. The

30 sets of activity sheets, 30 posters, bulletin board displays, illustrate
people working in many different occupations. Some work with things, some
with ideas depending on their interests and skills. Good racial balance.
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REAL,PEOPLE AT WORK SERIES (Re4ou4ce Kit 04 Gude Two) CA

Changing Time6 (1974) 3-8

KT, $325.00 (KT inceudeis 120 BKS, 10 CH, 10 Viisuatis, SM, TG) SS, LA

A consumable resource kit that presents a current, up-to-date portrayal
of different occupations. One hundred twenty booklets contain three read-
ing levels and present a real person at work who is happy in his job.
Related jobs are also shown. The kit contains bulletin board 'displays,
books, take home papers, posters that relate children's tasks to jobs and
a helpful Teacher's Guide. Good sex and racial presentation. Evaluators

felt this material was too difficult for the publisher's suggested grade
level 2. They felt it was more 3rd grade and could be useful through
grade $.

REAL PEOPLE AT WORK SERIES (Re/sou/Lee KLt 04 Gude Three) CA

Changing Timm (1974) 3

KT, $325.00 (KT inetudez 120 BKS, 10 CH, SM, TG) SS, LA

A consumable Career Awareness resource kit that is designed to help the 3rd

grader be aware of careers and their equipment and functions, how skills
learned at school relate to occupations, and how they are important to
society. Contained in the kit are 120 books (3 reading levels), take home
papers, posters that show life styles, bulletin board displays and a
Teacher's Guide.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, K-2 SA, CA, DM, P

Education Achievement Coo. (1973) K-2

KT, $347.00 (KT inceudeis 11 FS/CT, SM, G, BKS, ALL AREAS

Puppets, TG)

This is a comprehensive multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
de6isions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. Activities

are designed to fuse affective and cognitive learning experiences for ele-

mentary students. Excellently designed system and wonderful Teacher's Guide

has lesson plans for two years. These received high ratings from all our

evaluators.
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THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5 SA, CA, DM, P

Education Achievement Conp. (1973) 3-5

KT, $480.95 (KT inceude4 11 FS/CT, G, SM, BKS, C, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many

activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for ele-
mentary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for two
years. This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.

WORKERS WE KNOW (PugAammed (kith Ammene44 Kit Sekie4)
Chunicte Guidance Pubtication4, Inc. (1974)

KT, $150.00 (KT inceude6 matetUaU 6ot 32 ztudents, TG)

CA, SA

K-3

ALL AREAS

This kit provides enough activities for a full year. There are puppets with

changeable costumes, riddles, games, cash register and money, cards, and

music and art activities. A Teacher's Guide has suggestions for putting it
all together. The aim is to make children aware of many different kinds
of workers (32 in all), show that people get paid for working, and all work
is important. Activities which develop positive self-concept and under-

:
standing of self are excellent ways of involving both the teacher and
counselor. Individual parts may be ordered separately if a teacher prefers
to be eclectic.

OTHER MEDIA

FIRE DEPARTMENT HELPER (Pic tune Stony Study Pnint4 Sekie6) CA

Singe& (SVE) (1965) K-6

SP, $8.00 SS

This set of study prints show the different jobs of the fire department.
The pictures have background information on backside. The prints are

realistic and are not the type that will become dated. Prints included

are: safety instruction, fighting a fire, living quarters, rope drill,
answering a call, truck company, engine company.
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HOSPITAL HELPERS (Pictune Stony Study 1)/1-Le's set2e4) CA

Singeli (SVE) (1965) K-3
SP, $8.00 S, SS

This set of study prints show eight different areas in a hospital. The

pictures are large and can be used for discussions or bulletin boards. On

the back there is background information, questions to ask, and other related
information. The prints included are: Ambulance helpers, examination,
operations, reception helpers, x-ray, dietitians, nurse and aide, and
physical therapist.

POLICE DEPARTMENT HELPERS CA

(Pictuke Stony Study Nints Sc.n.Le4) K-3

SLngeh (SVE) (1965) SS

SP, $8.00

This set of study prints contain eight pictures that can be used for bulletin
boards and group discussion or creative writing, centering around the police
department. The back of the picture gives background information for the
teacher, questions to ask children, related activities and related words.
The pictures included crossing guard, roll call, crime laboratory, admin-
istering first aid, traffic officer, target practice, canine patrol, and
squad car officers.

POSTAL HELPERS (Community Hapeu)
SLnget (SVE) (1965)

SP, $8.00

CA

K-4
LA, SS

This group of study prints contains 8 pictures and background information
of the different topics dealing with the Post Office. Pictures included

show sorting and delivering mail, mailbox pickup, canceling stamps, servicing
customers, loading relay trucks, highway post office trucks, and loading mail
at the airport. The prints are in color and are 18" X 13" in size. Good for

bulletin boards. Activities include role playing, creative writing.
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STUDY POSTERS FOR ELEMENTARY CAREER AWARENESS CA
(When You_Gnow Up Sucia) K-3
Mini PAidactionz, Inc. (1973) ALL AREAS
15 CH, $9.50

Set of career posters representing the U.S. Office of Education job clusters.
On the back of each poster is career awareness information of jobs pertain-
ing to that cluster. Each poster is 23" X 20" and also has helpful ideas
for the teacher.

A TRIP TO THE FARM, TEACHING PICTURES CA
David Cook Pubtishing Company (1966) k-1

12 P, TG, $3.25 SS

The set includes 12 large pictures plus 12 resource sheets. The pictures
deal mainly with the farm animals. Little is shown of machinery or workers.
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4-6

BOOKS

AIR CARGOATAanzpontation and Trade Sexiez) CA

June Behtenz K-6

Etk Grove Puzz (1970) SS

BK, $5.19

This book gives accurate information about all kinds of air cargo travel.

Photos are clear and interesting. Good for individual research projects -

also.a field trip. Text shows how many interesting jobs are open in this

job area.

AIRPLANES - HOW THEY WORK (How It WoAkz Sou:a) CA

Kenton D. McFattand 5-6

G. P. Patnamiz Son's (1966) S, SS

BK, $3.69

This book answers how and why the airplane works. It covers the basic

principles of flight and explains the workings of the many systems and sub-

systems of an airplane in clear, understandable language.

BATIK (Lana Earay CAW Setie4) CA

Mom Reis 1-4

LetneA Pubtizking Company (1973) SS, FA

BK, $3.95

This is an attractive little book with ideas of a craft that can easily

be done with children under adult supervision. The history of batik is

discussed clearly and could carry over into a social studies unit.

Directions are easily followed; pictures are simple and helpful.

BEHIND THE SCENES IN A DEPARTMENT STORE CA

Leon Harmi's K-6

J. B. Lippincott Company (1972) SS, LA

BK,'$3.50

Every phase of running a department store is explained simply, and photos

are clear and interesting. This book with its "behind the scene" in-

formation would make a trip to a department store a great experience.

Much role playing and discussion, along with language arts activities

could ,be accomplished.
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BUSY, BUSS, WORLD

Richard Scatty
We4tenn PubtiAking Co., Inc. (1973)
BK, $5.95

4 - 6

SA, CA
1-5

LA, SS

This book is written in an attractive style showing different countries and
"animal people" doing their jobs. Some of the characters: Ernst, the Swiss
Mountain Climber, Professor Dig and his Egyptian mummy, two Norwegian fisher-
men, and Albert, the Belgian Barge Captain. This is a story young children
enjoy listening to and looking at the pictures and older children enjoy
reading.

CAREERS - A SUPPLEMENTAL READING PROGRAM, Sertie's A, B, C CA, DM
Hancoutt Mace Jovanovich (1915) 4-6

BK, Each Seitie's act/Ida Activity.Cands, Stony Fadeu, SS, LA, G
FS, CT, TG, $96.00

Each series (level) includes a filmstrip and tape with overall instructions
for the kit utilization. There are 64 story folders covering 32 careers
with matching activity cards and 30 student management folders: Also included
is a Teacher's Guide. Would be effective to use as a "career center" or for
individual reading projects. Could also be used for lower level- reading group
in JH. Free from sex and racial bias. These sets received high ratings from
evaluators.

CAREERS FOR ALL SERIES SA, CA, DM
Mukiet Stanek, Joseph L. Gehnman 4-6

Beneliic 124e4z (1974) LA, SS, G
BK, Each BK, $4.05, TG, $2.70, Complete Set, $14.94

This series stresses an understanding of the world of work for students in
grade 4, 5, 6. Students are given the opportunity to discover their inter-
ests, and explore their feelings and investigate their relationships with
others. A brief essay introduces each chapter. Following are two stories
which simulate life-like situations. A thorough review is given through a
myriad of activities for group discussion and individual projects at the end
of each unit. The Job Reference Guide in each book provides a variety of
examples of occupations that may be used as the basis for many classroom
activities. The layout is attractive. The text is liberally interspersed
with photographs, sketches, and cartoon-type drawings. The titles of the

books in the series are: Alike And Different (Gr. 4), Interests And Choices
(Gr. 5), Plans And The Future (Gr. 6).
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CARPENTRY (Lehner Eakty Cnalit Seties) CA

KaAin Kelly K-6

Lehner Mashing Company (1973) S, SS, FA

BK, $3.95

Excellent background facts given before a child builds something, especially
the chapter on trees and the different kinds of lumber. Details are in

simple drawings of tools and how to use them. The book is small and simple.

Directions for birdhouse are clear. Good to use for stimulating individual
projects, it also brings in science by the studying of trees.

CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONS SA, CA

Wittiam Hopke, Bakbalta Palutamone 3-6

CFI (1974) G, LA, SS

'BK

This attractive soft cover book would be used as a reference book, not a

textbook. There are over 300 occupations included in it. It contains a

brief definition of many occupations written in a language that children

will be able to understand.

CONCISE HANDBOOK OF OCCUPATIONS CA

Edited by Joan Catstetto and Rita Wotlizon 6-12

J. G. Fekgmon Pubtiating Company (1974) ALL AREAS

BK, $12.95

A beautiful book just right for either a school library or a classroom

teacher's library. This compilation of careers is arranged alphabetically,

making this book easy to use. Also, the information contained about each

career is concise, factual and current, and each career has a picture of a

person doing a job. Almost a must for every school!
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EVERYONE HAS IMPORTANT JOBS TO DO - BOOK I CA, SA, P
(Econoic's For Young Peopte Setie4) K-4
SkiAtey, Roy, and Robert Chieton SS
Child4en14 Mes -s (1970)

BK, $5.85

This book has an interesting format. Each page asks a question and the
answer is on the next page. The content of the book deals with jobs
mothers do, jobs fathers do, jobs fathers' bosses do, jobs children do
at home, jobs children do at school, and responsibilities we all have. It

introduces profits and taxes in simple terms. This book would be good to
use in beginning economics and also to start many discussions of responsi-
bilities and how money is used. This is a new series of books to enjoy
while learning about our economic enviornment. Each book has been designed
to help us relate what we learn in school to our lives in the future. It

should help children see how people fit into the system and help to make it
work smoothly. The "family" and the rules within it are dominant in the book.

HOISTS, CRANES AND DERRICKS CA
Hekbut Zim, Jane's Skcety 1-6

Wite.imn MOVLOW and Company (1969) SS, FA
BK, $3.95

This book gives a detailed account of what cranes do and how they work even
down to "hand signals" by workmen. Many individual experiments and projects
could be taken from the text. Drawings are clear and vocabulary simple.

I WANT TO BE A BANK TELLER (I Want to Be Setie4) CA
Eugene Bakex K-6
Chitchen14 PAe44 (1972) SS
BK, $3.50

This book shows a class on a field trip through a bank. Money and jobs in
banking are explained. Should be interesting for children to read and then
take their own field trip. Print is large and well-centered on page.
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JETPORT CA

Norman Richakcis 6-9

Doubteday and Company, Inc. (1973) SS

BK, $4.95

This is an interesting little book about the careers and activities involved

in an airport. It would be a good addition for any elementary or junior

high library. The book could be used as just pleasure reading or as a re-

source for a child interested in airplanes and airports.

JOBS IN AGRICULTURE (An Exptoting Careen Book) CA, DM, P

Robat Houtehen 6-9

Lothnop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) SS, LA, S

BK, $5.50

A well-developed book dealing with the broad concept of agriculture. The

author discusses a variety of occupations and deals with education, duties,

and opportunities in each related field. The book has charts and graphs

that are easy for the student to use. Lends itself to dramatization,

creative writing, and brainstorming.

JOBS IN BUSINESS AND OFFICE (An Expeoting Careens Book) CA, P

Jame4 Ha/skill's
6-8

Lath/top, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) BE, LA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author presents an insight into the world of business and office work

through six narratives. The stories take a fictional person and follow him

through school and into a career in business, emphasizing the decision-

making skills that are involved. It is easy to read and would keep the

interest of the reader. Good photographs add to the appeal of this book.

Activities suggested are interviews, role playing, discussion groups.

JOBS IN COMMUNICATION (An Exptaing Cateeu Book) CA, P

Edwand Wakin 6-8

Lotivtop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) SS, LA

BK, $5.50

The format used by the author makes this book interesting a,d appealing to

young people, The focus is on preparation, ability and working conditions

in the area of communications, newspapers, magazines, radio, television,

movies, public relations and advertising. Photographs are good and show

people in actual working settings. Free of sex and racial bias. Good for

role playing and class discussion.
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JOBS IN CONSTRUCTION (An Expeoking Ca/Lee/to Book)
AA-that Liebe/to

Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

4 - 6

CA, P
6-8

SS, IA

This book is filled with many photographs showing workers employed in
construction jobs. These include the general field of construction, as
well as behind the, scene jobs. Apprenticeships through journeymen level
are defined. The format is simple yet informative.,

JOBS IN MANUFACTURING (An Expeolang Cakeeu Book) CA, P
Robe/a J. Houtehen 6-8
Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) G, IA, SS
BK, $5.50

The book offers an introduction to the world of manufacturing. It deals
with a variety of jobs and explains how these vary from industry to industry.
The book includes many photographs of people working at various jobs in man-
ufacturing. Educational requirements, duties, and job opportunities are dis-
cussed. The book would be very appealing to young students.

JOBS IN MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION
(An Expeolcing Catem Book)
Loth/Lop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

CA, P
6-8

DE, G, HE, FA,
M, SS

The author presents a good overview of retailing in this book. Many of the
ideas will give the student an indication of how important it is to develop
skills in mathematics, geography, art, and social studies. The photographs
show areas of retailing that may not be too familiar to most students. This

is a well-done book.

JOBS IN PUBLIC SERVICE (An Expeming Caueu Book) CA, DM, P
Catvi.n and Beatace C4inen 6-8

Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) S, SS, LA, M

BK, $5.50

Public services in the areas of forestry, law enforcement, customs inspector,
politics, and teaching are handled through interesting narratives. Decision-

making skills are part of the narrative. A list of related jobs at entry
level and above are included as part of each area. The reader is made aware
of aptitude and skills needed. Photographs are free of bias.
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JOBS IN RECREATION (An Expeon.i.ng Careens Book)

AtnotdDokist
Lathkop, Lee and Shepalui Company (1974)

BK, $5.50

CA, OM
6-8

PE, SS

An interesting overview of recreation as a career. The book gives factual

descriptions of a variety of jobs in this field, as well as a fictional

narrative of Yellowstone Park. Young people would find this an interesting
book which gives them many ideas on ways to use recreation as a career.

JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope/SUM SeAie4)
Milt i.am Lee

Schotaztie Magazau (1973)
BK, $ .75; TG, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P

6-8

G, SS

Miriam Lee offers a workbook full of exercises that are interesting and
informative on how to begin to find a job. The workbook moves from self -

awareness to the concrete planning stages of securing a job.

MEN AT WORK IN THE GREAT LAKES STATES (Men at Worth Sedti.e6) CA

Henry 8. Lent 4-8

G. P. Putnam14 Sou (1971) SS

BK, $3.60

This is the story of men and women at work in the six Great Lakes states.
It tells about the raw materials they dig from their mines and quarries, the
meat and farm products they grow on their fertile land, the products they
make in their factories, mills, and assembly plants, and the important sci-
entific developments they work on in their research laboratories. This is

the best book in the series. The photographs are much more representative

of twentieth century workers in America.

NOW YOU KNOW ABOUT PEOPLE AT WORK CA

EBE (1974) 1-5

5 BKS, 5 CT, $59.50 LA

These attractively illustrated books and accompanying cassettes are useful

in reading groups and listening posts for the younger children. A teacher

could read the book to the children first and discuss the concepts with them.
Then they could read the books themselves and if they need to, they could
use the cassette which contains a young child reading the book. Very good

minority representation. Books in the Now You Know Series include: Who

Works, Why People Work, When People Work, Where People Work, Work You Can

Do. Also available in Spanish.
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POPEYE CAREER SERIES CA
George WiCdman 6-8
King Featcoes (1973) ALL AREAS
BK, $42.50

Popeye and his career series is a great way to interest a student in careers.
Students will go to these comic books without any prodding - just put them
in a classroom. Besides motivation qualities, they also contain accurate
interesting information oh many careers. Program covers 15 career clusters.
Included are Teacher's Guide, display rack, 75 full color titles (5 copies
of each), student involvement charts, Career Awareness Bingo game.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Peatutte4 (1974)

Packet o6 25 come6,"$2.95

DM; P, CA
4-12

SS, LA

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to study.
Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These colorful book-
lets attract the attention of students and with the fourth grade reading level,
they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior high school students -

in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in an English and Spanish
version.

SHELBY GOES TO WALL STREET CA
Wchace Maude 3-6
T. S. Denizon and Company, Inc. (1965) SS
BK, $4.25

The book does a fine job of explaining a difficult concept. The story takes
you from an overall picture of the stock market to following one company.
Good for use in social studies with class discussion and individual projects -

such as following one stock for a period of time in the newspaper.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES: CONCEPTS AND VALUES, SECOND EDITION SA, CA, DM

Haltcomt, Snare Juvanovich, Inc. (1975) 1-6

GK SS

This is a new social studies program that incorporates most of the career

development concepts. It is beautifully illustrated and has excellent

sexual, racial, and ethnic balance. Level 1 deals with Myself, Level 2

with Me and My Family, Level 3 Me and the Community.
corporates all of these.

Level l_Blue Edition $4.20

Teacher's Edition 5.19

Level 2 Red Edition 4.20

Teacher's Edition 5.19

Level 3 Green Edition 4.80

Teacher's Edition 5.79

Activity Book 1.95

Teather's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Level 4 Orange Edition 4.95

Teach. Ed. 5.94

Act. Bk 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Level 5 Purple Edition 5.55

Teach. Ed. 6.54

Act. RP 1.95

Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Level 6 Brown Edition 6.15

Teach. Ed. 7.14

Act. Bk 1.95

'Teacher's Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Each level also contains 5 FS/ 5 CT; $75.00 or 5 R,

Levels 4, 5, 6 in-

$69.00
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TIM LEARNS ABOUT MUTUAL FUNDS
Michael Maude
T. S. Demi/son and Company (1969)
BK, $4.25

CA

4-7

SS, M

The book handles a difficult concept effectively. A child and father are
followed as they explore mutual funds. Great for class discussion and
follow through with meaningful role playing.

TRUCK CARGO (TtanispoiLtation and Trade Se/tie4) CA
June Behkenis K-6
Etk Grove Ptezis (1970) SS
BK, $5.19

Contents are accurate and the book has photos and explanations that are
interesting. All forms of trucking are explained. There are no women driv-
ers, however. Book would be excellent for social studies activities, role
playing and group discussion with additional material.

WHAT CAN SHE BE? A NEWSCASTER CA

Geonia and'Ezthek Gaduich K-6

Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1973) SS
BK, $3.95

Text shows the variety of tasks a newscaster must do - interviewing outside
of station, taking surveys, editing of tape, etc. It is also pointed out
that you can be a wife and mother and still have an important job in the
work world. Good for role playing and interest in field trips.

WHAT "DOES A CONGRESSMAN DO? CA
David Lavine 4-6

Dodd, 'Mead and Company (1965) G, LA, SS
BK, $3.95

Although the setting is not current - the Johnson Administration - this
book should create great interest in our government. The photographs are
clear and varied. The text describes a congressman's two duties: one to
the people who elect him and one to the interests of the United States.
Recent revisions include coverage of reapportionment, salary changes, the
hiring of girl pages, and the Twenty-Fifth Amendment. C)od opportunities
for letter writing, role playing, and field trips.
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WHAT DOES A FOREST RANGER DO? CA

.Wayne Hyde 4-6

Dodd, Mead and Company (1964) G, LA, SS

BK, $3.95

This book shows only men in this role. The material in the book is useful

during a conservation unit. The fight of forest fires is stressed. The

photographs are clear and compliment the text: There is also a bit of good

advice - "What to Do When Lost in the Woods."

WHAT DOES A PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER DO? CA

David Lavine and 14a Mandeebaum 4-8

Dodd, Mead and Company (1964) SS

BK, $3.95

Excellent overview of the varied role of a Peace Corps member. The photo-

graphs compliment the text. Because of the photographs, this book would

be of great interest to the child who had reading problems.

WHAT DOES AN AIRLINE CREW DO? CA

E. Roy Ray 4-6

Dodd, Mead and Company (1965) G, LA, SS

BK, $3.50

This book was published in 1968, and the employment picture has changed -

it could be used with additional materials. There are many new services

given by airlines now. The photographs are clear and of high interest

and the explicit text takes the reader behind the scenes. The role of the

stewardess seems to be stressed.

WHAT HAPPENS AT A GAS STATION CA

Atthut Shay K-6

yeitty and Lee Bootie (1972) SS, LA

BK, $4.50

This book explains the many duties of a gas station owner, other than

pumping gas. All equipment is pictured and explained. The skills re-

quired are also dealt with. The book would make the children very aware

of a gas station and the many services `it gives. Role playing, discussion

and field trips would follow-up the book's use.
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WHAT HAPPENS AT AN ANIMAL HOSPITAL CA
AilthuA Shay 1-6

Reifey and Lee Books (1972) SS, S
BK, $4.50

The careful care and the use of medical equipment inside an animal hospital
are well explained and photographed. Many jobs, other than a veterinarian,
are explained. The duties of these workers are an interesting part of the
book. Role playing, group discussion, and field trips are follow-ups.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU PUT MONEY IN THE BANK? CA
Ailthm Shay K-6
Reitey and Lee BOok,s (1912) SS, M
BK, $2.97

This book gives a clear account of a bank and the different services it
gives. All jobs within a bank are explained. Money and what happens to
it when you deposit it is effectively explained. Role playing, discussion,
math activities, and field trips would be follow-up activities.

WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A DOCTOR CA
Alahm Shay K-6
Ratty and Lee Booln (1971) SS, S
BK, $4.50

The book tells the training a doctor must have. It shows the difficult
side of this profession. There are many kinds of doctors: hospital, factory,
small town, etc. - all are explained simply with clear, interesting photos.
Equipment and hospital procedures are shown clearly. Science and health
activities could be follow-up.

WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A MUSICIAN CA
Anthnit Shay 1-6

Ratty and Lee Books (1972) SS, FA
BK, $4.50

This book shows a young man from his first years playing an instrument up
until he became a professional. The text is accompanied by clear photos.
This book should give a true picture of this career to children already play-
ing an instrument. Research projects on different musicians plus great play-
ers would be follow-ups.
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WHAT IT'S -LIKE TO BE A PILOT -CA

Arthur Shay 1-6

Ratty and Lee Boaz (1971) SS

BK, $4.50

The photos in the book along with the text give the reader a clear picture

of what it is like to be a pilot. Many other jobs are explained too. Pro-

jects in map reading and model building would be follow-up activities.

YELLOW PAGES OF LEARNING RESOURCES CA

Edited by Richard S. Wakman 6-8

MIT Press (1972) ALL AREAS

BK, $1.95

An interesting paperback book full of information and interesting details

that students find fascinating. Also questions that lead students to use

his city as a resource and help him to know what to find out and where to

go to answer these questions.

YOU CAN BE A PLUMBER (Vocation in Trades Sulie4)

AAthuA Liebeu
Lothhoi5, Lee and Shepard Company (1974)

BK, $5.50

CA
6-9
IA, M

Various plumbing jobs are identified and specific information regarding

qualification and preparations are given. Organizations and job avail-

ability are handled well. The book also includes sample of aptitude tests

and discusses salaries and unions. Pictures of people on the job are good

and clear, no racial bias is evident.

YOU CAN BE AN ELECTRICIAN (Vocation4 In Tudeis Senie4) CA, pm, P

&nut Liebeu 6-9

Lo.tivwp, Lee and Shepard Company .(1974) IA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author identified ways of preparing for a career as an electrician.

Availability of jobs and a practical approach in obtaining jobs are dis-

cussed. A chapter deals with opportunities open to women. Women and

minority groups are visible in the photographs. The book includes an

aptitude test, as well as an appendix with information on: Apprenticeship

Programs; Civil Servi'ce Comm. Offices; State Apprenticeships. Useable for

self-evaluation, group discussion and role playing.
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FILMS

BEEF THE STEAK IN THE GRASS CA

Cen.t'ion (1973) 4-9
F, 104 min., $155.00 HE, SS

The film explains the relationship between major cattle producing areas
and grasslands, discusses various herds of beef cattle, and various oper-
ations: cow-calf, stocker, feedlot, packing house, government inspection,
beef by-products, etc. Not specifically concerned with occupations, but
many jobs are shown and this can be pointed out for career education.

COMMUNICATION (When You GhOW UpSellie4) CA

Mini Pnoduction4, Inc., Dist.: CFI (1973) 2-6
F, 10 min., $175.00; Rental $30.00 G, SS

This film shows the amount of work involved in making a T.V. show. It not

only shows the filming but the building of props and lighting. Different
people discuss their jobs. Excellent teacher's edition included with
questions, objectives of film, and student performance objectives. Could

be used in early elementary but would be better in upper elementary.

COMMUNICATIONS AND THE COMMUNITY CA

Chukchitt Fitms 4-6

F, 16 min., $190.00 _IA, SS

The film gives an informal but quite specific description of the uses and
needs for communicative devices and machines. It brings to attention some
means of communication that, in our society, are probably taken for granted.

CONSTRUCTION (Job's in the City) CA

Centkon Educationat Farm (1971) K-6

F, 9 min., $135.00 SS

This film shows how a deserted old. residential section of a city is con,-
verted into a modern apartment complex. Specific construction vocations
examined include: general foreman, office manager, crane operator, various
concrete workers, carpenters, electricians and plumbers.
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DISTRIBUTION (Jobs in .the City) CA

Centaon Edueati.ona Fiemis (1971) K-6
F, 10% min., $155.00 SS, BE

This film traces the movement of a shipment of color TV sets from the factory
to the consumer. Highlighted are the work of the truck driver, warehouse
worker, and retail salesman in distributing the goods.

DUKE THOMAS, MAILMAN SA, CA
Church to F.Lem6 . K-6
F, 16 min., $195.00 SS, LA

This film gives an accurate and interesting description of the duties and
responsibilities of a large metropolitan area mailman.

HEALTH (When You Gtow Up Se, Leis) CA

Mini Paoduction6, Inc., VLs.t.: CFI (1973) 3-5

F, 11 min., $175.00; Rentae $30.00 S, SS

This film gives a detailed overview of some health related occupations. It

shows a technician preparing a patient for heart catheterization, occupational
and physical therapists helping patients regain their health. A good quality
film that is conducive to role playing and group discussion activities.
Teacher's Guide included.

MANUFACTURING (Job4 .64 the City) CA

Cetkon Educational F.Uims (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

By focusing on a welder in a factory, the film shows how an assembly line
works, why mass production is efficient, and why each worker's job is
important to the other workers. A variety of different kinds of factories
and typical factory jobs are also shown.

MASS MEDIA (Jobs in .the City) CA
Centton Edueationa Fitm6 (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

Investigates the variety of jobs in mass media including newspapers, tele-
vision, radio, advertising agencies, and motion pictures.

1 7 5
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MEDICAL AND HEALTH (Job's in the City) CA

Centkon Educationat Fitm6 (1972) K-6
F, 14 min.., $210.00 SS

Presents a variety of interesting and important jobs in hospitals, ranging
from highly trained surgeons to dietician's helpers.

MORNING AIRPORT CA
FitFa,a Commutication6 (1972) 1-9

F, 10!2 $140.00; Rentat $10.00. LA, SS, IA-

The airport is a busy place and all workers have important jobs to do to
keep an airport and airplanes running smoothly. We see maintenance workers,
tower people, food preparation, crews, etc. Technical quality is excellent.
Producer suggests use in elementary, school, but it may also be used with
specific follow-up activities with junior high school students.

MORNING HARFOR CA

FitmFaik Co'nununicati.on6 (1973) 1-8

F, 11 min., $140.00; Rentat $10.00 LA,, SS

The harbor is a bustling center of many activities where goods are moved and
processed. A broad overview of the many skills that are needed as the "harbor
becomes a funnel from one country to another." Tug boats, lifts, computers,
and other complex machinery are shown. Used only men workers. Teacher's

Guide suggests discussion groups, role playing, and special reports. Although

the producer recommends this film for elementary, it can be used_ effectively
for junior high students.

NATURAL RESOURCES (When You G4OW Lip Setie6) CA

Mini PAoclucs Inc., abst.: CFI 11473) 1-6

F, 13 min., $175.00; Rentat $30.00 CE, Ecotogy,

Conzetvation

This film nicely combines sound conservation advice and careers in forestry.
It shows many outdoor scenes of interest in an ecology or conservation unit.

1 7- 6
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NIGHT PEOPLE'S DAY CA

FiemFain Commanication6 (1971) 4-6
F, 12 min., $150.00; Renat $15.00 SS

Use of sound very attractive to younger children. Content not too specific
in subject area. As a dramatic tool it was great but did not do much teach-
ing except to give an idea of how night workers feel about their jobs.

PROFILES IN BLACK
Univeuae.EducatZon and Vizaae Ants (1973) .

F, 17 min., $210.00

SA, CA
6-10

LA, FA

Four vignettes that were written and acted by James McEachin relates the
Black experience, but also expresses the feelings that people of all races
have. As they watch Mr. McEachin, the actor and writer, the aim is to en-
courage the students to communicate by the written and spoken word his/her
own ideas. Also observe an actor at work.

SERVICES (Job's in the City) CA-

Centun Educati.onae. Fitm6 (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., '$165.00 SS .

Students discover_the difference between goods and services and examine

occupational fields dealing in services, including: bus driver, bowling

alley employees, repairmen, service station operator, theater employees,

and laundry and dry cleaning employees.

STORY OF THE WHOLESALE MARKET CA

CIwkc.hLU. Films 4-8

F, 11 min., $130.00 SS, G, DE, BE, M

Students are made aware of how produce is handled and inspected by many
different people before it gets to the consumer. The material used was very

specific and well planned. Current information is used in the film and stu-

dents are able to relate to what is taking place.

TRANSPORTATION: FOOTPATH TO AIR LANE CA

Chatchat FLems 4-6

F, 15 min., $205.00 SS

The material was attractively presented. Children particularly enjoy this

film's display of.the means of travel from the beginning to the present.
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WHAT ECOLOGISTS DO CA
Centhon Edueationat Fitms (1971) 3-8

F, 15% min., -$230.00

This film defines ecology and explains the role of ecologists in studying
the interrelationships between organisms and their environments. Many

activities are shown, such as estimating total number of organisms in the
entire environment, trapping small animals for further study and studying
non-living things such as soil, water and air. Narrator asks questions and
pauses to allow an opportunity for class discussion. Suggested activities
given in Teacher's Guide.

WOMEN AT WORK (Job's in the. City) CA
Centton Educationat Fibm (1972) K-6

F, 11 min., $165.00 SS

Some of the women at work portrayed in this film include: a newspaper

printer, physician, bank teller, pilot, mathematician, aircraft executive,
realtor, TV commentator, fashion artist, etc.

THE WORK PREJUDICE FILM
SandWL Inztitutiona FL&ns, Inc.
F, 12 min., $170.00; Rentat $20.00

CA, DM

6-12

G, LA, SS

This film challenges the stereotypes, attitudes, and job opportunities that
exist in relation to the world of work and explodes many of the myths. Many

jobs are presented and opportunities are open to people who prepare for them
regardless of sex, race, or nationality. Format is humorous and contemporary
and students can relate easi,y to it. Excellent for interview assignments,

role playing, written assignments. Hosted by Robert Vaughn.

FILM LOOPS

APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN (Job Oppoktunity Setie,$) CA

ESE (1970) 3-8

' FL, 8 mm, $22.00 S, SS

The repair of a washer, refrigerator, and stove are shown at great length.
Throughout the film, it is stressed that you must have knowledge of elec-

tronics. Could be used to motivate guest speakers or encourage fathers to
come in and demonstrate a skill.
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AUTOMOBILE-MECHANICS (Job Oppontunity SeAie4) CA

EBE (1970) 5-10

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 TA, SS

Film deals mainly with showing the replacement of one part of an automobile.
Very quickly shows a few other skills for the job. The material shown could
be good motivation for taking a field trip or starting an individual project.

AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRMEN (Job Oppontunity Se/au) CA

EBE (1970) 6-12

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, S

Film shows the many skills needed for this job: sanding, bumping, molding,

etc. Also that knowledge of many machines and equipment is needed. Use

before a field trip to a local bump shop or as motivation for "How To"
speeches. .

BRICKLAYERS (Job Oppottunity SeA,i.e.4) CA

EBE (1970) K-A

FL, 8 nni, $22.00 SS, FA

Film loop shows that there is variety in the role of a bricklayer. Teamwork

also important. Would interest all levels.

COOKS AND CHEFS (Job Oppontunity Sekin)
EBE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

K-A
SS, HE

This film loop could be used from K-A. Two types of cooks shown: Short

Order and Chef in a large restaurant. The contrast is very clear.

DENTAL HYGIENISTS (Job Opportunity Sezizo)
EBE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

1-6

S, SS

This film loop shows a dental hygienist doing different jobs in an office.
Equipment is very modern and may not be familiar to children. Tells what

training is needed to be a dental hygienist.
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FORESTRY AIDS (Job Oppolaanity Setae's) CA
HE (1970) 4-6
FL, 8 mm, $22.00 S, SS

This film loop showed a forest aid planting trees, fighting forest fires,
measuring trees and clearing fire breaks.

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES (Job Oppontunity Setui.eis)
E8E (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

2-5

PE, S, SS

This film loop shows a practical nurse and a nurses aid. It s'iows the nurse

changing a patient's dressing, checking blood pressure, giving shots and
dispensing medicine.

OPERATING ENGINEERS (Job OppontumLty Senia)
E8E (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

3-7

IA, SS

This film loop deals with operating large machinery: bulldozers, huge cranes,
etc. The machines are shown working on large buildings and in open areas.

PAINTERS AND PAPERHANGERS (Job Oppoittum.ty Setae's)

EBE (1970)
FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

3-10

IA, SS

Film loop showed the many areas that have to be painted on a new house. Very
little paperhanging shown. Little shown of large commercial work being done.

,POLICEMEN AND POLICEWOMEN (Job ,,ppontunity Se/axis)
E8E (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

1-6

SS

This film loop shows many different jobs of 'a policemen. It shows traffic
control, street patrol, radar control, investigating an accident, police dogs,
and water patrol. The tile is misleading as there is only one small part with
a policewoman.
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STEWARDESSES (Job Oppontunity Se/Les) CA

ESE (1970) 1-6

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS

This film loop shows the happy side of the airline stewardess. It showed

some of the jobs she has to perform.

VENDING MACHINE MECHANICS (Job Oppontunity Smi.e)s) CA

HE (1970 -) 4-6

FL, 8 um, $22.00 IA, SS

This film loop shows how vending machines are installed, serviced and re-
paired. It shows the people performing these jobs.

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES (Job Oppottunity Setie4) CA

HE (1910) 2-4

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS

This film loop showed waitresses working in a family restaurant. It shows

the different jobs she had to do. It only shows the good part of the job.

She is happy at all times. There is a small part showing a waiter at work.

WELDERS OXYGEN AND ARC CUTTERS (Job OppontunZty Sekie4) CA

HE (1970) 4-6

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, SS

This film shows a brief look at different types of welding both on land and

underwater. Very confusing unless you are familiar with welding.
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FILMSTRIPS

AMERICA'S URBAN NEEDS SERIES CA

Singen (SVE) (1974) 3-6

6 FS, 3 CT, 6 TG, $58.50 (Each FS with G, $7.50; LA, SS, S
Each CT, $6.00)

This series demonstrates the importance of the many services necessary to
meet people's needs in large urban areas. These filmstrips average 60
frames - 17 minutes. Just listening to the cassette tapes can lead'to
self-learning with individual students as well as with small groups re-
searching these particular social studies areas. This series contains:
Our Urban Needs: Transportation. It shows the importance of transportation
in urban areas and discusses some of the problems it can cause. Our Urban
Needs: Communication. Students should discover the facilities necessary
for handling postal and telephone communications in a large city, as well

as methods of gathering and reporting news. Our Urban Needs: Water -

This filmstrip demonstrates how water is collected, treated, and distrib-
uted in large urban areas. Our Urban Needs: Health Care - This film

describes hcw a large city keeps its people healthy and shows the treat-

ment available for the ill. Our Urban Needs: Electricity - The children

learn how conventional and nuclear generating plants meet the great need
for electricity in a city. Our Urban Needs: Sanitation - The collection

and disposal of waste materials are described along with the processes for
recovering valuable materials. The last three frames of each filmstrip
lists Words and Phrases to Know; Questions for Review and Discussion; and
Enrichment Activities.

CAREER AWARENESS SERIES CA

Educcdionat Activez, Inc. (1973) K-4

4 FS/ 4 R, 4 TG, $'52.00 LA, FA, SS, M

This series helps make children (primary) aware of the great diversity in the

world of work. The Teacher's Guide outlines meaningful career projects that

can be integrated with most subjects in the elementary curriculum. The com-

mentary on record is excellent for each of the strips. However, the filmstrips

are only fair in quality. The photographyis not the best and the lighting is

very poor. The material is good as a secondary supplementary source. The in-

formation given is timely and accurate as far as the reviewer was able to de-
termine. The filmstrips are: Working at School - Tour a-school and meet the

many people who make today's education possible. To the Hospital - Follow a

little girl with a broken leg and learn about the people involved. This film-

strip is also helpful in preparing young children for a hospital stay. Build-

ing a Building - Watch a building under construction and find out about the
people working there. A Visit to the Airport - Come to the airport; see what

makes it tick.
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CHILDREN FACE SOCIAL REALITIES SA, CA, DM

UniveuaZ Education and Vi/Stiae AhtS 4-7

2 FS/ 1 R, $20.00 SS

The children of the Washington, D.C. Model School dramatize the concepts of
economics, their responsibilities, and rights as citizens in a neighborhood
and in a free society. The series stresses the fact that many problems
which children face are not solely personal problems of their individual
families, but social problems that must be dealt with by the society at
large. Ideal for teacher-training use or could be 'shown to children to
?timulate thinking and motivate them to perform similar activities.

KEYS - CAREER EXPLORATION SERIES. CA
SRA (1972) 6-A

10 FS/ 10 CT, TG, $120.00 ALL AREAS

These ten color filmstrips and tapes are based on. the Kudar Interest Inventory.
Workers told about their jobs and how they started. Students are told how they

can explore that field. The areas cover various educational levels in each
field. Teacher's Guide is included. Useful in homeroom and career centers.

OFF WE GO TO THE AQUARIUM CA

(Cateek Awaaeneisz Fieed Th2pc SeAie/s) K-6

Guidance Azzociatez (1973) SS, S
FS/CT, $23.50 (with R, $21.00)

Filmstrip follows a black boy through a trip to the aquarium. Many jobs with-
in the aquarium are explained as well as the care of the fish. This would be

excellent to view before a field trip. Also in Science area for individual
or small group project work. Their "Guess What" extra activity is great.
The children give the information they know before seeing the filmstrip and
then compare ideas after viewing filmstrip.

OFF WE GO TO THE AUTO PROVING GROUND CA

(Ca/Leek Awartene46 Feed Ttips Setie4) K-6

Guidance kmociate4 (1973) S, SS

FS/CT, TG, $23.50 (wi411 R, $21.00)

In this filmstrip, the class hops aboard Brad's soapbox car as he heads for
GM's Proving Ground and a look at engineering tasks that directly affect how
we live. The children meet Terri, the test driver. They learn about crash
testing procedures; tour the crashed car "bone yard" engineers use as a
reference library and meet the people who are involved in auto testing.
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OFF WE GO TO THE BIKE FACTORY CA

(Careen. Awakeneu Fietd Pao Settie6) K-6
Guidance A660citez (1973) S, SS
FS/CT, TG, $23.50 (with R, $21.00)

In this filmstrip, a clown's daydreams come true when he finds himself at
the bicycle factory. He sees the fast-moving assembly line. He sees
people bending steel into tubes, cutting and shaping the tubes, welding
them into frames, painting the frames, tightening spokes, and adding fenders.

OFF WE GO TO THE HOUSE BUILT IN A HURRY CA
(Cakeek Awanene46 Fieed-Ttio' Sekies) K-6
Guidance As, ociatez (1974) S, SS
FS/CT, TG, $23.50 (with R, $21,00)

In this filmstrip, Cecilia, Joe and Tommy need help patching up their club-
house. So off they go to visit Henry, who lives in a geodesic dome put up
in just two days! Henry explains the entire process. The children actually
see the factory where dome parts are manufactured.

OFF WE GO TO THE ORANGE GROVE CA

(Careen Awanenuo Feed Trap Senies) K-6
Guidance A46ociate6 (1913) SS
FS/CT, $23.50 (wLth R, $21.00)

This filmstrip takes you into an orange grove - explains the different jobs

needed to get oranges from the tree to "you". The "Guess What" activity is
great. Would be different to use along with a cooking activity: salads,

cookies, etc.

OFF WE GO TO THE POSTERPRINTE CA

(Careen Awareness Fietcl Titio Series) K=6

Guidance A66ocate4 (1910, S, SS

FS/CT, TG, $23.50 (with R, $21.00)

This filmstrip helps the children discover how many fascinating tasks go
into commercial postermaking. They meet people who find poster pictures,
think up captions, create layouts, make color separations and plates, and
run the giant presses. The point is made that the vital importance of print-

. ing is that it is a form of communication:
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OUR COMMUNITY
Scott Educati.onae aixi/sion and Ginn-5 Company_

8 FS, $45.00

SA, CA
1-5

ALL AREAS

Three basic communities are compared in a variety of ways. A well-rounded

view of life is presented. Included are: Living on a Farm, Living in a

Town, Living in a Big City, Our Food and Clothing, The Home We Live In, The
People in Our Community, Wprking in Our Community. Knowing Our Community --

Long Ago and Today.

THE PEOPLE OF OUR COMMUNITY SERIES CA

Univemat Education and VA:6=e AlLtS (1972) K-6

8 FS/ 4 CT, $88.00 SS, M, S

This series includes filmstrips and'cassettes titled: The Banker Has My

Money, My Sister Is A Teacher, Together We Can Keep Our Community Clean,
The Milkman Comes Each Morning, Mr. Phillips The Super Market Manager, Let's
Visit The Drug Store, The Librarian Helped Me, Dad Took The Car To The

Service Station. Filmstrips are in excellent color. Text of each is in

formative and interesting. In many cases the training involved for a job

is given.

PEOPLE WHO CREATE ART (Cakeek abscovenie4 Se/Liu)

Guidance Azzociate4 (1972)
4 FS/ 4 CT, $52.50 (WLth R, $42.50)

SA, CA
5-9

FA, SS, LA

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work

with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking

on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Explores what motivates musicians, sculptors,

painters, writers, artisans, and designers. (2) A puppeteer, actress,

costume designer, and seamstress show how it is backstage and front. (3) A

youngArummer plays, teaches, and composes. (4) An industrial designer ex-

plains the challenge of making a playground both fun and a learning experience.

Suggested techniques are art activities, group discussion, creative drama,

games, and puppetry.
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PEOPLE WHO HELP yoy CA
Scott Educationat (1972) 1-4

8 FS/CT, TG, $98.00 (with R, $90.00) ALL AREAS

Set is designed to teach students about the skills and services of workers
in a community. Included in the set is a packet of pictures of one or more
workers from each filmstrip with a Teacher's Guide on the back. Titles of
the filmstrips are: Who Are the People Who Help You?; Your Fire Department;
Your Police Department; Your Post Office; Your City Caretakers; Your School;
Your Stores; Assembly-Line Helpers. Some sex bias is evidenced, but if
supplemental material is used, these can be very good.

PEOPLE WHO INFLUENCE OTHERS (Careen Discoverlia Senie/s) CA, SA
Guidance A/ssociate's (1912) 5-9

4 FS/CT, TG, $52.50 (with R, $42.50) G, LA, SS

The six programs in this series present aspects of the diverse world of work

with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Emphasizes the qualities of self-confidence,
sensitivity, empathy and leadership. (2) A model and cosmetic demonstrator
sells products she believes in. (3) An advertising executive is working
on a public service campaign for the city zoo. (4) A county agent shows
students a dairy farm where he helps farmers improve farming methods. Sug-
gestions are given for role playing, group discussion, creative dramatics,
and field trips.

PEOPLE WHO MAKE THINGS (Careen Dizcovertie's Se/Liu)

Guidance A/ssociate4 (1973)
4 FS/CT, TG, $52.50 (with R, $42.50)

SA, CA
5-9

SS, LA, G

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work

with insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first film-

strip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The re-

maining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Focuses on pride of craft, the satisfaction
of making useful things, and the pleasure people gain from creating with their
hands. (2) Two skilled construction workers describe their part in assem-
bling DC 10 airplanes. (3) A chef demonstrates how to prepare fine food. .'

(4) Model builder shows how to build an entire city to scale. Suggested

activities include group discussion and reporting, observations, sharing
inventions, field trips, using role models, using paired learning techniques

such as older/younger students.
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PEOPLE WHO ORGANIZE FACTS (Cauet Di/scovaim Se/Liu) CA, SA

Guidance Azisocate6 (1972) 5-9

4 FS/CT, $52.50 (with R, $42.50) SS, LA, G

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work

with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filaistrips: (1). Gives an overview of how much society depend5
on and uses information. (2) A sports editor talks about facts and figures.
(3) An automotive researcher finds facts needed to restore antique cars.

(4) A foreperson in a bakery packing plant tells how one organizes facts
of a vast production line to keep cookies and crackers on the"supermarket
shelves.

PEOPLE WHO WORK IN SCIENCE (Catem Di4covekie6,Serrie4) CA

Guidance Azisociate4 (1972) 5-9

4 FS/CT, $52.50 With R, $42.50 G, LA, SS, S

The six programs in the Career Discoveries Series presents aspects of the
diverse world of work with some insight into why people enjoy specific
types of work. The first filmstrip is an overview of the job interest

cluster in each program. Remaining three contains an interview with a

person photographed and speaking on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Stresses

curiosity, ,inquiry, precision and interest in the scientific method.
(2) An ocean life scientist explains his experimental work. (3) A crime

lab technician tours the police lab facilities and demonstrates her job
in chemical analysis. (4) A recording engineer lets us sit in on the
sound production of a TV-commerical.

WHAT DOES YOUR DAD DO? CA

Scott Education Divizion (1970) 3-6

6 FS/CT, $58.00 (with R, $55.00) ALL AREAS

Children are introduced to many occupations. This set is designed to

interest children in their parent's occupations. Included are: My Dad,

the Computer Programmer; rily Dad, the Photographer; My Dad, the Auto
Mechanic; My Dad, the Factory Worker; My Dad, the Veterinarian; My Dad,

the Construction Foreman. Shows an awareness of men's jobs, but contains

sexual stereotyping.
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WONDERFUL WORLD OF WORK SERIES SA, CA
Edu-Caa6t: Dizt. Denoyen-Geppent (1968) 4-6
FS/R, $62.00 pen. UmLt LA, SS, G

The WOW Series provides pre-vocational training for students in the elementary
grades. These filmstrips point oUt the advantages and enjoyments of being a
good worker. The series has been designed for use as supplemental materials
for social studies and may be useful for language arts. WOW may be used to
build classroom projects, establish homework assignments, and other supple-
mental activities related to the World of Work.

UNIT 4...4 FS/R, $62.00
What Else Do Fathers Do?
Just What Do Mothers Do?
It's In Your Hands
Home Economics

UNIT 5...4 FS/R, $62.00
Electrical Workers
Gas and Oil Workers
Technical and Industrial Workers
Telephone Workers

UNIT 6...4 FS/R, $62.00
Distributive Occupations
Office Occupations
Health Services
Natural Resources

WORKING IN U.S. COMMUNITIES GROUP I CA
Singe& (SVE) (1970) 3-6

4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $36.50 (Each FS with G, $7.00 SS, LA

Each Cauette, $6.00)

This series emphasizes economics at the elementary level and stresses people
and their needs. The presentations show how businessmen satisfy these needs
and how history and geography of an area affect business. The filmstrips

contain accurate information and the material is presented in an interesting
manner. At the end of each presentation three frames of the filmstrip lists
Words and Phrases to Know; Questions for Review and Discussion; and Enrichment
Activities. Filmstrips in this series are: Old Sturbridge and Mystic Sea-
port: Historic Communities; Douglas,Wyoming: Ranch Community; Rockland,
Maine: Coastal Community; and Flagstaff, Arizona: Service Community.
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WORKING IN U.S. COMMUNITIES - GROUP II CA

Singet (SVE) (1970) 3-6

4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $36.50 (Each FS with G, $7.00 SS, LA

Each CT, $6.00)

This series emphasizes economics at the elementary level and stresses people

and their needs. The presentation shows how businessmen satisfy these needs

and how history and geography of an area affect business. The filmstrips are

informative and the commentary is interesting. The filmstrips are: New

Orleans: Marketing Community; San Francfsco:__Finanial Community; Detroit:
Manufacturing Community; Chicago: Transportation Community. The last-three

frames of each filmstrip lists Words and Phrases to Know; Questions for

Review and Discussion; and Enrichment Activities.

YOU AN9 RECYCLING SERIES CA

Singe (SVE) (1974) 3-6

4 FS/ 2 CT, RG, $34.50 (Each FS with G, $7.50 S, SS

Each CT, $6.00)

This series for the young consumer was designed to show the student the

world he/she lives in and the situations he is likely to encounter daily.

N The filmstrips are a delightful mixture of animated cartooning and photo-

graphing of real-life scenes. It is intended that the student get a better
understanding of his relationship to the environment and to the economy.
However, when people are shown, they reflect the middle-class, small, subur-

ban community. This is very unrealistic. The information given concerning

recycling is accurate and very informative. At the end of each filmstrip

three additional frames list New Words and Phrases; Questions for Review

and Discussion; and two Enrichment Activities, The filmstrips are: The

Magician - A magician makes things appear and disappear, but what happens

to worn out things in real life? Kiwi And The Bottle - Traces the case

history of a bottle. Water All Around Us - What would happen if our water

supply diminished greatly? Trash Treasure Hunt - A reverse treasure hunt

shows how trash can be recycled.
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YOU, THE CONSUMER SERIES CA
Singet (SVE) (1974) 3-6
4 FS/ 2 CT, 4 TG, $34.50 (Each FS with G, $7.50 S, SS

Each CT, $6.00)

This series for the young consumer was designed to acquaint the student with
the world he/she lives in and the situations he is likely to encounter daily.
It is intended that the student get a better understanding of his relation-
ship to the environment and to the economy. The filmstrips are a delightful
mixture of animated cartooning and photographing of real-life scenes. It

must be emphasized that these filmstrips, where people are shown interacting,
do not reflect a typical community at work. In this particular set the sit-
uations are contrived to the point (in the cases indicated below) that what
is presented is not realistic. At the end of each filmstrip three additional
frames list New Words and Phrases; Questions for Review and Discussion; and
two Enrichment Activities. The filmstrips are: Where Does The Allowance Go? -
shows why we buy what we buy. Blue Jeans, Bubble Gum, and Comic Books - is
simulated TV commercial examining truth in advertising. "Krunchies" (cereal

being advertised) are only eaten by caucasian families. It All Works Together -
shows factories, shops, and people are all involved -in the complex process of
consumer production. Just imagine a black boy who got a pair of real swinging
tennis shoes running into a community business and asking. to see how it operates

and the personnel manager taking him through the entire process. How about that

happening for anybody: The program can be useful if additional material is used.

KITS

CAREER KITS FOR KIDS SERIES CA

EBE (1974) K-6

KT, (Ina. FS/CT, Regica c16 woAkees hat, pastor., song, LA, SS

3 SM, TG) $38.00 pelt Ut; $210.00 sexies

This is a series of 6 multimedia kits especially designed to develop career
awareness at the primary level. By observing numerous and varied activities
of different community workers, children are made more aware that people can
enjoy their work and also that workers are trained differently for their jobs.
Each kit focuses on a particular kind of work. Techniques suggested are:

pantomining, role playing, group discussion, word games, creative writing,
math murals, art activities, and human resources. Kits available are: ,Barney,

3p Paker; Freddy, the Fireman; Larry, the Letter Carrier; Maxi, the Taxi
Driver; Nellie, the Nurse; and Rusty, the Construction Worker.
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DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, CA, DM, P

Ametican Guidance SeAvice, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT, $98.00 (KT inctudez 15 R on 5 CT, Puteitis, Puppet's, ALL AREAS

Activity Calcato, TG)

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are: Toward Self-Identity,
Toward Friendship, Toward Responsible Interdependence, Toward Self-Reliance,
Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness, Toward Competence, Toward Emo-
tional Stability, Toward Responsible Choice Making. The D-2 program is

designed to help the older child understand his and other's behavior. In-

cluded in this set are Self and Social Development Activity Cards and Career
Awareness Activity Cards. There are many, varied activities to keep the
students interested.

REAL PEOPLE AT WORK SERIES (ResouAce Kit lion Gude Two) CA

Changing Timu (1974) 3-7

KT, $325.00 (KT inctude4 120 BKS, 10 CH, 10 yi6ua2.40, SM, SS, LA

TG)

A consumable resource kit that presents a current, up-to-date portrayal of
different occupations. One hundred twenty booklets contain three reading
levels and present a real person at work who is happy in his job. Related

jobs are also shown. The kit contains bulletin board displays, take-home
papers, posters that relate children's tasks to jobs and a helpful Teacher's

Guide. Good sex and racial presentation. Evaluators felt this material was
too difficult for the publisher's suggested grade level 2. They felt it was

more 3rd grade and could be useful through grades 7.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5
Education Achievement Coo. (1973)
KT, $480.95 (KT inetude4 11 FS/CT, G, SM, BKS, C, TG)

SA, CA, DM, P

3-5

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the indivi'dual's value system. The many

activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for elem-
entary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for two years.
This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.
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THE VALUING APPROACH To CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8 SA, CA, DM, P
Education Achievement Con.p. (1973) 6-8

KT, $271.19 (KT inctude4 G/S, SM, Cana's, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions, and
goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse
the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.
The completejeacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLE: KIT SA, CA, DM
SRA (1972) 6-9

KT, $194.40 (KT inctudez WoAk Stie64, Job Facts, SKS, G, ALL AREAS

FS, TG)

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but once they learned to use it, they
enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self exploration.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM
A Caneen. Guidance g Kudert Intetot Inventoiaez 6-A

SRA (1973)
TIM, 1-19 Pkg., $9.45 Hand-Sevang, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten
job groupings:, outdoor, mechanical, computational, ;zientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-

sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful to

help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational
choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in
large or small groups. Manual available.
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OTHER MEDIA

COMMUNITY SERVICES CA

ShoAtztAip Seaiez No. 12450 4-6

P. Citaig Smith, Cottabokatok SS, LA, FA, M

EBE

12 Shontstaips, $24.00

This kit is designed for individual use with a hand-viewer. It puts infor-

mation on film directly into the hands of the child. This device can produce

a great veal of self-learning. The shortstrip can be shown to the entire

group on the filmstrip projector. It can be used to form an interest group

for a specific project. In this series: Community Services in Early Times,

Growth of Community Services in the United States, Planning Community Services,
Keeping People Safe, Protecting People From Fire, Keeping People Healthy,
Keeping the City Clean, Providing Education, Helping People in Trouble, Pro-
viding_Education, Helpingleople in Trouble, Providing Recreation and Culture,
and Community Services in the Future. Each shortstrip contains 14 frames.

They answer the following questions: What are today's community services?

How do they help us? Who pays for them? Why will they be more important in

the future? Series of 12 shortstrips boxed, including one plastic hand-viewer.

FIRE DEPARTMENT HELPER (Community Hetpuo) CA

Singer/. (SVE) K-6

SP, $8.00 SS

This set of study prints show the different jobs cf the fire department.
The pictures have background information on backside. The prints are real-

istic and are not the type that will become dated. Prints included_are:

safety instruction, fighting a fire, living quarters, rope drill, answering

a call, truck company, engine company.

POSTAL HELPERS (CommtuiLty Netpen4)

Singet (SVE) (1965)

SP, $8.00

CA

K-4

LA, SS

This group of study prints contains 8 pictures and background information

of the different topi.., dealing with the Post Office. Pictures included

show sorting and delivering mail, mailbox pickup, canceling stamps, servicing

customers, loading relay trucks, highway post_office trucks, and loading

mail at the airport. The prints are in color AM are 18" X 13" in size.

Good for bulletin boards. Activities include role playing, creative writing.
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BOOKS

CAREER CHOICE AND CAREER PREPARATION SA, CA, DM

William John Schite and Howalid Edwin Nichots (1970) 9-A

Inteutate Pninteius and Pubti4heu, Inc. G, LA

BK, $4.95

This is a programmed guidance tool that leads a.5tudent, step-by-step, to
individual awareness and job association. It could be very useful in help-

ing identify their own values, and the last section provides opportunity

for group work. Various careers are discussed in terms of job requirements,

employment outlook, salaries, and where to get further information.

CONCISE HANDBOOK OF OCCUPATIONS CA

Edited by Joan CoAtetto and Rita WoUson 6-12

J. G. Feaguzon PubVshLug Company (1974) ALL AREAS

BK, $12.95

A beautiful book just right for either a school library or a classroom

teacher's library. This compilation of careers is arranged alphabetically,

making this book easy to use. Also, the information contained about each

career is concise, factual and current, and each career has a picture of a

person doing a job. Almost a must for every school!

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAREERS AND VOCATIONAL GUIDE CA

VOL I - PLANNING YOUR CAREER 7-A

VOL II.- CAREERS AND OCCUPATIONS ALL AREAS

Edited by Wittiam E. Hooke

J. G. FeAgtaon PubWhing Company (1972)
BK, $39.50

These two volumes are an asset for any junior high or senior high library.

They include a wealth of information about specific careers in all fields.

They are arranged by career areas but an index at the end of each volume makes

it easier for a person to find a specific occupation quickly.
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EXPLORING CAREERS IN CHILD CARE CA
McKnight Pubtahing Company (1974) 8-A

BKS, (Text and Act. Man.) G, HE, S, SS

Explores careers in education, welfare, and health clusters in the child care
field. Material presented is clear, including objectives, presentation,
activities, and enrichment suggestions. Student Activity Manual and Teacher's
Guide included.

EXPLORING CLERICAL CAREERS CA, DM
Rabat A. Ratan 8-10

South-Weztekn Pubtahing Company (1974) BE

BK

This booklet relates junior high and senior high school curriculum to the
area of clerical office jobs. Explores various clerical jobs found in
modern offices, their duties and requirements. Workbook approach focuses

decisions about particular jobs. Perhaps it is too basic for 10th graders,
so one would have to assessits value at that level.

FOOD SERVICE CAREERS
Chaz. A. Bennett Co., Inc. (1974)
BK, $8.49

SA, CA
9-12

HE, SS

This book breaks down food service careers into four areas: management,

sales and service, production, and sanitation. The amount of training and

education necessary is given according to desired degree of excellence in
each of these areas. Information is relayed in an in-depth form. This could

be used as a textbook in a commercial or vocational foods course since it
covers on-the-job knowledge as well as career background (i.e. menu planning,

food purchasing, serving, etc.).

HOW TO GET A JOB CA

CotZiert Macmillan Pubta hem (1974) 9-12

BK, $2.00 LA, SS, BE

A most conveniently labeled and categorized chapter-discussion booklet;
ready-made for classroom use. Areas of discussion include: where to look,

application, interview, follow-up, test-taking, resumes and references.
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JETPORT CA

Notilan Richand4 6-9

Doubteday and Company, Inc. (1973) SS

BK, $4.95

This is an interesting little book about the careers and activities involved

in an airport. It would be a good addition for any elementary or junior high
library. The book could be used as just pleasure reading or as a resource
for a child interested in airplanes and airports.

JOBS IN AGRICULTURE (An Exptaing Catems Book) CA, DM, P

Robeht Houtehen 6-9

Lothtop, Lee and Shepand Company (1974) SS, LA, S

BK, $5.50

A well-developed book dealing with the broad concept of agriculture. The

author discusses a variety of occupations and deals with education, duties,
and opportunities in each related field. The book has charts and graphs

that are easy for the student to use. Lends itself to dramatization, cre-

ative writing, and brainstorming.

JOBS IN BUSINESS AND OFFICE (An Exptolang Career's Book) CA, P

Jams Ha4kins 6-8

Lothrtop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) BE, LA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author presents an insight into the world of business and office work
through six narratives. The stories take a fictional person and follow him
through school and into a career in business, emphasizing the decision-
making skills that are involved. It is easy to read and would keep the

interest of the reader. Good photographs add to the appeal of this book.
Activities suggested are interviews, role playing, discussion groups.

JOBS IN COMMUNICATION (An Expto4ing Career's Book) CA, P

Edwatd Wakin 6-8

Lothrtop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) SS, LA

BK, $5.50

The format used by the author makes this book interesting and appealing to
young people. The focus is on preparation, ability and working conditions

in the area of communications, newspapers, magazines, radio, television,
movies, public relations and advertising. Photographs are good and show

people in actual working settings. Free of sex and racial bias. Good for

role playing and class discussion.
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JOBS IN CONSTRUCTION (An Exptolang Careens Book)
Akthuk Liebem
Lothnop, Lee and Shepard Company (1p74)
BK, $5.50

CA, P
6-8

SS, IA

This book is filled with many photographs showing workers employed in con-
struction jobs. These include the general field of construction, as well
as behind the scene jobs. Apprenticeships through journeymen level are
defined. The format is simple yet informative.

JOBS IN MANUFACTURING (An ExptoitLng Careens Book) CA, P
Robe,t J. Houtehen 6-8
Lotiftop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) G, IA, SS
BK, $5.50

The book offers an introduction to the world of manufacturing. It deals
with a variety of jobs and explains how these vary from industry to indus-
try. The book includes many photographs of people working at various jobs
in manufacturing. Educational requirements, duties, and job opportunities
are discussed. The book would be very appealing to young students.

JOBS IN MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION CA, P
(An Exptming Careens Book) 6-8
Etvajean Hatt DE, FA, G, HE,
Lo.thnop, Lee and ShepaAd Company (1974) M, SS
BK, $5.50

The author presents a good overview of retailing in this book. Many of the
ideas will give the student an indication of how important it is to develop
skills in mathematics, geography, art, and social studies. The photographs
show areas of retailing that may not be too familiar to most students. This
is a well-done book.

JOBS IN PUBLIC SERVICE (An Expeming Careens Book)
Catvin and Bea ice C'tLne&
Lothnop, Lee and Shepakd Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

CA, DM, P
6 -S

S, SS, LA, M

Public services in the areas of forestry, law enforcement, customs inspector,
politics, and teaching are handled through interesting narratives. Decision-
making skills are part of the narrative. A list of related jobs at entry
level and above are included as part of each area. The reader is made aware
of aptitude and skills needed. Photographs are free of bias.
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JOBS IN RECREATION (An Expiating Catems Book)
Arnold Dobkin
Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974)
BK, $5.50-

CA, DM
6-8

PE, SS

An interesting overview of recreation as a career. The book gives factual
descriptions of a variety of jobs in this field, as well as a fictional

narrative of Yellowstone Park. Young people would find this an interesting

book which gives them many ideas on ways to use recreation as a career.

JOBS IN TRANSPORTATION (An Expioting Cateetis Book) CA

Genevieve Guy 7-9

Lothkop, Lee and ShepaAd Company (-1973 SS, G

BK, $5.50

An in depth study of transportation. Easy to read. New vocabulary words

are italicized. Pictured are people that students can identify with easily.

Good ideas for class activities.

JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope/Job SU-Ms Se ties) SA, CA, DM, P

Mitiam Lee 7-9

Schotootix. Book Saviu (1973) ALL AREAS

BK, $ .75, TG, $1.50

This workbook. includes various exercises that help the student identify job

skills, method for identifying his/her own interests, etc. Basic facts are

given about how to find, get, and keep a job, a look at feelings and attitudes

of people who work, and how much you know about yourself and the job world.

The six categories include: Ten years from now, what will you bedoing?,
How do you see yourself ?, What do you like to do most?, What do your answers

tell you?, Jobs in eight fields, How much do you know?.
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY SA, CA, DM, P
Cane A: Etdet 7-12
Chas . E. Mevtitt Pubt,(14hing Company (1972) G, HE, LA, SS
BK, $3.00, Teachee4 Edition $1.50

'Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to findhis/her own identity and give purposeful
direction'to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of values
and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents available
facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as "Is there a
generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?", "Am I an intel-
ligent consumer?", "Do I want to use drugs ?L, "Shall I smoke?", "Do I need
the Law?", " Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do about pollution?", "What
is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I choose?", and "What are my
goals in life?". Students study the above areas and are encouraged to make
choices from alternatives, to consider consequences, and to use the values
they choose for themselves as a basis for action.

MEN AT WORK IN THE GREAT LAKES STATES (Men at WoAtz Smie6) CA
Henry B. Lent 4-8
G. P. Putnam'4 Sows (1971) SS
BK, $3.60

This is the story of men and women at work in the six Great Lakes states.
It tells about the raw materials they dig from their mines and quarries, the
meat and farm products they grow on their fertile land, the products they
make in their factories, mills, and assembly plants and the important scien-
tific developments they work on in their research laboratories. This is the
best book in the series. The photographs are much more representative of
twentieth century workers in America.

MY CAREER GUIDE BOOK

Hatty Betman and Bruce Shettzet
Benziget, &wee and Gteneoe, Ine. (1974)
BK, 42.36

SA, CA
9-A

ALL AREAS

This student's manual is designed to help the user understand himself. It

focuses on personal attitudes, characteristics, and behavior. There is also
a portion on occupational information and suggestions for behavior in a job
interview. May be useful in individual or group work in all areas of
curriculum and guidance.
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ON THE JOB CA

{Edited by Jo4eph L. Norton 7-A

Doubteday,and Company (1971) ALL,AREAS

BK, $7.95

The book is an interesting collection of 65 people's reactions to their jobs.
It would not be applicable for total class use but would be an excellent re-
source book for junior and senior high libraries or for an individual teacher's
class library. Interesting reading and the jobs included are wide-ranging.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ACCOUNTING (Oppoktunities in Sekies) CA, VM, P

Raymond G. Ado., C.P.A. 9-12

Vocationat Guidance Manua&s (1967) BE, G, ;M, SS.

BK, $3.75 -. c,

1 -

Although salary figures and members in the field are outdated, the material
is definitely useful in that training required and various methods of using
an accounting degree are discussed accurately. This book would definitely
be useful for a person who is thinking of a career in accounting.

OPPORTUNITIES IN CARPENTRY (Oppontuntie4 in Setie4) CA, VM

Roger Sheldon 9-A

Vocationae.Guidance ManuaL4 (1974) IA, G

BK, $4.25, Papetback, $2.45

Different careers in carpentry are discussed, as well as entry requirements

for apprenticeship programs. This is well-illustrated, informative, and

includes a glossary of terms.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS CA, VM, P

(Oppotaunitie4 in Senie/s) 9-12

Odom Fanning G, M, S SS

Vocationat Guidance Manuats (1971)
BK, $5.95

Career Opportunities in the expanding field of environmental studies are
described in some detail. The preparation and education that are required

are given for these jobs. Also included is a section on related jobs and

where a career in this field can lead.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION S SERVICES CA, DM, P
(Oppontunitieh in Se.' ia) 9-12
Jacob Ro4enthat. E LeRoy. A. Foaom G, HE, S
Vocationat Guidance Manuabs (1969)
BK, $3.75, Papetback, $1.95

Small print might interfere with the ease of reading but material presented
is very good. It covers both pros and cons of the food service industry.
It goes through the history of food services, the different types of res-
taurants, and the career opportunities in different jobs within the food
service category. The education necessary to enter and to continue in the
food services is given in this rather all encompassing book. Related
careers to actual food preparation are also discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SCIENCE S TECHNOLOGY CA, DM, P
(Oppoatunitie4 in seniu)

n
9-12

Jo4eph G. Endkez HE, LA
Vocationat Guidance Manuabs (1969)
BK, $3.15, Papetback, $1.95

As all of us are aware of food shortages throughout the world so should we
be aware of food science and technology. This book covers what the job is,
where one can train for this field, job and salary opportunities as well as
job requirements, educational requirements (both high school and college)
and where one might be employed. A good book but in. the paperback the small
print might be a deterrent.

OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOLOGY 6 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(Oppontunitie4 in Se)Le6) ...,, 9-12
Af44ed K. Sncegkove '

,
G, LA, SS, S

Vocationa Guidance Mamma (1910)
BK, $3.15, Papeaback, $1.95

Defines differences between geologisti and geological engineers and how

their work is pertinent to our world and career opportunities which appear
to be good. Job requirements are discussed as well as high school courses
outlined inAetail. Agencies that license and register geologists are dis-
cussed. Tools geologists use, and the type of work they do are well covered.
As in all the "Opportunities in..." books, related fields are discussed.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CA, DM, P

(Oppoktunities in Setie4) 9-12

Akthun J. Putos IA, LA

Vocational Guidance Manuals (1970)

BK, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

References in the bibliography are quite outdated but book seems to be quite

current. As with most books in this series, working conditions, job re-
quirements, educational requirements, career outlook, related fields and a

good definition of industrial design are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE CA, DM, P

(OppontunitLes in Se/Liu) 9-12

Ralph E. GA.thvotd G, S, SS

Vocationat Guidance Manuab (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

Besides discussing what exactly a landscape architect is, this book discusses

scholarships available, fees required to be registered, schools for training,

and how this training can be used in a variety of ways.

OPPORTUNITIES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(OppoAtun.i.ties in Senie5) 9-12

Sulehi Konzo g James W. Bayne G, IA, LA

Vocationat Guidance Manuals (1971)

BK, $3.75, Papekback $1.95

Many of the related fields are discussed as well as educational requirements

and job opportunities. Methods of obtaining a job are outlined in detail.

OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE OCCUPATIONS CA, DM, P

(Oppontunitiez in Seitiul 9-12

Estate Popham S Stanch Ettingen BE, G, SS

Vocationat Guidance Manuals (1972)

BK, $4.50

Career opportunities that are available in offices are described. Specific

information is given on educational training necessary forbthe job, how to

get started, advantages and disadvantages of different jobs, and the oppor-

tunities for advancement.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN A PODIATRY CAREER CA, DM, P
(OppoAtunities cn Serties) 9-12
Juteh Shoigotd 8 Funk Greenberg G, S, SS
Vocationat Guidance Manua/is (1971)
BK, $1.95

Career opportunities of the podiatric specialists are described: foot

surgery, dermatology, orthopedics, and radiology. Specific information
on the educational training required, locations of jobs and earnings are
outlined.

OPPORTUNITIES IN VETERINARY MEDICINE CA

(Oppoktunities ,in Se ties) '9-A'

Robert Swope S, G
Vocationat Guidance Manua4 (1973)
BK, $4.50

This book presents the broadened role of the veterinarian and describes
careers in research, pharmaceutical and biological production, radiation,
biology, and environmental studies. An objective; appraisal of preparation,
practice, and outpatient outlook is given.

PEOPLE AND ME' CA

Herman F. Benthut, et at. 7-9

Benedic PAe44 (1975) SS

BK, $6.42, Teachee4 Guide $2.70

People and Me presents work as a means of self-fulfillment as well as a
contribution to society. It supports the value of work for personal, social,
and economic well-being. It gives a continuing review of qualities and
attributes required for success in work roles. This book has five units
with a total of 55 selections. Twenty-nine articles give basic information
about all categories of occupations. Twelve stories depict real problems
with which students can identify. There are 11 biographical sketches about
real people with whom students- can relate their own ambitions. Two plays

allow for role playing problems directly related to job situations. There

are multiple suggestions for students to extend their exploration of careers
they are especially interested in. A very good feature is the four pages of
activities following each unit which links reading skills development to
career exploration. Included are lessons on alphabetizing, dictionary skills,
etc. There are also ideas for interviewing, writing to persons in occupa-
tions being explored, etc.
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POPEYE CAREER SERIES CA
Geoge (UL divan 6-8
King Featuke4 (1913) ALL AREAS, G
BK, $42.50

Popeye and his career series is a great way to interest a student in careers.
6tudents will go to these comic books without any prodding - just put them in
a classroom. Besides motivation qualities, they also contain accurate inter-
esting information on many careers. Program covers 15 career clusters. In-

cluded are Teacher's Guidedisplay rack, 75 full color titles (5 copies of
each), student involvement charts, Career Awareness Bingo game.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Peatuke4 (1914)
Packet a6 25 comic4, $2.95

DM, P, CA
4-12

SS, LA

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to study.
Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These colorful book-
lets attract the attention of students and with the fourth grade reading level,
they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior high school students -
in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in an English and Spanish
version.

SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM, P
Ha/moo/a Mace Jovanovich, Inc. (1912) 7-10

BK, $1.00 (can atso be purchased in 4eiie4 o5 pamphtet4) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the separate
elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man as Individual, Man as Group
Member, Man in Culture, Man as Policy Maker, Man in his Environment, Man as
Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities are followed, students ac-
quire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing, self-awareness, decision-
making, etc.

TIM LEARNS ABOUT MUTUAL FUNDS CA

Miehaet Braude 4 -1

T. S. Deni4on and Company (1969) SS, M
BK, $4.25

The book handles a difficult concept effectively. A child and father are

followed as they explore mutual funds. Great for class discussion and follow
",trough with meaningful role playing.
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VOCATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES SERIES CA
Vocationat Sioghaphies, Inc.. 7-12
BK, 7 SKS in each saiez, $64.00-74.60 ALL AREAS

These series of books have a biographical approach to career awareness in
which the career is described through the eyes of the person actually on
the job. Each series contains seven spiral-bound volumes (150 biographies
in each series). A lot of good, factual information is given in a pleasing
format. Job facts given at-end of each sketch.
Series B (1971-1972) - $64.00
Series C (1972-1973) - $64.00
Series D (1973-1974) - $74.60
Series E (1974-1975) - $74.60

WHAT DOES A PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER DO? CA
David Lavine and Ina Mandetbaum 4-8
Dodd, Mead and Company (1964) SS
BK, $3.95

Excellent overview of the varied role of a Peace Corps member. The photo-
graphs compliment the text. Because of the photographs, this book would be
of great interest to the child who had reading problems.

THE WORLD OF CONSTRUCTION CA
Donald G. Lux and Wietie E. Ray 7-9

McKnight and McKnight PubtiAhing Company (1970) IA, M, G
3 SKS, $25.95

This unit is designed for a full year of instruction in Industrial Arts.
Materials would be handy as a reference for construction careers. The con-

tent and presentation are excellent, and there are additional tools and
Supplies that may be ordered.

WORLD OF MANUFACTURING CA

McKnight Pubashing Company 7-9

3 BKS, (ST BK, $6.48, TG, $16.50. Lab. Man., $2.97) IA

This is from the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project (IACP) and focuses
on the creation of finished goods from the consumer research stage to

packaging and marketing the final product. Included is the study of man-
agement, personnel and production. (Other supplies for the course may be
*purchased separately.)
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YELLOW PAGES OF LEARNING RESOURCES CA

Edited by Richemd S. Wurtman 6-8

MIT Press's (1972) ALL AREAS

BK, $1.95

An interesting paperback book full of information and interesting details
that students find fascinating. Also questions that lead students to use his
city as a resource and help him to know what to find out and where to go to

answer these questions.

YOU AND YOUR JOB CA, P

Wattet and Ethet Beacktedge and Helen Kiety 9-12

gouthwatekn Pubtishing Company (1967) DE, LA, SS

BK, $2.36

A handy and general guide on "finding", "getting", and "keeping" a job. In-

cluded are personal inventory suggestions, ideas on selling talents in job

applications and personal interviews, and other helpful tips to be cons'dered

for employment.

YOU CAN BE A CARPENTER (Vocation's in Trade's Sexie4) CA, P

Anthia Liebeu 7-9

Lothnop, Lee and Shepard Company (1973) SS, IA

BK, $3.95

The author introduces carpentry as a career beginning with the junior high

school experience through journeymen. Photographs taken on the job as well

as descriptive drawings present a realistic view of the occupation. Special

terms are listed in a glossary. This book would hold the interest of most

vocationally--oriented students. The appendix includes: Apprenticeship

offices, Aptitude Test, Vocational Skills Record, Civil Service Comm. Offices.

YOU CAN BE AN ELECTRICIAN (Vocation4 in aade6 Se/iu) CA, DM, P

An thin Liebeu 6-9

LothAop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) IA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author identified ways of preparing for a career as an electrician. Avail-

ability of jobs and a practical approach in obtaining jobs are discussed. A

chapter deals with opportunities open to women. Women and minority groups are

visible in the photographs. The book includes an aptitude test, as well as an

appendix with information on: Apprenticeship Programs, Civil Service Comm.

Offices, State Apprenticeships. Useable for self-evaluation, group discussion

and role playing,
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YOU CAN BE A PLUMBER (Vocatiou in Tude4 Sekie6) CA
Arctiiuh Liebe. 6-9
Lothup, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) TA, M
BK, $5.50

Various plumbing jobs are identified and specific information regarding
qualification and preparations are given. Organizations and job avail-
ability are handled well. The book also includes sample of aptitude test
and discusses salaries and unions. Pictures of people on the job are good
and clear, no racial bias is evident.
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CASSETTE TAPES

CROSS-VOCATIONAL SKILLS AND INFORMATION CA

(The Would o6 Wokk Set e3) 9-A

Educational Design, Inc. (1973) BE, G

15 CT, 12 TR, 24 STBK, 1 TG; $175.00

Series madeup of 11 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes

include following subjects: 1. Understanding Instructions; 2. Safety;

3. . Sales and Customer Service Skills - For Non-Sales Personnel; 4. Hand-

ling Trouble Situations with Customers; 5. The Structure of a Company;

6. Telephone Answering Skills; 7. Taking a Message; 8.. You Are The

Company: The Law, The Employee, and the Employer; 9. Unions and Employee

Associations; 10. Company Money Matters; 11. Shipping and Receiving;

12. Ordering and Billing. A good series which would be most useful in

career education units.

ENTERING THE JOB MARKET WITHOUT SPECIALIZED TRAINING CA

Macmittan Pubtishing Co-. (1974) 7-12

12'CT, Listenees Guides, $109.90 ALL AREAS

There are twelve audio, cassettes in this series. Each one -hour cassette

gives some specific information. regarding occupations that are available
for individuals with high school diplomas, This series is especially in-
formative and would be useful in counseling or library career centers.
Real people speak candidly about their jobs, what are the qualifications,
job opportunities, and'salary.

GETTING A JOB (Wontd o6 Wokk Seties)
Educationat Deigns, Inc. (1970)

12 CT, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $131.00

SA,-CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series

includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover the

following topics: 1. Contacting Job Interviewers; 2. The Agency Interview;

3. Words You Must Learn; 4. What You Need to Know to Fill Out An Application

Form; 5.- Making- a Good Impression; 6. Selling Yourself; 7. The Positive

Approach; 8. Handling Difficult Questions; 9. The Wrap-up.
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ON THE JOB (The Wofttd o6 Wo4k)

Educationat Dei=gn, Inc. (1969)

20 CT, 24 STBK, TG, $229.50

SA, CA
7-12
G, LA

This set includes 14 lesson tapes and 6 discussion tapes. The lesson tapes
are broken down into 4 groups: A. New On the Job (Red), B. Dealing with
Supervisors (Blue), C. The Rules of the Games (Green), D. Moving Up or Out
(Violet). The discussion tapes present problems that can be lead to dis-
cussion. The workbook is used along with each tape. Questions are asked,
time allowed for answers to be written and then the correct answer given.
Good set of tapes, useful in career ed. unit.

'FILMS

APPLYING FOR A JOB (Canew in the 066ice Senie4)
ESE (1971)
F, 13 min., $185.00

CA, DM, P
8-12

SE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmos,here of an office makes this film very effective
with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed the film be-
cause they could relate to the situations. In this film a young girl is
applying for a job. It shows some common mistakes people often made as be-
ginning job seekers.
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APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS
Coronet Fitms (1964)
F, 16 Min., $200.00

SA, CA
8-12

ALL AREAS

This film explains the purpose of the DAT and Kuder Interest Inventory in
relationship to occupations and the role of information about one's interest,
achievement, and aptitude in making occupational choices. Good career

education film.

AUTO MECHANIC CA

UEVA (1974) 7-12

F, 17 min., $221.00 G, IA, SS

"You've got to do what you love doing ... and you've got to do it right, or

you're nowhere." summarizes the thinking in this film. Message is also

stated that love of machinery and dedication to perfection is not kid stuff.

BEEF - THE STEAK IN THE GRASS CA

Centon (1973) 4-9

F, 10% min., $155.00 HE, SS

The film explains the relationship between major cattle producing areas and

grasslands, discusses various herds of beef cattle, and various operations:
cow-calf, stocker, feedlot, packing house, government inspection, beef by-

products, etc. Not specifically concerned with occupations, but many jobs

are shown and this can be pointed out for career education.

BOB 5 CAREN 5 TED 5 JANICE

Parthenon Pictuite4: Dizt.: Data Fain (1973)

F, 25 min

CA, DM
8-12
LA, SS, DE, BE, IA, HE

Shows real young people facing real-life situations which are part of today's

peer-group experience. By seeing how these peer needs and desires and prob-

lems are answered, students begin to grasp the real nature and significance

of today's vocational education. Film was designed to be shown to young

people and their parents. Contemporary format with good racial balance.
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BUILDING TRADES: THE HOUSE BUILDERS CA
UEVA 7-12

F, 15-min., $195.00 IA, G, SS

This straight forward film traces the steps in constructing the first house
in a new development, from clearing.the land to finishing the house. Occu-

pations shown are from contractor to laborer and uses of tools are shown.

BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM COMES TRUE?
Cakoti4et Fib)

F, 52 min., $575.00 - B/W $275.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

BE, LA, M, SS

This documentary, originally presented on CBS News, scrutinizes the life
style of a white, affluent family in the suburbs. Even though they have

economic security, they sense a lack of fulfillment and feel vaguely un-
comfortable. Excellent device for discussion of values. The film shows

briefly the father's job and background, but mostly it concerns the life
style that his occupation brings.

BUV BUY CA

Chunchat Fitms 7-i2

F, 20 min., $250.00 BE, LA, G, FA, SS

An examination of television advertising. This is designed primarily for
consumer education and economics, but would be very useful for the study of

commercial writing, filming, and acting. The content is very good, but

white males dominate the film.

CAMPAIGN CA, DM

Chundatt Fiems (1973) 8-A

F, 20 min., $230.00 SS, LA

A young woman running for state senator wages a rousing campaign with the
help of volunteers. For information on, and to inspire regard for the

political process.
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CAREERS: ACQUIRING ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS

UEVA ,( 1975)

F, 19 min., $225.00

CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

This film will help young people make positive educational and vocational

decisions. Students gain an awareness of basic "job entry skills" funda-
mental to being employable. This career education film tells the story of
the new and vital relationship between private industry and high schools
through "co-operative training programs."

CAREERS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY CA

UEVA (1973) 7-12

F, 19 min., $235.00 HE, G, SS, S
.

An examination into one of our largest industries and unlimited career
opportunities. Film offers insight into vocations that include food in-
spector, meat cutter, bakery management, dairymen, quality control, food
technologists, and many others. Interesting approach and lead-in catches
the attention of the viewer.

CHOOSING A JOB (Cakeeu in the (Wee SeAie4) CA, P

ESE (1971) 8-12

F, 12 min., $150.00 BE

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective
with .students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed the film be-
cause -they could relate to the situations. In this film a young girl is
placed in a program where she can try out several careers. This gives her

some valuable information on many different jobs. Films in the series are:

Choosinq_a Job, Applying For a Job, Working Together, Getting a Promotion.

CIPHER IN THE SNOW SA, CA

Brigham Young Univ. (1973) 8-A

F, 24 min. ALL AREAS

An award-winning true story of a little boy no one thought was important
until his sudden death one snowy morning. Motivates concern for the needs

of every child. Excellent for in-service for teachers or anyone considering
teaching as a career. Loaded film - Preview first.
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COMMUNICATING WITH THE PUBLIC CA

(Cattems in the 066ice Selie,$) 8-12

HE (1971) BE

F, 12 min., $150.00

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective
with students. In this film the students are asked to give possilile solu-
tions to business situations (the film is stopped to allow time); there are
no correct answers - just suggestions for handling that situation. Films in
the series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting
A Promotion.

ENERGY: LESS IS MORE
Chutchite Fitm6 (1974)

F, 18 min., $230.00

-CA, DM-

7-12

S, SS

This film investigates the need for slowing the growth of energy consumption
and discusses ways in which this can be done. The topic was very good; how-
ever, a better cross-section of racial and ethnic people in our society should
have been included in the presentation.

FREE TO CHOOSE
FitmFailt (1974)

F, 16 min., $210.00; Renta $20.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

HE, SS, LA. G

The stereotyped roles of women as wives and mothers confined to the home and

of men who work away from home are examined with today's understanding and
changes in traditional roles. Young men and women in non-traditional roles
are interviewed and the message is that he or she does what each does best.
Roles are of no importance to them and they are free to choose to have the

life-style they wish.

GETTING AHEAD (Yawn Job Seniez) CA

Coronet Fiem6 (1969) 7-A

F, 16 min., $218.00 ALL AREAS, G

Experienced workers give tips on getting ahead in personal interviews. Film

shows tips being applied by a young man entering -a career as a newspaperman.
Changing jobs, recognizing dead-end jobs, picking areas for advancement and
planning for additional education are discussed. If brought up-to-date,

this film would bring much more positive feedback from the students.

2 .t.
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GETTING A PROMOTION (Canee74 in the 066iee Se1tie6)
EBE(1971)
F, 14 min., $185.00

CA, DM, P

8-12

BE, G

The modern up-to-date atmosphere makes this film very effective with students.
In this film three girls who have been successful return to their school for
a Career Day. They demonstrate cooperation, ability, and a willingness to
work that has helped them to be successful in their fields. Films in the

series are: ChoOsilig A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting
A Promotion.

HAVE OUR PLANET AND EAT IT TOO? CA, DM, SA

Chnnehiff FieM6 7-A

F, 24 min., $300.00

This film is excellent in its treatment of an occurrence which is becoming

more common. It presents opposing points of view fairly and equally, so

it provided a good spring-board for discussion. The students can also see

some people vitally involved in environmental careers.

IS A CAREER IN CLERICAL WORK FOR YOU? CA

(Laltally o6 Caneen Counzet.ing Fitm Se.tiez) 7-12

CFI BE, G

F, 15 min., $220.00, Rentat $30.00

This film explained the various types of clerical jobs available to students -
postal workers, typists, computer operators, secretaries, etc. An excellent

feature of this film was that it showed the student where to find information
about careers (M.E.S.C., counselor, library, etc.). Also, this film told of

the employment projections for each clerical occupation. The film presented

realistic office situations.

IS A CAREER IN GOVERNMENT FOR YOU? CA

(Lanally Caiteeit, Counze.eing Film Se/Liu) 7-12

CFI ALL AREAS

F, 15 gin., $220.00; Rentat $30.00

Overview of job opportunities available in government with a background of

contemporary music. Film all.Jdes to educational preparation but only in

global terms. Lists benefits of working in government (Civil Service), pay

variation, chances of advancement. Minorities are featured. Suggestions

for whom to talk to about careers, where to find more information.
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IS A CAREER IN MANAGEMENT FOR YOU? CA

Lib/tarty 06 Cateett Counzeting Film Settiez 7-12

CFI 8E, SS

F, 16 min., $220.00; Renat $30.00

This excellent film stresses the educational and training requirements for
top level and middle level managerial positions. Decision-making capabilities

are viewed as an important function in managerial positions. Several examples

of working in professional settings were shown.

IS A CAREER IN MOTOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION FOR YOU? CA

Liimany o6 Careen Counzeting F.i.Qm Sekiers 7-12

CFI SS, IA
F, 15 min., $220.00; Rentat $30.00

An overview of the motor-freight transportation field shows trucks carrying
numerous loads. With 12,000,000 trucks on the roads, this is a big industry.

The film also discusses the training and skills necessary to be a driver, or
other workers, the equipment they have, and other facts related to this field.

IS A CAREER IN STRUCTURAL WORK FOR YOU? CA

Libitaky o Careen Coun4eting Film Setia 7-12

CFI G, IA

F, 15 min., $220.00; Rentat $30.00

The film -is excellent because it presents real options to those who are

uncertain of their ability to succeed. It covers the main sectors of the
construction industry in an honest way, showing the opportunities available

and also warning of associated dangers. It can be an excellent vehicle for

beginning a discussion on career opportunities.

IS A CAREER IN THE AERO-SPACE INDUSTRY FOR YOU? CA

Libuttg 06 Ca/Leek Counzeting Film Se' ens 7-12

CFI G, M, S, SS

F, 15 min., $220.00; Rentat $30.00

This is an overview of the industry that has developed since Sputnik I. In

discussing technical careers, it is a broad overview, but it leaves students
with some definite suggestions for actions they should take if they are

interested in this field.

2 1 5
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IS A CAREER IN THE HEALTH SERVICES FOR YOU? CA

Li navy o6 Cakeek Counzeting FAJJn Sotie4 7-12

CFI BE, G, HE, S

F, 15 min., $220.00; Rentat $30.00

This film is an overview of career opportunities in the health services
focusing mostly on specialized jobs. Briefly touches on receptionists,

office workers and maintenance personnel. Interest in people as well as

concern and stamina are emphasized throughout film. Projects future job
need according to each category within the field. Quiz is given at end of
film for students to analyze personal characteristics. Sources of infor-
mation are identified for investigation.

IS A CAREER IN THE HOTEL OR MOTEL BUSINESS FOR YOU? CA

Lib/tarty Cakeek Counuting Film Setie4 7-12

CFI BE

F, 15 min., $220.00; Rental $30.00

A broad overview of the numerous jobs in the services that are needed in the
operation of a big hotel or motel. The film discusses amount of turnover in
this career, either through advancement, retirement, or resignation. Four

general areas covered are housekeeping, guest services, and other special
services. Fringe benefits, pay, time shifts, skills and education discussed
throughout film.

IS A CAREER IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES FOR YOU? CA

--Libkartg Canem Counseting Fitm Senim 8-12

CFI S, M

F, 15 min., $220.00; Rental $30.00

This film was a very good overview of the different occupations in the natural
sciences. The filming was excellent and eye-catching. The pace of the film

is very rapid and a class discussion following the film or preceding would -be

helpful.

IS A CAREER IN THE PROFESSIONS FOR YOU? CA

Libnany a6 Cakeek Couroeting Fitm Senia 8-12

CFI DE, SS

F, 16 min., $220.00; Rental $30.00

This film describes how professions deal with and service people. Many general

professional areas are described and filmed on location. Within each specific

area, job tasks and skills are discussed.

2i6
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IS A CAREER IN THE RESTAURANT BUSINESS FOR YOU? CA

Libnarty o6 Careen. Couneeng Fiem Smiu 7-12

CFI G, HE, S

F, 14 min., $220.00; Rentme $30.00

This film dues a beautiful job of showing every aspect of the restaurant
business. They evan use the rapid pace, split-screen approach to show us
how multi-faceted this area is. Very modern, good sound; worth showing.

IS A CAREER IN THE SERVICE INDUSTRIES FOR YOU? CA

LiblEaky o6 Coun6e.64 Fitm Sehiu 8-12

CFI G, HE, SS

F, 15 min., $220.00; Rena $30.00

One of the best of the Counselor Films is this one on service industries.
It is a beautiful overview of careers possible in helping people in so many

areas. It also shows us how many people in this world we really depend upon.

IS A CAREER IN THE TEXTILE OR APPAREL INDUSTRY FOR YOU? CA

Libmty o6 Careen Coun4eeing Fib) Se/Liu 7-12

CFI BE, G, HE

F, 15 min., $220.00;, Renta $30.00

This was an exciting, well-paced film that discusses every area of the cloth-
ing business. It explores the careers in manufacturing and marketing, plus

the designing and the making of clothes. Training and preparation of each

occupation is discussed. The technical careers involved with the manufactur-

ing of fabrics was especially interesting to the students.

IS A SALES CAREER FOR YOU? CA

Lib/tarty o6 Careen. Couoeeing F-LCm Senim 8-12

CFI BE, G, LA, SS

F, 144 min., $220.00; Rentat $30.00

All the aspects of a sales career are depicted vividly. They hold student

interest and are an excellent springboard for class discussion.
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LOOKING AT TQMORROW: WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE? SA, CA

ColtneAdstone Pnoductiona 7-12

F, 20 min., $195.00 G, HE, IA, LA,

S,1SS

This film focuses on women's jobs and it includes a diverse range of examples

like Congresswoman, bricklayer, air traffic controller, etc. The treatment

of each career presented explores the concepts of individual choice, prepara-

tion, and reward. Excellent film plus opportunities for growth in self-

awareness if teacher uses the study guide enclosed with film.

MASCULINE OR FEMININE: YOUR ROLE IN SOCIETY SA, CA

Corson et (1971) 7-A

F, 184 min., $264.00 SS, LA, G

What is man's role in the home? What is a woman's role in the working woY,d?

Conflicting opinions are expressed on "proper" male and female identification.

. Topic that needs to be talked about and examined.

MORNING AIRPORT
,FitmFaik Communicatims (1972)
r, 104 min., $140.00; Renta $10.00

CA

1-9

LA, SS, IA

The airport is a busy place and all workers have important jobs to do to

keep an airport and airplanes running smoothly. We see maintenance workers,

tower people, food preparation, crews, etc. Technical quality is excellent.

Producer suggests use in elementary school,but it may also be used with
specific follow-up activities with junior high school' students.

MORNING HARBOR CA

FitmFain. Communication4 (1973) 1-8

F, 11 min., $140.00; Rental $10.00 LA, SS

The harbor is a bustling center of many activities where goods are moved

and processed. A broad overview of the many skills that are needed as the

"harbor becomes a funnel from one country to another." Tug boats, lifts,

computers, and other complex machinery are shown. Used only men workers.

Teacher's Guide suggest discussion groups, role playing, and special reports.
Although the producer recommends this film for elementary, it can be used

effectively for junior high students.
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PEOPLE WHO FIGHT POLLUTION SA, CA, DM

Chutchiii Fitma (1972) 7-A

F, 18 min., $225.00 S, SS

This film shows jobs, such as trash collector, pollution inspector, and
recycling industrialist can be approached with as much dignity, dedication,

pride and enthusiasm as unusual vocations.

PROFILES IN BLACK

UEVA (1973)
F, 17 min., $210.00

SA, CA

6-10
LA, FA

Four vignettes that were written and acted by James McEachin relates the
Black experience, but also expresses the feelings that people of all races

have. As they watch Mr. McEachin, the actor and writer, the aim is to
encourage the students to communicate by the written and spoken word his/her

own ideas. Also observe an actor at work.

STORY THE WHOLESALE MARKET CA

Chcackat Fit no 4-8

F, 11 min., $130.00 SS, G, DE, BE, M

Students are made aware of how produce is handled and inspected by many

different people before it gets to the consumer. The material used was

very specific ane well planned. Current information is used in the film

and students are able to relate to what is taking place.

TO BE A COMPOSER CA

Chutchitt Fitm 7-A

F, 25 man., $310.00 FA

This is an up-to-date film on modern composing methods. A composer, Lalo A

Schrifin, is shown-listening to rural and urban sounds for use in composition.

The color is good but the narrator is difficult to understand.

TO BE A PERSON (Citcte o6 Lie Se/Liu)
Bitty Budd FJJjn6

F, 19 min., $250.00; Rentat $25.00

SA, CA; DM, P
7-12

HE, G, LA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept his

own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the help of

another person. Students were attentive to what the film said, and - in dis-

cussion - revealed that they identified with those people in the film. Useful

for role playing, discussion in child development classes, psychology, family

living, etc.
2.i9
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TO BE MARRIED (Cincte o6 Senie4)

Bitty Budd (1971)

F, 13% min., $200.00

SA, CA
9-12

HE, SS, LA, G

Live interviews are reinforced by short vignettes depicting episodes in

married roles. There is an outdoor wedding and the traditional one, the
romantic TV dinner by candlelight and the argument over breakfast. Designed

as a teaching tool for generating a discussion of the role of being married.

TO BE A PARENT (Cincee o Li6e SekLe4

Billy Budd (1972)

F, $200.00; Rentat $20.00

SA, CA
7-12

HE, G, LA, SS

This film is designed to stimulate uiscussion about significant areas in the

lives of young people. Episodes show parents and children in realistic sit-

uations and the child describes his feelings about it. Would be good for

parents and children to view together for discussion.

VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN HIGH SCHOOL CA

EBE DiAt. APGA (1973) 8-10

F, 14 min., $185.00 IA, BE, DE, HE, G

Film presents in a current format, a broad overview of vocational study
programs in high school: Industrial Arts, Distributive Education, Business

Education, Foods. Useful for educational planning for pre or early second-

ary students, or young drop-outs. Free of sex and racial bias.

WHAT ECOLOGISTS DO CA

Cent4on Educational Fam (1971) 3-8

F, 151/2 min., $230.00

This film defines ecology and explains the role of ecologists in studying
the interrelationships between organisms and their environments. Many ac-

tivities are shown, such as estimating total number of organisms in the entire
environment, trapping small animals for further study and studying non-living

things such as soil, water and air. Narrator asks questions and pauses to

allow an opportunity for class discussion. Suggested activities given in

Teacher's Guide.
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`WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P
'Sander:. Inztitutionat Fitm4, Inc. (1914) 1 -A

F, 18 min., $255.00; Rentg $30.00 SS, HE, LA

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-
fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of sexes in the
work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of
men employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move
forward and don't know how.

THE WORK PREJUDICE FILM

Sandeck Inztitutiong Fitms, Inc.
F, 12 milt., $110.00; Renat $20.00

CA, DM

6-12

G, LA, SS

This Mill challenges the stereotypes, attitudes, and job opportunities that
exist in relation to the world of work and explodes many of the myths. Many
jobs are presented and opportunities are open toPeople who prepare for them
regardless of sex, race, or nationality. Format is humorous and contemporary
and students can relate easily to it. Excellent for interview assignments,
role playing, written assignments. Hosted by Robert Vaughn.

WORKING TOGETHER (Calzems in the (Wee Se/Liu) CA, DM, P
HE (1971) 8-12
F, 12 min., $150.00 8E

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective
with students. In this film learning cooperation in an office and getting
along with fellow workers is emphasized. As this is often a major difficAty
with beginning students, this film is very helpful. Films in the series are:
Choosing_A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting A Promotion.

THE WORLD OF WORK CA
Libuky ct6 Cateet Cou6ding Fitly) Sexie4 1 -12

CFI ALL AREAS
F, 20 min., $220.00; Rentct1L $30.00

This overview of the world of work divides occupations into ten categories
of career opportunities. The point is made that the occupation an individual
chooses determines his/her future income and way of life. Steps for begin-
ning career exploration are listed. The format is contemporary and a fairly
good minority balance. However, most of the women's occupations seemed to
be stereotypic. The film is bright, lively, attractive, and well-received
by students.
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FILM LOOP

ALL-ROUND MACHINISTS (Job Oppoktun.Lty Sena's) CA

ESE (1970) 9-A

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, SS

Film loop deals with special machinery operation. Huge machinery is shown:

giant drills, lathes, and milling machines. Group discussions could be

centered around the use of each machine and its contribution to industry.

APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN (Job Oppottunity Sex.Le4) CA

HE (1970) 3-8

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 S, SS

The repair of a washer, refrigerator, and stove are shown at great length.
Throughout the film, it is stressed that you must have knowledge of electron-

ics. Could be used to motivate guest speakers or encourage fathers to come.
in and demonstrate a skill.

AUTOMOTIVE'BODY REPAIRMEN (Job Oppottunity Setae's) CA

ESE (1970) 6-12

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, S

Film shows the many skills needed for this job: sanding, bumping, molding,

etc. Also that knowledge of many machines and equipment is needed. Use

before a field trip to a local bump shop or as motivation for "How to"

speeches.

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS (Job Oppottunity Sekie4)
FBE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

5-10

IA, SS

Film deals mainly with showing the replacement of one part of an automobile.

Very quickly shows a few other skills for the job. The material shown could

be good motivation for taking a field trip or starting an individual project.

BRICKLAYERS (Job Oppotturaty Seniu)

ESE (1970)

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

CA

K-A

SS, FA

Film loop shows that there is variety in the role of a bricklayer. Teamwork

also important. Would interest all levels.

2 2 2
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COOKS AND CHEFS (Job Oppontunity Suie/s) CA
HE (1970) K-A
FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS, HE

This film loop could be used from K-A. Two types of cooks shown: Short
Order and Chef in large restaurant. The contrast is very clear.

DENTAL LAB TECHNICIANS (Job Oppoittunitim Setim)
EBE (1970)
FL, 8 nm, $22.00

CA
9 12

S, SS

Film loop stresses the great patience this type of worker must have. Also
the skill of working with very small tools. Only men are shown in this
job role.

DISPENSING OPTICIANS AND OPTICAL LAB MECHANICS CA
(Job Oppontunity Senies) 8-A

HE (1970) SS
FL, 8 mm, $22.00

Excellent step-by-step explanation of how glasses are made. Film lOop takes

you from examination to finished product. There were only males shown in
this role, however.

OPERATING ENGINEERS (Job Oppontunity Saies) CA

HE (1970) 3-7

FL, 8 nm, $22.00 IA, SS

This film loop deals with operating large machinery: bulldozer, huge

cranes, etc. The machines are shown working on large buildings ,and in
open areas.

PAINTERS AND PAPERHANGERS (Job Oppontunity Senies) CA

HE (1970) 3-10

FL, 8 nm, $22.00 IA, SS

Film loop showed the many areas that have to be painted on a new house.
Very little paperhanging shown. Little shown of large commercial work
being done.
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'`FILMSTRIPS

CAREtRS,AND LIFESTYLES SA, CA, DM

Guidance Associates (1974) 7-A

8 FS/ 8 CT, $147.50 (with 8 R, $127.50) ALL AREAS

This eight-part program spotlights interesting people at "present points"
in personal and career development. Autobiographical insights focus on
decision making which led to their present situations'; explore personal
values; emphasize the powerful relationship between personality and career

choice. There are no "right solutions" to career choice problems. In-

dividuals must find workable answers through awareness of personal values,
interests, abilities and resources. setbacks and conflicts are

universal experiences. There is a paucity of material showing the life-

style that goes with occupations and this program is excellent.

CAREERS IN AGRICULTURE (Cateeu Se/ties) CA

Pathes cope Educationat Farm (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, S, SS

Employment opportunities are given. Farmer's lifestyle described through

personal narratives. Farm wives lifestyles also illustrated briefly. 4-H

Club activities and helping a veterinarian are good ways for students to
explore farming. Sources of help with information on getting started and
employment opportunities in agriculture are given. Individual student

activities are suggested in Teacher's Manual.

CAREERS IN AUTOMOTIVE AND SERVICE REPAIR (Cateens Senies) CA

Pathescope Educationa Fitm4 (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, IA

..This is .a two-part filmstrip which provides the viewer with an overview of
the many career opportunities that are available to individuals who are in-
terested in pursuing a career in this area. Both filmstrips provide infor-

mation about the employment outlook, necessary training for entry and advanced
level careers, possibilities for advancement, specialization, and personal
satisfactions of the career. Moreover, a Teacher's Manual is provided which

gives individual and group discussion questions centered around the important
parts of the filmstrip.

2)4
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CAREERS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE (Cateen4 Seties) CA

Pathe6cope EducationaZ Fiem4 (1913) 1 -12

2 FS/ 2. CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, SS

This two-part filmstrip gives an overview of various careers in community
service. A great amount of time is spent describing the careers of police
volunteers, firefighters, and sanitation workers. Part II gives a lot of
specific information about training, advancement and job satisfaction- Jobs

presented with sex stereotypes.

CAREERS IN CONSERVATION (Catems Sekie4)
Pathe6cope Educationat Fitm4 (1974)
2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00)

CA

1 -12

G, S, SS

This is a two-part filmstrip which examines many career opportunities for
youth that have both aptitude and interest in pursuing a career in con-
servation and ecology. Part I gives a general overview of the many careers
in this area and contains sex stereotypes. Part II starts out by giving a
brief summary of the effects of pollution on the environment since the
middle of the 20th Century. Moreover, Part II ends with a class examination
of the skills and education that are needed for entry level careers in con-
servation. A Teacher's Manual with discussion questions, individual activ-

ities, agencies and reference books is also provided.

CAREERS IN CONSTRUCTION CA

Pathe4cope Eduoltiona Fiem4 (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, 'IA, M, SS

Interviews with people in the four major areas of construction - residential
building, general building, highway construction and heavy construction are
given. Many jobs at all levels are shown in this nation's largest industry.
Methods are given for entering this field - as an apprentice, technician or

from college as an engineer. Sources of additional information are listed.

CAREERS IN EDUCATION
Pathe6cope Educationa Fiem4 (1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00)

CA
1 -12

ALL AREAS

Teaching is examined at three levels - elementary, secondary, and college
or university. A typical day of a teacher at each level is described - as,
well as an administrator and a para-professional. Personal qualities and

educational requirements are discussed. This program is very current with

good racial and sexual balance. Suggestions are given for part-time work
that would involve a student and help him decide if a career in education

is really for him. A list of sources of further information is given.
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CAREERS IN ENGINEERING CA

Pathesape Educational Film (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, M, S, SS

This program has in-depth interviews describing some of the duties and respon-
sibilities of engineers in specific jobs, how their work aids society, the
advantages encountered in their work. Engineering is shown as applying to

a wide range of interests - mechanical, electrical, electronic, chemical,
nuclear,, etc.

CAREERS IN FASHION AND TEXTILES (Caneets Seties) CA

Pathescope Educationat Fitnts (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) FA, G, HE

This two -part filmstrip covers a variety of career opportunities for young
people without a high school education, or with a high school or post-second-

ary education. In addition, the two filmstrips spend more time explaining
about careers in fashion design than in the textile industry. Both filmstrips

give the viewer information about personal qualifications, advancement, employ-
ment outlook, entry skills and benefits and satisfaction. Seems to show sex

bias in some instances. A Teacher's Manual is provided which has discussion
questions, individual activities, and other sources of information.

CAREERS IN FOOD SERVICE (Cakeeks Senies) CA

Pathescope Educational Film (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, HE, S

The filmstrips provide the viewer with information about the multitude of
careers that are available to young people who are interested in pursuing

a career in food service. In addition, the filmstrips give detailed in-
formation about training, advancement, and personal benefits and satisfactions.

The Teacher's Manual also has discussion questions and individual activities

outlined for use.

CAREERS IN GOVERNMENT (Cateeks Se e6), CA

Pathescrtope Educationat Utms (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) SS, G

This filmstrip describes various career opportunities in governmental serv-

ices. Moreover, the general format of the filmstrip is one in which individ-

uals talk about their careers. In addition, information is given about entry

requirements, advancement, benefits and satisfaction. Jobspresented have sex

stereotypes.
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CAREERS IN GRAPHIC ARTS (Cakeem Se/Liu) CA

Pathe4cope Educational Fam4 (1913) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G, FA, IA

This two-part filmstrip gives specific, as well as general, information about
different careers in graphic arts. Furthermore, it informs the viewer about
the benefits and satisfactions that are associated with careers in this area.
In addition, the second filmstrip gives specific information about entry re-
quirements and personal qualifications.

CAREERS IN HEALTH CA

Buttetick Pubti4hing (1974) 8-12

4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00 (with R, $64.00) G, PE, S, SS

Technicians, technologists, therapists, therapy assistants, vocational re-
habilitation counselor, public health sanitarian, environmental health
technologists, dental hygienist, biomedical photographer, medical illustrator
are some areas discussed in relation to jobs performed and training necessary.
The health service industry is discussed in relation to the individual. An

excellent series that would be most helpful in a health education unit or.
career exploration. Teacher's Guide provides suggestions for discussion and
class projects. Filmstrips and cassette topics are: Diagnosis and Treatment,
Recovery and Rehabilitation, Prevention and Education, and Getting From Here
to There.

CAREERS IN HOUSING: THE INTERIOR
Buquick Pubti4hing (1974)
4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00 (with R, $64.00)

SA, CA, DM
8-12
G, HE, FA, LA, SS

The first two filmstrips deal with design, while the third deals with service,
but together they give a good overview of design and communication fields.
Discusses various jobs, their requirements and working conditions. Excellent

series that can be used in home economics, art, and career exploration. The

fourth filmstrip deals with self-awareness in relation to careers. Filmstrips

and cassette topics are: The Interior Environment and Design, Merchandising
and Manufacturing, Service and Communication, and Getting From Here to There.

CAREERS IN JOURNALISM (Catems Setich)
Pathe4cope Educationat Fitml4 (1973)
2 FS/ 1 CT, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00)

CA
7-12

LA, SS

Presents the field of Journalism in terms of its function to the individual

and to society. Covers the information on what it really takes to make it

in the field of Journalism.
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CAREERS IN NURSING (Careens Seitie4) CA

Pathe4cope Educational FiPm14 (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) PE, S

An excellent overview of the nursing profession and the many occupations that
are open to both men and women are portrayed. Interviews with real people
give credibility to the material. Teacher's Guide includes suggestions for
additional reports, field trips, discussion groups, etc.

CAREERS IN PUBLIC UTILITIES (Cakeem Sekie4) CA

Pathe4cope Education Fitm4 (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) BE, G, IA, M, S, SS

This is a two-part filmstrip in which the basic format of relaying information
is through interviews with people already employed in public utility services.
Part I gives general information about opportunities for young people wanting
to enter a career in this area. Part II gives more specific information about
careers and the educational level one must have to enter certain careers. Both

filmstrips give the viewer information about personal qualifications, advance-
ment, working conditions, benefits, and certain advantages and disadvantages of
a career in public utilities. Geared more to men as narrator constantly uses
"he", "man", "men", etc. A Teacher's Manual is also provided with the filmstrips.

CAREERS IN REPAIR WORK (Careens Sekiei) CA

Pathe4cAope Educationat Fibro (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R,_$42.00) G, IA

The two filmstrips give a brief summary of a view of careers that could be
classified under opportunities in repair work. Furthermore, the filmstrips
give some detailed requirements about union qualifications and personal
aptitudes. This filmstrip does give the viewer a chance to look at skills
that are necessary to find success in a career in repair work. Stereotypic

men's roles.

CAREERS IN SHOW BUSINESS (Careens Se/UV) CA

Pathe4cope Educationat Fie w (1974) 8-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) FA, G

This is a two-part filmstrip which gives information about performing, as
well as other related careers. The basic format of the filmstrip is the use
of personal interviews of individuals in show business careers. Part I focuses

in on general information, while Part II gives more detailed information. In-

formation is given about benefits, satisfaction, entry requirements, employment
outlook, unions, personal qualifications, and advantages and disadvantages of
careers in show business. A Teacher's Manual is available with the filmstrips.
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CAREERS IN SOCIAL WORK (Carteeits Seties) CA
Pathescope EducationaZ Fit/7m (1973) 8-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) G; SS, S

This two-part filmstrip presents an overview of careers in social work.
Furthermore, it reviews the training and the skills that are necessary in
becoming a social worker. The filmstrips also cover the pre-professional,
as well as professional careers in social work. In summary, this filmstrip
would be a valuable aid for students looking for careers in the helping
professions.

CAREERS IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY
Buttekick Pubtishng Company (1973)
8 FS/CT, TG, 2 G/S, $128.00 (wth 8 R, $120.00)

SA, CA
8-12

HE, BE, IA, IA, S

This is a series.of in-depth filmstrips on the fashion industry covering the
obvious occupations plus the intricate ones "behind the scenes." Each gives

job descriptions, responsibilities, skills, work environments and background
experiences. Excellent Teacher's Guide for each filmstrip, as well as two
simulation games.

CAREERS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY CA

Buttetick Pubtishing Company (1974) 8-12
4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00 (with R, $64.00) G, HE

These four filmstrips present a good overview to careers in the food industry.
They are well presented and discuss different jobs and requirements in the
total industry. The Teacher's Guide gives suggestions for different activities.
Filmstrips included are: Product Development, Nutrition, Dietetics, & Consumer
Affairs, Commercial Food Service and Getting From Here to There.

CAREERS IN THE HEALTH SERVICE (Catems Setid)
Pathescope Educationat Fitm4 (1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with R, $42.00)

CA

7-12

HE, S, SS

Occupations in the Health Services that do not require an M.D. or R.N. degree
are portrayed here. Interviews with people in the field add credibility.
Jobs portrayed may require high school diploma and on-the-job training or
short term technical training. A few entry level jobs are shown that require
less than a high school education. Teacher's Guide contains suggestions for
discussion, field trips, speakers, etc.
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CAREERS IN THE LEISURE TIME INDUSTRY (Cateem Sekies) CA

Pathescope Educationae F.iim6 (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TO, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) PE, S, LA, BE, G

This is a two-part filmstrip in which the viewer can be informed about this
growing industry. The information is relayed to the viewer by personal in-
terviews with people employed in this area. Part I and II both give infor-

mation about the employment outlook for the future, advancement possibilities,
educational requirements and job satisfaction. A Teacher's Manual is also
provided which gives discussion questions, individual activities, and book
references.

CAREERS IN TRANSPORTATION CA

Pathe4cope Educational Films 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00 (with 2 R, $42.00) ALL AREAS

This program presents interviews and on-the-spot photographs of the five

major areas of transportation - air, railroad, trucking, merchant marine,
and municipal public transportation. Skills, aptitudes, personality traits

and physical qualifications required for occupations in all areas of trans-

portation are given.

THE CHANGING WORK ETHIC, PART I 6 11
Guidance Associates (1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50. (wZth 2 R, $41.50)

SA, CA, DM
7-12

LA, G, SS

Part I: Open-ended dramas lead to built-in discussion breaks challenging

students to debate: 1. Is hard work the key to success? 2. Is there any

kind of honest work you wouldn't do? 3. Are you more or less materialistic

than your parents? 4. Would you work if you didn't have to?

Part II: Examines rising job dissatisfaction from worker/consumer/employer
viewpoints; explores job enrichment as an approach to strengthening the work

ethic.

THE CHILD CARE WORKER (Yoo. Waking Futuke Senies) CA

EBE (1973) 8-11

1 FS/ 1 CT, $14.95 HE, SS

Filmstrip skimmed briefly over the role of a child-care worker (para-

professionals and nursery and day-care teachers). It did not cover areas

of advancement and gave just beginning educational requirements. It did

cover some of the similarities of personal qualifications and interest of

workers in all levels of the field.
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CHILDREN FACE SOCIAL REALITIES SA, CA, DM
UEVA 4-7
2 FS/ 1 R, $20.00 SS

The children of 'the Washington, D.C. Model School dramatize the concepts of
economics, their responsibilities, and rights as citizens in a neighborhood
and in a free society.. The series stresses the fact that many problems which
children face are not solely personal problems of their individual families,
but social problems that must be dealt with bythe society at large. Ideal

for teacher-training use or could be shown to children to stimulate thinking
and motivate them to perform similar activities.

THE FIRE FIGHTER (Yoult. Waking Future Saie.6) CA
EBE (1973) S -12

FS/C, $14.95 _G, SS

The various aspects of fire fighting are discussed here and U,e physical and
mental demands that trainees have to meet. Filmstrip shows not only the
glamorous, but the not so glamorous side of the job. Also mentioned are
the fringe benefits and means of promotion.

JOBS AND GENDER SA, CA, DM
Guidance Au.sociata (1971) 7-A .

2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50 (with 2 R, $41.50) SS, LA, S,
HE, TA, M

Explores how sexual barriers and stereotypes have influenced men's and
women's vocational choices; discusses changing concepts of "masculine" and
"feminine" work roles through interviews with male kindergarten teachers,
a male nurse, a female carpenter, and a female newspaper reporter. The

filmstrip was well-paced and the script accompanyin4'the filmstrip was
excellent.

KEYS - CAREER EXPLORATION SERIES CA
SRA (1972) 6-A
10 FS/ 10 CT, TG, $120.00 ALL AREAS

These ten color filmstrips and tapes are based on the Kuder Interest In-
ventories, C and E. Workers told about their jobs and how they started.
Students are told how they can explore that field. The areas cover various
educational levels in each field. Teacher's Guide is included. Useful in
homeroom, career centers.
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THE PEOPLE PROFESSION: CAREERS IN HOME ECONOMICS CA

Guidance AsLocaite4 (1974) 9-12

FS/CT, $24.50 (with R, $22.00) HE

This A-V selection focuses on careers related to home economics. Both men

and women are shown in occupations related to child development, consumer
education, interior design, media, etc. Filmstrip covers a broad range of

careers people can enter into with a home economics major.

PEOPLE WHO CREATE ART (Career. Discovetieo Senie4) SA, CA

Guidance Aszociateo (1972) 5-9

4 FS/CT, $52.50 (with 4 R, $42.50) FA, SS, LA

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Explores what motivates musicians, sculptors,

painters, writers, artisans, and designers. (2) A puppeteer, actress,
costume designer, seamstress show how it is backstage and in front. (3) A

young drummer plays, teaches, and composes. (4) An industrial designer ex-

plains the challenge of making a playground both fun and a learning experience.
Suggested techniques are ant activities, group discussion, creative drama,
games and puppetry.

PEOPLE WHO INFLUENCE OTHERS (Careen. Discovekie4 Senie4) CA, SA

Guidance A44ociate4 (1972) 5-9

4 FS/CT, TG, $52.50 (with 4 R, $42.50) C, LA, SS

The six programs in this series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking

on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Emphasizes the qualities of self - confidence,,

sensitivity, empathy and leadership. (2) A model and cosmetic demonstrator

sells products she believes in. (3) An advertising executive is working on

a public service campaign for the city zoo. (4) A county agent shows students

a dairy farm where he helps farmers improve farming methods. Suggestions are

given for role playing, group discussion, creative dramatics, and field trips.
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PEOPLE WHO MAKE THINGS (Careen. Dacovekie,s SA, CA
Guidance Usociatez (1973) 5-9
4 FS/CT, $52.50 (with 4 R, $42.50) SS, LA, G

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first film-
strip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The re-

maining Aree contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Focuses. on pride of craft, the satisfaction

of making useful things, and the pleasure people gain from creating with their
hands. (2) Two skilled construction workers describe their part in assem-
bling DC 10 airplanes. (3) A chef demonstrates how to prepare fine food.
(4) Model builder shows how to build an entire city to scale. Suggested
activities include group discussion and reporting, observations, sharing in-
ventions, field trips, using role models, using paired learning techniques
such as older/younger students.

PEOPLE WHO ORGANIZE FACTS (Careen. Discoveaia Smiers) SA, CA
Guidance Azsociazes (1972) 5-9

4 FS/CT, $52.50 (with 4 R, $42.50) SS, LA, G

The six programs in the series present aspects of the diverse world of work
with some insight into why people enjoy specific types of work. The first

filmstrip is an overview of the job interest cluster in each program. The

remaining three contain an interview with a person photographed and speaking
on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Gives an overview of how much society depends
on and uses information. (2) A sports editor talks about facts and figures.
(3) An automotive researcher finds facts needed to restore antique cars.
(4) A foreperson in a bakery packing plant tells how one organizes facts of
a vast. production line to keep cookies and crackers on the supermarket shelves.

PEOPLE WHO WORK IN SCIENCE (Careen. Dacoveaiez Seaie4)
'Guidance A/s4ociateis (1972)

4 FS/CT, $52.50 (Lath 4 R, $42.50)

SA, CA
5-9

G, LA, SS, S

The six programs in the Career Discoveries Series presents aspects of the
diverse world of work with some insight into why people enjoy specific
types of work. The first filmstrip is an overview of the job interest clus-
ter in each program. Remaining three contains an interview with a person
photographed and speaking on the job. Filmstrips: (1) Stresses curiosity,
inquiry, precision and interest in the scientific method. (2) An ocean life
scientist explains his experimental work. (3) A crime lab technician tours
the police lab facilities and demonstrates her job in chemical analysis.
(4) A recording engineer lets us sit in on.the sound production of a TV
commercial.

2,33
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PREPARING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK CA, DM

Guidance A44ocilte6 (1966 -1973) 7-9

2 FS/CT, $46.50 (with 2 R, $41.50) ALL AREAS

Part I explores several ways in which one can begin to plan for an enjoyable

and meaningful career. Part 11 is an introduction to vocational education

and what it prepares students for. Useful for,career awareness and decision-

making. Some suggested questions for discussion and review are included.

THE TELEPHONE OPERATOR (Yaun. Wanking Futuke Seie6)

ESE '1973)
FS/C, $14.95

CA

9-12

G, BE, SS, LA

Duties and responsibilities of switchboard work and telephone operator are

presented in a very current and accurate filmstrip. Specific information

on fringe benefits, educational benefits, medical and life insurance, and

means of promotion are discussed.

WHY WORK AT ALL? (Job Attitude's Setae's)

Guidance Azsociate's (1970)
FS/CT, TG $24.00 (with R, $22.00)

SA, DM
9-12

G, LA, SS

The filmstrip revolves around the reasons behind our occupational selection.

Using classroom situations, students discuss and weigh importance of each

factor given.
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KITS

JOB EXPERIENCE KIT CA
SRA (1970) 8-12
.1(T, $150.00 ALL AREAS

This kit contains real work-simulation experiences for 20 occupations.
These "hands-on" experiences let the students solve real problems in each
occupation. They can be useful in classrooms, libraries, homerooms, and
guidance centers. The occupations include: accountant, appliance service-
man, auto mechanic, beautician, carpenter, designer, draftsman, electronics

technician, elementary school teacher, lawyer, librarian, medical technolo-
gists, motel manager, plumber, police officer, salesperson, secretary, truck
driver, veterinarian, and X-ray technician.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P
Garay Watz, Libby Benjamin, and Associates (1974, Rev.) 9-A

Human Devetopment Setvice4, Inc. G, SS
KT, $690.00 (KT includes 270 modules 30 copies o6 9

modules 1 4esoutce bank, 8 games, 1 pictute , ,

display and 1 set o6 measates)

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and which
cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,. decision -
making, and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies are included
such as: value clarification, role-playing, and simulation. It can be a

semester course if so desired.

2 3:)
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION KIT CA
SRA (1971) 9-A

KT, $123.00 (KT inctude4 400 Bnie66, Coding Device,
Scanners, Guidance Bookie Js, ST BK)

Four hundred occupational briefs describe individual jobs, qualifications
and preparation, earnings, and job outlook. The set contains a coding device
and scanner, guidance booklets, and a Student Record book. It is a helpful

source of information to enable the student to explore occupations, interests,
and education required. May be updated by subscription service. May be used
individually or in groups (homeroom, classes). Individual pieces may be
ordered separately.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREEKEDUCATION, 6-8
Education Achievement Coo. (1973)
KT, $271.29 (KT inctude4 G/S, SM, tand6,5,G).

SA, CA, PM, P
6-8

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions, and
goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse
the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.
The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, DM
SRA (197f) 6-9

KT, $194.40 (KT inctude4 Wank Btieics, Job Facts, BKS, ALL AREAS, G
FS, TG)

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but once they learned to use it, they
enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self exploration.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

POLICE PATROL CA

Sbniee II (1973) 7-9 ,
G/S, $10.00 SS, LA, G

The purpose of this game is to change the student's attitudes about police-
men by showing them what a policeman does. There are many classroom activ-
ities that are suygested, plus a pre- and post-test designed to measure
changes in attitude.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY
A Careen. Guidance 5 Katie& Inte4e4t Inventmia
SRA (1973)

Faedenic Kaden.

TIM, 1-19 Pkg., $9.45 - Hand-Sulking, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten
job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientifq, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-
sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful to
help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational
choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in
large or small groups. Manual available.

SA, CA, DM
6-A

G

MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY
The Pzychotogicae Catpmation (1965)
T/M, $1.05 each Scmed An4we.& Sheet by Mimicomp Coo.

SA, CA
9-12

G, ALL AREAS

This test is similar to the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, except it
compares an individual's interests with those.of persons who are presently
employed ilLtrademen's occupations. It is cross-referenced with the OOH
and the DOT. Print-out is easy to read and it is a good counseling device
for students who are planning to go into skilled, semi-skilled, and non-
skilled occupations. It was designed for non-college bound males, but
could be helpful for females who want to enter these fields. Reuseable

test booklets, but answer sheets are machine scored. Manual available.
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OTHER MEDIA

CAREER EDUCATION WALL CHART SERIES CA

Call McDaniee4 7-A

Gatkett Path PAe4s (1974) ALL AREAS, G
CH, $1.50 6inst chant, $ .75 each additionat chant

These five wall charts (17" X 22" each) would be a valuable addition to any
counseling office or classroom. The information, is clear, concise, and
helpful. Chart A - Educational Requirements For Selected Occupations. Over
400 occupations are listed by level of education. Chart B - Earnings By
Occupation: Profit-Making Industries. Average annual earnings from jobs
that pay under ,T,000.00 (bell-hop in hotel) to over $23,000 (president,
corporation). Chart C - Earnings by Occupation: Non-Profit Organizations.
Average annual earnings of 300 career areas in government agencies, edu-
cational institutions, health agencies, and other fields. Chart D - Job
Search Pyramid: 15 Steps to Career Development. Fifteen steps to planning,

choosing and obtaining a job and helpful suggestions are offered in each one.
Chart E - Lifetime Earnings and Educational Level For Men. Data gathered
from U.S. Bureau of Census is graphically presented to show the relationship
between annual and lifetime earnings and educational level of men. Additional

charts are being prepared at the time of this review, but they are not com-
pleted yet.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS CA

PubZic Aigain4 Committee, Inc. (1972) 9-12

PM, $ .25 each ALL AREAS

These small pamphlets are interesting and informative for students interested
in specific career areas. A high school counselor would find these helpful
and useful when students come in asking for more information in a career of

their choice.
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10 - A

BOOKS

ART CAREER GUIDE
Donned Haden
Wat/son-Guptiet Pubeicationis (1973)

BK, $7.95

SA, CA, DM, P
10-12

FA, CE

A fine guide for those interested in a career in art. The book covers ed-
ucation, types of careers in art, finding a job, writing a resume, having
an interview, and even lists schools one might attend. This book would be
helpful in art classes, and career awareness units.

CAREER CHOICE AND CAREER PREPARATION SA, CA, DM

Wieticun John SehZet and Howard Edwin Niehaes (1970) 9-A

Inteutate Pit,i.nteizis and Pubti.sheitz, Inc. LA

BK, $4.95

This is a programmed guidance tool that leads a student, step-by-step,
to individual awareness and job association. It could be very useful in

helping students identify their own values, and the last section provides
opportunity for group work. Various careers are discussed in terms of job
requirements, employment outlook, salaries, and where to get further in-
formation.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION AND CA

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 10-12

Ferguson (1971) BE, G, S

BK, $6.95

Each chapter is concerned with a specific occupational field that is open
to graduates of two year programs. Included are descriptions of job oppor-
tunities, specific job facts, working conditions, earnings, and benefits.
An occupational outlook is also included with information on certification.

CAREERS IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE CA

Shetey C. Stone and Biwa Shatza 10-12

Houghton Miaein Company (1972) G, SS

BK, $3.95

Shertzer and Stone identify the many occupations in guidance and counseling
and the settings where jobs exist. Specific education, preparation, job

descriptions, and approximate salaries are listed. Format is informative

and factual without being dull.

2 3 9
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THE COMPLETE CAREER EXPLORATION HANDBOOK: AFTER

COLLEGE, JR. COLLEGE, MILITARY SERVICE, WHAT?
Newete MORN
Gico.ozet and Dunlap (1971)

BK, $3.95

This is a complete little book on finding the job that is right for you.

There are sections on career-related personality tests, aptitudes, and
occupational interests. Sixty-two kinds of work most frequently selected
by college students are described. Motivational devices such as self-

appraisal tests and charts, job application, resume, and interview activ-
ities and tips are given. Helpful for upper-secondary and out-of-school
adults.

SA, CA, DM, P
10-A

ALL AREAS

CONCISE HANDBOOK OF OCCUPATIONS CA

Edited by Joan Co4tetto and Rita WoZ64on 6-12

J. G. Fenguison Pubtizhing Compahy (1974) ALL AREAS

BK, $12.95

A beautiful book just right for either a school library or a classroom
teacher's library. This compilation of careers is arranged alphabetically,

making this book easy to use. Also, the information contained about each
career is concise, factual and current, and each career has a picture of a

person doing a job. Almost a must for every school:

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAREERS AND VOCATIONAL GUIDE CA

VOL. I - PLANNING YOUR CAREER - VOL.II - CAREERS AND 7-A

OCCUPATIONS ALL AREAS

Edited by Wittiam E. Hooke
J. G. Fekgu/son Pubtizhing Company (1972)

BK, $39.50

These two volumes are an asset for any junior high or senior high library.
They include a wealth of information about specific careers in all fields.
They are arranged by career areas but an index at the end of each volume

makes it easier for a person to find a specific occupation quickly.

EXPLORING CAREERS IN CHILD CARE CA

McKnight Pubtizhing Company (19741_ 8-A

BKS, (Text and Act. Man.) HE, S, G

Explores careers in education, welfare, and health clusters in the child

care field. Material presented is clear, including objectives, presentation,

activities, and enrichment suggestions. Student Activity Manual and Teacher's

Guide included.

21 -7
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EXPLORING CLERICAL CAREERS CA, DM

Robe/ t A. Ratan 8-10

South-Westekn Pubeishing Company (1974) 8E

8K

This booklet relates junior high and senior high school curriculum to the
area of clerical office jobs. Explores various clerical jobs found in modern
offices, their duties and requirements. Workbook approach focuses decisions

about particular jobs. Perhaps it is too basic for 10th graders, so one
would have to assess its value at that level.

FOOD SERVICE CAREERg
Chaem A. Bennett Co., Inc. (1974)

8K, $8.49

SA, CA
9-12

HE, SS

This book breaks down food service careers into four areas: management,

sales and service, production, and sanitation. The amount of training

and education necessary is given according to desired degree of excellence
in each of these areas. Information is relayed in an in-depth form. This

could be used as a textbook in a commercial or vocational foods course
since it covers on-the-job knowledge as well as career background (i.e. menu
planning food purchasing, serving, etc.).

HOW TO GET A JOB CA

Cote-Leh Macmillan Pubtbshea's (1974) 9-12

8K, $2.00 LA, SS, DE

A most conveniently labeled and categorized chapter-discussion booklet;

ready-made for classroom use. Areas of discussion include: where to look,

application, interview, follow-up, test-taking, resumes and references.

HOW YOU CAN GET A BETTER JOB SA, CA, DM

W. K. La6hek 10-12

Amekican Technica Society (1972) 8E, G, LA, SS

8K, $3.75

This book is broken down into three parts: The Human Element, Sensible

Planning and Forging Ahead. The first part, The Human Element, deals with
teamwork as a necessary part of human relations in work, how to get along
on the job and receive satisfaction in work. It also explores what it takes

to be a good worker - things such as staying alert, saving time, shop safety.
Telephoning techniques necessary for an office are also discussed. The

third section dealing with Forging Ahead covers such topics as: Knowing your

own assets and needs, how to handle an interview, locate a job, and even
changing jobs. This could be used in a career education center, business
education or in any units dealing with self-awareness and self-development
related to jobs.
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY SA, CA, DM, P
Cakt A. EtdeA 7-12

ChalLeed E. mmtite Pubtiiski.ng Company (1972) G, HE, SS
BK, $.00, Teacher/14 Edition, $1.50

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful
direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of
values and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents
available facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as "Is
there a generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?", "Am
I an intelligent consumer?", "Do I want to use drugs?", "Shall I smoke?",
"Do I need the Law?", "Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do about pollution?",
"What is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I choose?", and "What are
my goals in life?" Students study the above areas and are encouraged to make
choices from alternatives, to consider consequences, and to use the values
they choose for themselves as a basis for action.

MY CAREER GUIDE BOOK SA, CA
Halay Betnmn and MUCC Shettzek 9-A

Benzigek, Bkuce 6 Geencoe, Inc. (1974) ALL AREAS
BK, $2.36

This student's manual is designed to help the user understand himself. It

focuses on personal attitudes, characteristics, and behavior. There is also
a portion on occupational information and suggestions for behavior in a job
interview. May be useful in individual or group work in all areas of curric-
ulum and guidance.

OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE SERIES
Finney Company (1969-1974)
BiLie.64, $43.50 pa unit

CA, DM

10-12

ALL AREAS

There are fi,e units in this series, eight spiral-bound volumes to a unit,
and twenty briefs to a volume. Each brief describes an occupation, earnings,
working conditions, disadvantages, and future outlook. Suggested high school

courses and activities and other relevant information is given. One unit is

revised every five years in an attempt to remain current. Unit 1C was re-
vised for 1973-74. Useful for libraries and guidance centers.
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ON THE JOB
Edited by Jo,seph L. Norton
Doubleday and Company (1971)
BK, $7.95

CA

7-A

ALL AREAS

The book is an interesting collection of 65 people's reactions to their
jobs. It would not be applicable for total class use but would be an
excellent resource book for junior and senior high libraries or for an

individual teacher's class library. Interesting reading and the job

included are wide-ranging.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ACCOUNTING (OppontanitLez in Saie,$)

Vocati.onae Guidance Manuats (1967)

BK, $3.75

CA, DM, P
9-12 .

Although salary figures and members in the field are outdated, the material
is definitely useful in that training required and various methods of using

an accounting degree are discussed accurately. This book would definitely

be useful for a person who is thinking of a career in accounting.

OPPORTUNITIES IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.,J CA, DM, P

(Oppoittanitiers in Setia) 10-12

Michad Sumiclmazt E C1iante4 P. McMaton G, IA, M

Vocational Guidance Manuae6 (1971)
BK, $1.95 (paper.)

Small print might discourage some, but if not, the subject is well covered.
Authors discuss the construction industry in terms of past and future. The

various craftsmen within the trade are examined as well as specialized trades

.
OPPORTUNITIES IN CARPENTRY (Oppoiattnitiers in Sen.-LW CA, DM

Roger. Sheldon 9-A

Vocati.onat Guidance Manuaetz (1974) TA, G

BK, $4.25 (Papenback - $2.45)

Different careers in carpentry are discussed, as well as entry requirements

for apprenticeship programs. This is well-illustrated, informative, and in-

cludes a glossary of terms.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN CHEMICAL SCIENCES CA,

(Opporttunitie4 in Setiez) 10-A

John H. Woodbuan, Ph.D. S, M, G
Vocationat Guidance Manuatz (1971)
BK, $1.95

This book investigates various kinds of careers in chemistry, the training
necessary, job outlook, and roles. Besides an in depth analysis of re-
quirements and job opportunities, techniques of seeking employment are
given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING CA, PM, P
(Oppontunitiez .Ln Setie6) 10-12
Maktin kozbaum BE, G, S, M
Vocationat Guidance Manuats (1972)
BK, $4.92

This book is concerned with the human element in the computer field, what
kind of person goes into this field? What are the interests, aptitudes, and
temperaments of people who enjoy working with computers. Descriptions of
the working conditions, salaries, and occupational outlook are given, plus
Suggestions on where to look for jobs.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS CA, DM, P

(Oppontumitim .Ln Seltie4) 9-12

Odom Fanning G, M, S, SS
Vocation. Guidance Manua,U (1971)
BK, $5.95

Career opportunities in the expanding field of environmental studies are
described in some detail. The preparation and education that are required
are given for these jobs. Also included is a section on related jobs and
where a career in this field can lead.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION 6 SERVICES CA, DM, P

lOppottunitia in Seluit6) 9-12

Jacob Rozenthae g LeRoi A. Fotoom G, HE, S

Vocati.onae Guidance Mcuuma (1969)

8K, $3.95, Paperback, $1.95

Small print might interfere with the ease of reading but material presented
is very good. It covers both pros and cons of the food service industry.
It goes through the history. of food services, the different types of restau-
rants, and the career opportunities in different jobs within the food service
category. The education necessary to enter and to continue in the food
services is given in this rather all encompassing book. Related careers to
actual food preparation are also discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SCIENCE 6 TECHNOLOGY CA, DM, P

(OppoAtwati.eis in Setie6) 9-12

Jozeph G. Endke4 HE, LA

Vocationae Guidance Manuats (1969)
8K, $3.75, Papekbaek, $1.95

As all of us are aware of food shortages throughout the world so should we
be aware of food science and technology. This book covers what the job is,

where one can train for this field, job and salary. opportunities as well as
job requirements, educational requirements (both high school and college)
and where one might be employed. A good book but in the paperback the small

print might be a deterrent.

OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOLOGY 6 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(OppoAtunitie6 in Setie6) 9-12

AtOted K. Sneegkove G, LA, SS,.S

Vocational Guidance Manual's (1970)

8K, $3.75, $1.95

Defines differences between geologists and geological engineers and how
their work is pertinent to our world and career opportunities which appear
to be good. Job requirements are discussed as well as high school courses
outlined in detail. Agencies that license and register geologists are dis-

cussed. Tools geologists use, and the tylpe of work they do are well covered.

As in all the "Opportunities in..." books, related fields are discuss0.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS CA, DM, P
(Oppoittuniti.es in Smic6) 10-12
J. ReLn6eed FA, G, IA
Vocattonat Guidance Manilas (1971)
BK, $1.95

Vocational opportunities in the printing industry are described in detail.
Specific job information is given plus how to get started, the education
and preparation requirements, and schools offering courses in printing.
Some tips in job hunting are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CA, DM, P
(Oppottanittez in Setam) 9-12
Antha J. Putos IA, LA
Vocationat Gutdance ManaaU (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papcaback, $1.95

References in the bibliography are quite outdated but book seems to b4
quite current. As with most books in this series, working conditions,
job requirements, educational requirements, career outlook, related fields
and a good definition of industrial design are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE CA, DM, .P

(Oppoittuniti.es in Se/t ies) 9-12

Raeph E. Gitiiswoed G, S, SS
VocatZonat Guidance Manuats (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

Besides discussing what exactly a landscape architect is, this book dis-
cusses scholarships available, fees required to be registered, schools for
training, and how this training can be used in a variety of ways.

OPPORTUNITIES IN LAO) ENFORCEMENT CA

(Oppontumities in Smies) 10-A

James D. Stinchcombs SS, LA, G
Vocationae Guidance Mamas* (1971)
BK, $1.93

This book, through the history of police/law enforcement, projects into
future outlooks. Discusses personal requirements, educational requirements
and physical requirements. Also discusses various types of jobs in law
enforcement including the military.
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_OPPORTUNITIES IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

(OpporaLatiez Sekie,$)

ChvAte4 Wen t

vocationat Guidance Manua& (1973)
-BK, $4.50

CA, DM, P
10-12

G, IA, S

Career opportunities in the field of materials science and engineering are

described. Areas included are metallurgy, ceramics, plastics, solid state
sciences. Specific suggestions are given in which an individual may educate

himself and get started in the profession.

OPPORTUNITIES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(Opporauhitie6 in Setae's) 9-12

Sechi Konn S Jame4 W. Bayne G, IA, LA

Voeationat Guidance MandaU (1971)
BK, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

Many of the related fields are discussed as well as educational requirements

and job opportunities. Methods of obtaining a job are outlined in detail.

OPPORTUNITIES IN METEOROLOGY (Oppoictunitie6 in Senie4) CA

,til.i Wombs 10-A

Vocations, Guidance Manua& (1972) S, M

BK, $5.50

This is a useful little book that contains comprehensive information about

careers in meteorology. A definition of meteorology is given and identifies

professional and non-professional _jobs in the field. Specific information

is given on the personal qualifications, education and training requirements,
and the employment outlook and earnings in the field of meteorology.

OPPORTUNITIES IN OFF7tE OCCUPATIONS CA, DM, P

(Oppwr.tun.iti.c' Viii Sercia) 9-12

Eztetee Popham 6 aeanch Ettinger:. BE, G, SS

Vocati.onat Guidance Manua& (1972)

BK, $4.50

Career opportunities that are available in offices are described. Specific

information is given on educational training necessary for the job, how to

get started, advantages and disadvantages of different jobs, and the oppor-

tunities for advancement.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN.A PODIATRY CAREER CA, DM, P
(OppontunitZez in Senie4) 9-12

Jute4 Shangotd 6 Fnank Grteenbeng G, S, SS
Vocationat Guidance. Mauabs (1971)

BK, $1.95

Career opportunities of the podiatric specialists are described: foot

surgery, dermatology, orthopedics, and radiology. Specific information
on the educational training required, locations of jobs and earnings are
outlined.

OPPORTUNITIES IN VETERINARY MEDICINE CA

(Oppoit-tumitie)s in Saiez) 9-A

Robert Swope S, G
VocatZonat Guidance Manuats (1973, rev. )

BK, $4:50

This book presents the broadened role of the veterinarian and describes
careers in research, pharmaceutical and biological production, radiation,
biology, and environmental studies. An objective appraisal of preparation,
practice, and outpatient outlook is given.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Feattau (1974)
Packet o6 25 Comia, $2.95

DM, P, CA
4-12

LA, SS

These popular Popeye comics not only deal withicareers, but also how to
study. Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These color-

ful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth grade
reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior high
school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in an

English and Spanish version.

SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM, P

Hancoukt Brace Jovanovieh, Inc. (1972) 7-10

BK, $7.00 (can at4o be purchased in 4edIbLe6 os pamphtetz) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the separate
elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man as Injividual, Man as Group.

Member, Man in Culture, Man as Policy Maker, Man in his Environment, Man as
Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities are followed, students ac-
quire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing, self-awareness, decision-

making, etc.
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VOCATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES SERIES CA

VocaVonat Biogkaphie6, Inc. 7-12

BK, 7 BKS in each 4-ekLeis, $64.00 - $74.60 ALL AREAS

These series of books have a biographical approach to career awareness in
which the career is described through the eyes of the person actually on
the job. Each series contains seven spiral-bound volumes (150 biographies
in each series). A lot of good, factual information is given in a pleasing
format. Job facts given at end of each sketch.
Series B (1971-1972) - $64.00
Series C (1972-1973) - $64.00
Series 0 (1972-1974) - $74.60

Series E (1974-1975) - $74.60

WHAT TO DO AFTER HIGH SCHOOL SA, CA, DM, P

Chaktez G. Spiegtek and WitUam B. Reinert. 10-A

SRA (1971) ALL AREAS

BK, $2.25

This handbook with activity sheets is designed to help students plan for the

future. It helps to motivate students to plan. The units include getting

to know themselves, learning about opportunities in various careers, and how
to get a job. If workbooks will motivate your student, this one is good.

YOU AND YOUR JOB CA, P

Wattek and Ethee Beackeedge, Ne.een Kieey 9-12

Southwateren Pubashing Company (1967) DE, LA, SS

BK, $2.36

A handy and general guide on "finding", "getting", and "keeping" a job. In-

cluded are personal inventory suggestions, ideas on selling talents in job
applications and personal interviews, and other helpful tips to be considered

for employment.
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CASSETTE TAPES

CROSS-VOCATIONAL SKILLS AND INFORMATION CA
(The wo.ed 06 Wong 9-A

Education0 Dm*, Inc. (1973) BE, G
15 CT, 12 TR, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $175.00

Series madeup of 11 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes
include following subject: 1. Understanding Instructions; 2. Safety.;

3. Sales and Customer Service Skills - For Non-Sales Personnel; 4. Hand-
ling Trouble Situations with Customers; 5. The Structure of a Company;
6. Telephone Answering Skills; 7. Taking a Message; 8. You Are The
Company: The Law, The Employee, and The Employer; 9. Unions and Employee
Associatons; 10. Company Money Matters; 11. Shipping and Receiving.;
12. Ordering and Billing. A good series which would be most useful in
career education units.

ENTERING THE JOB MARKET WITHOUT SPECIALIZED TRAINING CA

MacinCtean PubtZAing Co. (1974) 7-12

12 CT, Liistene..A.14 Guide's, $109.90 ALL AREAS

There are twelve audio cassettes in this series. Each one hour cassette
gives some specific information regarding occupations that are available
for individuals with high school diplomas. This series is especially in-
formative and would be useful in counseling or library career centers.
Real people speak candidly about their jobs, what are the qualifications,
.job opportunities, and salary.

GETTING A JOB (Woktd o4 Wont Se4ie4)
Educationat Deigns, Inc. (1970)
12 CT, 24 STBK, 1 TG, $131.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would he most helpful in career princAtinn unit. Series

includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover the
following topics: 1. Contacting Job Interviewers; 2. The Agency Interview;
3. Words You Must Learn; 4. What You Need to Know to Fill Out An Application
Form; 5. Making a Good Impression; 6. Selling Yourself; 7. The Positive
Approach; 8. Handling Difficult Questions; 9. The Wrap-up.
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ON THE JOB (The (Voted o6 (Vonk)

Educationae Dmign, Inc. (1969)

20 CT, 24 ST.BK, TG, $229.50

SA, CA

7-12

LA

This set includes 14 lesson tapes and 6 discussion tapes. The lesson

tapes are broken down into 4 groups: A. New On the Job (Red), B. Dealing

with Supervisors (Blue), C. The Rules of the Game (Green), D. Moving Up

or Out (Violet). The discussion tapes present problems that can lead

to discussion. The workbook is used along with each tape. Questions are

asked, time allowed for answers to be written and then the correct answer

given. Good set of tapes, useful in career ed. unit.

FILM'

APPLYING FOR A JOB (Canew in the 04ig.ce Setie4) CA, DM, P

EBE (1971) 8-12

F, 13 min., $185.00 BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effec-

tive with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed the film

because they could relate to the situations. In this film a young girl is

applying for a job. It shows some common mistakes people often make as

beginning job seekers.

APPLYING FOR IT (You& Job Sekiu)
Cononet
F, 14 min., $196.00

DM, SA, CA
10-A

ALL AREAS

This film explains to the viewer the process of making application for a job

and going through the personal job interview. Moreover, it gives the viewer

different insights into the conflicts one faces in applying and getting a

satisfying job. The film follows four people through the process of apply-

ing and trying to get a job. Good visual aid to go with vocational

information.

APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS

Co/Lona WM4 (1964)
F, 16 mix., $200.00

SA, CA
8-12
ALL AREAS

This film explains the purpose of the DAT and Kuder Interest Inventory

inrelationship to occupations and the role of information about one's

interest, achievement, and aptitude in making occupational choices. Good

career education film.
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AUTO MECHANIC CA
EUVA (1974) 7-12

F, 17 ma., $221.00 G, IA, SS

"You've got to do what you love doing ... and you've got to do it right, or

you're nowhere," summarizes the thinking in this film. Message is also
stated that love of machinery and dedication to perfection is not kid stuff.

BOB 6 CAREN 6 TED 6 JANICE
Patthenon Pieta/1.u: bs.: Data Fib' (1973)
F, 25 min

CA, DM
8-12

LA, SS, DE, BE, IA,

Shows real young people facing real-life situations which are part of to-
day's peer-group experience. By seeing how these peer needs and desires
and problems are answered, students begin to grasp the real nature and
significance of today's vocational education. Film was designed to be shown
to young people and their parents. Contemporary format with good racial
balance.

BUILDING TRADES: THE HOUSE BUILDERS
UEVA
F, 15 min., $195.00

CA

7-12

IA, G, SS

This straight forward film traces the steps in constructing the first house
in a new development, from clearing the land to finishing the house. Occu-

pations shown are from contractor to laborer and uses of tools are shown.

BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM COMES TRUE?
Canotaa Fiem
F, 52 ma., $575.00 - B/W $275.00

SA, CA, DM
7 -12

DE, LA, M, SS

This documentary, originally presented on CBS News, scrutinizes the life

style of a white, affluent family in the suburbs. Even though they have

economic security, they sense a lack of fulfillment and feel vaguely un-
comfortable. Excellent device for discussion of values. The film shows

briefly the father's job and background, but mostly it concerns the life-
style that his occupation brings.
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BUY, BUY CA

Chunchitt Fitmo 7-12

F, 20 _min., $250.00 BE, LA, G, FA, SS

An examination of television advertising. This is designed primarily for

consumer education and economics,, but would be very useful for the study
of commercial writing, filming, and acting. The content is very good, but

white males dominate the film.

CAMPAIGN CA, DM

Chutchite Fitas,,(1973) 8-A

F, 20 min., $230.00 SS, LA

A young woman running for state senator wages a rousing campaign with the

help of volunteers. For information on, and to inspire regard for the Wit-
ical process.

CAREERS: ACQUIRING ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS CA, DM

UEVA (1975) 7-12

F, 19 min., $225.00 ALL AREAS

This film will help young people make positive educational and vocational

decisions. Students gain an awareness of basic "job entry skills" fundamen-

tal to being employable. This career education film tells the story of the

new and vital relationship between private industry and high schools through

"co-operative training programs."

CAREERS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY CA

UEVA (1973) 7-12

F, 19 min., $235.00 HE, G, SS, S

An examination into one of our largest industries and unlimited career

opportunities. Film offers insight into vocations that include food in-

spector, meat cutter, bakery management, dairymen, quality control, food
technologists, and many others. Interesting approach and lead-in catches

the attention of the viewer.
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CHOOSING A JOB (Cakeeu in the 066ice Se/Liu) CA, P
EBE (1971) 8-12
F, 12 min., $150.00 BE, G

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective
with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed the film be-
cause they could relate to the situations. In this film a young girl is
placed in a program where she can try out several careers.. This gives her
some valuable information on many different jobs. Films in the series are:
Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting A Promotion.

CIPHER IN THE SNOW SA, CA
Blagam Young Univ. (1973) 8-A
F, 24 min. ALL AREAS

An award-winning true story of a little boy no one thought was important
until his sudden death one snowy morning. Motivates concern for the needs
of every child. Excellent for in-service for teachers or anyone considering
teaching as a career. Loaded film - preview first.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE PUBLIC CA

(Caneelo in the ()Wee Sexie6) 8-12

EBE (1971) BE
F, 12 min., $150.00

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective
with students. In this film the students are asked to give possible solutions
to business situations (the film is stopped to allow time); there are no cor-
rect answers - just suggestions for handling that situation. Films in the
series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting A
Promotion.

THE CORPORATION CA
Canowsee U1m6 11-A

F, 53 min., $600.00 B/W, $300.00 SS

A CBS Reports film shows what it is like to work for a large corporation,
primarily from the standpoint of executives. Shows his life style, sacrifices

he and his family make to get where he is, the need for conformity in the or-
ganization, decisions he has to make. The advantages and disadvantages are
revealed by interviewing real people who work there. The interviews become
ponderous at times. Film provides insight into alternative life styles. Aimed
primarily at adult audiences, but may be useful for mature viewers.
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ENERGY: LESS IS MORE

Chu/what Farm (1974)
F, 18 min., $230.00

CA, DM
7-12

S, SS

This film investigates the need for slowing the growth of energy consumption
and. discusses ways in which this can be done. The topic was very good; how-

ever, a better cross-section of racial and ethnic people in our society should
have been included in the presentation.

FREE TO CHOOSE
FiernFabt (1974)

F, .16 min., $210.00, Rentat $20.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

HE, SS, LA, G

The stereotyped roles of women as wives and mothers confined to the home and
of men who work away from home are examined with today's understanding and
changes in traditional roles. Young men and women in non-traditional roles
are interviewed and the message is that he or she does what each does best.
Roles are of no importance to them and they are free to choose to have the
life-style they wish.

GETTING AHEAD (Vault. Job Se/Liu)

Canape t Fibm (1969)
F, 16 min., $218.00

CA
7-A

ALL AREAS, G

Experienced workers give tips on getting ahead in personal interviews. Film

-shows tips being applied by a young man entering a career as a newspaperman.
Changing jobs, recognizing dead-end jobs, picking areas for advancement and
planning for additional education are discussed. If brought up-to-date, this
film would bring much more positive feedback from the students.

GETTING A PROMOTION (Careens in .the 066iee Se/Lies)

ESE (1971-)

F, 14 min., $185.00

CA, DM, P
8-12
BE, G

The modern up-to-date atmosphere makes this film very effective with students.
In this film three girls who have been successful return to their school for

a Career Day. They demonstrate cooperation, ability, and a willingness to

work that has helped them to be successful in their fields. Films in the

series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together,., Getting

A Promotion.
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HAVE OUR PLANET AND EAT IT TOO? CA, DM, SA
Chutchitt. Riems 7-A

F, 24 min., $300.00

This film is excellent in its treatment of an occurence which is becoming
more common. It presents opposing points of view fairly and equally, so
it provided a good springboard for discussion. The students can also see
some people vitally involved in environmental careers.

HIGHER' EDUCATION: WHO NEEDS IT? CA

CBS. Newt, Vat. by Canowset FLem4 (1972) 11-A'

F, 51" min., $575.00 - B/W, $275.00 LA, SS

Excellent, in-depth report that questions higher education as career pre-
paration for a job. With so many college graduates unable to find work
in their field of preparation, the film challenges the reasons why young
people go to college. Educators philosophize that the purpose of higher
education should be to provide a richer and more rewarding life, not run
an employment agency. A four-year college degree is not a guarantee for
employment. The film explores other alternatives: Technical programs in

4-year colleges, community colleges, and job training in high schools.
Every person who wants to go should be allowed to go, but it should not be
considered a free pass to high paying jobs.

IS A CAREER AS A TECHNICIAN FOR YOU? CA

Libuty 06 Caney:. Counzeting Film Seaie4 10-A

Coun4etoll. FLbn4, Inc. G, M, S, SS

F, 14 min., $220.00, Rental $30.00

This film covers the many technicial careers in professional settings, such
as working with scientists in scientific areas, with engineers in industrial
settings, etc. Personal characteristics that are important in these jobs
are covered. At times the material seemed to get overly complicated and
moved too fast for junior high school level,1:but was received very well

by older high school students.

IS A CAREER IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FOR YOU? CA

Libutty 06 Cateet Coumeting Fitm SeXLe4 7,-12

CFI BE

F, 16 min., $220.00, Renta $30.00

This film did a fine job throughout in presenting careers in the area of
accounting, personnel work, marketing research, advertising, and public

relations.
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IS A CAREER IN CLERICAL WORK FOR YOU? CA

Lifmaty o6 Cakea Cowl/seeing Fitm Sefae4 7-12

CFI BE, G

F, 15 min., $220.00, Rentzt $30.00

This film explained the various types of clerical jobs available to stu-
dents - postal workers, typists, computer operators, secretaries, etc.
An excellent feature of this film was that it showed the student where to
find information about careers (M.E.S.C., counselor, library, etc.) Also,

this film told of the employment projections for each clerical occupation.
The film presented realistic office situations.

IS A CAREER IN GOVERNMENT FOR YOU? CA

Libuty o6 Carmen Counzeting Fiem Setiu 7-12

CFI ALL AREAS

F, 15 min., $220.00, Rentae $30.00

Overview of job opportunities available in government with a background of

contemporary music. Film alludes to educational preparation but only in

global terms. Lists benefits of working in government (Civil Service),

pay variation, chances ofidvancement. Minorities are featured. Suggestions

for whom to talk to about careers, where to find more information.

IS A CAREER IN MANAGEMENT FOR YOU? CA

Libitaty o6 Caneen Counzeting Fitm 7-12

CFI BE, SS

.F, 16 min., $220.00, Ren.taL $30.00

This excellent filit stresses the educational and training requirements for

top level and middle leiel managerial positions. Decision-making capabilities

are viewed as an important function in managerial positions. Several examples

of working in professional settings were shown.

IS A CAREER IN MOTOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION FOR YOU? CA

Libutky o6 cateen Counzeting Fitm Se iu 7-12

CFI SS, IA

F, 15 nun., $220.00, Rentae $30.00

An overview of the motor-freight transportation field shows trucks carrying
numerous loads. With 12,000,000 trucks on the roads, this is a big industry.

The film also discusses the training and skills necessary to be a driver, or
other workers, the equipment they have, and other facts related to this field.
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IS A CAREER IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES FOR YOU? CA
Libtaty o6 Cateet Counseting Fiem Setiu 8-12
CFT S, M
F, 15 min., $220.00, Rea tat $30.00

This f4lm was a very good overview of the different occupations in the natural
sciences.- The filming was excellent and eye-catching. The pace of the film
is very rapid and a class discussion following the film or preceding would be
help61.

IS A CAREER IN THE PROFESSIONS FOR YOU? CA
Libnany o6 eaten Couroding Fion Setitz 8-12
CFI DE, SS
F, 16 min., $220.00, Renta $30.00

This film describes how professions deal with and service people. Many gen-
eral professional areas are described and filmed on location. Within each
specific area, job tasks and skills are discussed.

IS A CAREER IN THE RESTAURANT BUSINESS FOR YOU? CA
Lataty of Cateet Counseling Setie4 7-12
CFI G, HE, S
F, 14 mia., $220.00, Rentat $30.00

This film does a beautiful job of showing every aspect of the restaurant
business. They even use the rapid pace, split-screen approach to show us
how multi-faceted this area is. Very modern, good sound; worth showing.

IS A CAREER IN THE SERVICE INDUSTRIES FOR YOU? CA
Lataty o6 Cauet Coctase,Ung Fam Seniu 8-12
CFT G, HE, SS
F, 15 min., $220.00, Renta $30.00

One of the b4,of the Counselor Films is this one on service industries. It

is a beautiful,oVerview of careers possible in helping people in so many areas.
It also shb!046 how many people in this world we really depend upon.

IS A CAREER IN THE TELEPHONE BUSINESS FOR YOU? CA
Libtaty o6 Cateet Counoceing Fitm Setie4 7-12
CFI BE, G, LA
F, 15 min., $220.00, Renta $30.00

This film demonstrated the various careers in the telephone industry. It

gave projections for employment, and it discussed the skills and interests
necessary for the various careers.
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IS A CAREER IN STRUCTURAL WORK FOR YOU? CA

Libtaky o6 Canta Counzeting Fitm Sekie4 7-12

CFI G, 1A

F, 15 mix., $220.00, Remtat $30.00

The film is excellent because it presents real options to those who are

uncertain of their ability to succeed. It cover& the main sectors of the

construction industry in an honest way, showing the opportunities available

and also warning of associated dangers. It can be an excellent vehicle for

beginning a discussion on career opportunities.

IS A CAREER IN THE AERO-SPACE INDUSTRY FOR YOU? CA

Li.buty o6 Cateek Counuting F.Um Seri -Les ,7-12

CFI G, M, S, SS

F, 15 $220.00, Reatat $30.00

This is an overview of the industry that has developed since Sputnik I. In

discussing technical careers, it is a broad overview, but it leaves students
with some definite suggestions for actions they should take if they are in-

terested in this field.

IS A CAREER IN THE HEALTH SERVICES FOR YOU? CA

Lilmaky o6 Caneet Couding Fib) SeAiers 7-12

CFI BE, 6, HE, S

F,"15 nbin., $220.00, Reatat $30.00

This film is an overview of career opportunities in'the health services

focusing mostly on specialized jobs. Briefly touches on receptionists,

office workers and maintenance personnel. Interest in people as well as

concern and stamina are emphasized throughout film. Projects future job

need according to each category within the field. Quiz is given at end of

film for students to analyze personal characteristics. Sources of informa-

tion are identified for investigation.

IS A CAREER IN THE HOTEL OR MOTEL BUSINESS FOR YOU? CA

Libaaky o6 Caeek Commeting FL&n SekieL 7-12

CFI BE

'r, 15 min., $220.00, Rental $30.00

A, broad overview of the numerous jobs in the services that are needed in the

operation of a big hotel or motel. The film discusses amount of turnover in

this career, either through advancement, retirement, or resignation. Four

general areas covered are housekeeping, guest services, front office depart-

ment, and management plus many accessory areas such as recreation, food serv-

ices, and other special services. Fringe benefits, pay, time shifts, skills

and education discussed throughout film.
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IS A CAREER IN THE TEXTILE OR APPAREL INDUSTRY FOR YOU? CA

Lib/laity 06 Careen Coonzeting Fam Seders 7-12

CFI BE, G, HE
F, 15 min., $220.00, Rentae $30.00

This was an exciting, well paced film that discusses every area of the cloth-
ing business. It explores the careers in manufacturing and marketing, plus
the designing and the making of clothes. Training and preparation of each
occupation is discussed. The technical careers involved with the manufac-
turing of fabrics was especially interesting to the students.

IS A SALES CAREER FOR YOU? CA

Libnang 06 Career Commeeing Fiem Series 8-12

CFI BE, G, LA, SS.

F, 14% min., $220.00, Rental $30.00

All the aspects of a sales career are depicted vividly. They hold student
interest and are an excellent springboard for class discussion.

LOOKING AT TOMORROW: WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE? SA, CA
Conneutone Productions 7-12

F, 20 min., $195.00 G, HE, TA,,LA,

M, S, SS

This film focuses on women's jobs and it includes a diverse range of examples
like Congresswoman, bricklayer, air traff:c controller, etc. The treatment
of each career presented explores the concepts of individual choice, prepara-
tion, and reward. Excellent film plus opportunities for growth in self-awareness
if teacher uses the study guide enclosed with film.

MASC.LINE OR FEMININE: YOUR ROLE IN SOCIETY SA, CA

C011.0net (1971) 7-A
F, 18% mim-, $264.00 SS, LA, G

What is man's role in the home? What is a woman's role in the working world?
Conflicting opinions are expressed on "proper" male and female identification.
Topic that needs to be talked about and examined.

PEOPLE WHO FIGHT POLLUTION SA, CA, DM

Chanchite Farm (1972) 7-A

F, 18 min., $225.00 S, SS

This film shows jobs such as trash collector, pollution inspector,'and
recycling industrialist can be approached with as much dignity, dedication,
pride, and enthusiasm as unusual vocations.
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PROFILES IN BLACK
Univeuat Education and Viume AAtz (1973)
F, 17 min., $210 0&

SA, CA
6-10

LA, FA

Four vignettes that were written and acted by James McEachin relates the
Black experience, but also expresses the feelings that people of all races

have. As they watch Mr. McEachin, the actor and writer, the aim is to
encourage the students to communicate by the written and spoken word his/her

own ideas. Also observe an actor at work.

TO BE A COMPOSER CA

Chukchi el Fiero 7-A

F, 25 min., $310.00 FA

This is an up-to-date film on modern composing methods. A composer, Lalo

Schrifin, is shown listening to rural, and urban sounds for use in composition.

The color is good but the narrator is difficult to understand.

TO BE MARRIED (Ciute o6 L.i e. Selz-LW

ALety Budd (1971)
'F, 131/2 min., $200.00

SA, CA
9-12

HE, SS, LA, G

Live interviews are reinforced by short vignettes depicting episodes in mar-

ried roles. There is an outdoor wedding and the traditional one, the romantic

TV dinner by candlelight and the argument over breakfast. Designed as a teach-

ing tool for generating a discussion of the role of being married.

TO BE A PARENT (Cikae o6 L ire Setie/s)

Bitej Budd (1972)
F, 16 min., $200.00, Renta. $29.1919

SA, CA
7-12

HE, G, LA, SS

This film is designed to stimulate discussion about significant areas in the

lives of young people. Episodes show parents and children in realistic sit-

uations and the child describes his feelings about it. Would be good for

parents and children to view together for discussion.
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TO BE A PERSON (Cincte o6 LJSe Suia)
Batt' Budd FLem's

F, 19 min., $250.00, Rental $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

HE, G, LA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept
his own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the
help of another person. Students were attentive to what the film said,
and - in discussion - revealed that they identified with those people in
the film. Useful for role playing, discussion in child development classes,
psychology, family living, etc.

VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN HIGH SCHOOL CA

EBE D.L.st APGA (1973) 8-10
F, 14 min., $185.00 IA, BE,12E, HE, G

Film presents in a current format, a broad overview of vocational study
programs in high school: Industrial Arts, Distributive Education, Business
Education, Foods. Useful for educational planning for pre or early second-
ary students, or young drop-outs. Free of sex and racial bias.

WHAT IS BUSINESS? CA

Sandtek Inisti.tutionat Fain, Inc'. (1973) 10-A

F, 10 min., $140.00 BE, DE

Large and small business owners are observed to give the viewer an idea of
what it is like to operate a business. Narrated by Rod Serling.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P
Sunda/L. In4Vtutiona2 Fitm6, Inc. (1974)- 7-A

F, 18 min., $255.00, Rentat $30.00 SS, HE, LA

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-
fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of sexes in the
work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of
men employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move for-
ward and don't know how.
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WORKING TOGETHER (Cakecu in .the 066ice Sekie6) CA, DM, P

EBE (1971) 8-12

F, 12 min., $150.00 BE

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective

with students. In this film, learning cooperation in an office and getting

along with fellow workers is emphasized. As this is often a major difficulty

with beginning students, this film is very helpful. Films in the series are:

Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting A Promotion.

TIIE WORK PREJUDICE FILM

Sandeex Imstitationat. Ftem6, Inc.

F, 12 min., $170.00, Rentat $20.00

CA, DM
6-12

G, LA, SS

This film challenges the stereotypes, attitudes, and job opportunities that
exist in relation to the world of work and explodes many of the myths. Many

jobs are presented and opportunities are open to people who prepare for them

regardless of sex, race, or nationality. Format is humorous and contemporary

and students can relate easily to it. Excellent for interview assignments,

role playing, written assignments. Hosted by Robert Vaughn.

THE WORLD OF WORK CA

Libkaky oi6 Cakeek Counaeting Fiemz Setiu 7-12

CFI ALL AREAS

F, 20 min., $220.00, Rentat $30.00

This overview of the world of work divides occupations into ten categories

of career opportunities. The point is made that the occupation an individ-

ual chooses determines his/her future income and way of life. Steps for

beginning career exploration are listed. The format is contemporary and a

fairly good minority balance. However, most of the women's occupations seemed

to be stereotypic. The film is bright, lively, attractive, and well-received

by students.

YOUR NEW JOB CA

Sandeek lutitationat Utm4, Inc. (1973) 10-A

F, 10 min., $140.00 ALL AREAS

This film follows a new worker from the first minute on the new job to the

conclusion of the day. Excellent awareness film. Narrated by Rod Serling.
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FILM LOOP

ALL-ROUND MACHINISTS (Job Oppoktunity Sei2es) CA

EBE (1970) 9-A

FL; 8 mm,.$22.00 IA, SS

Film loop deals with special machinery operation. Huge machinery is shown:
giant drills, lathes, and milling machines. Group discussions could be
centered around the use of each machine and its contribution to industry.

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS (Job Oppontunity Sex Les) CA

EBE (1970) 5-10

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, SS

Film deals mainly with showing the replacement of one part of an automobile.
Very quickly shows a few other skills for the job. The material shown could

be good motivation for taking a field trip or starting an individual project.

AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRMEN (Job Opportunity Seniu) CA

HE (1970) 6-12

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, S

Film shows the many skills needed for this job: sanding, bumping, molding,

etc. Also that knowledge of many machines and equipment is needed. Use

before a field trip to a local bump shop or as motivation for "How To"
speeches.

BRICKLAYERS (Job Opportunity Se/ Liu) CA

EBE (1970) K-A

FL, 8 mm, .$22.00 SS., FA

Film loop shows that there is variety in the role of a bricklayer. Teamwork

also important. .Would interest all levels.

COOKS AND CHEFS (Job Oppontunity Setie4) CA

EBE (1970) K-A

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 SS, HE.

This film loop could be used from K-A. Two types of cooks shown: Short

Order and Chef in a large restaurant. The contrast is very clear.
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DENTAL LAB TECHNICIANS (Job Opportunity saie4) CA

EBE (1970) 9-12

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 S, SS

Film loop stresses the great patience this type of worker must have. Also

the skill of working with very small tools. Only men are shown in this

job role.

DISPENSING OPTICIANS AND OPTICAL LAB MECHANICS CA

(Job Oppmtunity Setie6) 8-A

EBE (1970) ALL AREAS

FL, 8 mm, $22.00

Excellent step-by-step explanation of how glasses are made., Film loop

takes you from examination to finished product. There were only males

shown in this role, however.

PAINTERS AND PAPERHANGERS (Job Oppoittumity Seitie4) CA

EBE (1970) 3-10

FL, 8 mm, $22.00 IA, SS

Film loop showed the many areas that have to be painted on a new house. Very

little paperhanging shown. Little shown of large commercial work being done.

FILMSTRIPS

CAREERS AND LIFESTYLES SA, CA, DM

Guidance Au.ociate4 (1974) 7-A

8 FS/ 8 CT, $147.50; with 8 R, $127.50 ALL AREAS

This eight-part program spotlights interesting people at "present points"
in personal and career development. Autobiographical insights focus on

decision making which led to their present situations; explore personal
values; emphasize the powerful relationship between personality and career
choice. There are no "right solutions" to career choice problems. Indi-

viduals must find workable answers through awareness of personal values,
interests, abilities and resources.. Temporary setbacks and conflicts are
universal experiences. There is a paucity of material showing the life-
style that goes with occupations and this program is excellent.
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CAREERS IN AGRICULTURE CA
Pathescope Educationa Utm6, inc.-(1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, S, SS

Employment opportunities are given. Farmer's lifestylesdescribed through
personal narratives. Farm wives' lifestylesalso illustrated briefly. 4-H
Club activities and helping a veterinarian are good ways for students to
explore farming. Sources of help with information on getting started and
employment opportunities in agriculture are given. Individual student
activities are suggested in Teacher's Manual.

CAREERS IN AUTOMOTIVE AND SERVICE REPAIR (Cateenz Smies) CA
Pathe4cope Educationat Fiemz, Inc. (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, IA

This is a two-part filmstrip which provides the viewer with an overview of
the many career opportunities that are available to individuals who are
interested in pursuing a career in this area. Both filmstrips provide in-
formation about the employment outlook, necessary training for entry and
advanced level careers, possibilities for advancement, specializatibn, and
personal satisfactions of the career. Moreover, a Teacher's Manual is pro-
vided which gives individual and group discussion questions centered around
the important parts of the filmstrip.

CAREERS IN COMMITS/ SERVICE (Cakeek4 Seniu)
Pathe4cope Educationa. Ftemz, Inc. (1973)

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00

CA

7-12

G, SS

This two-part filmstrip gives an overview of various careers in community
service. A great amount of time is spent describing the careers of police
volunteers, firefighters, and sanitation workers. Part II gives a lot of

specific information about training, advancement and job satisfaction. Jobs
presented with sex stereotypes.
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CAREERS IN CONSERVATION (Catems Set/ 2u) CA

Pathezcope Educationat Fitos, Inc. (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, S, SS

This is a two-part filmstrip which examines many career opportunities for
youth that have both aptitude and interest in pursuing a career in con-

servation and ecology. Part I gives a general overview of the many 'careers

in this area and contains sex stereotypes. Part II starts out by giving a

brief summary of the effects of pollution on the environment since the middle

of the 20th Century. Moreover, Part II ends with a class examination of the
skills and education that are needed for entry level careers in conservation.
A Teacher's Manual with discussion questions, individual activities, agencies
and reference books is also provided,

CAREERS IN CONSTRUCTION (Cakeem Seties) CA

Pathe4cope Educationa Fiew, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, IA, M, SS

Interviews with people in the four major areas of construction - residential
building, general building, highway construction and heavy construction are

given. Many jobs at all levels are shown in this nation's largest industry.
Methods are given for entering this field - as an apprentice, technician or

from college as-an engineer. Sources of additional information are listed.

CAREERS IN EDUCATION (Cakeem Sekie4) CA

Pathe4cope Educationae F:iem4, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 ALL AREAS

- ,

Teaching is examined at three levels - elementary, secondary, and college

or .university. A typical day of a teacher at each level is described - as

well as an administrator and a para-professional. Personal qualities and

educational requirements are discussed. This program is very current with

good racial and sexual balance. Suggestions are given for part-time work

that would involve a student and help him decide if a career in education

is really for him. A list of sources of further information is given.

CAREERS IN ENGINEERING (Cakeem Sekie4) CA

Pathe4cope Educationae Fi1m4, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, M, S, SS

This program has in-depth interviews describing some of the duties and re-

sponsibilities of engineers in specific jobs, how their work aids society,

the advantages encountered in their work. Engineering is shown as applying

to a wide range of interests - mechanical, electrical, electronic, chemical,

nuclear, etc.
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CAREERS IN FASHION AND TEXTILES (Cakeeu Sexim) CA

Pathescope Educationat Ritms, Inc. (1974) 7-12

'24S/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 FA, G, HE

This two-part filmstrip covers a variety of career opportunities for young
people without a high school education, or with a high school or post-second-
ary education. In addition, two filmstrips spend more time explaining about
careers in fashion design than in the textile industry. Both filmstrips give
the viewer information about personal qualifications, advancement, employment
outlook, entry skills and benefits and satisfaction. Seems to show sex bias
in some instances. A Teacher's Manual is provided which has discussion
questions, individual activities, and other sources of information.

CAREERS IN FASHION DESIGN
EducatLona2 ai.menisionis Cotpoltatton (1968)

FS/R

CA

10-12

Leading fashion designers list personal qualifications desired in employees
as well as advice and encouragement for those interested in the field. De-

scribes some expectations along with advantages and disadvantages.

CAREERS IN FOOD SERVICE (Cakeeks Se' Leo
Pathescope Educationat Fitms, Inc. (1974)

2 FS/ 2 CT, 1 TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00

CA
7-12

1--G, HE, S

The filmstrips provide the viewer with information about the multitude of
careers that are available to young people who are interested in pursuing
a career in food service. In addition, the filmstrips give detailed in-
formation about training, advancement, and personal benefits and satisfac-
tions. The Teacher's Manual also has discussion questions and individual
activities outlined for use.

CAREERS IN GOVERNMENT (Cwte.ei Seties)

Pathescope Educationat Films, Inc: (1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, 1 TG, $46.00; with 2 R,442.00

CA
7-12

SS, G

This filmstrip describes various career opportunities in governmental
services. Moreover, the general format of the filmstrip is one in which

individuals talk about their careers. In addition, information is given
about entry requirements, advancement, benefits and satisfaction. Jobs

presented have sex stereotypes.
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CAREERS IN GRAPHIC ARTS (Coneeit's Se/Liu) CA

Pathezeope.Educationa Fitm,s, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 .CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, FA, IA

This two-part filmstrip gives specific, as well as general, information

about different careers in graphic arts. Furthermore, it informs the viewer

about the benefits and satisfactions that are associated with careers in this

area. In addition, the second filmstrip gives specific information about

entry requirements and personaltqualifications.

CAREERS IN HEALTH CA

Biltteit,ick Pubers hing (1974) 8-12

4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00; with R, $64.00 G, PE, S, SS

Technicians, technologists, therapists, therapy assistants, vocational re-
habilitation counselor, public health sanitarian, environmental health tech-
nologists, dental hygienist, biomedical photographer, medical illustrator
are some areas discussed in relation to jobs performed and training necessary.

The health service industry is discussed in relation to the individual. An

excellent series that would be most helpful in a health education unit or

career exploration. Teacher's Guide provides suggestions for discussion and

class projects. Filmstrips and cassette topics are: Diagnosis and Treatment,

Recovery and Rehabilitation, Prevention and Education, Getting From Here to

There.

CAREERS IN HOUSING: THE INTERIOR

Buttuade Pabeizhing (1974)
4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00; with R, $64.00

SA, CA, DM
4-12
G, HE, FA, LA, SS

The first two filmstrips deal with design, while the third deals with service,

but togetherthey give a good overview of design and communication fields.

Discusses various jobs, their requirements and working conditions. Excellent

series that can be used in home economics, art, and career exploration. The

fourth filmstrip deals with self-awareness in relation to careers. Filmstrip

and cassette topics are: The Interior Environment and Design, Merchandising

and Manufacturing, Service and Communication, Getting From Here to There.
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CAREERS IN JOURNALISM (Cateets suLte,o) CA

Pathe6cope Educationat Farms, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 LA, SS

Presents the field of Journalism in terms of its function to the individual
and to society. Covers the information on what it really takes to make it
in the field of Journalism.

CAREERS IN NURSING (Canteens Seniu) CA
Pathucope Educationa Films, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 PE, S

An excellent overview of the nursing profession and the many occupations
that are open to both men and women are portrayed. Interviews with real

people give credibility to the material. Teacher's Guide includes sug-
gestions for additional reports, field trips, discussion groups, etc.

CAREERS IN PUBLIC UTILITIES (Caucts Smiu) CA

Pathucope Educationat Fitm, Inc. (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 BE, G, IA, M,
S, SS

This is a two-part filmstrip in which the basic format of relaying informa-
tion is through interviews with people already employed in public utility
services. Part I gives general information about opportunities for young
people wanting to enter a career in this area. Part II gives more specific

information about careers and the educational level one must have to enter
certain careers. Both filmstrips give the viewer information about personal
qualifications, advancement, working conditions, benefits, and certain ad-

vantages and disadvantages of a career in public utilities. Geared more to

men as narrator constantly uses "he", "man", "men", etc. A Teacher's Manual

is also provided with the filmstrips.

CAREERS IN REPAIR WORK (Cakeem Schic4)
Pathucope. Educations t Fibus, Inc. (1913)
2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00

CA
7-12

G, IA

The two filmstrips give a brief summary of a view of careers that could be
classified under opportunities in repair work. Furthermore, the filmstrips

give some detailed requirements about union qualifications and personal
aptitudes. This filmstrip does give the viewer a chance to look at skills
that are necessary to find success in a career in repair work. Stereotypic

men's roles.
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CAREERS IN SHOW BUSINESS (Careens Serried) CA

Pathe4cope Educationat Fiems, Inc. (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 FA; G

This is a two-part filmstrip which gives information about performing, as
well as other related careers. The basic format of the filmstrip is the use

of personal interviews of individuals in show business careers. Part I fotuses

in on general information, while Part II gives more detailed information. In-

formation is given about benefits, satisfaction, entry requirements, employment
outlook, unions, personal qualifications, and advantages and disadvantages of

careers in show business. A Teacher's Manual is available with the filmstrips.

CAREERS IN SOCIAL WORK (Careens Se /au), CA

Pathezcope Educationat Fitms, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 G, SS, S

This two-part filmstrip presents an overview of careers in social work.

Furthermore, it reviews the training and the skills that are necessary in

becoming a social worker. The filmstrips also cover the pre-professional,

as well as professional careers in social work. In summary,,this filmstrip

would be a valuable aid for students looking for careers in the helping

professions.

CAREERS IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY
Bwttetich. PubtiLhing Company (1973)

8 FS/CT, TG, G/S, $128.00 - 15 min. pet FS/C

SA, CA
8-12
HE, BE, FA, IA, S

This is a series of in-depth filmstrips on the fashion industry covering

the obvious occupations plus the intricate ones "behind the scenes." Each

gives job descriptions, responsibilities, skills, work environments and back-

ground experiences. Excellent Teacher's Guide for each filmstrip, as well as

two simulation games.

CAREERS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY CA

Buttetick PubeiLhing Company (1974) 8-12

4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00; with R, $64.00 G, HE

These four filmstrips present a good overview to careers in the food industry.

They are well presented and dis6ss different jobs and requirements in the

total industry. The Teacher's Guide gives suggestions for different activ-

ities. Filmstrips included are: Product Development, Nutrition, Dietetics,

& Consumer Affairs, Commercial Food Service, Getting From Here to There.
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CAREERS IN THE HEALTH SERVICE (Camas Senies) CA

Pathescope Educationat Fiems, Inc. (1973) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 HE, S, SS

Occupations in the Health Services that do not require an M.D. or R.N. degree
are portrayed here. Interviews with people in the field add credibility.
Jobs portrayed may require a high school diploma and on-the-job training or
short term technical training. A few entry level jabs are shown that require
less than a high school education. Teacher's Guide contains suggestions for
discussion, field trips, speakers, etc.

CAREERS IN THE LEISURE TIME INDUSTRY (Ca/teas Serried) CA

Pathescope Educationat Eitms, Inc. (1974) 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 PE, S, LA, BE, G

This is a two-part filmstrip in which the viewer can be informed about this
growing industry. The information is relayed to the viewer by persona) in-
terviews with people employed in this area. Part I and II both give infor-

mation about the employment outlook for the future, advancement possibilities,
educational requirements and job satisfaction. A Teacher's Manual is also
.provided which gives discussion questions, individual activities, and book
references.

CAREERS IN TRANSPORTATION (Catems Sekies) CA

Pathescope Educationat Fitms 7-12

2 FS/ 2 CT, TG, $46.00; with 2 R, $42.00 ALL AREAS

This program presents interviews and on-the-spot photographs of the five
major areas of transportation - air, railroad, trucking, merchant marine,
and municipal public transportation. Skills, aptitudes, personality traits
and physical qualifications required for occupations in all areas of trans-
portation are given.

CAREER VALUES: WHAT REALLY MATTERS TO YOU SA, CA

Guidance Associates (1974) 10-A

5 FS/ CT, $110.00; with 5 R, 1 Pamphlet, $97.50 LA, SS

This record-filmstrip series begins with an introduction which illustrates

how values are an integral part of job choice. The last four segments take

real-life job Situations and center around the issues of "environment on

the job", "chance-taking", "commitment", and "time". In short, this is a

very good presentation which concentrates on some of the real and specific

ingredients that make people choose and be satisfied with their job choices.

Several follow-up activities are given in Teacher's Discussion Guide.
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THE CHANGING WORK ETHIC, Pt. I 6 II

Guidance Usociatez (1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50; with 2 R, $41.50

SA, CA, DM
7-12

LA, G, SS

Part I: Open-ended dramas lead to built-in discussion breaks challenging
students to debate: 1. Is hard work the key to success? 2. Is there

any kind of honest work you wouldn't do? 3. Are you more or less mate-

rialistic than your parents? 4. Would you work if you didn't have to?
Part II: Examines rising job dissatisfaction from worker/consumer/employer
wiewpoints; explores job enrichment as an approach to strengthening the
work ethic.

THE CHILD CARE WORKER (You& Welding Futute Senie4)
ESE (1973)
1 FS/ 1 CT, $14.95

CA

8-11

HE

Filmstrip skimmed briefly over the role of a child-care worker (para-

professionals and nursery and day-care teachers). It did not cover areas

of advancement and gave just beginning educational requirements. It did

cover some of the similarities of personal qualifications and interests of
workers in all levels of the field.

THE FIRE FIGHTER (You Wonlang Futuke Se Lets) CA

HE (1973) 8-12

FS/C, $14.95 G, S, SS

The various aspects of fire fighting are discussed.here and the physical and
mental demands that trainees have to meet. Filmstrip shows not only the

glamorous, but the not so glamorous side of the job. Also mentioned are the

fringe benefits and means of promotion.

JOBS AND GENDER SA, CA, DM

Guidance A44ocate's (1971) 7-A

2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50; with 2 R, $41.50 SS, LA, S, HE,

IA, M

Explores how sexual barriers and stereotypes have influenced men's and
women's vocational choices; discusses changing concepts of "masculine"
and "feminine" work roles through interviews with male kindergarten teach-
ers, a male nurse, a female carpenter, and a female newspaper reporter.

The filmstrip was well-paced and the script accompanying the filmstrips
was excellent.
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KEYS CAREER EXPLORATION SERIES CA
SRA (1972) 6-A
10 FS/ 10 CT, TG, $1f0.00 ALL AREAS

These ten color filmstrips and tapes are based on the Kuder Interest
Inventories, C & E. Workers told about their jobs and how they started.
Students are told how they can explore that field. The areas cover various
educational levels in each field. Teacher's Guide is included. Useful in
homeroom, career centers.

THE PEOPLE PROFESSION: CAREERS IN HOME ECONOMICS CA
Guidance A,s,soc.atez (1974) 9-12
FS/CT, $24.50; with R, $22.00 HE

This A-V selection focuses on careers related to home economics. Both men
and women are shown in occupations related to child development, consumer
education, interior design, media, etc. Filmstrip covers a broad range of
careers people can enter into with a home economics major.

THE TELEPHONE OPERATOR (Yours (Vo4king Futane Seai.ez) CA
ESE (1973) 9-12
FS/C, $14.95 G, 6E, SS, LA

Duties and responsibilities of switchboard work and telephone operator are
presented in a very current and accurate filmstrip. Specific information
on fringe benefits, educatonal benefits, medical and, life insurance, and
means of promotion are discussed.

WOMEN TODAY CA
Gtaclance Ass oc.i.ate4 ( 1974) 11-12
2 FS/CT, TG, $46.50; with 2 R, $41.50 SS

This program explores the feminist movement and provides a balanced approach
to the stereotyped female role. Leaders in the movement are interviewed and
many of the areas highlighted could be used for classroom discussion.
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KITS

308 EXPERIENCE KIT CA

SRA (1970) 8-12

KT, $150.00 ALL AREAS

This kit contains ,real work-simulation experiences for 10 occupations.
These "hands-on" experiences let the students solve real problems in each

occupation. They can be useful in classrooms, libraries, homerooms, and

guidance centers. The occupations include: accountant, appliance service-

man, auto mechanic, beautician, carpenter, designer, draftsman, electronics
technician, elementary school teacher, lawyer, librarian, medical technolo-
gists, motel manager, plumber, police officer, salesperson, secretary, truck
driver, veterinarian, and X-ray technician.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P

Gant/ Waez, LLbby Benjamin, and A640cLate's (14,14, Rev.) 9-A

Human Deve_eopment-Setvices, Inc. G, SS

KT, $690.00 (KT saccade 270 MN-tuft's 30 cope 06 9

Modutez - 1 Resouace Bank, 8 Game, 2 P.Letme

Nzpeay, 1 6et o5 Mea4uAe4)

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and
which cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,
decision-making, and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies

are included such as: value clarification, role-playing, and simulation.

It can be a semester course if so desired.

OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION KIT CA

SRA (1971) 9-A

KT, $123.00 (KT nceadcs 400 8,1,ie64, Coding Device, ALL AREAS

ScanileA, Gu.i.dance Bookeets, ST BK)

Four hundred occupational briefs describe individual jobs, qualifications

and preparation, earnings, and job outlook. The set contains a coding

device and scanner, guidance booklets, and a Student Record book. It is

a helpful source of information to enable the student to explore occupations,

interests, and education required. May be updated by subscription service.

May be used individually or in groups (homeroom, classes). Individual pieces

may be ordered separately.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER DD OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST SURVEY SA:CA, DM
Kudet DO Seiaeis 11-A
SRA (1974)
T/M, 1-4 Lets, $32.00

This paper and pencil test compares your preferences to people in different
occupations and college majors. The assumption is that a person whose in-
terests agree with people who are working in certain occupations is likely
to be satisfied with that occupational choice. The instructions are easy to
follow and it is machine scored. Testing time is 30-40 m nutes. Manual
available.

KUDER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM
A Careen Guidance 6 Kudeit Intekat Invefttotiez 6-A
SRA (1973)

Ftedeaic Kudea
T/M, 1-19 Pkg., $9.45 Hand-Scoaing, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten
job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-
sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful to
help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational
choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in
large or small groups. Manual available.

MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY
The Nychaeogicat Cotpoaation (1965)
T/M, $1.05 each Scatted An4W)t Sheet by Mimicomp Conp.

SA, CA
9-12

G, ALL AREAS

This test is similar to the stroagloglisTal Interest Blank, except it
compares al individual's interests with those of persons who are presently
employed in trademen's occupations. It is cross-referenced with the 00H
and the DOT. Print-out is easy to read and it is a good counseling device
for students who are planning to go into skilled, semi-skilled, and non-
skilled occupations. It was designed for con-college bound males, but
could be helpful for females who want to enter these fields. Reuseable
test booklets, but answer sheets are machine scored. Manual available.
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THE STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST INVENTORY: SC77 SA, CA, DM

Stan6ohd Umareuity Pneo6 (1974) 10-A

T/M, Mackixe Scoted by Wm:comp $1.05 pupaid anmek G

sheet

This is thejumed form of the SVIB (Men and Women) because occupations are
no longer limited to one sex. The norms are still separate and two different
profiles are used because "the sexes differ in strength in some areas". Scores

are grouped in Occupational; Themes, Basic Interest Scales, and Occupational

Scales. Manual available.

OTHER MEDIA

CAREER EDUCATION WALL CHART SERIES CA

Cate McDan,Lee6 7-A

Cakkett Pakk Pte46 (1974) ALL AREAS, G

CH, $1.50 6.1.tust CH, $ .75 ea. adatclonat CH

These five wall. charts (17")( 22" each) would be a valuable addition to any

counseling office or classroom. The information is clear, concise, and help-

ful. Chart A - Educational Requirements For Selected Occupations. Over 400

occupations are listed by level of education. Chart B - Earnings By Occu-

pation: Profit-Making Industries. Average annual earnings from jobs that

pay under $5,000.00 (bell-hop in hotel) to over $23,000 (president, corpora-

tion). Chart C - Earnings By Occupation: Non-Profit Organizations. Average

annual earnings of 300 career areas in government agencies, educational in-
stitutions, health agencies, and other fields. Chart D - Job Search Pyramid:

15 Step, To Career Development. Fifteen steps to planning, choosing and

obtaining a job and helpful suggestions are offered in each one. Chart E

Lifetime Earnings and Educational Level For Men. Data gathered from U.S.

Bureau of Census is graphically presented to show the relationship between
annual and lifetime earnings and educational level of men. Additional charts

are being prepared at the time of this review, but they are not completed yet.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS CA

Pubtic Ati6aiA4 Committee, Inc. 1'972) 9-12

PM, $ .25 each. ALL AREAS

This series includes 84 different titles (some on different careers; others
not applicable to Career Education) and written by many authors. These small

pamphlet; are interesting and informative for students interested in specific
career areas. A high school counselor would find these helpful and useful
when students come in asking for more information in a career of their choice.
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BOOKS

ALL ABOUT ---- SA, CA, DM, P

Joyce FAank 2-3

Joyce HowaAd Pita)* (1973) ALL AREAS

Ha6eett Pubtie Schaaf's

Ha6Zett, Michigan
BK, $1.50

This little activity book was written by a second grade teacher who is exper-

ienced in career education. It is designed for second or third grade

students and introduces many career development concepts. It helps the

child realize he is unique, he is a part of the world, and a family, he
has feelings, he has interests, he is a consumer, he has an important job
to do, and he has to devise how he will use his leisure time. He can

decide what he wants to be. Very practical little book in two colors.

THE KIND OF ME T WANT TO BE SA, DM, P

Joyce FAank 2-3

Joyce Howand Funk (1973) ALL AREAS

HasZett PubZie School's

HasZett, Michigan
BK, $1.00

This little twelve-page book was written by,a second grade teacher in
Haslett, Michigan. It is written and illustrated for second and third

grade students and its focus is on caring for, others and the rewards it

brings. Some discussion questions for helping the student understand

himself and help him develop are given in the book.
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SELF-EXPRESSION AND CONDUCT THE HUMANITIES CA, SA, DM, P
LEVEL I, II, III (5eue, Red, and Gt(een) 1-3

Hatcoutt Mace Jovanovich (1974) FA, LA, SS, S
BKS (FS, CT Oh R, ACT. KTS, TG - may be pvichatled 6epaAatety)
Levee I Btue $3.90, Teachee's Renounce Bk $3.90
Levet II ... Red $3.90, Teacher's Re6outce Bit $3.90

Levee III ...Green $4.50, Teacheez Res ounce Bk $4.50
The caulette tape6 4o4 each tevet ate $39.00 Records $36.00

This set of books had high ratings from all the evaluators. It is a multi-
media program and includes student books, records, filmstrips, Teacher's
Guide, and activity kits in art, music, dance and drama. All levels
emphasize basic human values and seek to help the child understand himself,
others, and the world around him. This material has many possibilities for
adaptation to all subject areas and ability levels. Good for small or large
group activities. Has much "hands on" experiences. Provides enrichment and
can correlate with existing curriculum in language, communication skills,
social studies, and sciences. Excellent ethnic balance.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES: CONCEPTS AND VALUES, SECOND EDITION SA, CA, DM

Ha4count Mace JovanovLch, Inc. (1975) 1-6

8K SS

This i'Sa-hew social studies program that incorporates most of the career
development concepts. It is beautifully illustrated and has excellent
sexual, racial, and ethnic balance. Level 1 deals with Myself, Level 2

with Me and My Family, Level 3 Me and the Community. Levels 4,5,6

incorporates all of these.

(Level 1) Blue Edition '$4.20

Teacher's Edition 5.19

(Level 2) -Red Edition 4.20
Teacher's Edition 5.19

(Level 3) Green Edition 4.80
Teacher's Edition 5.79
Activity Book- 1.95

Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk .2.94

(Level 4) Orange Edition 4.95
Teach. Ed. 5.94
Act. Bk 1.95

Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

(Level 5) Purple Edition 5.55

Teach. Ed. 6.54

Act. Bk 1.95

Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

(Level 6) Brown Edition 5.15
Teach. Ed. 7.14
Act. Bk 1.95

Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Each level also contains 5 FS/5 CT; $75.00 or 5 R; $69.00

aw
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FILMS

LATE FOR DINNER

EBE (1970)

F, 8 min., $130.00; B/W $75.00

SA, DM
1-3

SS, LA

This is a film for values clarification. A dilemma is presented and it
offers lots of room for discussion on how to handle situations and the
importance of honesty. Students are encouraged to make decisions based
on their values. Role playing, discussion groups, and writing are some
techniques the teacher could use for follow-up.

PARENTS - WHO NEEDS THEM?
Coltonet Fiem6

F, 10 min., $144.00; B/W $72.00

SA, CA, DM
K-3
SS, LA

Very well done, humorous but yet has a definite message. It showed

what work a parent does and how we can appreciate them. This film may

be followed by a discussion and some role playing.

WHAT SHALL 1 BE?

Cmonet Fiems
F, 7 min., $105.00

SA, CA, DM
K- 3

SS, LA

In cartoon fashion a boy tries to decide what he would like to be. He

jumps from one choice to another. Very humorous and very good - would

really get the students thinking:

WHAT TO DO ABOUT UPSET FEELINGS SA, DM

Coltonet Fiems K-3

F, 10 min., $136.00;. B/W $68.00 SS

The children can relate to this film because it shows situations they them-

selves at one time or another have been in. It showed how others have

coped with their problems. Very true to life:
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FILMSTRIPS

_CAREER AWARENESS:
A PRIMARY INTRODUCTION TO CAREER EDUCATION SERIES SA, CA, DM

Singen (SVE) (1974) 1-3

5 FS / 5 CT; TR-, TG, $94.50 G, LA, S, SS

This material helps children become aware of how their body and brain
relite to the world of work. It helps create an awareness of the things
they can do already and how many choices they make daily. A Teacher's
Guide has suggested activities and ditto sheets. The filmstrips included
are: I Have a Body, I Have a Brain, The Work People Do, I Can Do Things,
I Can Make Choices. Some stereotyping is evident.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

GROW POWER SA, DM

Eiteen Kopek Baden 3-9

Educatipnat Activitia, Inc. (1974) LA, G, SS

G/S, $4.95

This is a decision-making game that helps students discuss through play

how they grow mentally, emotionally, and socially. The students are

exposed to many common behavior and decision situations. The following

six personality traits are highlighted: good sportsmanship, honesty,

tact, concern for others, cheerfulness, and patience. The three variations

of this game make it possible to be used at the Primary, Intermediate,

and Junior High School level. Up to six students can play this very

interesting board game.

HELPING HANDS (Value Game Seties)
Pennant Educationat Mateitiae.s (1972)

G, $9.25

SA, DM
K-3
SS, G

Helping Hands provides an opportunity for the teacher to discuss values
with the class, showing the importance of sharing and working toward a
common goal. Each player in the game moves toward "Home". When a player

passes a sgace marked "Helping Hands", he moves another player forward.

Moves are determined by color - coded, value cards. Two to six students may

play, and playing time is at least 15 minutes. The; games includes playing

board, markers, value cards, and a leader's guide With discussion questions.
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KITS

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 1) SA, DM, P
Arnmi.can Guidance Senv ice, Inc.. (1973) K-2

KT, $95.00 (KT actudeis BKS, Poo keno, R on CT, TG, G, SS
Puppets, Cando)

This popular kit is designed to help children better understand social-
emotional behavior. DUSO may be used by teachers very effectively
without special training. DUSO is structured so that teachers may use
it on a daily basis throughout the entire year or to fit specific needs.
The activities make extensive use of a listening, inquiry, experiential,
and discussion approach to learning. The program, is organized around
eight major themes. Understanding and Accepting Self, Understanding
Feelings, Understanding Others, Understanding Independence, Understanding
Goals and Purposeful Behavior, Understanding Mastery, Competence, and
Resourcefulness, Understanding Emotional Maturity, Understanding Choices
and Consequences.

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, CA, DM, P
Arnetican Guidance Seuice, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT, $98.00 (KT inceudes BKS, Postets, R on CT, TG, ALL AREAS

Puppets, Cakds)

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are Toward Self-Identity,
Toward Friendship, Toward Responsible Interdependence, Toward Self-Reliance,
Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness, Toward Competence, Toward
Emotional Stability, Toward Responsible Choice Making. The D-2 program
is designed to help the older child understand his and other's behavior.
Included in this set are Self and Social Development Activity Cards and
Career Awareness Activity Cards. There are many, varied activities to
keep the students interested.

FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES SA, DM
Stage One: Awateness K -2

SRA (1970) G, LA, SS
KT (5 FS, 5 R, 20 P, 4 Stony R on CT, ST ACT BK), $119.00

With CT, $133.00, SM, $12.55, Coun4doe4 Handbook Must
Be Ondeted Sepanatety, $3. 14

This excellent program is designed to promote the affective and cognitive
development of elementary children. Unit One emphasizes the awareness of
self, others, and the environment. May be used by the teacher or with the
guidance counselor -in activities involving socializing, sharing, and
problem-solving.
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FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES SA, DM

Stage Two: Reoanding 2-4

SRA (1971)
%.

G, LA, SS

KT (Inceade4 5 FS, 5 R, B/W P, Eaut, ST ACT BK, 4 Stony
R on CT) $119.00, UUth CT, $133.00, SM, $14.5'5, CouhAdoe4
Handbook Mnist Be Ondeted Sepatateey, $3'.14

This program helps children respond to experiences involving self-concept,
abilities, limitations, goals, interests, responsibilities, acceptance, and
rejection. The many activities help the students question his, responses.
Excellent for this age child who is becoming more aware of peer-group

activities.
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A HIGHWAY TO WORK AND' PLAY SA, DM, P
McKni.ght Pulleizhing Company (1973) 1-6

KT, $32.00 (KT inctudes 32 copies o6 26.di66ekent ALL AREAS
4-page newspapers )

This program is divided into six elementary levels and is designed to
help students develop an understanding of themselves and others and how
they relate to theiworld of work. Each level contains 16 four-page
student newsprint and a Teacher's Guide.

Level I - Getting Startru - helps children become aware of themselves
through activtges.

Level II Moving On - helps children explore human experience in work
and play.

Level III - Traveling Together - children learn ways people work and play
together.

Level IV - Changing Signals - children begin to understand the changing
world of work and leisure time activity.

Level V - Making Decisions - children understand the relatedness of self
and community to meet their own needs.

Level VI - Exploring the Relationship of Self - educational environment
and the world of work.

The levels are suggestive only and may be used at different grades, depend-
ing on readiness of children.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAUER EDUCATION, K-2 SA, CA, DM, P
Education Achievement Coo. (1973) K-2

KT, $347.50 (Ince. 11. FS/CT, SM, G, B/24, Puppets, TG) ALL AREAS

This is .a comprehensive multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based xi the individual's value system. Activities
are designed to fuse Affective and cognitive learning experiences for elemen-
tary students. Excellently designed system and wonderful Teacher's Guide
has lesson plans for two years. These received high ratings from all our
evaluators.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3 -5 SA, CA, DM, P
Education Achievement Coo. (1973) 3-5

KT, $480.95 (Ince. 11 FS/CT, G, SM, Bibs, C, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many

activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for elemen-
tary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for two years.
This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.
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BOOKS

BECOMING MYSELF (Dimenzionz Pensongity Smies) SA, DM

Pgam/Standauf 6

ST BK (4/c) $2.94, (h/c) $4.35, TE, $5.45, SM, $1.50 SS, LA, G

This book tries to help the 6th grader discover and feel comfortable

with himself. The person best prepared for adolescence is the one with

a healthy self-esteem for his own identity and his own emotional life.

If the child accepts his emotions and realizes the influence they have

had on his behavior, he will probably be a happier 6th grader, as well

as a happier teen-ager. The pre-adolescent may already have begun to

experience some of the changes that will transform him in the next few

years. To prepare him for some of the changes, Becoming Myself encourages

the student to become better acquainted with his emotional life. Materials

consist of student texts for this grade level. These texts stress visual

communication (in addition to the reading matter) through the use of

Peanuts cartoons and many carefully selected photographs. As a conclusion

to each chapter the student text also include a number of discussion

questions which incorporate concepts derived from the class experiences

and from the reading matter. The annotated teacher's text stresses affec-

tive experiences as basic to the introduction of the themes developed in

the student text. Detailed suggestions for these class activities precede

each chapter in the teacher's text. Some of the activities include the

use of spirit master, the text of which is reproduced in the teacher's book.

Sets. of these masters are also available for purchase.

CAREERS A SUPPLEMENTAL READING PROGRAM, Setiu A,B,C CA, DM

Hatcoutt-84ace Jovanovich (1975) 4-6

BK, $9600 Each Sen,e.e4 inctude4: Activity Cando, FS, CT, SS, LA, G

TG, Stony Fadva

Each series (level) includes a filmstrip and tape with'overall instructions

for the kit utilization. There are 64 story folders covering 32 careers

with matching activity cards and 30 student management folders. Also in-

cluded is a Teacher's Guide. Would be effective to use as a "career

center" or for individuill reading projects. Could also be used for lower

level reading group in oH. Free from sex and racial bias. These sets

received high ratings from evalualtOrs.
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CAREERS FOR ALL SERIES SA, CA, DM
Martiet Stanek, Joseph L. Gelaman 4-6
Benetiic Fuzz (1974) LA, SS, G
BK, Each BK, $4.05, TG, $2.70, Comptete Set, $14.94

This series stresses an understanding of the world of work for students
in grades 4, 5, and 6. Students are given the opportunity to discover
their interests, and explore their feelings and investigate, their re-
lationships with others. A brief essay introduces each chapter. Follow-
ing are two stories which simulate life-like situations. A thorough review
is given through a myriad of activities for group discussion and individual
projects at the end of each unit. The Job Reference Guide in each book
provides a variety of examples of occupations that may be used as the basis
for many classroom activities. The layout is attractive. the text is
liberally interspersed with photographs, sketches, and cartoon-type
drawings. The titles of the books in the series are: Alike And Different
L724), Interests And Choices (Gr. 5), Plans And The Future (Gr. 6 .

GETTING ALONG SERIES
Economia PAes,o, Inc. (1971)
BK, 1 zet (10 di66e4ent t'Ute,o) $2.00

SA, DM
4-6
SS, LA, t

This series consists of ten brief lessons in character and citizenship
education. This is good supplementary material for prbgrams designed to
develop awareness of human interrelationships. These lessons also help
children understand why considerate, civilized conduct makes sense. The
text is simple and the illustrations are quite interesting. Techniques
for use would include writing sheets, role-playing, and discussion groups.
The lessons in this series are: Think of Others; A Pat on the Back;
Why Argue; The Magic Words; Everybod, Makes Mistakes; The Reason for Rules,
Breaking Rules; It's All in Your Mind; Human Rights; and Why Criticize.

A HANDBOOK OF PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE SA, DM
Robert C. Habotey, I4abet L. Hautey 4-12
Education Rezewtch Awe. (1972) HE, LA, SS
BK, $5.00

This book includes hundreds of activities to help students experience
personal growth in the classroum. Students are active participants in
positive focus type activities. ExCellent resource for educators.
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I'M NOT ALONE (Dimen4ion4 as Pemonatity Smie4) SA, DM

Wattek J. Limbaehert 5

Pgaum/Standand (1970) SS, LA, G

ST BK (h/c), $4.12, (4/e), $2.58, TE, $4.85, SM, $1.50

This book begins by asking the student to consider his family group. Then
it leads him to view the wider society of playground and classroom. His

participation and interactions in these various groups and the influence
they exert on him are discussed along with his need to recognize his own
individuality and uniqueness as a person. Materials consist of student

text for 5th grade level.. These texts stress visual communication (in
addition to the reading matter) through the use of Peanuts cartoons and
many carefully selected photographs. As a conclusion to each chapter the
student text also includes a number of discussion questions which incorporate
concepts derived from the class experiences and from the reading matter.
The annotated teacher's edition stresses affective experiences as basic
to the introduction of the themes developed in the student text. Detailed

suggestions for these class activities precede each chapter in the teacher's
edition. Some of the activities include the use of spirit masters, the
text of which is reproduced in the teacher's book. Sets of these masters

are also available for purchase.

JOBS IN AGRICULTURE (An Exptming Cakee44 Book) CA, DM, P

Robent Houtehen 6-9

Lothnop, Lee and SkeparLd Company (1974) SS, LA, S

BK, $5.50

A well-developed book dealing with the broad concept of agriculture. The

author discusses a variety of occupations and deals with education, duties,
and opportunities in each related field. The book has charts and graphs
that are easy for the student to use. Lends itself to dramatization,

creative writ'ng, and brainstorming.

JOBS IN PUBLIC SERVICE (An Exptming Cakee44 Book) CA, DM, P

Cabin and Bea -t' iee Cninek 6-8

-Lothup, Lee and qtepakd Company (1974) S, SS, LA, M

BK, $5.50

Public services in the areas of forestry, law enforcement, customs inspector,
politics, and teaching are handled through interesting narratives. Decision-

making skills are part of the narrative. A list of related jobs at entry
level and above are included as part of, each area. The reader is made aware

of aptitude and skills needed. Photographs are free of bias.
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JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope/SU-Ms Sate.4)
Mi/aam Lee
Scholastic Magazines (1973)
BK, $ .75; TG, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
6-8

G, SS

Miriam Lee offers a workbook full of exercises that are interesting and
informative on how to begin to find a job. The workbook moves from self-
awareness to the concrete planning stages of securing a job.

THE PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH SA, DM
No/uton Justet 4-8
Winwakd Books - Random House (1961) LA

BC$ .95

A fictional story of a boy who sees nothing of interest in the world until
he is given the Phantom Tollbooth and visits "The Land Beyond." All is

confusion in this land with Dictionopolis, the City of Words, at war against
Digitopoli, the City of Numbers. With the City of Wisdom in ruins our boy
hero returns "Rhyme" and "Reason" from the Mountains of Ignorance. This is

an amusing story with a clever interplay of fantasy with realistic values
and judgments.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Features (1974)

Packet os 25 comics, $2.95

DM, P, CA
4-12

SS, LA

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to

study. Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These

colorful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth
grade reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior
high school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in

an English and Spanish version.

2 9 2
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A PROBE INTO VALUES SA, DM
(SeatchbookA In The Soca Science's Sertie4) 4-6

John G. ChuAch SS, G
Hancourd Brace jovanovich, Inc. (1973)
BK;

This program contains four sets of 40 investigations. It is designed
to help teacher and students explore and resolve conflicts that arise
during decision-making. This program complements the value issues
raised in the Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich Series, The Social Sciences:
Concepts and Values. There are no "right" answers to these values conflicts.
By making the child aware of the course of action he Yalues most in a given
situation and the consequences of that course of action, A Probe Into Values
encourages responsible behavior on his part. The entire-class may work in
groups. As few as three, or as many as twelve students may work on a copy
of the same investigation. Included in the 40 investigations are: Should

We Invite Her?; Everyone Else Did; It's Mine; I Want To Do It My Way;

Sissy!; He's Just An Old Man; Why Should I Care?.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES: CONCEPTS AND VALUES, SECOND EDITION
HaAcouta 64ace Jovanovich Inc. (1975)
8K;

SA, CA, DM
1-6

This is a new social studies program that incorporates most of the career
development concepts. It is beautifully illustrated and has excellent
sexual, racial, and ethnic balance. Level 1 deals with Myself, Level 2
with Me and My Family, Level 3 Me and the Community. Levels 4,5,6
incorporates all of these.

(Level 1) Blue Edition $4.20
Teacher's Edition 5.19

(Level 2) Red Edition 4.20
Teacher's Edition 5.19

(Level 3) Green Edition, 4.80
Teacher's Edition 5.79
Activity Book 1.95

Teacher's Edition of Act. Bk 2.94

(Level 4) Orange Edition 4.95
Teach. Ed. 5.94
Act. Bk 1.95
Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

(Level 5) Purple Edition 5.55
Teach. Ed. 6.54
Act. Bk 1.95
Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

(Level 6) Brown Edition 6.15
Teach. Ed. 7.14

Act. Bk 1.95
Teach. Ed. of Act. Bk 2.94

Each level also contains 5 FS/ 5 CT, $75.00 or 5 R, $69.00

2 9 1
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THE TURNER CAREER.GUIDANCE SERIES
Riehaltd H. Turtnet, Robe/.t C. Doyee, Sidney Sodas
Toteett-Edueationae CovoAati.on (1967)
6 BKS, $1.20 ea., TG $1.65.

The workbooks would probably be most functional in an English class, as
spelling and punctuation are techniques used to gain career information.
Students are helpEd to identify their career interests, job requirements
and skills - skills necessary for finding a job, starting a job, holding

a job and changing jobs are emphasized in the workbooks. A Teacher's Guide
is included. Reading level is 5-6.

SA, DM
6-8

G, LA, S

VALUES CLARIFICATION: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES SA, DM

FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 4-12

Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, 6 Howand Kiuchenbaum G, SS

Pennant EducatLonat Mateitiaez

BK, $3.95

This book is designed to engage students and teachers in the examination of
values. It contains 79 strategy situations, complete with procedures and

Teacher's Guide. The strategies involve students in practical experiences

to make them examine their own feelings, ideas and beliefs, to relate values
to their own decisions. It is highly recommended for teachers and should be

a put of the professional library collection.

YOU CAN BE AN ELECTRICIAN (Vocation's In T4ades Seniez) CA, DM, P

Attlico. Liebeu 6-9

Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) IA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author identified ways of preparing for a career as an electrician.
Availability of jobs and a practical approach in obtaining jobs are

discussed. A chapter deals with opportunities open to women. Women

and minority groups are visible in the photographs. The book includes

an aptitude test, as well as an appendix with information on: Apprentice-

ship Programs; Civic Service Comm. Offices; State Apprenticeships. Useable

for self- evaluation, group-discussion and role playing.
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FILMS

DECIDING DM
Centun Educmtionat Fitmis (19731 4-7
F, 14 Min., $195.00

Black middle-class brother and sister have to decide on a birthday gift
for their father. Mother helps them set goals, set limits on their gifts
because of their money, develop lists of alternatives and make a wise
decision after evaluating the goods on the basis of need, cost, and quality.
Useful in presenting, economic concepts and decision- making.

THE WORK PREJUDICE FILM

Sandtek Inztitutionat Fitos, Inc.
F, 12 Min., $170.00; Rentat $20.00

CA, DM
6-12

G, LA, SS

This film challenges the stereotypes, attitudes, and job opportunities
that exist in relation to the world of work and explodes many of the myths.
Many jobs are presented and opportunities are open to people who prepare
for them regardless of sex, race, or nationality. Format is humorous and
contemporary and students can relate easily to it. Excellent for interview
assignments, role playing, written assignments. Hosted by Robert Vaughn.

FILMSTRIPS

BELONGING TO A GROUP (Discover ing Stout Petsonatityl SA, DM, P
Guidance A44ociatu (19731 4-9
2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50, with R, $41.50 LA, SS', G.,

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can
identify with the material. The series is designed to help the students
explore their emotions, values, and goals. Discussion breaks are provided.
Excellent for small groups and Classroom use. The two filmstrips depict
scenes that show families and peer group interactions. They explore sharing,
group pressures, acceptance and rejection. Discussion breaks help the
students participate in problem-solving involving groups. Other titles
in this series are: Who Are You? Exploring Your Feelings.
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CHILDREN FACE SOCIAL REALITIES SA, CA, DM

Un,imenzat Education and lasuae Ant' 4-7

2 FS/ 1 R, $20.00 SS

The children of the Washington, D. C. Model School dramatize the concepts
of economics, their responsibilities, and rights as citizens in a neighbor-

hood and in a free society. The Series stresses the fact that many problems

which children face are not solely personal problems of their individual
families, but social problems that must be dealt with by the society at
large. Ideal for teacher-training use or could be shown to children to
stimulate thinking and motivate them to perform similar activities.

LAW AND JUSTICE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES: MAKING SA, DM
VALUE-DECISIONS 5-8

Pathe4cope (1973) SS, LA
3 FS/ 3 CT, $50.00

This series of filmstrips presents understandable problems that are related
to the legal and judicial process, but goes beyond that to the personal
decision-making that involves our basic values. Problems are presented,

questions are asked, and in the open-ended approach classroom discussion
follows each filmstrip. Good racial- balance. The three filmstrips are:

The Case of the Blue and White Whistle; The Case of the Stolen Hub-caps,
and The Case of the Boss' Son.

TEACHING CHILDREN VALUES SERIES
Educationat Activitieis, Inc. (1967)

2 FS/ 1 R, TG, $19.95

SA, DM
4-7

G, SS

Teaching Children Values through unfinished stories. The following un-°

finished stories depict six basic values: Integrity, Courage, Responsibility,

Justice, Reverence, and Love. Filmstrip titles: Tina Helps Herself, Bob

Looks for a Job, House Afire, The Broken Window, Emergency, Going for the
Neighbor's Pets, Cutting Corners, Libby Argues with the Umpire, A Helping
Hand, A Newcomer at School, Free as a Bird, A Secret Place. They depict

one particular value in each for study. Each filmstrip contains six 8-frame

sequences to go with the recorded stories. The teacher's guide gives a

recapitulation of the presentation including the three discussion questions
at the end of the filmstrip and generalizations for the teacher to present

to the class in the manner that best fits the situation.

S
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VALUES IN ACTION: ROLE PLAYING PROBLEM SITUATIONS SA, OM
FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRAVES 4-6
Hutt, Rinehwa and Witiston, Inc. (1970) G, SS
10 FS/ 5 CT, TG, $132.00

This program is a series of discussion and problem-solving filmstrips and
recordings. The program stimulates children to speculate, to explain, to
verbalize feelings, to seek alternative ways of solving problems. It gives
the children a chance through discussion and role playing to examine their
values and to realize that there are varied ways of solving their problems.
The ten filmstrips in this series are:
The Big Eye - The lens of a filmstrip projector is accidentally broken.
Does Jonny have the courage to stand up against the will of the group when
he believes their behavior is wrong?
A Demonstration Lesson Using The Bid Eye

My Best Friend - Mary is deeply hurt when her best friend, Helen, appears to
favor Phyllis, a new girl in her class. Should she seek the satisfaction of
getting even with Helen who has hurt her, at the cost of being unfair to others?
It's All Your Fault - Jody breaks the rules at summer camp. He lies to the

counselor because he is on probation for previous violations and is afraid
he will be sent home. His lie involves his three tent mates. How do you
choose between your own pleasure and standing by a friend, thereby losing
your privileges?
Terry Takes A Ride - Terry rides a motor scooter without permission and is seen
by his younger brother who wants to do likewise. Should he allow his brother
to break rules, as he has done, or refuse at the risk of being exposed?
The Trouble With Mikki - Mikki, an unpopular girl, wanting a friend, bribes
another girl with a gift and lies. Several girls who feel wronged by Mikki
decided to get even by exposing one of her lies. Is it worth hurting someone -
maybe more than that person hurt you - in order to get even, particularly if
that person is- unhappy and lonely?
Over The Fence Is Out - Several boys climb over a fence posted with a "No
Trespassing" sign and begin to play on a yawl. Lew, a new boy, falls and
injures his wrist. He cannot get away when the watchman comes. Should the
other boys consider their own security instead of helping a stranger who will
be left to take the blame for their mischief?
Sticky Fingers - Nora and her friends steal small items from neighborhood
stores. Nora promises to stop after the nearby supermarket bills her dad
for one month's pilfering. The next day, the group's youngest member shows
up with a twenty dollar bill she has taken from the supermarket. Should you
avoid owning up to dishonesty, or should you assume the responsibility for
that behavior and take the consequences?
He Hit,Me First - Do you have courage to give someone the benefit of the doubt
and refuse to fight, although your honor, your pride, and the respect of your
peers are at stake?
The Benefit of the Doubt - Susan is angry and hurt when Marya, a classmate
from a poorer section of town, unfairly accuses her of something. Later
while the two girls compete for election as patrol leader of their Girl Scout
Troop, Susan loses a new charm from her bracelet and accuses Marya of finding
and not returning it. Can you have the courage to see and admit to others,
that your actions have been cruel even though this admission may cost you
the approval of others?
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. GROW POWER
Eiteen Kopen BindeA
Educatipme ActixitLe4, Inc. (1974)

G/S, $4.95

SA, DM
3-9

LA, G, SS

This is a decision-making game that helps students discuss through play

how they grow mentally, emotionally, and socially. The students are

exposed to many common behavior and decision situations. The following

six personality traits are highlighted: good sportsmanship, honesty, tact,

concern for others, cheerfulness, and patience. The three variations of

this game make it possible to be used at the Primary, Intermediate, and
Junior High School level. Up to six students can play this very interesting

board game.

VALUE BINGO (Vatue Game Selaez)
Pennant Educationat Mateniebs (1972)
G, $5.95

SA, DM
4-12

SS, G

Value Bingo, is an adaptation of Bingo. The caller reads statements instead

of numbers, and players identify the Value category intended. Players

interpret statements in terms of eight important value categories, and

examine the value emphasis in different statements. Two to forty persons

can play this game, and it takes at least 30 minutes to play. A leader's

guide with discussion questions is included.

KITS

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, CA, DM, P

Ammican Guidance Service, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT,, $98.00 (KT inctude4 R on 5 CT, Poitex4, Puppeto, ALL AREAS

Activity Cands, TG)

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are Toward Self- Identity,

Toward Friendship, Toward Responsible Interdependence, Toward-Self-Reliance,

Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness, Toward Competence, Toward Emotional

Stability, Toward Responsible Choice Making. The D-2 program is designed to

help the older child understand his and other's behavior. Included in this

set are Self and Social Development Activity Cards and Career Awareness

Activity Cards. There are many, varied activities to keep the students

interested.
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FAMILY VALUES SA, DM
Schotutie 4-8
KT, $25.00 (KT inctuda FS, G, 16 Activity Can.d.6, LA, SS

16 Photo4, TG)

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. For the
purposes of the unit, "Family Values" is a set of beliefs which a child
(or teacher) acquires at home and brings to school. The unit examines
its subject through multiple media such as a full color sound filmstrip
on "What Kind of Family Would Have a Pet Joke?", 16 activity/skill cards,

a "Write Soon" board game, and a "Family Faces" photo pack (16) with
related work.

A HIGHWAY TO WORK AND PLAY SA, DM, P
McKnight PubtiAhing Company (1973) 1-6

KT, $32.00 (KT inctude4 32,copie6 o6 26 di66etent 4-page ALL AREAS
newpapm6)

This program is divided into six elementary levels and is designed to
help students develop an understanding of themselves and others and how
they relate to the world of work. Each level contains 16 four-page
student newsprint and a Teacher's Guide.

Level I - Getting Started - helps children become aware of themselves
through activities.

Level II - Moving On - helps children explore human experience in work
and play.

Level III - Traveling Together - children learn ways people work and play

together.
Level IV - Changing Signals - children begin to understand the changing

world of work and leisure time activity.
Level V - Making Decisions - children understand the relatedness of self

and community to meet their own needs.
Level VI - Exploring the Relationship of Self, Educational Environment

and the World of Work.
The levels are suggestive only and may be used at different grades, depend-
ing on readiness of children.
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Fitt ,IS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES SA, DM

Stye Two: Responding 2-4

SRA (1971) G, LA, SS

KT (Includes 5 FS, 5 R, 13/W P, Ecoet, ST ACT BK, 4 Stony

R OA CT) $119.00, With CT, $133.00, SM, $12.55, Counutoe4
Handbook Must Be °Ade/Led Sepanatety, $3.14

This program helps children respond to experiences involving self-concept,
abilities, limitations, goals, interests, responsibilities, acceptance, and

rejection.. The many activities help the students question his responses.
Excellent for this age child who is becoming more aware of peer-group

activities.

FOCUS ON SELF-DEVELOPMENT SERIES SA, DM

Stage Thue: Invotvement 4-6

SRA (i972) G, LA, SS

KT (Inetudes 6 FS, 6 R, 4 Stony R OA CT, 20 B/W P, Eazet,

ST ACT BK, TG) $133.00, With CT, $149.00, SM, $14.15

This program encourages clarification of values and how they affect his/

her involvement with self and others. Units focus on experiences that

involve family, friends, choosing, communication, rights, and conflicts.
Excellent activities for the teacher or counselor to work individually

or together.
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THINKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DM, P
Lou i4 Rathz, Jack Waszemann, Seea Wa44emann 4-9
Bene/iic Pte (1974) LA, M, FA, S,

KT (Inctudez ..o BKS, 12 FS/ 12 CT) $147.00; SS, PE
Cathout FS/CT $60.00

The primary aim of this program is helping the students develop skills in
critical thinking throughout All subject areas. Cards and captioned film-
strips teach them skills in observing, comparing, classifying, imagining,

hypothesizing, criticizing, looking for assumptions, collecting and organizing
data, summarizing, coding, interpreting, problem-solving. Pupils may chart
their progress and non-consumable pupil's books are provided. Exercises
in each thinking operation are given for subject areas. Useful tool for
individual or group discussion in decision-making, identifying behavior
problems, and affecting behavioral changes.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5 SA, CA, DM, P
Education Achievement Cov. (1973) 3-5

KT, $480.95 (Inceude4 11 FS/CT, G, SM, C, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many
activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for
elementary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for
two years. This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8 SA, CA, DM, P
Education Achievement Coo. (1973) 6-8

KT, $271.19 (Inctudez G/S, SM, Caubs, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions,
and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities
fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high
students. The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, DM
S.R.A., Science Rueakch A440C., Inc. (1972) 6-12
KT, $194.40 (Inctudeis Wonk Bhieks, Job Facts, US, FS, TG) ALL AREAS

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but once they learned to use it, they
enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self exploration.
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WHO AM I? WHO ARE WE? (Oimen,sion Saie6)

Schotcatic (1973)
KT inceude6 FS/CT, 2 G/S, 16 Activity Catds,

1 Potet, 1 TG $25.00

SA, 14t

4-8
LA, SS

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. In exploring

Who Am I? Who Are We? values clarification exercises are used for pinpoint-

ing and examining values, particularly those where conflict and confusion

often occur - religion,,,.school, family, personal tastes, rules, friends,

race. Useful for role Playing, group discussion, and simulation.

WHO ARE YOU? (NAcoveAing YOWL Peuonatity Sex.ies)

Guidance Asumiates, Inc. (1973)

2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50, with R, $41.50, TG

SA, VM
4-9

SS, G

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can

identify with the material. The series is designed to help the children

explore their emotions, values, and goals. In these two filmstrips, four

children talk about their family and school relationships, their fears

and joys. It helps the children understand that experiences they have

mold their personalities. Discussion breaks are provided. Excellent for

small groups and classroom use.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

CAN OF SQUIRMS (Vague Gamm Sekies) SA, VM

Pennant Educatilonat Matekiats (1972) 4-6

G/S, $6.50 LA, SS, G

The Can of Squirms game can be a very good discussion starter. There are

twenty squirms (problem situations) in which students may or may not find

themselves. The Leader's Guide contains 100 discussion questions and

suggests variations for the teacher's individual needs. The purpose of

this game is to stimulate reality and help the student discover what he

really believes. It should also help students modify these beliefs as

he perceives their effect on others. It takes approximately 30-45 minutes

to play the game.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUDER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM
A Cateet Guidance 6 Kudet Intekat Inventmiez 6-A
Science Re4eahCh Asumiatez (1913)
Fudetic Kudet
TIM, 1-19 Pkg., $9.45, Hand-Su/Ling $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten
job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are
consumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful
to help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational
choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in
large or small groups. Manual available.
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7 - 9

BOOKS

ADVENTURES IN THE LOOKING-GLASS: SA, DM
EXPERIENCING YOURSELF AND OTHERS 7-11

Shaun A. Rate,iiiiie and Detdee M. Haman SS

Natipnat Textbook Campaffy (1972)
BK

This book addresses the issue of Who Am I? through the following chapter
topics: On Becoming Yourself, Yourself and Information Systems, Yourself
and Perception, Yourself and Symbols, Yourself and Your Beliefs, Yourself
and Decision-Making, Yourself and Messages, Yourself and Emotional Climates.
Each chapter is truly an adventure, since each is loaded with a. multitude
of self-discovery exercises: There are many exercises involving students
in role-playing, simulations and self-evaluations.

CAREER CHOICE AND CAREER PREPARATION SA, CA, DM

aittiam Jahn Schitt and HawaAd Edwin Nichatz (1.970) 9-A

Inteutate Ptateu and Pubti4heu, Inc. LA

BK, $4.95

This is a programmed guidance tool that leads a student, step-by-step, to
individual awareness and job associaton. It could be very useful in help-
ing students identify their own values, and the last section provides
opportunity for group work. Various careers are discussed in terms of job
requirements, employment outlook, salaries, and where to get further
information.

CAREERS: EXPLORATION AND DECISION SA, DM, P

Jack L. Rettig 8-A

PAentice-Hatt, Inc. (1974) SS

BK, $5.95

Outstanding book. Explores self-development, needs, goals in relationship

to occupational goals .or choices. Could easily lead to stimulating group
discussions. Explains several theories (Maslow, Holland, Harris, Etc.)
and their relationships to occupational choice. It also deals with
techniques of finding jobs, labor unions, job applications and more
practical skills necessary to obtaining a job.
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DECIDING: A LEADER'S GUIDE SERIES SA, DM

CoUege Ent/Lance Examination Boakd (1972) 7-A

BK, $2.00

A wealth of material on decision-making and values is presented in this
guide. The activities suggested can be used to help students learn about
themselves and to aid them in making realistic educational plans. Students

using the guide will find it stimulating and fun to do. The authors aim
at the junior and senior high school student, but they have also included
material for the adult use. This is a very worthwhile guide.

EXPLORING CLERICAL CAREERS CA, DM

RbbeAt A. Ratan 8-10

South-Westan Pubtizhing Company (1974) BE

This booklet relates junior high and senior high school,curriculum to the
area of clerical office jobs. Explores various clerical jobs found in
modern offices, their duties and requirements. Workbook approach focuses
decisions about particular jobs. Perhaps it is too basic for 10th graders,
so one would have to assess its value at that level.

A HANDBOOK OF PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE SA, DM
Robekt C. Hamtey, Izabet L. Hawtey 4-12

Education Rueakch Azsoc. (1972) HE, LA, SS

BK, $5.00

This book includes hundreds of activities to help students experience
personal growth in the classroom.- Students are active participants in
positive focus type activities. Excellent resource for educators.

IT'S YOUR LIFE SA, DM
Jame's J. Panckazio 7-9

Beneiic Pnus (1972) ALL AREAS
BK, $3.96

This book aids students in learning who they are, guides in establishing
goals and values, and enables them to communicate better with peers and
adults. The book is divided into seven units. Each chapter begins with
What Do You Think?, an opening situation in the form of a brief scene.
There is also a Thinking and Understanding section which is a case study
for discussion. There are questions at the end of the chapters. Could be

useful for counselor and teacher to work together or teach this together.
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JOBS IN AGRICULTURE (An Exptaing Catee/0 Book Seities) CA, DM, P

Rdbent Homeehen 6-9

Lothkop, Lee and Shepand Company (1974) SS, LA, S

BK, $5.50

A well-developed book dealing with the broad concept of agriculture. The

author discusses a variety of occupations and deals with education, duties,
and opportunities in each related field. The book has charts and graphs
that are easy for the student to use. Lends itself to dramatization,
creative writing, and brainstorming.

JOBS IN PUBLIC SERVICE (An Exptming Catee/0 Book) CA, DM, P

Cava and Beat/Lice C/inek 6-8

Lothkop, Lee and Shepand Company (1974) S, SS, LA, M

BK, $5.50

Public services in the areas of forestry, law enforcement, customs inspector,
politics, and teaching are handled through interesting narratives. Decision-

making skills are part of the narrative. A list of related jobs at entry
level and above are included as part of each area. The reader is made aware

of aptitude and skills needed. Photographs are free of bias.

JOBS IN RECREATION (An Exptaing Ca/tee/a Sc/tie.6) CA, DM

A/tnotd'Dobian 6-8

Cate M. Tataig, Ed. PE, SS

Lath/top, Lee and Shepand Company (1974)

BK, $5.50

An interesting overview of recreation as a career. The book gives factual

descriptions of a variety of jobs in this field, as well as a fictional
narrative of Yellowstone Park. Young people would find this an interesting
book which-gives them many ideas: on ways to use recreation as a career.

JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope/Job Sh,i/Ls Se/Liu) SA, CA, DM, P

Miniam Lee 7-9

SchotaAtiz Book Senvice (1973) ALL AREAS

BK, $ .75, TG, $1.50

This workbook includes various exercises that help the student identify job
skills, method for identifying their own interests, etc. Basic facts are

given about how to find, get, and keep a job, a look at feelings and attitudes
of people who work, and how much you know about yourself and the job world.
The six categories include: Ten years from now, what will you be doing?,

How do you see yourself ?,, What do you like to do most?, What do your answers

tell you?, Jobs in eight fields, How much do you know?.
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY SA, CA, DM, P
CaAt A. Eede& 7-12
Chao. E. Me. kite Pubti4hing Company (1972) G, HE, SS
BK, $3.00, TeacheV4 Edition $1.50

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful
direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of
values and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents

available facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as
"Is there a generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?",
"Am I an intelligent consumer?","Do I want to use drugs?", "Shall I Smoke?",
"Do I need the Law?", "Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do about
pollution?", "What is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I choose?",
and "What are my goals in life?". Students study the above areas and are
encouraged to make choices from alternatives, to consider consequences, and
to use the values they choose for themselves as a basis for action.

OCCUPATIONAL ESSENTIALS - SKILL AND ATTITUDES SA, DM, P
FOR EMPLOYMENT, 34d, ed. 9-12

John4on Pnes4, Inc., (Vocationat Ed. Div.), (1970)
BK, $3.95

This skill book for students is designed to help them discover "Who Am I?",
"Where Should I Look For Job Openings?", "How Can I Most Effectively Secure
a Job?", and "What Must I Do to Succeed On The Job?". There are some
activities on self-evaluation, job applications, and even how to resign
tactfully from a job you hate:

OPPORTUNITIES IN ACCOUNTING (Oppoiltunitie4 In Senies) CA, DM, P
Raymond G. Anken, C.P.A. 9-12

Vocationat Guidance Manuatz (1967) BE, G, M, SS

BK, $3.75

Although salary figures and members in the field are outdated, the material
is definitely useful in that training required and various methods of using
an accounting degree are discussed accurately. This book would definitely
be useful for a person who is thinking of a career in accounting.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN CARPENTRY CAREERS CA, DM
(Oppoktunitia in Setie6) 9-A
Roger Sheldon IA,. G

Vocationat Guidance Manua l4 (1974)
BK, $4.25, Papekback, $2.45

Different careers in carpentry are discussed, as well as entry requirements
for apprenticeship programs. This is well-illustrated, informative, and
includes a glossary of terms.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS CA,'DM, P
(Oppoktunities in Se/ ea) 9-12

Odom Fanning G, M, S, SS
Vocational Guidance Manuat6 (1971)
BK, $5.95

Career opportunities in the expanding field of environmental studies are
described in some detail. The preparation and education that are required
are given for these jobs. Also included is a section, on related jobs and
where a career in this field can lead.

OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION S SERVICES
(Oppontunitiez in Setie4)
Jacob Rozenthat & LeRoe A. Fabsom

Vocational Guidanceflanuata (1969)
BK, $3.75, Paperback; $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, HE, S

Small print might interfere with the ease of reading but material presented
is very good. It covers both pros and cons of the food service industry.
It goes through the history of food services, the different types of
restaurants, and the career opportunities in different jobs within the food
service category. The education necessary to enter and to continue in the

food services is given in this rather all encompassing book. Related

careers to actual food preparation are also discussed.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SCIENCE 6 TECHNOLOGY CA, DM, P
4OppoAtunities In Sekies) 9-12
Joseph G. Endtez HE, LA
Vocationat Guidance Manua's (1969)
8K, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

As all of us are aware of food shortages throughout the world so should we
be aware of food science and technology. This book covers what the job is,
where one can train for this field, job and salary opportunities as well as
job requirements, educational requirements (both high school and college)
and where one might be employed. A good book but in the paperback the small
print might be a detriment.

OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOLOGY 6 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING CA, OM, P
(Oppontunities In Seniu) 9-12

Atpted K. Sneepove G, LA, SS, S *

Vocationae Guidance Manua's (1970)
8K, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

Defines differences between geologists and geological engineers and how their
work is pertinent to our world and career opportunities which appear to be
good,. Job requirements are discussed as well as high school courses out-
lined in detail. Agencies that license and register geologists are discussed.
Tools geologists use, and the type of work they do are well covered. As

in all the "Opportunities in..." books, related fields are discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CA, DM, P

(Oppoittunities In Sekies) 9-12

Atthut J. Puto4 IA, LA
Vocationae Guidance Manuats (1970)
8K, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

References in the bibliography are quite outdated but book seems to.be quite
current. As with most books in this series, working,conditions, job re- .

quirements, educational requirements, career outlook, related fields and a
good definition of, industrial design are given.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE CA, DM, P

(Oppoittunitie6 Irt Seltiu) 9-12

Ratph E. Gkiiswoed G, S, SS

Vocationae Guidance Manuaa (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papeback, $1.95

Besides discussing what exactly a landscape architect is, this book dis-
cusses scholarships available, fees required to be registered, schools
for training, and how this training can be used in a variety of ways.

OPPORTUNITIES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(Oppottunitie6 Iii, Se' e6) 9-12

Seichi Konzo g Jame6 W. Bayne G, IA, LA

Vocati.onae Guidance Manuabs (1971)

BK, Paputback, $1.95

Many of the related fields are discussed as well as educational require-
ments and job opportunities. Methods of obtaining a job are outlined in

detail.

OPPORTUNITIES IN A PODIATRY CAREER
(Oppoittunitiez In Se/tic6)

Jute's Shangad F/tank Gkeenbeng

Vocationae Guidance Manua 's (1971)

BK, $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, S, SS

Career opportunities in the podiatric specialities are described:
foot surgery, dermatology, orthopedics, and radiology. Specific

information on the educational training required, locations of jobs

and earnings are outlined.

OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

(Oppontunitie4 In Sekie6)
&stale Popham 6 Stanch Ettingut
VocatiOnat Guidance Manuat6 (1972)

BK, $4.50

CA, DM, P
9-12

BE, G, SS.

Career opportunities that are available in offices are described.
Specific information is given on educational training necessary for
the job, how to get started, advanta.ges and disadvantages of different

jobs, and the opportunities for advancement.
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PEOPLE AND ME CA, DM
Homan F. Benthue, Et,Ae. 7-9
Bene6ic PAC64 (1975) SS, LA
6K, $6.42, TG, -$2.70

People and Me presents work as a means of self-fulfillment as well as a
contribution to society. It supports the value of work for personal, social,
and economic well-being. .1t gives vcontinuing review of qualities and
attributes required for success in work roles. This book has five units
with a total of 55 selections. Twenty-nine articles give basic informatiow
about all categories of occupations. Twelve stories depict real problems
with which students can identify. There are 11 biographical sketches
about real people with whom students can relate their own ambitions. Two
plays allow for role playing problems directly related to job situations.
There are multiple suggestions for students to extend their exploration
of careers they are especially interested in. A very good feature is the
four pages of activities following each unit which links reading skills
development to career exploration. Included are lessons on.alphabetizing,
dictionary skills, etc. There are also ideas for interviewing, writing to
persons in occupations being explored, etc.

THE PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH SA, DM
Noton JuAteA 4-8
WinwaAd Boolz4 - Random Houke (1961) LA
BK, $ .95

A fictional story of a boy who sees nothing of interest in the world

until he is given the Phantom Tollbooth and visits "The Land Beyond".
A11 is confusion -in this land with Dictionopolis, the City of Words,
at war against Digitopoli, the City of Numbers. With the City of Wisdom
in ruins our boy hero returns "Rhyme" and "Reason" from the Mountains of
Ignorance. This is an amusing story with a clever interplay of fantasy
with realistic values and judgments.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Featuneis 11974)

Packet o6 25 COMia, $2.95

DM, P, CA
4-12

LA, SS

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to
study. Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These
colorful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth
grade reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and
senior high school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They
come in an English and Spanish version.
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SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM, P

Harcourt Mace Jovanovich, Inc. (1972) 7 - -10

BK, $7.00 (can at/so be punched in 6en,ie6 o6 pampheet6) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the
separate elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man as Individual,

Man as Group Member, Man in Culture, Man as Policy Maker. Man in his

Environment, Man as Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities_

are followed, students acquire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing,

self-awareness, decision-making, etc. 4

THE TURNER CAREER GUIDANCE SERIES SA, DM

Richald H., Turner, Robert C. Doyte, Sidney Sockin6 6-8

.Pottett Educationat Conponation (1967) G, LA, S

6 BKS, $1.20 each, TG, $1.65.

The workbooks would probably be most functional in an English class, as
spelling and punctuation are techniques used to gain career information.
Students are helped to identify their career interests, job requirements and
skills - skj,lls necessary for finding a job, starting a job, holding a job

and changing-jobs are emphasized in the workbooks.. A Teacher's Guide is

included. Reading level is 5-6.

VALUES CLARIFICATION: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES SA, DM

FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 4-12

.Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, 6 Howard Kirochenbaum G, SS

Pennant Educationat Matekiat6
BK, $3.95

This book is designed to engage students and teachers in the examination

of values. It contains 79 strategy situations, complete with procedures

and Teacher's Guide. The strategies involve students in practical experi-

ences to make them examine their own feelings, ideas and beliefs, to relate

values to their own decisions. It is highly recommended for teachers and

should be a part of the professional library collection.
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YOU CAN BE AN ELECTRICIAN (Vocations In Trades SeAie4)
Atthun Liebeius

Loth/Lop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974 )
BK, $5.50

CA, DM, P
6-9

IA, SS

The author identified ways of preparing for a career as an electrician.
Availability of jobs and a practical approach in obtaining jobs are
discussed. A chapter deals with opportunities open to women. Women and
minority groups are visible in the photographs. The book includes an
aptitude test, as well as an appendix with information on: Apprenticeship
Programs; Civic Service Comm. Offices; State Apprenticeships. Useable for
self-evaluation, group discussion and role playing.

FILMS

ALLEGORY ONE SA, OM
Churtchite 8-A
F, 13 min., $165.00 G, LA

This allegorical film is designed to encourage thought and discussion.
As young men climb a playground jungle gym, viewers understand how
competition shapes our character and influences values. There is no
dialogue in this film, and with skillful suggestions, this could be a
powerful teaching resource. Teacher's Guide is included.

APPLYING FOR A JOB (Careens in the (Wee Suiu)
EBE (1971)
F, 13 min., $185.00

CA, DM, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very
effective with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed
the film because they could relate to the situations. In this film a
young girl is applying for a job. It shows some common mistakes people
often make as beginning job seekers.

BOB 6 CAREN 6 TED 6 JANICE
Parthenon Picturceds: VJA.t.: Data Film (1973)
F, 25 min.

CA, DM
8-12
ALL AREAS

Shows real young people facing real-life situations which are part of today's
peer-group experience. By seeing how these peer needs and desires and prob-
lems are answered, students begin to grasp the real nature and significance
of today's vocational education. Film was designed to be shown to young
people and their parents. Contemporary format with Nod racial balance.
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BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM COMES TRUE?

Camuad. Win
F, 52 min., $515.00 B/W $215.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12.

BE, M, LA, SS

This documentary, originally presented on CBS. News, scrutinizes the life

style of a white, affluent family in the suburbs. Even though they have

economic security, they sense a lack of fulfillment and feel vaguely

uncomfortable. Excellent device for discussion of values. The film

shows briefly the father's job and background, but mostly it concerns

the life style that his occupation brings.

CAMPAIGN CA, DM

Chunchat.Fitma (1913) 8-A

F, 20 min., $230.00 SS, LA

A young woman running for state senator wages a rousing campaign with

the help of volunteers. For information on, and to inspire regard for,

the political process.

CAREERS: ACQUIRING ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS

UEVA (1914)
F, 19 min., $225.00

CA, DM
1 -12

ALL AREAS

This film will help young people make positive educational and vocational

decisions. Students gain an awareness of basic "job entry skills"

fundamental to being employable. This career education film tells the

story of the new and vital relationship between private industry and high

schools through "co-operative training programs."

CLIMB SA, DM

Chunchitt. Utm4 (1914) 1-A

F, 22 min., $280.00 G, SS

This is a realistic film about two young rock climbers, but it is more a

story of their self-reliance, setting goals, meeting challenges, discovering

their capabilities, and companionship. Excellent discussion film for personal

values and feelings. &helpful Teacher's Guide is included.

31.5
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DECIDING DM
Centun Educationat FL 'n6 (1973) 4-7

F, 14 min., $195.00 SS, M

Black middle-class brother and sister have to decide on a birthday gift

for their father. Mother helps them set goals, set limits on their gifts
because of their money, develop lists of alternatives and make a wise
decision after evaluating the goods on the basis of need, cost, and quality.
Useful in presenting economic concepts and decision-making.

ENERGY: LESS IS MORE

Chutchitt Fitms (1974)
F, 18 min., $230.00

CA, DM
7-12

S, SS

This film investigates the need for slowing the growth of energy consumption
and discusses ways in which this can be done. The topic was very good;

however, a better cross-section of racial and ethnic people in our society
should have been included in the presentation.

FINDING THE RIGHT ONE (You& Job Saies) SA, DM

Coronet Fans 9-A

F, 13 min., $182.00

This film's purpose is to explore the general process that a young person
goes through in making a tentative career decision. The film gives the

viewer information about exploring interests, abilities and achievements.
Moreover, the film emphasizes learning about different careers through
on-the-job training.

FREE TO CHOOSE
FitmFait (1974)
F, 16 min., $210.00; Rental $20.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

HE, SS, LA, G

The sterotyped roles of women as wives and mothers confined to the home
and of men who work away from home are examined with today's understand-
ing and changes in traditional roles. Young men and women in non-
traditional roles are interviewed and the message is that he or she

does what each does best. Roles are of no importance to them and they

are free to choose to have the life-style they wish.

3i6
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GETTING A PROMOTION (Cateerus in the ()Wee Seiie6)
EBE (1974)
F, 14 Min., $185.00

CA, DM, P

8-12

BE, G

The modern -up -to -date atmosphere makes this film very effective with

.students. In this film three girls who have been successful return to their

school for a Career Day. They demonstrate cooperation, ability, and a
willingness to work that has helped them to be suLccssful in their fields.

Films in the series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working
Together, Getting A Promotion.

HAVE OUR PLANET AND EAT IT TOO? CA,-DM, SA

Chtutehitt. Fitm6 7-A

F, 24 min., $300.00

This film is excellent in its treatment of an occurence which is becoming
more common. It presents opposing points of view fairly and equally, so

it provided a good springboard for discussion. The students can also see

some people vitally involved in environmental careers.

IT'S YOUR MOVE: DECISIONS AND DISCUSSIONS DM

Cokenet Fitos 7-11

F, 11 min., - B/W, $74.00

Technically this film is of rather poor quality, but the content is
discussion-provoking for students. Subjects of film are in the inner

city of large urban centers. Important questions regarding morality,
duty, and personal freedom are dealt with by three inner city teenagers.

\

MODERN LIFE: CHOICES AND CONFLICTS
Stephen Batsurtow Pkoduction6 (1973)
F, 10 min., $110.00

SA, _DM

7-12

LA, G, FA

Four short animated parts of this film are based on themes of conflict

arising from human differences, What Turns You On?; individuality vs.
togetherness, What Price Togetherness ?; :problem solving, Why Is The Going

So Rough?; and establishing personiridentity, Who Is The Real Me?.

These open-ended films will help to stimulate wide ranging discussions

on various aspects of human awareness, suct.vas individuality, identity

and creativity.
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PEOPLE WHO FIGHT POLLUTION SA, CA, DM
Chunchat tams (1972) 7-A

F, 18 min.; $225.00 Sr, SS

This film shows jobs such as trash collector, pollution inspector, and
recycling industrialist can be approached with as much dignity, dedication,
pride, and enthusiasm as unusual vocations.

SYLVIA, FRAN, AND JOY
Chatchitt Fitms (1973)
F, 16 min., B/W, $150.00

SA, DM
9-12

G, HE, LA, SS

This black and white film is a study of the role of women. Three women
represent three different views: the traditional, the middle-of-the-road,
the totally liberated woman. The focus is on white, middle-class women.
Stimulates discussion.

TO 8E A PERSON

Bitty Budd FitM4
F, 19 min., $250.00, Rentat, $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

HE, c, LA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner how he learned to accept
his own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the
help of another person, Students were attentive to what the film said,
and in discussion revealed that they identified with those people in
the film. Useful for role playing, discussion in child development classes,
psychology, family living, etc.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P
Sandta Institutionat Fitms, Inc. (1974) 7-A

F, 18 Min., $255.00, Rentat, $30.00 SS, HE, LA

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-
fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of sexes in the
work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of
men employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move
forward and don't know how.

3
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THE WORK PREJUDICE FILM
Sandtet Inztautionat Fits, Inc.
-F, 12 min., $170.00, Rentat, $20.00

CA, DM
6-12

G, LA, SS

This film challenges the stereotypes, attitudes, and job opportunities
that exist in relation to the world of work and explodes many of the myths.
Many jobs are presented and opportunities are open to people who prepare for

them regardless of sex, race, or nationality. Format is humorous and

contemporary and students can relate easily to it. Excellent for interview
assignments, role playing, written assignments. Hosted by Robert Vaughn.

WORKING TOGETHER (Careens in the (Wu Sekie6) CA, DM, P

EBE (1971) 8-12

F, 12 min., $150.00 BE

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective
with students. In this film learning cooperation in an office and getting
along with fellow workers is emphasized. As this is often a major difficulty

with beginning students, this film is very helpful. Films in the series are:

Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting A Promotion.

FILMSTRIPS

BELONGING TO A GROUP (Dizcovening YOWL Peksonatity)
Guidance Aiszociate's (1973)

2, FS/ 2 CT, $46.50, with R, $41.50

SA, ,DM, P

4-9
LA, SS, G

This series of filmstrips is relevant and realistic and students can

identify with the material. The series is designed to help the students

explore their emotions-, values, and goals. Discussion breaks are provided.

Excellent for small groups and classroom use. The two filmstrips depict
scenes that show families and peer group interactions. They explore

sharing, group pressures, acceptance and rejection. Discussion breaks

help the students participate in problem-solving involving groups. Other

titles in this series are: Who Are You?,Exploring,Your Feelings.
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CAREERS AND LIFESTYLES SA, CA, DM
Guidance Awciate6 $1974) 7-A
8 FS/ 8 R, $127.50; with 8 CT, $147.50 ALL AREAS

This eight-part program spotlights interesting people at "present points"
in personal and career development. Autobiographical insights focus on
decision making which led to their present situations; explore personal
values; emphasize the powerful relationship between personality and career
choice. There are, no "right solutions" to career choice problems. Indi-

viduals must find workable answers through awareness of personal values,
interests, abilities and resources. Temporary setbacks and conflicts are
universal experiences. There is a paucity of material showing the lifestyle
that goes with occupations and this program is excellent.

THE CHANGING WORK ETHIC, Pt. 1 8 11

Guidance Azisociate4 (1973)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with .2-CT, $46.50

SA, CA, DM
7-12

LA, G, SS

Part I: Open-ended dramas lead to built-in discussion breaks challenging
students to debate: 1. Is hard work the key to success? 2. Is there any
kind of honest work you wouldn't do? 3. Are you more or less materialistic
than your parents? 4. Would you worK if you didn't have to?
Part II: Examines rising job dissatisfaction from worker/consumer/employer
viewpoints; explores job enrichment as an approach to strengthening the work
ethic.

CHILDREN FACE SOCIAL REALITIES SA, CA, DM
Univeuat Education and Viisuat. Mts 4-7
2 FS/ 1 R, $20.00 SS

The children of the Washington, D. C. Model School dramatize the concepts
of economics, their responsibilities, and rights as citizens in a neigh-
borhood and in a free society. The Series stresses the fact that many
problems which children face are not solely personal problems of their
individual families, but social problems that must be dealt with by the
society at large. Ideal for teacher-training use or could be shown to
children to stimulate thinking and motivate them to perform similar activities.

a:i0
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COPING WITH COMPETITION (Adotescent Conaicts)
Guidance Associates,(1974)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Three dramatic scenes deal with compe-

tition on a swim team; a family argument over education; playing for en-

joyment and playing for winning. Printed discussion questions follow

each pause. The material is not preachy, rather it provides the student
with an opportunity to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

COPING WITH JEALOUSY (Adotescent Congicts)
Guidance Associates
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Bob and Ellen reevaluate the advant-

ages and limitations of going steady.. Pauses in the filmstrip allows

for group discussion on causes of jealousy, "playing games" in honest

communication, and possessiveness and insecurity. The series is well

done and could be beneficial in dealing with emotional conflicts and

Value decision.

DEALING WITH ANGER (Adotescent Congicts)
Guidance Associates (1974)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. When Sue is treated unfairly by her

driving test examiner, she engages in fantasy. Pauses in the filmstrip

allows for group discussion on fantasies and tendency to blame others for

our failures. The series is well done and could be beneficial in dealing

with emotional conflict and value decisions.

DEALING WITH GROUP PRESSURE (Adotescent Congicts)
Guidance Associate4 (1914)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

SS, G

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Ed forgot to pick up a key basketball

player for an away game and he wants Drew to cover for him. Pauses in the

filmstrip allow for group discussion on loyalty, peer pressures, and

conscience. The program is not preachy, rather, they provide the student

with a chance to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.
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JOBS AND GENDER SA, CA, DM
Guidance Associates- (1911) 7-A
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50 SS, LA, S, HE, IA, M

Explores how sexual barriers and stereotypes have influenced men's and women's

vocational choices; discusses changing concepts of "masculine" and "feminine"
work roles through interviews with male kindergarten teachers, a male nurse,
a female carpenter, and a female newspaper reporter. The filmstrip was well-
paced, and the script accompanying the filmstrip was excellent.

LAW AND JUSTICE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES: SA, DM
MAKING VALUE-DECISIONS 5-8
Puthescope (1973) SS, LA
3 FS/ 3 CT

This series of filmstrips presents understandable problems that are related
to the legal and judicial process, but goes beyond that to, the personal
decision-making that involves our basic values. Problems are presented,
questions are asked, and in the open-ended approach classroom discussion
follows each filmstrip. Good racial balance. The three filmstrips are:
The Case of the Blue and White Whistle; The Case of the Stolen Hub-caps,
and The Case of the Boss' Son.

PREPARING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK CA, DM
Guidance Associates (1966-1973) 7-9
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; CT, $46.50 ALL AREAS

Part I explores several ways in which one can begin to plan for an enjoyable
and meaningful career. Part II is an introduction to vocational educatip
and what it prepares students for. Useful for career awareness and decision-
making. Some suggested questions for discussion and review are included.

SEEKING INDEPENDENCE (Addescent Congicts)
Guidance Associates (1974)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Don's parents manipulate him and he un-
consciously uses the same tactics on his girl friend to influence her
vacation plans. Pauses in the filmstrip allow for group distussion on
the need to rebel against control and our need to control others. The
program s not preachy, rather they provide the student with a chance to
explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

3 2.2
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TEACHING CHILDREN VALUES SERIES
Educationat Activities, Inc. (1967)

2 FS/ 1 R, TG, $19.95

SA, DM
4-7

G, SS

Teaching children values through unfinished stories. The following un-

finished stories depict six basic values: Integrity, Courage, Responsibility,

Justice, Reverence, and Love. Filmstrip titles: Tina Helps Herself, Bob

Looks for a Job, House Afire, The Broken 'Window, Emergency, Going for the
Neighbor's Pets, Cutting Corners, Libby Argues with the Umpire, A Helping
Hand, A Newcomer at School, Free as a Bird, A Secret Place. They depict

one particular value in each for study. Each filmstrip contains six 8-frame

sequences to go with the recorded stories. The Teacher's Guide gives a
recapitulation of the presentation including the three, discussion questions

at the end of the filmstrip and generalizations for the teacher to present
to the class in the manner that best fits the situation.

WHO ARE YOU? (D4zcovning Youn Puusonatity) SA, DM

Guidance Associates, Inc. (1973) 4-9

2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50; with R, $41:50, TG SS, G

This series of filmstrips is relevant and realistic and students can identify

with the material. The series is designed to help the children explore their

emotions, values, and goals. In these two filmstrips, four children talk
about their family and school relationships, their fears and joys. It helps

the children understand that experiences they have mold their personalities.

Discussion breaks are provided. Excellent for small groups and classroom use.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

CAN OF SQUIRMS JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL SA, DM

Contempmafty 0Aama Se .vice 7-9

kahla Alezimetheiz., Inc. (1971) FA, LA

G/S; $5.00

The object of this game is to develop talk into meaningful dialogue. Draw

a squirm from the can and play it out! You will find that as you play your

role, you'll discover something about yourself, your partner, and the situ-

ation. Useful for role playing, class evaluation, and class discussion.
There are many other levels of squirms, i.e. American History, Elementary,

Generation Gap., etc.

31.3
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CRUEL, CRUEL WORLD
Pennant Educationat Mate/Oat:6

G/S, $8.50

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Four players (or small teams) discover that a balanced life can only be
achieved through balanced values, in terms of the games eight values
(Affection, Respect, Skill, Enlightenment, Influence, Wealth, Well-Being,
Responsibility). When any player or team achieves a value profile that
is "balanced" - they win! Excellent opportunity to examine personal goals.

GROW POWER SA, DM
Eiteen Kopek Bindet 3-9
Educational Activ.itie/s, inc. (1974) LA, G, SS
G/S, $4.95

This is a decision-making game that helps students discuss through play how
they grow mentally, emotionally, and socially. The students are exposed to
many common behavior and decision situations. The following. six personality
traits are highlighted: good sportsmanship, honesty, tact, concern for
others, cheerfulness, and patience. The three variations of this game make
it possible to be used at the Primary, Intermediate, and Junior High School
level. Up to six students can play this very interesting board game.

MATCH WITS:

Pennant Educationat Mate/Oohs
G/S, $10.00

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

The purpose of the game "Match Wits!" is to help students develop an
understanding of the eight value areas used in the game and to develop
an understanding of the possible needs and wants behind a behavior in
human situations as well as the gains and losses in human interaction.
Two to forty players may participate on two teams and examples of situ-
ations analyzed are: You Lose Your Money, Someone Sends You a Gift, You
Forget to Do Your Work, The Group Likes Your Ideas, etc.

MY CUP RUNNETH OVER
Pennant Educationat Mateki.abs
G/S, $8.50

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Four players or four teams use the eight value areas of affection, respect,
skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsibility to
analyze "my own value," "a value I think another player has," and "a value
that I think another player credits me."

3(
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TIMAO SA, PM
Pennant Educationat Matexab 7-12

G/S, $3.50 ALL AREAS

Timao helps participants to understand the eight value areas of affection,
respect, skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsi-
bility. Participants must apply their knowledge and feelings about the
eight value areas in this game.

VALUE BINGO (Vague Game SeAie4)

Pennant:Educationa Matekia/A (1972)
G/S, $5.95

SA, PM
4-12
SS, 'G

Value Bingo, is an adaptation of Bingo. The caller reads statements
instead of numbers, and players identify the Value category intended.
Players interpret statements in terms of eight important value categories,

and examine the value emphasis in different statements. Two to forty

persons can play this game, and it takes at least 30 minutes to play. A
leader's guide with discussion questions is included.

KITS

DECIDING WHAT YOU WANT TO DO SA, DM

(Cateet DiAectionz Se/Liu - Unit 1) 9-12

Changing Time4 Edueationat Se,'wLce (1974) G, SS, LA

KT, $67.00 (Inc2ude4 2 FS, 2CT, 2 R, 2 TR, TG

set o4 30 student book2et4)

These filmstrips stress the'importance of each individual's deciding on
career choice without the pressure of family and society in regard to

material benefits. Personal fulfillment and satisfaction is emphasized
thus exploration of values and capabilities are encouraged. Filmstrips

included are: Doing Your Own Thing and Exploring Places to Work.

FAMILY VALUES SA, PM

SehataAtie 4-8

KT, $25.00 (Inceude's FS, G/S, 16 Activity Cancbs, LA, SS

16 photo4, TG)

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. For the purposes

of the unit, "Family Values" is a set of beliefs which a child (or teacher)

acquires at home and brings to school. The unit examines its subject through

multiple media such as a full color sound filmstrip on "What Kind of Family

Would Have a Pet Joke?", 16 activity/skill cards, a "Write Soon" board game,
and a "Family Faces" photo pack (16) with related work.
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GETTING A JOB (Wontd o6 Wank Sehie4)
.Educationat. Dezigm, Inc. (1970)

CT, $131.00 (Inctude4 12 CT, 24 ST BK, 1 TG)

SA, CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series
includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover the
following topics: Contactin Job Interviewers; The Agency Interview; Words
You Must Learn; What You Need to Know to i l Out An Application Form;
Making A Good Impression; Selling Yourself; The Positive Approach; Handling
Difficult Questions; The Wrap-up.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P
Garay Watz, Libby Benjamin, and Ausociate6 (1974, Rev.) 9-A
Human DeveZopment SeAvices, Inc. G, SS
KT, $690.00 (Inceude6 270 modute6 (30 copia o6 9 moda2e6)

1 Avsounce bank, 8 gamea, 1 pictute diotay
and 1 zet oS mea4me6)

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and
which cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,
decision-making, and goal_ implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies
are included such as: value clarification, role-playing, and simulation.
It can be a semester course if so desired.

THINKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DM, P
Louth Rata, lack Wauemann, Setma Wauemann 4-9
Bene6ic Pteu (1974) LA, M, FA, S, SS, PE
KT,. $147.00 (Inctude4,3a 8, 12 FS/ 12 CT),

without TS/CT, $60.00

The primary aim of this program is helping the students develop skills in
critical thinking throughout all subject areas. Cards and captioned film-
strips teach them skills in observing, comparing, classifying, imagining,

hypothesizing, criticizing, looking for assumptions, collecting and organiz-
ing data, summarizing, coding, interpreting, problem-solving. Pupils may
chart their progress and non-consumable pupil's books are provided.
Exercises in each thinking operation are given for subject areas. Useful
tool for individual or group discussion in decision-making identifying
behavior problems, and affecting behavioral changes.

3:46
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THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8 SA, CA, VM, P

Education Achievement Coo. (1973) 6-8

KT, $271.29 (Inceude4 G/S, SM, Caul/5, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive rirogram that recognizes that careers, decisions, and
goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse
the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.
The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.

WHO AM I? WHO ARE WE?-(Dimen4ion Senie/s) SA, VM

Schotaztic (1973) 4-8

KT, $25.00 (Inctuda FS/CT, 2 G/S, 16 Activity Caul-4, LA, SS

1 Porten, 1 TG)

This unit incorporates a multi-media approach to learning. In exploring

Who Am I? Who Are We? values clarification Rxercises are used for' pin-

pointing and examining values, particularly those where conflict and
confusion often occur - religion, school, family, personal tastes, rules,
friends, race. Useful for role playing, group discussion, and simulation.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, VM

SRA (1972) 6-12

KT, $194.40 (Inctudeh Woklz Bkie64, Job Fact .c, 8KS, FS, TG) G, ALL AREAS

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, re-
lated jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she
will need. Some students found it complicated, but once they learned.
to use it, they enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for
self exploration.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 1

KUVER FORM E GENERAL INTEREST SURVEY , SA, CA, VM

A Careen Guidance 6 Kudek Interest Inventotim 6-A

SRA (1973)

T/M, 1-19 Pkg., $9,45 Hand Scoring, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten
job groups: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-

sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful

to help student begin thinking about his interest in relation to vocational

choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in

large or small groups. Manual available.
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STRONG VOCATIONAL INTEREST BLANK FOR WOMEN AND MEN: SVIB SA, CA, DM
StanOnd Univemity Pne44: Machine Scored by Mixicomp 9-i2

T/M, (Inctudesineaseabte Tut &Wets, pkg. o6 25, $7.00, G, LA
prepaid Anzwerr. Sheeto, $1.45 ea.)

Test is designed to compare an individual's interests with those of persons
who are presently employed in primarily business and professional occupa-
tions and are satisfied with them. It has a built-in sex bias - one answer
sheet for women, another for men. The machine-scored results are inter-
preted on basis of sex. Easy to use however, if sex bias taken into account.
Manual available.

OTHER MEDIA

SEARCH FOR MEANING (Dimenzion4 o6 PeuonaLty Seitic4) SA, DM
Ronad Rozemakie Knamek, Romaine ()mu, 7-9

Marty Jane Simmons, Karen Wash ALL AREAS
Neaum/Standaltd

SM, 1 TG, $39.95

This series is divided into three separate units: External Forces,
Internal Drives, and Encounter. Many activities reflect a values clari-
fication approach, and all lessons are student-centered and use an inquiry
approach to learning.

SEARCH FOR VALUES (Dimenzionz o6 Pemonatity Setie4)
Pgaum/Standaltd
77 SM, 1 TG, $44.95

SA, DM
8-A

ALL AREAS

This series included mini-units designed around value areas. Students
participate in activities designed to help him/her discover a constant
self-image and, hopefully, derive insights which are meaningful tohim/
her. Activities are excellent as is the art work on dittos.
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BOOKS

ADVENTURES IN THE LOOKING-GLASS: SA, DM
EXPERIENCING YOURSELF AND OTHERS 7-11

Shaun A. Rate66e. and Deedee M. Heitman SS

NatZonde Textbook Company (1972)
6K

This book addresses the issue of Who Am I? through the following chapter
topics: On Becoming Yourself, Yourself and Information Systems, Yourself
and Perception, Yourself and Symbols, Yourself and Your Beliefs, Yourself
and Decision - Making, Yourself and Messages, Yourself and Emotional Climates.

Each chapter is truly an adventure, since each is loaded with a multitude
of self-discovery exercises! There are many exercises involving students
in rote-playing, simulations and self-evaluations.

ART CAREER GUIDE

Donned Hoeden
Watson -Guptite Pub C,(Iect-tth ;vs (1973)

BK, $7.95

SA, CA, DM, P

10-12

FA, G

A fine guide for those interested in a career in art. The book covers

education, types of careers in art, finding a job, writing a resume, having
an interview, and even lists schools one might attend. This book would be

helpful in art classes, and career awareness units.

CAREER CHOICE AND CAREER PREPARATION SA, CA, DM

Wieti.am John Schite and HomAd Edwin Niehots (19701 9-A

Inteutate Pt i.nteu and Pubtiishen,s, Inc. LA

6K, $4.95

This is a programmed guidance tool that leads a student, step-by-step, to
individual awareness and job association. It could be very useful in help-
ing students identify their own values, and the last section provides
opportunity for group work. Various careers are discussed in terms of
job requirements, employment outlook, salaries, and where to get further
information:
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CAREER PERSPECTIVE: YOUR CHOICE OF WORK SA, DM
Ceeia Velma 10-A
Chakee6 A. Junes Pubei611ing Company (1972) ALL AREAS
BK, $4.50

This guide book is designed to help the high school student and post high
school student understand himself and begin making career decisions. The
content is divided into three sections: 1. The World of Work, 2. The
Basis of Choices, 3. Making the Choice. May be useful for getting student
to start thinking about making choices.

CAREERS: EXPLORATION AND DECISION SA, DM, P
Jack L. Rettig 8-A
Rtentice-Hate, Inc. (1974) SS
BK, $5.95

Outstanding book. Explores self-development, needs, goals in relationship
to occupational goals or choices. Could easily lead to stimulating group
discussions. Explains several theories (Maslow, Holland, Harris, etc.)
and their relationships to occupational choice. It also deals with techniques
of finding jobs, labor unions, job applications and more practical skills
necessary to obtaining a job.

THE:COMPLETE CAREER EXPLORATION HANDBOOK: AFTER SA, CA, DM, P
COLLEGE, JR. COLLEGE, MILITARY SERVICE, WHAT? 10-A

Neweet Mown ALL AREAS
Gao64et and Duntap (1971)
BK, $3.95

k

This is a complete little book on finding the job that is right for you.
There are sections on career-related personalitS, tests, aptitudes, and
occupational interests. Sixty-two kinds of work most frequently selected
by college students are described. Motivational devices such as self-
appraisal tests and charts, job application, resume, and interview activities
and tips are given. Helpful for upper-secondary and out-of-school adults.

DECIDING SA, DM

H. B. Geeatt, Bakbaaa Vanenhm6t, Richaltd Caney 10-12

Coeeege Entrance Examination Board (1973) G, LA, SS

BK, $2.50

A helpful booklet for the discussion and identification of personal values,
the decision-making process, alternatives, risk-taking and strategies. In-

cluded are techniques and story situations which builds an awareness of self

and others. Space is provided for individual student response. A helpful

"Leader's Guide" is available.
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DECIDING: A LEADER'S GUIDE SERIES SA, DM

Cottege Entaance Examinaaon BoaAd (1972) 7-A

BK, $2.00

A wealth of material on decision-making and values is presented in this
guide. The activities suggested can be used to help students learn about
themselves and to aid them in making realistic educational plans. Students

using the guide will find it stimulating and fun to do. The authors aim

at the junior and senior high school student, but they have also included
material for the adult use. This is a very worthwhile guide.

EXPLORING CLERICAL CAREERS CA, DM

Robes t A. Riztan 8-10

South-Watean Pubtbshing Company (1974) BE

BK

This booklet relates junior high and senior high school` curriculum to the
area of clerical office jobs. Explores various clerical jobs found in

modern offices, their duties and requirements. Workbook approach focuses

decisions about particular jobs. Perhaps it is too basic for 10th graders,

so one would have to assess its value at that level.

A HANDBOOK OF PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE SA, DM

RobeAt C. Hawtey, Izabel L. Hawtey 4-12

Education Reiseaneh Assoc. (1972) HE, LA, SS

BK, $5.00

This book includes hundreds of activities to help students experience per,ol*,
growth in the classroom. Students are active participants in positive focus

type activities. Excellent resource for educators.

HOW YOU CAN GET A BETTER JOB SA, CA, DM

W. K. Lazhea 10-12

Amekican Teehnicat Society (1972) BE, LA, SS, G

BK, $3.75

This book is broken down into three parts: The Human Element, Sensible

Planning and Forging Ahead. The first part, The Human Element, deals with

teamwork as a necessary part of human relations in work, how to get along
on the job and receive satisfaction in work. It also explores what it takes

to be a good worker - things such as staying alert, saving time, shop safety.

Telephoning techniques necessary for an offige are also discussed. The third

section dealing with Forging Ahead covers such topics as: Knowing your own

assets and needs, how to handle an interview, locate a job, and even changing

jobs. This could be used in a career education center, business education or

in any units dealing with self-awareness and self-development related to jobs.
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY
Cco..t. A. Etda

ChatZe6 E. Mettitt PubEisking Company (1972)
BK, $3.00, Teacheeis Edition, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

G, HE, SS

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful
direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of values
and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents available
facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as "Is there a
generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?", "Am I an in-
telligent consumer?", "Do I want to use drugs?", "Shall I smoke?", "Do
I need the Law?", "Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do about pollution?",
"What is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I choose?", and "What
are my goals in life?" Students study the above areas and are encouraged
to make choices from alternatives, to consider consequences, and to use
the values they choose for themselves as a basis for action.

OCCUPATIONAL ESSENTIALS - SKILL AND ATTITUDES SA, DM, P
FOR EMPLOYMENT, 34d, ed. 9-12

Johnson Pitezis, Inc., (Vocationat Ed. Div.), (1970)

BK, $3.95

This skill book.for students is designed to help them discover "Who Am
I , "Where Should I Look For Job Openings?", "How Can I Most Effectively
Secure a Job?", and "What Must I Do to Succeed On The.Job?". There are

some activities on self-evaluation, job applications, and even how to
resign tactfully from a job you hate!

OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE SERIES
Finney Company (1969-1974)

8tie64, $43.50 pet unit

CA, DM
10-12

ALL AREAS

There are five units in this series, eight spiral-bound volumes to a unit,
and twenty briefs to a volume. Each brief describes an occupation, earnings,
working conditions, disadvantages, and future outlook. Suggested high school
sources and activities and other relevant information is given. One unit is

revised every five years in an attempt to remain current. Unit 1C was re-
vised for 1973-74. Useful for libraries and guidance centers.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN ACCOUNTING (Oppoittunitie4 in Sexie6) CA, DM, P
Raymond G. Aniwt, C.P.A. 9-12

Vocational Guidance Manuatz (1967) BE, G, M, SS

BK, $3.75

Although salary figures and members in the field are outdated, the material

is definitely useful in that training required and various methods of using
an accounting degree are discussed accurately. This. book would definitely

be useful for a person who is thinking of a career in accounting.

OPPORTUNITIES IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION CA, DM, P

(Oppoictunitiez in Sekie4) 10-12

Michaee Sumichkazt 5 Charters P. McMaton G, IA, M

Vocational Guidance Manual's (1971)

BK, $1.95 (papa)

Small print might discourage some, but if not, the subject is well covered.
Authors discuss the construction industry in terms of past and future. The

various craftsmen within the trade are examined as well as specialized trades.

OPPORTUNITIES IN CARPENTRY CAREERS CA, DM

(OppoktunitLeis in Se/La's) 9-A

Roger Sheldon IA, G

Vocational Guidance Manuat4 (1974)

BK, $4.25 (Papekback - $2.45)

Different careers in carpentry are discussed, as well as entry requirements
for apprecticeship programs. This is well-illustrated, informative, and
includes a glossary of terms.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING CA, DM, P

( Oppo,t,talt-Ltieis in Seitie's ) 10-12

Ma' tin Nuzz baum BE, G, S, M

Vocational Guidance ManuaLS (1972)
BK, $4.92

This book is concerned with the human element in the computer field, what
kind of person goes into this field? What are the interests, aptitudes,

and temperaments ofixople who enjoy working with computers. Descriptions

of the working conditions, salaries, and occupational outlook are given,
plus suggestions on where to look for jobs.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN ENVIROMENTAL CAREERS
(OppoktuaLtLe6 sniez)
Odom Fanning

Vocationae Guidance Manuats (1971)
BK, $5.95

CA, DM, P

9-12

G, M, S, SS

Career opportunities in the expanding field of environmental studies are
described in some detail. The preparation and education that are required
are given for these jobs. Also included is a section on related jobs and
where a career in this field can lead.

OPPORTOWITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION 6 SERVICES CA, DM, P
(OppoktunitLeis in Setie4) 9-12

Jacob Rozenthat 6 LeRo.i. A. Fot/som G, HE, S
VocatZonae Guidance Manua 's (1969)

BK, $3.75, Papetback $1.95

Small print in the paperback might interfere with the ease of reading but
material presented is very good. It covers both pros and cons of the food
service industry. It goes through the history of food services, the dif-
ferent jobs within the food service category. The education necessary to
enter and to continue in the food services is given in this rather all
encompassing book. Related careers to actual food preparation are also
discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SCIENCE 6 TECHNOLOGY CA, DM, P

(Oppontunitia in Setie4) 9-12

Jodseph G. Endkers HE, LA

Vocatianae Guidance ManuaLs (1969)
BK, $3.75, Papekback $1.95

As all of us are aware of food shortages throughout the world so should
we be aware of food science and technology. This book covers what the

job is, where one can train for this field, job and salary opportunities
as well as job requirements, educational requirements (both high school
and college) and where one might be employed. A good book but in the paper-
back the small print might be a detriment.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOLOGY g'GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERINo
(Opp/L.:tam i,t(le6 in Sekie,$)

Aticted K. Sneepove
Vocationa Guidance Manuals (1970)
BK, $3.75, Paperback $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, LA, SS, S

Defines differences between geologist and geological engineer and how their

work is pertinent to our world and career opportunities which appear to be
good. Job requirements are discussed as well as high school courses out-
lined in detail. Agencies that license and register geologists are dis-
cussed. Tools geologists use, and the type of work they do are well covered.
As in all the "Opportunities in..." books, related fields are discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS CA, pm, P

(Oppon.tanitiez in Se/ Liu) 10 -12-

J. Reinliad FA, Ga, IA

Vocationa Guidance Manuatz (1971)
BK, $1.95

liocation,01 opportunities in the printing industry are described in detail.
Specific job information is given plus how to get started, the education

and preparation requirements, and schools offering courses in printing.
Some tips in job hunting are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN GA, DM, P

(Oppontuniti.ez in Sekie6) 9-12

Atthut J. Pmeoz IA, LA

Vocational Guidance Manuatz (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papetback $1.95

References in the bibliography are quite outdated but book seems to be quite

current. As with most books in this series, working conditions, job re-

quirements, educational requirements, career outlook, related fields and a

good definition of industrial design are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE CA, DM, P

(OppoAtuni.tiu in Se/Liu) 9-12

Ralph E. GAZuwed G, S, SS

Vocational Guidance Manua's (1970)

BK, $3.75, Papekback $1.95

Besides discussing what exactly a landscape architect is, this book discusses

scholarships available, fees required to be registered, schools for training,

and how this training can be used in a variety of ways.
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OPPORTUNITIES TN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
(Oppottunitiez in Seti.4)

Chan2e4 went
Vocationat Guidance ManuaL6 (1973)

BK, $4.50

CA, DM, P
10-12

G, TA, S

Career opportunities in the field of materials science and engineering
are described. Areas included are metallurgy, ceramics, plastics, solid
state sciences. Specific suggestions are given in which an individual
may educate himself and get .,tarted in the profession.

OPPORTUNITIES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P
(Oppottunitiez in SeAie4) 9-12

Seichi Konzo 6 _horn W. Bayne G, LA, IA

Vocationat Guidance Manuabs (1971)
BK, $3.75, Papekback $1.95

Many of the related fields are discussed as well as educational require-
ments and job opportunities. Methods of obtaining a job are outlined in
detail.

OPPORTUNITIES IN METEOROLOGY (Oppwauniti,e)5 in SeAie4) CA, DM, P

Mau Havt,i/s 10-12

Vocationat Guidance Manua-&.s (1972) G, M, S, SS
BK, $5.50

This is a useful little book that contains comprehensive information about
careers in meteorology. A definition of meteorology is given and identi-
fies professional and non-professional jobs in the field. Specific informa-

tion is given on the personal qualifications, education and training
requirements, and the employment outlook and earnings in the field of
meteorology.

OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE OCCUPATIONS CA, DM, P

(Oppontunitia in Seti,e6) 9-12

E6tette Popham 6 Stanch Ettingen BE, G, SS

Vocati.onat Guidance Manua's (1972)

BK, $4.50

Career opportunities that are available in offices are described. Specific

information is given on educational training necessary fo- the job, how to
get started, advantages and disadvantages of different jobs, and the
opportunities for advancement.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN A PODIATRY CAREER Ck, DM, P

(Oppottunitia in Sutie6) 9-12

Jute's Shangotd 6 Ptank G/teenbeng G, S, SS
Vocationae Guidance Manuats (1971)
BK, $1.95

Career opportunities in the podiatric specialities are described: foot

surgery, dermatology, orthopedics, and radiology. Specific information
on the ,educational training required, locations of jobs and earnings are
outlined.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Featu4e6 (1974)

Packet 25 comc's, $2.95

DM, P, CA
4-1,2

LA, SS

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to
study. Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These

colorful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth
grade reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior
high school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in

an English and Spanish version.

SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM, P
HaAcouAt Mace Jovanovich, Inc. (1972) 7-10

BK, $7.00 (can also be pukchased in 6eirie6 o4 pamphtets) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the
separate elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man as Individual,

Man as Group Member, Man in Culture, Man as Policy Maker, Man in His
Environment, Man as Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities
are followed, students acquire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing,

self-awareness, decision-making, etc.

VALUES CLARIFICATION: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES SA, DM
FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 4-12

Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, 6 Howard Kiuchenbaum G,- SS

Pennant Educational
BK, $3.95

This book is designed to engage students and teachers in the examination of
values. It contains 79 strategy situations, complete with procedures and
Teacher's Guide. The strategies involve students in practical experiences
to make them examine their own feelings, ideas and beliefs, to relate values

to their own decisions. It is highly recommended for teachers and should be
a part of the professional library collection.
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WHAT TO DO AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
Chatee4 G. Spiegtet and Wittiam B. Reinet
Science Rueakch Azzociatez (1971)
BK, $2.25

SA, CA, DM, P .

10-A

ALL AREAS

This handbook with activity sheets is designed to help students plan for
the future. It helps to motivate students to plan. The units include
getting to know themselves, learning about opportunities in various careers,
and how to get a job. If workbooks will motivate your student, this one
is good.

WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT GETTING INTO COLLEGE
DA. WieVaM A. Rubin6ieed
Vocationae Guidance Manuats (1964)

DM, P
10-12

G, LA, SS

Although somewhat outdated, much of the material is still relevant re-
garding admissions and processes for admissions to college. Alternate

ideas are presented - such as working and night school and community
colleges. This could be used in a counseling setting.

FILMS

ALLEGORY ONE SA, DM
Chuitchite Fit m6 8-A

F, 13 min., $165.00- G, LA

This allegorical film is designed to encourage thought and discussion.
As young men climb a playground jungle gym, viewers understand how
competition shapes our character and influences values. There is no

dialogue in this film, and with skillful suggestions, this could be a
powerful teaching resource. Teacher's Guide is included.

APPLYING FOR A JOB (Cakeen4 in the 066ice Senie4)
ESE (1971)
F, 13 min., $185.00

CA, DM, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective

with.students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed the film be-
cause they could relate to the situations. In this film a young girl is

applying for a job. It shows some common mistakes people often make as
beginning job seekers.
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APPLYING FOR IT (Your Job Seniu)
Co/Lona Earn s

F, 14 min., $196.00

DM, SA, CA
10-A

ALL AREAS

This film explains to the viewer the process of making an application
for a job and going through the personal job interview. Moreover, it
gives the viewer different insights into the conflicts one faces in
applying and getting a satisfying job. The film follows four people
through the process of applying and trying to get a job. Good visual
aid to go with vocational information.

BOB _E CAREN E TED E JANICE

Patthenon Pietuois: Dist.: Data Film (1973)
F, .25 min.

CA, DM
8-12

LA, SS, DE, BE
IA, HE

Shows real young people facing real-life situations which are part of
today's peer-group experience. By seeing how these peer needs and desires
and problems are answered, students begin to grasp the real nature and
significance of today's vocational education. Film was designed to be
shown to young people and their parents. Contemporary format with good
racial balance.

BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM COMES TRUE? SA, CA, DM
Canowsee Fi,em 7-12
F, 52 min., $575.00 - B/W $275.00 BE, M, LA, SS

This documentary, originally presented on CBS News, scrutinizes the life
style of a white, affluent family in the suburbs. Even though they have
economic security, they sense a lack of fulfillment and feel vaguely un-
comfortable. Excellent device for discussion of values. The film shows
briefly the father's job and background, but mostly it concerns the life
style that his occupation brings.

CAMPAIGN . CA, DM
Chu/white Fitmis (1973) 8-A
F, 20 min., $230.00 SS, LA

A young woman running for state senator wagesa rousing campaign with the
help of volunteers. For information on, and to inspire regard for, the
political process.
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CAREERS: ACQUIRING ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS

UEVA (1974)

F, 19 min., $225.00

CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

This film will help young people make positive educational and vocational

decisions. Students gain an awareness of basic "job entry skills" funda-

mental to being employable. This career education film tells the story

of the new and vital relationship between private industry and high schools
through "co-operative training programs."

CLIMB SA, DM

ChuAchae FJJjns (1974) 7-A

F, 22 min., $280.00 G, SS

This is a realistic film about two young rock climbers, but it is more a
story of their self-reliance, setting goals, meeting challenges, discover-
ing their capabilities, and companionship. Excellent discussion film for

personal values and feelings. A helpful Teacher's Guide is included.

ENERGY: LESS IS MORE CA, DM

Chu/wit-Let FLe.m6 (1974) 7-12

F, 18 min., $230.00 S, SS

This film investigates the need for slowing the growth of energy consumption
and discusses ways in which this can be done. The topic was very good; how-

ever,a better cross-section of racial and ethnic people in our society should

have been included in the presentation.

FINDING THE RIGHT ONE (Your Job Seitie4) SA, DM

Coronet Fam4 9-A

F, 13 min., $182.00

This film's purpose is to explore the general process that a young person
goes through in making a tentative career decision. The film gives the

viewer information about exploring interests, abilities and achievements.
Moreover, the film emphasizes learning about different careers through
on-the-job training.
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:FREE TO CHOOSE

Fiem Fait (1974)

F, 16 min., $210.00; Rentat $20.00

SA, CA, DM
7-12

G, HE, SS, LA

The sterotyped roles of women as wives and mothers confined to the home and
of men who work away from home are examined with today's understanding and
changes in traditional roles. Young men and women in non-traditional roles
are interviewed and the message is that he or she does what each does best.
Roles are of no importance to them and they are free to choose to have the
life-style they wish.

GETTING A PROMOTION (Catee44 in .the ()Wee Se/Liu)

EBE (1971)
F, 14 min., 085.00

CA, DM, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern up-to-date atmosphere makes this film very effective with students.
In this film three girls who have been successful return to their school for
a Career Day. They demonstrate cooperation, ability, and a willingness to

work that has helped them to be successful in their fields. Films in the

series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting

A Promotion.

HAVE OUR PLANET AND EAT IT TOO?
Chu/white Fin
F, 24 min., $300.00

CA, DM, SA
7-A

S

This film is excellent in its treatment of an occurence which is becoming
more common:. It presents opposing points of view fairly and equally, so

it provided a good springboard for discussion. The students can also see

some people vitally involved in environmental careers.

I WANT TO WORKS FOR YOUR COMPANY

Sandeek Inztitiltionat Fiem6, Inc. (1973)
F, 10 min., $140.00

Film is designed to provide tips for a first interview.
classes to do as a project or role playing an interview.

Serling.
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IT'S YOUR MOVE: DECISIONS AND DISCUSSIONS DM
Co/tenet ELem6 7-11
F, 11 min. - 8/W, $74.00

Technically this film is of rather poor quality, but the content is
discussion-provoking for students. Subjects of film are in the inner
city of large urban centers. Important questions regarding morality,
duty, and personal freedom are dealt with by three inner-city teenagers.

4.

MODERN LIFE: CHOICES AND CONFLICTS SA, DM.

Stephen BodsuAtow koductionis (1973) 7-12
F, 10 min., $110.00 LA, G, FA

Four short animated parts of this film are based on themes of conflict
arising from human differences, What Turns You On?; individuality vs.

togetherness, What Price Togetherness?; problem solving, Why Is The Going
So Rough?; and establishing personal identity, Who Is The Real Me?. These
open-ended films will help to stimulate wide ranging discussions on various

aspects of human awareness, such as individuality, identity and creativity.

OTHER WOMEN, OTHER WORK (People Who Woith Setie,$)
Chttaeltite Pialis (1973)

F, 20 min., $230.00

SA, DM, P
10-A

HE, BE, SS, LA

This film stimulates interest in careers by picturing several women doing
jobs that are not traditionally "women's work."

PEOPLE WHO FIGHT POLLUTION SA, CA, DM
Chunchitt Fitm6 (1972) .7-A

F, 18 min., $225.00 S, SS

This. film shows jobs, such as trash collector, pollution inspector, and

recycling industrialist can be approached with as much dignity, dedication,
pride, and enthusiasm as unusual vocations.

SYLVIA, FRAN, AND JOY
Chu/Leh-Lee Fiiin6 (1973)

F, 16 min. - B/W, $150.00

SA, DM
9-12

G, HE, LA, SS

This black and white film is a study of the role of women. Three women
represent three different views: the traditional, the middle-of-the-road,
the totally liberated woman. The focus is on white, middle-class women.
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TO BE A PERSON
Bitey Ladd Fiezm
f, 19 min., $250.00, Rentat $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

HE, G, LA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept
his own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the help

of another person. Students were attentive to what the film said, and
in discussion - revealed that they identified with those people in the film.
Useful f7,4- role playing, discussion in child development classes, psychology,

family living, etc.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P

Sandte4 Inztitutionat Fitm, Inc. (1974) 7-A

F, 18 min., $255.00, Rentat $30.00 HE, LA, SS

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by
skillfully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in

society. An interview with several men and women regarding equality of

sexes in the work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice

,onJhe-part of men employers and need for assertive training for women who

want to move forward and don't know how.

THE WORK PREJUDICE FILM
Sandem InstitutionaZ Films, Inc.
F, 12 min., $170.00, Rental $20.00

CA, DM
6-12
G, LA, SS

This film challenges the stereotypes, attitudes, and job opportunities

that exist in relation to the world of work and explodes many of the myths.

Many jobs are presented and opportunities are open to people who prepare

for them regardless of sex, race, or nationality. Format is humorous and

contemporary and students can relate easily to Excellent for interview

assignments, role playing, written assignments. Hosted by Robert Vaughn.

WORKING TOGETHER (Cakeenrs .n the ()Wu Sekie,$)

EBE (1971)
F, 12 min., $150.00

CA, DM, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very effective

with students. In this film learning cooperation in an office and getting

along with fellow workers is emphasized. As this is often a major difficulty

with beginning students, this film is very helpful. Films in the series are:

Choosing.11211, Applying For A Job, Working Together, Getting a Promotion.

3 i3
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FILMSTRIPS

CAREERS AND LIFESTYLES SA, CA, DM
Guidance. A44ociate's (1974) 7-A

8 FS/ 8 R, $127.50; with 8 CT, $147.50 ALL AREAS

This eight-part program spotlights interesting people at "present points"
in personal and career development. Autobiographical insights focus on

decision-making which led to their present situations; explore personal
values; emphasize the powerful relationship between personality and career
choice. There are no "right solutions" to career choice problems. Indi-

viduals must find workable answers through awareness of personal values,
interests, abilities and resources. Temporary setbacks and conflicts are
universal experiences. There is a paucity of material showing the life-
style that goes with occupations and this program is excellent.

CAREERS IN HOUSING: THE INTERIOR
ButteAiek Pubti.shing (1974)
4 FS/ 4 CT, TG, $68.00, with R, $64.00

SA, CA, DM

10-12

G, HE, FA, LA, SS

The first two filmstrips deal with design, while the third deals with service,
but together they give a good overview of design and communication fields.
Discusses various jobs, their requirements and working conditions. Excellent

series that can be used in home economics, art, and career exploration. The

fourth filmstrip deals with self-awareness in relation to careers. Filmstrip

and cassette topics are: The Interior Environment and Design, Merchandising
and Manufacturing, Service and Communication, and Getting from Here to There.

CAREERS IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY
Bwttefack Pubtiishing Company (1973)
8 FS/ 8 C, 15 min. pen FS/C, 2 G, $128.00

SA, CA, DM
10-12
HE, FA, IA, S, BE

This is a series of in-depth filmstrips on the fashion industry covering the
obvious occupations plus the intricate ones "behind the scenes." Each gives

job descriptions, responsibilities, skills, work environments and background
experiences. Excellent Teacher's Guide for each filmstrip, as well as two
simulation games.

3 ti 4
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THE CHANGING WORK ETHIC, Pt. 18 II

Guidance ksisociate4 (1973)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, CA, DM
7-12

LA, G, SS

Part I: Open-ended dramas lead to built-in discussion breaks challenging

students to debate: 1. Is hard work the key to success? 2. Is there

any kind of honest work you wouldn't do? 3. Are you more or less material-

istic than your parents? 4. Would you work if you didn't have to?

Part II: Examines rising job dissatisfaction from worker/consumer/employer
viewpoints; explores job enrichment as an approach to strengthening the

work ethic.

CHOOS1N) YOUR CAREER SA, VIM

Guidance ksisociate4 (196k, 1972) TO -12

2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with CT, $46.50

These filmstrips expose the high school student to the various career
environments open to him and illustrates a systematic method for approach-

ing this question of the future. Emphasis is placed upon self-evaluation,
classification of information gleaned from this evaluation, and exposure to

relevant career possibilities. Suggested questions for discussion and

review are included. Titles included are: Planning Ahead and On the Job.

COPING: STRATEGIES FOR GROWTH
Audio (Aiwa Nan tati.ve AAtz, Inc. (19744

4 FS/ 4 R, TG, $60.00

SA, DM
10-12

LA, SS

"Coping" is a four-part filmstrip and record presentation. Each section is

titled in terms of coping with: competition, conformity, authority, and

decision-making. class projects, role playing, and discussion questions

are provided in a booklet that accompanies this material. These provide a

good foundation for values clarification techniques, exercises-and strategies.

COPING WITH COMPETITION (Adoemcent Congicts)
Guidance Aucle,ateis (1974)

2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Three dramatic scenes deal with compe-

tition on a swim team; a family argument over education; playing for en-
joyment and playing for winning. Printed discussion questions follow each

pause. The material is not preachy, rather it provides the student with

an opportunity to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

3 5
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COPING WITH JEALOUSY (Adaeucent Congict6)
Guidance A44oeixtte4

2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show,through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. Bob and Ellen reevaluate the advantages
and limitations of going steady. Pauses in the filmstrip allows for group
discussion on causes of jealousy, "playing games" in honest communication,
and possessiveness and insecurity. The series is well done and could be
beneficiatarag)ing with emotional conflicts and value decisions.

DEALING WITH ANGER (Adaeetscent Con4ticts)
Guidance. kszocA:atez (1974)

2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner. When Sue is treated unfairly by her driv-
ing test examiner, she engages in fantasy. Pauses in the filmstrip allows
for group discussion on fantasies and tendency to blame others for our
failures. The series is well done and could be beneficial in dealing
with emotional conflict and value decisions.

DEALING WITH GROUP PRESSURE (Adaee4cent CongieW
Guidance Auociate4 (1974)

. 2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

SS, G

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent
problems in an objective manner.- Ed forgot to pick up a key basketball
player for an away game and he wants Drew to cover for him. Pauses in

the filmstrip allow for group discussion on loyalty, peer pressures, and
conscience. The program is not preachy, rather they provide the student
with a chance to explore and evaluate a serious problem vicarously.

JOBS AND GENDER SA, CA, DM

Guidance Azzocatez (1971) . 7-A

2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50 SS, LA, S, HE, IA, M

Explores how sexual barriers and stereotypes have influenced men's and
women's vocational choices; discusses changing concepts of "masculine" and
"feminine" work roles through interviews with male kingergarten teachers,

a male nurse, a female carpenter, and a female newspaper reporter. The

filmstrip was well-paced, and the script accompanying the filmstrip was
excellent.
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SEEKING INDEPENDENCE (Adaucent Congict4)
Guidance kmociate4 (1974)
2 FS/ 2 R, $41.50; with 2 CT, $46.50

SA, DM
9-12

G, SS

These filmstrips and records show, through a narrative, common adolescent

problems in an objective manner. Don's parents manipulate him and he un-
consciously uses the same tactics on his girl friend to influence her
vacation plans. Pauses in the filmstrip allows for group discussion on

the need to rebel against control and our need to control others. The

program is not preachy, rather they provide the student with a chance to
explore and evaluate a serious problem vicariously.

WHY WORK AT ALL? (Job Attitude4 Seties)

Guidance Aiszoc,&ite,s (1970)

1 FS/ 1 R, TG; $22.00; with CT, $24.00

SA, DM
9-12

G, LA, SS

The filmstrip revolves around the reasons behind our occupational selection.
Using classroom situations, students discuss and weigh importance of each

factor given.

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS

CRUEL, CRUEL WORLD
Pennant Educationae Matertiaez

G/S, $8.50

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Four players (or small teams) discover that a balanced life can only be
achieved through balanced values, in terms of the games eight values
(Affection, Respect, Skill, Enlightenment, Influence, Wealth, Well-Being,

Responsibility). When any player or team achieves a value profile that is

"balanced" - they win! Excellent opportunity to examine personal goals.

MATCH WITS!

Pennant Educationae Mate/U.04
G/S, $10.00

SA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

The purpose of the game "Match Wits!" is to help students develop an under-
standing of the eight value areas used in the game and to develop an under-
standing of the possible needs and wants behind a behavior in human situations

as well as the gains and losses in human interaction. Two to forty players

may participate on two teams and examples of situations analyzed are: You

Lose Your Money, Someone Sends You a Gift; You Forget To Do Your Work, The

Group Likes Your Ideas,'etc,
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MY CUP RUNNETH OVER SA, DM
.

Pennant Educationat Mm abats J

;
7-12

G/S, $8.50 ALL AREAS

Four players or four teams use the eight value areas of affection, respect,
skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsibility to
analyze "my own value," "a value I think another player has," and "a value
that I think another player credits me."

TIMAO SA, DM
Pennant Edueationat Matekiats 7-12
G/S, $3.50 ALL AREAS

Timao helps participants to understand the eight value areas of affection,
respect, skill, enlightenment, influence, well-being, wealth, and responsi-
bility. Participants must apply their knowledge and feelings about the
eight value areas in this game.

VALUE BINGO (Vague Game Senies)

Pennant Edueationa Mate bags (1972)
G, $5.95

SA, DM
4-12

SS, G

Value Bingo, is an adaptation of Bingo. The caller reads statements instead
of numbers, and players identify the Value categor3! intended. Players inter-
pret statements in terms of eight important value categories, and examine
the value emphasis in different statements. Two to forty persons can play
this game, and it takes at least 30 minutes to play. A leader's guide with
discussion questions is included.

KITS

DECIDING WHAT YOU WANT TO DO SA, DM
(Comet Dinections Se-ties Unit 1) 9-12
Changing Times Edueationae SeAviee (1974) G, SS, LA
KT, $67.00 (Inetudeis 2 ES/ 2CT, 2 R, 2TR, set oti 30

student bookeets, TG)

These filmstrips stress the importance of each individual's deciding on
career choice without the pressure of family and society on material benefits.
Personal fulfillment and satisfaction is emphasized thus exploration of values
and capabilities are encouraged. .Filmstrips included are: Doint, Your Own

Thing, and Exploring Places to Work.
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GETTING A JOB ((Voted o6 Wo41z Setie,$)

Educationat Dezig4, Inc. (1970)

CT, $131.00 (Inceude4 12 CT/ 13 STBK, 1 TG)

SA, CA, DM
7-12

ALL AREAS

Workbook includes resume form and several different types of applications.
A good series that would be most helpful in career education unit. Series

includes 9 lesson tapes and 3 discussion tapes. Lesson tapes cover the
following topics: Contacting Job Interviewers; The Agency Interview; Words
You Must Learn; What You Need to Know to Fill Out An Application Form;
Making_a Good Impression; Selling Yourself; The Positive Approach; Handling
Difficult Questions; and The Wrap-up.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P
Gray Waez, Ubby Benjamin, and Azzociate's (1974, Rev.) 9-A

Human Oeveeopment Senvice4, Inc. G, SS

KT, $690.00 (Inceude4 270 moduteis (30 copie's o6 9 modute4)

1 .uounce bank, 8 gcune's, 1 pieta/Le diotay
1 'set o6 memuke,$)

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential, in nature and which
cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness, decision-mak-
ing and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies are included
such as: value clarification, role-playing, and simulation. It can be a

semester course if so desired.

WORK-WIDENING OCCUPATIONAL ROLES KIT SA, CA, DM

SRA (1972) 6-12

KT, $194.40 (Inceude4 Wwdr,Bkie64, Job Facts, SKS, FS, TG) G, ALL AREAS

This kit is designed to make the student more aware of occupations, related
jobs, his own interests and abilities, and the education he/she will need.
Some students found it complicated, but once they learned to use it, they

enjoyed it. It has much good information and avenues for self exploration.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

KUHR DO OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM
'<advt. DD Sexiu 11-A
Fude4ic Kuddk G
SRA (1974)
T, 1-4 ise-6, $32.00

This paper and pencil test compares your preferences to people in different
occupations and college majors. The assumption is that a person whose
interests agree with people who are working in certain occupations is
likely to be satisfied with that occupational choice. The instructions
are easy to Follow and it is machine scored. Testing time is 30-40 minutes.
Manual available.

KUVER FORM E GENERAL, INTEREST SURVEY SA, CA, DM
A Cakeek Guidance 6 Kaden Inte4e4t Inventaqie4 6-A
SRA (1973) G
Fkedenic Kaden
TIM, 1-19 Pkg., $9.45 Hand-Sco4ing, $4.65

This is a new edition of the preference test that measures interest in ten
job groupings: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. There are con-
sumable hand-scoring booklets (pins and backboards cost extra). Useful to
help student begin thinking about his interests in relation to vocational
choice. Requires 30-40 minutes and may be administered individually or in
large or small groups. Manual available.

STRONG VOCATIONAL INTEREST BLANK FOR WOMEN AND MEN: SVIB SA, CA, DM
Stan6ond Univeuity Pne44: Machine Scored by Minicomp 9-12

TIM, (Inctaduneu4eabee Teist Booklets, pkg. o6 25, $7.00, G, LA

pnepaid Armen Sheets, $1.45 ea.)

Test is designed to compare an individual's interests with those of persons
who are presently employed in primarily business & professional occupations
and are satisfied with them. It has a built-in sex bias - one answer sheet
for women, another for men. The machine-scored results are interpreted on
basis of sex. Easy to use however, if sex bias taken into account. Manual

available.
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STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST INVENTORY: SCII SA, CA, DM

Stan6oAd Univeiusity Pte46 (1974) 10-A

TM, Machine 4coked by Minicomp $1.05 ptepaid an,swerL G

'sheet

This is the merged form of the SVIB (Men and Women) because occupations are
no longer limited to one sex. The norms are still separate and two differ-
ent profiles are used because "the sexes differ in strength in some areas".

Scores are grouped in Occupational Themes, Basic Interest Scales, and Occu-
pational Scales. Manual available.

OTHER MEDIA

SEARCH FOR VALUES (ablen4ion4 oli Peuonatity Seniez) SA, DM

Plitaum/Standartd 8-A .

77 SAM, 1 TG, $44.95 ALL AREAS

This series includes mini-units designed around value areas. Students

participate in activities designed to help him/her discover a constant self-
image and, hopefully, derive insights which are meaningful to him/her. Activ-
ities are excellent as is the art work on dittos.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

Title Page(s)

All About ---, 2-3, (BK) 326'

Applying'For A Job, 8-12, (F) 344,355

Art Career Guide, 10-12, (BK) 348

Belonging To A Group 4-9, (FS) 334,346

Careers: Exploration and Decision, 8-A, (BK) 337,348

Choosing A Job, 8-12, (F) 344,355

The Complete Career Exploration Handbook, 10-A, (BK) 348

DUSO 1, K-2, (KT) 328

DUSO 2, 3-4, (KT) 334

Entering The Job Market, 9-12, (KT) 346,357

Everyone Has Impoftant Jobs To Do, K-4, (BK) 326,331

Getting A Promotion, 8-12, (F) 344,355

A Highway To Work And Play, 1-6, (KT) 329,335

I Want To Work For Your Company, 10-A, (F) 355

Jobs In Agriculture, 6-9, (BK) 331,337

Jobs In Business and Office, 6-8, (BK) 331,337

Jobs In Communication, 6-8, (BK) 332,337

Jobs In Construction, 6-8, (BK) 332,338

Jobs In Manufacturing, 6-8, (BK) 332,338

Jobs In Marketing And Distribution, 6-8, (BK) 332,338

Jobs In Public Service, 6-8; (BK) 333,338

Jobs In Your Future, 7-9, (BK), 339

The Kind Of Me I Want To Be, 2-1, (BK) 327

Life Career Development Series, 9-A, (KT) 346,357

Making Value Judgments, 7-12, (BK) 339,349

Occupational Essentials, 9-12, (BK) 340,349

Opportunities in Accounting, 9-12, (BK)... 340,349

Opportunities in Building Construction, 10-12, (BK) 350

Opportunities in Electronic Data Processing, 10-12, (BK) 350

Opportunities in Environmental Careers, 9-12, (BK) 340,350

Opportunities in Food Preparation and Services, 9-12, (BK) 340,351

Opportunities in Food Science and Technology, 9-12, (BK) 341,351

Opportunities in Geology and Geological Engineering, 9-12, (BK) 341,351

Opportunities in Graphic Communications, 10-12, (BK) 352

Opportunities in Industrial Design, 9-12, (BK) 341,352

Opportunities in Landscape Architecture, 9-12, (BK) 3411352

'Opportunities in Materials Science and Engineering, 10-12, (BK) 352

Opportunities in Mechanical Engineering, 9-12, (BK) 342,353

Opportunities in Meteorology, 10-12, (BK) 353

Opportunities in Office Occupations, 9-12, (BK) 342,353

Opportunities in a Podiatry Career, 9-12, (BK) 342,353

Other Women, Other Work, 10-A, (F) 356

Person To Person, 10-A, (F) 356

Popeye How To Study Series, 4-12, (BK) 333,342,354

Self-Expression And Conduct - The Humanities, 1-3, (BK) 327

Source Of Identity, 7-10, (BK) 343
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Staying With It And Getting Ahead, 9-12, (KT)
Thinking Skills Development Program, 4-9, (KT)
To Be A Person, 7-12, (F)

347,358

335,347

345,356
The Valuing Approach To Career Education, K-2, (KT) 330
The Valuing Approach To Career Education, 3-5, (KT) 330,336
The Valuing ApproaCh To Career Education, 6-8, (KT) 336,347
What Do We Look Like To Others?, 10-A, (F) 356

What To Do After High School, 10-A, (BK) 354

What You Must Know About Getting Into College, 10-12, (BK) 354
Women's Prejudice Film, 7-A, (F) 345,356
Working Together, 8-12, (F) 345,357
You Can Be A Carpenter, 7-9, (BK) 343
You Can Be An Electrician, 6-9, (BK) 333,343
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PLACEMENT (GOAL IMPLEMENTATION)

Placement is a conscious e66ott on the pant o6 an individuat to develop
and .implement ptognafto to teach his/het desined goat. He takes action and
makes the changes and adjustments necessaty to maintain ptopess towand
meaning6ut tine goatz. The tesounces .included in this section contain pats

that deal with imptementing these goats.

K - 3

BOOKS

ALL ABOUT - - --

Joyce Funk
Joyce Howand Fitank (1973)

Hastett Pubtic Schoots
Hastett, Michigan
8K, $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
2-3

G, SS

This little activity book was written by a second grade teacher who is exper-

ienced in career education. It is designed for second or third grade

students and introduces many career development concepts. It helps the

child realize he is unique, he is a part of the world, and a family, he
has feelings, he has interests, he is a consumer, he has an important job

to do, and he has to devise how he will use his leisure time. He can

decide what he wants to be. Very practical little book in two colors.

EVERYONE HAS IMPORTANT JOBS TO DO - BOOK I CA, SA, P

(Economics -Fon Young People Se. ies) K-4

Shintey, R6y, and Robent CIvUton SS

Chadten's Puss (1910)
BK, $5.85

This book has an interesting format. Each page asks a question and the

answer is on the next page. The content of the book deals with jobs
mothers do, jobs fathers do, jobs fathers' bosses do, jobs children do
at hone, jobs children do at school, and responsibilities we all have.
It idtroduces profits and taxes in simple terms. This book would be good

to use in beginning economics and also to start many discussions of

responsibilities and how money is used. This is a new series of books to

enjoy while learning about our economic environment. Each book has been

designed to help us relate what we learn in school to our lives in the

future. It should help children see how people fit into the system and

help tonake it work smoothly. The "family" and the roles within it are

dominant in the book.
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THE KIND OF ME I WANT TO BE
Joyce Ftank
Joyce Howard Ftank (1973)
Hastett Pubtic Schooa
Hastett, Michigan
BK, $1.00

SA, DM, P
2-3

ALL AREAS

This little twelve-page book was written by a second grade teacher in
Haslett, Michigan. It is written and illustrated for second and third
grade students and its focus is on caring for others and the rewards it
brings. Some discussion questions for helping the student understand
himself and help him develop are given in the book.

SELF-EXPRESSION AND CONDUCT - THE HUMANITIES CA, SA, DM, P
LEVEL I, II, III (Beue, Red, and aeen) 1-3

Hatcoukt &Lace Jovanovich (1974) FA, LA, SS, S
BK (FS, CT an. R, ACT. KTS, TG - may be purtchazed 4epakatety)
Levet I ... Btue $3.90, Teacheez Rezaukce Bk $3.90 .

Levee II ... Red $3.90, Teachet'As Ruoutce Bk $3.90
Levee III ...aeen $4.50, Teachee.6 Rezomee Bk $4.50
The ea44ette .tapes Son, each Zevee ate $39.00 - Recotdo $36.00

This set of books had high ratings from all the evaluators. It is a multi-
media program and includes student books, records, filmstrips, Teacher's
Guide, and activity kits in art, music, dance and drama. All levels
emphasize basic human values and seek to help the child understand himself,
others, and the world around him. This material has many possibilities for
adaptation to all subject areas and ability levels. Good for small or large
group activities. Has much "hands on" experiences. Provides enrichment and
can correlate with existing curriculum in language, communication skills,
social studies, and sciences. Excellent ethnic balance.
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KITS

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO SA, DM, P

Amvacan Gwidance Senvice, Inc. (1973) 1<-2

KT, $95.00 (KT ineeuders BKS, Pa:stem, R on CT, TG, G, SS

Puppets, Ca/wiz)

This popular kit is designed to help children better understand social-

emotional behavior. DUSO may be used by teachers very effectively without

special training. DUSO is structured so that teachers may use it on a

daily basis throughout the entire year or to fit specific needs. The

activities make extens:ve use of a listening, inquiry, experimental, and

discussion approach to learning. The program is organized around eight

major themes: Understanding and Accepting Self; Understanding Feelings;
Understanding Others; Understanding Independence; Understanding Goals

and Purposeful Behavior; Understanding Mastery, Competence, and

Resourcefulness; Understanding Emotional Maturity; Understanding Choices

and Consequences.
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DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2) SA, DM, P
Ametican C'aidance Setvice, Inc. (1973) 3-4

KT, $98.00 (KT indude4 BKS, PO4teAA, R on. CT, TG, ALL AREAS
Puppets, Cando )

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are: Toward Self-Identity;
Toward Friendship; Toward Responsibile Interdependence; Toward Self-
Reliance; Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness; Toward Competence;
Toward Emotional Stability; Toward Responsible Choice- Making. The DUSO
2 program is designed to help the older child understand his and other's
behavior. Included in this set are Self and Social Development Activity
Cards and Career Awareness Activity Cards. There are many, varied
activities to keep the students interested.

A HIGHWAY TO WORK AND PLAY SA, DM, P
McKnight Pubashing Company (1973) 1-6

KT, $32.00 (KT inceude4 32 copie4 o6 26 di66etent - ALL AREAS
4-page newspapet4)

This program is divided into six elementary levels and is designed to
help students develop an understanding of themselves and others and how
they relate to the world of work. Each level contains 16 four-page
student newsprint and a Teacher's Guide.

Level I - Getting Started - helps children become aware of themselves
through activities.

Level II - Moving On - helps children explore human experience in work
and play.

Level III - Traveling Together - children learn ways people work and play
together.

Level IV - Changing Signals - Children begin to understand the changing
world of work and leisure time activity.

Level V - Making Decisions - children understand the relatedness of self
and community to meet their own needs.

Level VI - Exploring the Relationship of Self - Educational Environment
and the World of.Work.

The levels are sugges tive only -aTid may be used at different grades, depend-
ing on readiness of children.
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THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, K-2 SA, CA, DM, P

Education Achievememt Coo. (1973) K-2

KT, $347.50 (Inctude6 11 FS/CT, SM, G, BKS, Puppets, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value_system. Activities

are designed to fuse affective and cognitive learning experiences for

elementary students. Excellently designed system and wonderful Teacher's

Guide has lesson plans for two years. These received. high ratings from all

our evaluators.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5

Education Achievement Coo. (1973)
KT, $480.95' (Inetudeis 11 FS/CT, G, SM, BKS, C, TG)

SA, CA, DM, P
3-5

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. Activities

are designed to fuse affective and cognitive learning experiences for

elementary students. Excellently designed system and wonderful Teacher's

Guide has lesson plans for two years. These received high ratings from all

our evaluators.
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4 - 6

BOOKS

EVERYONE HAS IMPORTANT JOBS TO DO - BOOK I CA, SA, P

(Economia Fah Young Peopte Senie4) K-4.

Shittey, Roy, and Robekt Chaton SS

Chitchen'4 Pit.e/s4 (1970)

BK, $5.85

This book has an interesting format. Each page asks a question and the

answer is on the next page. The content of the book deals with jobs

mothers do, jobs fathers do, jobs fathers' bosses do, jobs children do

at home, jobs children do at school, and responsibilities we all have. It

introduces profits and taxes in simple terms. This book would be good to

use in beginning economics and also to start many discussions of responsi-

bilities and how money is used. This is a new series of books to enjoy

while learning about our economic environment. Each book as been designed

to help us relate what we learn in school to our lives in the future. It

should help children see how people fit into the system and help to make it

work smoothly. The "family" and the roles within it are dominant in the book.

JOBS IN AGRICULTURE (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, DM, P

Robekt Houeehen 6-9

Lathtap, Lee and Shepakd Company (1974) SS, LA, S

BK, $5.50

A well-developed book dealing with the broad concept of agriculture. The

author discusses a variety of occupations and deals with education, duties,

and opportunities in each related field. The book has charts and graphs

that are easy for the student to use. Lends itself to dramatization,

creative writing, and brainstorming.

JOBS IN BUSINESS AND OFFICE (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, P

Jame6 Hazkin4
6-8

Loth/top, Lee and Shepakd Company (1974) BE, G, LA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author presents an insight into the world of business and office work

through six narratives. The stories take a fictional person and follow him

through school and into a career in business, emphasizing the decision-

making skills that are involved. It is easy to read and would keep the

interest of the reader. Good photographs add to the appeal of this book.

Activities suggested are interviews, role playing, discussion groups.
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JOBS IN COMMUNICATION (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK)
Edwakd Wakfm

Lohkop, Lee and Shepakd Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

CA, P
6-8

SS, LA

The format used by the author makes this book interesting and appealing
to young people. The focus is on preparation, ability and working
conditions in the area of communications, newspapers, magazines, radio,
television, movies, public relations and advertising. Photographs are
good and show people in actual working settings. Free of sex and racial
bias. Good for role playing and class discussion.

JOBS IN CONSTRUCTION (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, P
Akthua Liebeu 6-8
Lothkop, Lee and Shepakd Company,(1974) SS, IA
BK, $5.50:

This book is filled with many photographs showing workers employed in
construction jobs. These include the general field of construction, as
well as behind the scene jobs. Apprenticeships through journeymen level
are defined. The format is simple yet informative.

JOBS IN MANUFACTURING (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK)
Robert J. Homeehen
Lothkop, Lee and Shepakd Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

CA, P
6-8

G, IA, SS,

The book offers an introduction to the world of manufacturing. It deals

with a variety of jobs and explains how these vary from industry to industry.
The book includes many photographs of people working at various jobs in
manufacturing. Educational requirements, duties, and job opportunities are
discussed. The book would be very appealing to young students.

JOBS IN MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK)
Eevajean Hatt CA, P
Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) 6-8

BK, $5.50 SS, FA, M, DE, G

The author presents a good overview of retailing in this book. Many of the

ideas will give the student an indication of how important it is to develop
skills in mathematics, geography, art, and social studies. The photographs

show areas of retailing that may not be too familiar to most students. This

is a well-done book.
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JOBS IN PUBLIC SERVICE (AN EXPLORING CAREERS B)OK) CA, DM, P

Cabin and Beat/Lice Cninek 6-8

Lothtop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) S, SS, LA, M

BK, $5.50

Public services in the areas of forestry, law enforcement, customs inspector,,
politics, and teaching are handled through interesting narratives. Decision-

making skills are part of the narrative. A list of related jobs at entry

level and above are included as part of each area. The reader is made aware

of aptitude and skills needed. Photographs are free of bias.

JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope/Skias Senie4)
AW)am Lee
Sch0a4tic Magazines (1973)
BK, $ .75; TG $1.50

SA, CA, DM, P
6-8

G, SS

Miriam Lee offers a workbook full of exercises that are interesting and
informative on how to begin to find a job. The workbook moves from self-

awareness to the concrete planning stages of securing a Job.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Featukez (1974)
Packet o6 25 Comic6, $2.95

DM, CA, P
4-12

LA, SS

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to

study. Popue gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These

colorful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth

grade reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior

high school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in

English and Spanish version.

YOU CAN BE AN ELECTRICIAN (Vocation4 In Tude6 Setie4)
Attica LiebeA4
loth/Lop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974)

BK, $5.50

CA, VM, P
6-9

IA, SS

The author identified ways of preparing for a career as an electrician.

Availability of jobs and a practical approach in obtaining jobs are discussed.

A chapter deals with opportunities open to women. Women and minority groups

are visible in the photographs. The book includes an aptitude test, as well

as an appendix with information on: Apprenticeship Programs; Civic Service

Comm. Offices; State Apprenticeships. Useable for self-evaluation, group

-discussion and role playing.
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FILMSTRIPS

BELONGING TO A GROUP (Developing You& Peroonatity)
Guidance A44ociates(1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50, with R $41.50

SA, DM, P
4-9

LA, SS, G

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can
identify with the material. The series is designed to help the students
explore their emotions, values, and goals. Discussion breaks are provided.
Excellent for small groups and classroom use. The two filmstrips depict
scenes that show families and peer group interactions. They explore
sharing, group pressures, acceptance and rejection. Discussion breaks
help the students participate in problem-solving involving groups. Other
titles in this series are: Who Are You? Exploring Your Feelings.

KITS

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF SELF AND OTHERS (DUSO 2)
Ame&ican Guidance Savice, Inc. (1973)

KT, $98.00 (KT inctudes R on CT, Po4teu, Puppet's,
Activ.ity Cart.6, TG)

SA, CA, DM, P
3-4

ALL AREAS

The eight major themes of the DUSO 2 program are: Toward Self-Identity;
Toward Friendship; Toward Responsible Interdependence; Toward Self-
Reliance; Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness; Toward Competence;
oward Emotional Stability; Toward Responsible Choice-Making. The DUSO 2

program is designed to help the older child understand his and other's
behavior. Included in this set are Self and Social Development Activity
Cards and Career Awareness Activity Cards. There are many, varied
activities to keep the students interested.
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A HIGHWAY TO WORK AND PLAY SA, DM, P
McKnight Pubti4hing Company 1-6

KT, $32.00 (Inctude4 32 copiu 06 26 diii6etent 4-page ALL AREAS
nempapen4)

This program is divided into six elementary levels and is designed to help
students develop an understanding of themselves and others and how they
relate to the world of work. Each level contains 16 four-page student
newsprint and a Teacher's Guide.

Level I - Getting Started - helps children become aware of themselves
through activities.

Level II - Moving On - helps children explore human experience in work
and play.

Level III - Traveling Together - children learn ways people work and play

together.

Level IV - Changing Signals - children begin to understand the changing

world of work and leisure time activity.
Level V - Making Decisions - children understand the relatedness of self

and community to meet their own needs.

Level VI - Exploring the Relationship of Self, Educational Environment

and the World of Work.
The levels are suggestive only and may be used at different grades, depend-
ing on readiness of children.

THINKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DM, P

LcuLs Ratfo, Jack Wauemann, Setma Wauemann 4-9

Benegc PteA4 (1974) LA, M, FA, S, SS, PE

KT (Inctude4 30 BKS, 12 FS/ 12 CT) $147.00; Without
FS/CT $60.00

The primary aim of this program is helping the students develop skills in
critical thinking throughout all subject areas. Cards and captioned film-

strips teach them skills in observing, comparing, classifying, imagining,
hypothesizing, criticizing, looking for assumptions, collecting and organizing

data, summarizing, coding, interpreting, problem-solving. Pupils may chart

their progress and non-consummable pupil's books are provided. Exercises in

each thinking operation are given for subject areas. Useful tool for

individual or group discussion in decision-making, identifying behavior
problems, and affecting behavioral changes.
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THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 3-5 SA, CA, DM, P

Education Achievement Cotp. (1973) 3-5

KT, $480.95 (IncLude4 11 FS/CT, G, SM, BKS, C, TG) ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive, multi-media program that recognizes that careers,
decisions, and goals are based on the individual's value system. The many

activities fuse the cognitive and affective learning experiences for
elementary students. The complete Teacher's Guide has lesson plans for

two years. This kit received high ratings from all our evaluators.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO-CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8
Education Achievement Cotp. (1973)

KT, $271.29 (Inctude4 G/S, SM, Canxtz, TG)

SA, CA, DM, P
6-8
ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions, and
goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse

the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.
The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.
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7 - 9

BOOKS

CAREERS: EXPLORATION AND DECISION SA, DM, P
Jack L. Rettig 8-A

PAentice-Hatt, Inc. (1974) SS

BK, $5.95

Outstanding book. Explores self-development, needs, goals in relationship
to occupational goals or choices. Could easily lead to stimulating group
discussions. Explains several theories (Maslow, Holland, Harris, etc.) and
their relationships to occupational choice. It also deals with techniques
of finding jobs, labor unions, job applications and more practical skills
necessary to obtaining a job.

JOBS IN AGRICULTURE (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, DM, P

Robert Houtehen 6-9

Lothkop, Lee and ShdpcoLd Company (1974) SS, LA, S

BK, $5.50

A well-developed book dealing with the broad concept of agriculture. The

author discusses a variety of occupations and deals with education, duties,
and opportunities in each related field. The book has charts and graphs
that are easy for the student to use. Lends itself to dramatization,

creative writing, and brainstorming.

JOBS IN BUSINESS AND OFFICE (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, P

James Has 6-8

Lothkop,- Lee and Shepatd Company (1974) G, BE, LA, SS

BK, $5.50

The author presents an insight into the world of business and office work

through six narratives. The stories take a fictional person and follow him
through school and into a career in business, emphasizing the decision-

making skills that are involved. It is_easy to read and would keep the

interest of the reader. Good photographs add to the appeal of this book.
Activities suggested are interviews, role playing, discussion groups.

JOBS IN COMMUNICATION (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, P

Edwatd Wakin 6-8

Lothkop, Lee and Shepatd Company (1974) SS, LA

BK, $5.50

The format used by the authqr makes this book interesting and appealing

to young people. The focus is on preparation, ability and working condi-

tions in the area of communications, newspapers, magazines, radio, tele-
vision, movies, public relations and advertising. Photographs are good

and show people in actual working settings. Free of sex and racial bias.

Good for role playing and class discussion.
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JOBS IN CONSTRUCTION (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, P
Anthult. Liebeu 6-8
Loth/top, Lee. and Shepakd Company (1974) SS, IA
BK, $5.50

This book is filled with many photographs showing workers employed in
construction jobs. These include the general field of construction, as
well as behind the scene jobs. Apprenticeships through journeymen leVel
are defined. The format is simple yet informative.

JOBS IN MANUFACTURING (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK)
Robert J. Houtehen
Lotimp, Lee and Shepard .Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

CA, P
6-8

G, IA, SS .

This book offers an introduction to the,world of manufacturing. It deals
with a variety of jobs and explains how these vary from industry to
industry. The book includes many photographs of people working at various
jobs in manufacturing. Educational requirements, duties, and job oppor-
tunities are discussed. The book would be very appealing to young students.

JOBS IN MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK)
Majean Kati CA, P
Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974) 6-8

BK, $5.50 DE, G, HE, FA, M, SS

The author presents a good overview of retailing in this book. Many of the
ideas will give the student an indication of how important it is to develop
skills in mathematics, geography, art, and social studies. The photographs
show areas of retailing that may not be too familiar to most students. This

is a well-done book.

JOBS IN PUBLIC SERVICE (AN EXPLORING CAREERS BOOK) CA, DM, P

Cabin and Beatrice Ctine& 6-8

Lothkop, Lee and Shepard Company S, SS, LA, M

BK, $5.50

Public services in the areas of forestry, law enforcement, customs inspector,
politics, and teaching are handled through interesting narratives. Decision-
making skills are part of the narrative. A list of related jobs at entry
level and above are included as part of each area. The reader is Dade aware
of aptitude and skills needed. Photographs are free of bias.
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JOBS IN YOUR FUTURE (Scope/Job SULU Set ea) SA, CA, DM, P

Mikiam Lee 7-9

Schotaztic Book Saviceo (1973) ALL AREAS

BK, $ .75, TG, $1.50

This workbook includes various exercises that help the student identify job

skills, method for identifying their own interests, etc. Basic facts, are

given about how to find, get, and keep a job, a look at feelings and attitudes
of people who work, and how much you know about yourself and the job world.

The six categories include:
1. Ten years from now, what will you be doing?

2. How do you see yourself?
3. What do you like to do most?
4. 'What do your answers tell you?
5. Jobs in eight fields.

6. How much do you know?

MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY SA, CA, DM, P

Cai2 A. Ude& 7-12

Cha1t te6 E. Makitt PubtiAing Company (1972) G, HE, SS

BK, $3.00, TG, $1.50

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify

his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful

direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of values

and the steps in the decision - making process, the book presents available

facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as: "Is there a

generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?", "Am I an

intelligent consumer?", "Do I want to use drugs ? ", "Shall I smoke?", "Do

I need the law?", "Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do about pollution?",

"What is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I choose?", and "What

are my goals in life?" Students study the above areas and are encouraged

to make choices from alternatives, to consider consequences, and to use

the values they choose for themselves as a basis for action.
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OCCUPATIONAL ESSENTIALS - SA, DM, P
SKILL AND ATTITUDES FOR EMPLOYMENT (34d. Ed.) 9-12
Johnison Pne44, Inc., (Vocationat. Ed. Div.), (1970)
BK, $3.95

This skill book for students is designed to help them discover, "Who am I?",
" Where should I look for job openings?", "How can I most effectively secure
a job?", "What must I do to succeed on the job?". There are some activities
on self-evaluation, job applications, and even how to resign tactfully from
a job you hate!

OPPORTUNITIE. 'V ACCOUNTING (Oppoktunitie4 in ... Se Les) CA, DM, P
Raymond G. An: ,., C.P.A. 9-12
Vocationat Gut nce Mavvafz (1967) BE, G, M, SS
BK, $3.75

Although salary figures and members in the field are outdated, the material
is definitely useful in that training required and various methods of using
an accounting degree are discussed accurately. This book would definitely
be useful for a person who is thinking of a career in accounting.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS
(Oppoktunitiu in ... Setie4)
Odom. Fanning

Vocationa 'Guidance Manuctt (1971)

BK, $5.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, M, S, SS

Career opportunities in the expanding field of environmental studies are
described in some detail. The preparation and education that are required
are given for these jobs. Also included is a section on related jobs and
where a career in this field can lead.

OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICES CA, DM, P
(Oppottuni.tia in ... Setie4) 9-12

Jacob Ro4entha and LeRoi A. Fotom G, NE, S
Vodationa Guidance Manuaa (1969)
BK, $3.75, Papekback $1.95

Small print might interfere with the ease of reading but material presented
is very good. It covers both pros and cons of the food service industry.
It goes through the history of food services, the different types of
restaurants, and the career opportunities in different jobs within the
food service category. The education,necessary to enter and to continue
in the food services is given in this rather all encompassing book.
Related careers to actual food preparation are also discussed.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(Oppoktunitie4 in ... Senie4)

Joseph G. Endke4
BK, $3.75, Papekbach $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

HE, LA

As all of us are aware of food shortages throughout the world, so should we
be aware of food science and technology. This book covers what the job is,
where one can train for this field, job and salary opportunities as well as
job requirements, educational requirement (both high school and college) and
where one might be employed. A good book but in the paperback the small
print might be a detriment.

OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING ,CA, DM, P

(Oppoktunitie4 in ... Sekie4) 9-12

Atli/Led K. Snagkove G, LA, SS, S

Vocation at Guidance Manua's (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papekbach, $1.95

Defines differences between geologists and geological engineers and how
their work is pertinent to our world and career opportunities which appear
to be good. Job requirements are discussed as well as high school courses

outlined in detail. Agencies that license and register geologists are
discussed. Tools geologists use, and the type of work they do are well
covered. As in all the Opportunities in ... books, related fields are
discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL. DESIGN (Oppoktunitie4 in ... Sekie4)

Anthult. J. Puto4 CA, DM, P

Vocationat Guidance Manua's (1970) 9-12

BK, $3.75, Papekbach, $1.95 IA, LA

References in the bibliography are quite outdated but book seems to be

quite current. As with most books in this series, working conditions,
job requirements, educational requirements, career outlook, related
fields and a good definition of industrial design are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE CA, DM, P

(OppoAtunitie4 in ... Setie4) 9-12

Ralph E. GALsuad G, S, SS

Vocationat Guidance Manua's (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papekbach, $1.95

Besides discussing what exactly a landscape architect is, this book dis-

cusses scholarships available, fees required to be registered, schools for

training, and how this training can be used in a variety of ways.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
(Oppoktunaie6 in ... Senie4)

Seichi Konzo and Jamey W. Bayne
Vocationa Guidance Manuals (1971)
BK, $3.75, Papekback $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, IA, LA

Many of the related fields are discussed as well as educational require-
ments and job opportunities. Methods of obtaining a job are outlined in
detail.

OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE OCCUPATIONS CA, DM, P
(Oppottunitiu in ... Serrie4) 9-12
Estette Popham and Stanch Ettinga BE, G, SS
Vocationat Guidance ManuaLs (1972)
BK, $4.50

Career opportunities that are available in offices are described. Specific
information is given on educational training necessary for the job, how to
get started, advantages and disadvantages of different jobs, and the
opportunities for advancement.

OPPORTUNITIES IN A PODIATRY CAREER
(Oppottunitie6 in ... Senie4)

Jute6 Shangaed and "Funk Gteenbekg
Vocationa Guidance Mama's (1971)
BK, $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, Sp SS

Career opportunities of the podiatric specialists are described: foot
surgery, dermatology, ortApedics, and radiology. Specific information
on the educational training required.

POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King Featukez (1974)
Packet o6 25 COMiC6, $2.95

DM, CA, P
4-12

LA, SS

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to
study. Popeye gives hdlpful tips on how to get better grades. These
colorful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth
grade reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementary, junior, and senior
high school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in
an English and Spanish version.
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SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM, P

Ha/Eu(1kt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. (1972) 7-10

BK, $7.00 ( Can at's° be purchased in zetie's o6 pamphtet4) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the
separate elements of the book may be purchased alone: Man as Individual,

Man as Group Member, Man in Culture, Man as Policy-Maker, Man in His

Environment, Man as Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities are

76TTEWeTtudents acquire many skills - interpersonal, interviewing, self-

Awareness, decision-making, etc.

YOU CAN 8E A CARPENTER (Vocation4 In Tnade4 Setie4) CA, P

Anthm Liebeu 7-9

Lothnop, Lee and Shepard Company (1973) SS, IA

BK, $3.95
it

The author introduces carpentry as a career beginning with the junior high
school experience through journeymen. Photographs taken on the job as well

as descriptive drawings present a realistic view of the occupation. Special

terms are listed in a glossary. This book would hold the interest of most

vocationally-oriented student's. 'The appendix includes: Apprenticeship

Offices, Aptitude Test, Vocdtional Skills Record, Civil Service Comm. Offices.

YOU CAN BE AN ELECTRICIAN (Vocations In Trades Serae/s)
An than LiebeA4

Lothnop, Lee and Shepard Company (1974)
BK, $5.50

The author identified ways of preparing for a career as an electrician.
Availability of jobs and a practical approach in obtaining jobs are discussed.

A chapter deals with opportunities open to women. Women and minority groups

are visible in the photographs. The book includes an appendix With informa-

tion on: Aptitude Test, Apprenticeship Programs, Civil Service Comm. Offices,

State Apprenticeships. Useable for self-evaluation, group discussion and

role playing.

CA, DM, P
6-9

IA, SS
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FILMS

APPLYING FOR A JOB (Cakeela In The 066ice Setie4)
EBE (1971)
F, 13 Min., $185.00

CA, DM, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very
effective with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed
the film because they could relate to the situations. In this film a
young girl is applying for a job. It shows some common mistakes people
often make as beginning job seekers.

CHOOSING A JOB (Calteela In The.066ice Smie4) CA, P
EBE (1971) 8-12
F, 12 Min., $150.00 BE

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very
effective with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed
the film because they could relate to the situations. In this film a
young girl is placed in a program where she can try out several careers..
This gives her some valuable information on many different jobs. Films
in the series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together,
Getting A Promotion.

GETTING A PROMOTION (Cauelts In The Mice Senie4) CA, DM, P
EBE (1971) T- 8-12
F, 14 Min , $185.00 BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere makes this film very effective with
students. In this film three girls who have been successful return to
their school for a Career Day. They demonstrate cooperation, ability, and
a willingness to work that has helped them to be successful in their fields.
Films in the series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working
Together, Getting A Promotion.
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TO BE A PERSON (Cite& Oi Sertie4)

Bitty Budd Fity4
F, 19 Min., $250.00, Renta $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

HE, G, IA, SS

Young people talk about their discoveries of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept
his own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the help

of another person. Students were attentive to what the film said, and, in
discussion, revealed that they identified with those people in the film.
Useful for role playing, discussion in child development classes, psychology,
family living, etc.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P

Sandta Institutionat Fihnt, Inc. 7-A

F, 18 Min., $255.00, Renter( $30.00 SS, HE, LA

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-
fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of saxes in the

work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of

men employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move

forward and don't know how.

WORKING TOGETHER (Cakeen6 In The ()Wee Serae6)
EBE (1971)

F, 12 Min., $150.00

CA, DM, P
8-12
BE

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very

effective with students. In this film learning cooperation in an office

and getting along with fellow workers is emphasized. As this is often a

major difficulty with beginning students, this film is very helpful. Films

in the series are: Choosing A Job, Applying For A Job, Working Together,

Getting A Promotion.
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FILMSTRIPS

BELONGING TO A GROUP (Dizcoverting your. Peitzona.f.ity)

Guidance Associates (1973)
2 FS/ 2 CT, $46.50, With R, $41.50

SA, DM, P
4-9

LA, SS, G

This series of filmstrips are relevant and realistic and students can
identify with the material. The series is designed to help the students
explore their emotions, values, and goals. Discussion breaks are provided.
Excellent for small groups and classroom use. The two filmstrips depict
scenes that show families and peer group interactions. They explore
sharing, group pressures, acceptance and rejection. Discussion breaks
help the students participate in problem-solving involving groups. Other
titles in this series are: Who Are You?, Exploring Your Feelings.

KITS

ENTERING THE JOB MARKET (Cateek Dikectiono SuLies)
Changing Times (1974) 9-12

KT (2 FS/ 2 CT, TR, PM, TG), $67.00 G, LA, SS

These practical sound filmstrips: Finding The Job You Want and Getting
The Job You Want, examine the advantages and disadvantages of classified
ads, word of mouth leads, company personnel department, and employment
agencies in getting a job. Personnel workers tell what they look for in
resumes, letters of application, and interviews. Students are helped to
write letters of application and resumes. Teacher's Guide included.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P
Gang Watz, Libby Benjamin, and Associates (1974, Rev.) 9-A

Human Deveeopment Senvices, Inc. . G, SS
KT (270 Modutes 30 copies o6 9 Moduees - 1 neisounce bank,

8 gameis, 1 pictuke dispeay, 1 set o6 measunes), $690.00

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and
which cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,
decision-making, and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies
are included such as: value clarification, role playing, and simulation.
It can be a semester course if so desired.
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STAYING WITH IT AND GETTING AHEAD (Carteet Diuction4 Sertie6) P

Changing Tim (1974) 9-12

KT (Inetude6,2 FS/ 2 CT, 2 R, 2 TR, 30 PM, TG), $67.00

Tells what to look for when an individual* enters an occupation. Getting

Along On The Job, illustrates the people a person works with, atmosphere,
apprentice programs, finge benefits, etc. Getting Ahead On The Job, shows

ways of improving and increasing skills and earning power. Interviews with

people tell how they "made" it. Others explain reasons why they prefer

less responsible jobs. Teacher's Guide is included.

THINKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Loui4 Rath's, Jack Was,semann, Selma Wazzemann

6ene6ic PiLe64 (1974)

KT (1,1ceude4 30 BKS, 12 FS/ 12 CT), $147.00, Without

FS/CT, $60.00

DM, P
4-9
LA, M, FA, S, SS, PE

The primary aim of this program is helping the students develop skills in

critical thinking throughout all subject areas. Cards and captioned film-

strips_teach them skills in observing, comparing, classifying, imagining,

hypothesizing, criticizing, looking for assumptions, collecting and organizing

data, summarizing, coding, interpreting, problem-solving. Pupils may chart

their progress and non-consummable pupil's books are provided. Exercises in

each thinking operation are given for subject areas. Useful tool for

individual or group discussion in decision-making, identifying behavior

problems, and affecting behavioral changes.

THE VALUING APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATION, 6-8

Educative Achievement Copp. (1973)

KT (Inceude6 GYS, SAM, C, TG), $271.29

SA, CA, DM, P
6-8

ALL AREAS

This is a comprehensive program that recognizes that careers, decisions, and

goals are based on the individual's value system. The many activities fuse

the cognitive and affective learning experiences for junior high students.

The complete Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans for three years.
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10 - A

BOOKS

ART CAREER GUIDE SA, CA, DM, P
Donad Haden 10-12

Watzon-Guptift PubZication4 (1973) FA, G

BK, $7.95

A fine guide for those interested in a career in art. The book covers
education, types of careers in art, finding a job, writing a resume, having
an interview, and even lists schools one might attend. This book would be
helpful in art classes, and career awareness units.

CAREERS: EXPLORATION AND DECISION SA, DM, P

Jack L. Rettig 8-A

Puntide-Hat, Inc. (1974) SS
BK, $5.95

Outstanding book. Explores self-development, needs, goals in relationship
to occupational goals or choices. Could easily lead to stimulating group
discussion. Explains several theories (Maslow, Holland, Harris, etc.) and

their relationships to occupational choice. It also deals with techniques
of finding jobs,,labor unions, job applications and more practical skills
necessary to obtaining a job.

THE COMPLETE CAREER EXPLORATION HANDBOOK: AFTER
COLLEGE, JR. COLLEGE, MILITARY SERVICE, WHAT?
WNW &town
Gkozzet and Dudap (1971)
BK, $3.95

This is a complete little book on finding the job that is right for you.
There are sections on career-related personality tests, aptitudes, and
occupational interests. Sixty-two kinds of work most frequently selected
by college students are described. Motivational devices such as self-
appraisal tests and charts, job application, resume, and interview
activities and tips are given. Helpful for upper-secondary and out-of-

school adults.

SA, CA, DM, P
10-A

ALL AREAS
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MAKING VALUE JUDGMENTS: DECISIONS FOR TODAY
Cant A, Elden
Chakte4 E. Mmite Pubeish,Lng Company (1972)
BK, $3.00, TG, $1.50

CA, SA, DM, P
7-12

G, HE, LA, SS

Using an inquiry-oriented approach, this book helps each student clarify
his/her values in order to find his/her own identity and give purposeful
direction to his/her life. After exposing students to the nature of
values and the steps in the decision-making process, the book presents
available facts and various viewpoints on vital problem areas such as:
"Is there a generation gap in my family?", "What is my role at school?",
"Am0 an intelligent consumer?", "Do I want to use drugs?", "Shall I

smoke?", "Do I need the law?", "Am I prejudiced?", "What should I do
about pollution?", "What is my role as a citizen?", "What career will I

choose?", and "What are my goals in life?" Students study the above
areas and are encouraged to make choices from alternatives, to consider
consequences, and to use the values they choose for themselves as a
basis for action.

OCCUPATIONAL ESSENTIALS , SA, DM, P
SKILL AND ATTITUDES FOR EMPLOYMENT (34d. Ed.) 9-12
John4on Mu's, Inc. (Vocationat Ed. Div.) (1970)

BK, $3.95

This skill book for students is designed to help them discover, "Who
am I?", "Where should I look for job openings?", "How can I most
effectively secure a job?", and "What must I do -to succeed on the job ?"

There are some activities on self-evaluation, job applications, and
even how to resign tactfully from a job you hate!

OPPORTUNITIES IN ACCOUNTING (Oppontunitie4 in ... Seitie4) CA, DM, P
Raymond G. Anken, C.P.A. 9-12

Vocationat Guidance Manuabs (1967) BE, G, M, SS
BK, $3.75

Although salary figures and members in the field are outdated, the material
is definitely useful in that training required and various methods of using
an accounting degree are discussed accurately. This book would definitely
be useful for a person who is thinking of a career in accounting.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION CA, DM, P

(Oppottunities in ... Saie4) 10-12

Michaet Sumiclvtaist and Chatee4 P. McMaton G, IA, M
Vocationat Guidance Manuae4 (1971)

BK, $1.95 (Papetback)

Small print might discourage some, but if not, the subject is well-covered.
Authors discuss the construction industry in terms of past and future. The

various craftsmen within the trade are examined as well as specialized trades.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING CA, DM, P

(Opportunities in ... Se. ie4) 10-12

Martin Nwozbaum BE, G, S, M

Vocationae Guidance Manuae4 (1972)

BK, $4.92

This book is concerned with the human element in the computer field, what

kind of person goes into this field? What are the interests, aptitudes,

and temperaments of people who enjoy working with computers. Descriptions

of the working conditions, salaries, and occupational outlook are given,

plus suggestions on where to look for jobs.

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS CA, DM, P

(OppottumWe4_in Setie4) 9-12

Odom Fanning G, M, S, SS

Vocati.onat Guidance Manua-Cis (1971)

BK, $5.95

Career opportunities in the expanding field of environmental studies are

described in some detail. The preparation and education that are required

are given for these jobs. Also included is a section on related jobs and

where a career in this field can lead.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICES CA, DM, P
(OppoAtun,i.ties in ... Seitie.$) 9-12

Jacob Ro4enthaZ and LeRoi A: Fotsom G, HE, S
Vocationat Guidance Manuals (1969)
BK, $3.75, PapeAback, $1.95

Small print might interfere with the ease of reading but material presented
is very good. It covers both pros and .cons of the food service industry.
It goes through the history of food services, the different types of
restaurants, and the career opportunities in different jobs within the food
service category. The education necessary to enter and to continue in the
food services is given in this rather all encompassing book. Related

careers to actual food preparation are also 011S-cussed.

OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CA, DM, P
(OppoAtumUies in ... Seitiez) 9-12

Joseph G. Endres HE, LA

Vocationat Guidance Manuaa (1969)
BK, $3.75, Papeaback, $1.95

As all of us are aware of food shortages throughout the world so should we
be aware of food science and technology. This book covers what the job is,
where one can train for this field, job and salary opportunities as well as
job requirements, educational requirements (both high school and college)
and where one might be employed. A good book but in the paperback the
small print might be a deterrent.

OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(OppoAtumities in ... Sul-LW 9-12

AepLed K. Snetytove G, LA, S, SS

Vocationat Guidance Manuah (1970)

BK, $3.75, Paperback, $1.95

Defines differences between geologists and geological engineers and how their
work is pertinent to our world and career opportunities which appear to be
good. Job requirements are discussed as well as high school courses outlined
in detail. Agencies that license and register geologists are discussed.
Tools geologists use, and the type of work they do are well-covered. As

in all the Opportunities in ... _ books, related fields are discussed.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
(Oppontunitie6 in ... seties)

J. Reinfietd

Vocationa Guidance Manmats (1971)
BK, $3.75, Papenback, $1.95

Vocational opportunities in the printing industry are described in
detail. Specific job information is given plus how to get started, the
education and preparation requirements, and schools offering courses in
printing. Some tips in job hunting are given.

CA, DM, P '"

10-12

FA, G, IA

OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
(OppoAtunitie4 in ... smie6)
An than J. Puto
Vocationa Guidance Manua.& (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

CA, DM, P

9-12

IA, LA

References in the bibliography are quite outdated but book seems to be
quite current. As with most books in this series, working conditions,
job requirements, educational, requirements, career outlook, related fields
and a good definition of industrial design are given.

OPPORTUNITIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE CA, DM, P

(OppoAtumaie6 in ... Seitie6) 9-12

Ralph E. G4Lswad G, S, SS

Vocationa Guidance Manuatz (1970)
BK, $3.75, Papekback, $1.95

Besides discussing what exactly a landscape architect is, this book
discusses scholarships available, fees required to be registered, schools
for training, and how this training can be used in a variety of ways.

OPPORTUNITIES IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CA, DM, P

(Oppottunitie6 in ... Senie6) 10-12

Chat-Lis Wett G, IA, S

Vocationa Guidance Manuals (1973)
BK, $4.50

Career opportunities in the field of materials science and engineering
are described. Areas included are metallurgy, ceramics, plastics, solid
state sciences. Specific suggestions are given in which an individual may

educate himself and get started in the profession.
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OPPORTUNITIES TN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
(Oppoittunitiu in ... Se/tie6)

Seichi Konzo and James W. Bayne
Vocationat Guidance ManuczL (1971)

BK, $3.75, Pape4back, $1.95

CA, DM, P
9-12

G, IA, LA

Many of the related fields are discussed as well as educational require-
ments and job opportunities. Methods of obtaining a job are outlined in
detail.

OPPORTUNITIES IN METEOROLOGY
(Oppoktumitiez in ... Se/Liu)
at 1 lanA2.6

Vocational Guidance Manua z (1972)
BK, $5.50

CA, DM, P
10-12

G, M, S, SS

This is a useful little book that contains comprehensive information about
careers in meteorology. A definition of meteorology is given and identifies
professional and non-professional jobs in the field. Specific information
is given on the personal qualifications, education and training requirements,
and the employment outlook and earnings in the field of meteorology.

OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE OCCUPATIONS CA, DM, P
(Oppoittunitiez in ... Se/Lim) 9-12 .

&tette Popham and Stanch Ettingen BE, G, SS
Vocationat Guidance Manuabs (1972)
BK, $4.50

Career opportunities that are available in offices are described. Specific

information is given on educational training necessary for the job, how to
get started, advantages and disadvantages of diffe1'ent jobs, and the
opportunities for advancement.

OPPORTUNITIES IN A PODIATRY CAREER CA, DM, P

(Oppontunitim in ... Seniez) 9-12

Jutez Shangad and Funk Gneenbe49 G, S, SS

Vocationat Guidance Manuabs (1971)
BK, $1.95

Career opportunities in the podiatric specialities are described: foot

surgery, dermatology, Orthopedics, and radiology. Specific information on
the educational training required, locations of jobs and earnings are outlined.
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POPEYE HOW TO STUDY SERIES
King FeatuiLez (1974)

Packet o6 25 Comic4, $2.95

DM, P, CA
4-12

LA, SS

These popular Popeye comics not only deal with careers, but also how to
study. Popeye gives helpful tips on how to get better grades. These
colorful booklets attract the attention of students and with the fourth
grade reading level, they can be enjoyed by elementaryjunior, and senior
high school students - in fact, by anyone who likes comics. They come in

an English and Spanish version.

SOURCE OF IDENTITY SA, CA, DM,

Ha4count &Lace Jovanovich, Inc. (1972) 7-10

BK, $7.00 (Can atiso be purtchazed in zertie4 o6 pampheets) SS

This social science book can be used in its hardbound edition or the separate

elements of the book may be purchase alone: Man as Individual, Man as Group

Member, Man in Culture, Man as Policy-Maker, Man in His Environment, Man as

Producer. If suggestions for teaching activities are followed, students

acquire many skills: interpersonal, interviewing, self-awareness, decision-

making, etc.

WHAT TO DO AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
Chanter G. Spiegtek and Wittiam B. Reina
Science Research Aiszocimte6 (1971)

BK, $2.25

SA, CA, DM, P
10-A

ALL AREAS

This handbook with activity sheets is designed to help students plan for the

future. It helps to motivate students to plan. The units include getting to
know themselves, learning about opportunities in various careers, and how to

get a job. If workbooks will motivate your student, this is a good one.

WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT GETTING INTO COLLEGE DM, P

Dn. Witt5177. Rubin6ie2d 10-12

Vocational Guidance Manua/31-1964) G, LA, SS

BK, $1.95

Alth,A4 somewhat outdated, much of material is still relevant regarding

admilons and processes for admissions to college. Alternate ideas are

presented - such as working and night school and community colleges. This

could be used in a counseling setting.
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FILMS

APPLYING FOR A JOB (Caneeia In The 066ice Senie4)

EBE (1971)
F, 13 Min., $18540

CA, DM, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very
effective with students. The office co-op. students especially enjoyed
the film because they could relate to the situations. ID this film a
young girl is applying for a job. It shows some common mistakes people
often make as beginning job seekers. Films in the series are: Applying
For A Job; Choosing A Job; Working Together; Getting A Promotion.

CHOOSING A JOB (Canee44 In The 066ice Setie4)
EBE (1971)
F, 12 Min., $150.00

CA, P
8-12

BE, G

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very
effective with students. The office co-op, students especially enjoyed
the film because they could relate to the situations. In this film a
young girl is placed in a program where she can try out several careers.
This gives her some valuable information on many different jobs. Films

in the series are: Choosing A Job; Applying For A Job; Working Together;
Getting A Promotion.

GETTING A PROMOTION (Careens In The (Wee Sertie.4) CA, DM, P

EBE (1971) 8-12

F, 14 Min., $185.00 BE, G

The modern up-to-date atmosphere makes this film vreffective with

students. In this film three girls who have been successful return to
their school for a Career Day. They demonstrate cooperation, ability, and
a willingness to work that has helped them to be successful in their fields.
Films in the series are: Choosing A Job; Applying For A Job; Working
Together; Getting A Promotion.

I WANT TO WORK FOR YOUR COMPANY
Sanaa Inztitutiona Fitnis, Inc. (1973)

F, 10 Min., $140.00

Film is designed to provide tips for a first interview.
classes to do as a project or role playing an interview.

Rod Serling.
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OTHER WOMEN, OTHER WORK (People Who WoAlz Saiez)
ChuAchite Fitim (1973)
F, 20 Min., $230.00

SA, DM, P
10-A

BE, HE, LA, SS

This film stimulates interest in careers by picturing several women doing
jobs that are not traditionally "women's work".

PERSON TO PERSON: MAKING COMMUNICATIONS WORK FOR YOU
Sandeet Iroitutionle Fibril's, Inc. 41973)
F, 10 Min., $140.00

SA, P
10-A

ALL AREAS

Positive and negative communication are shown in this film. Facial expressions,
eye contact, and voice are examined and the effect they produce in an office

setting. Narrated by Rod Serling.

TO BE A PERSON (U./tete 06 Li*. Seties)
Baty Budd Fiew
F, 19 Min., $250.00, Rental $25.00

SA, CA, DM, P
7-12

G, HE, TA

Young people talk about their discoveries .of what it is to be human. Each

reveals - in a natural, conversational manner - how he learned to accept his
own individuality through self-assessment, observing others, or the help of

another person. Students were attentive to what the film said, and, in
discussion, revealed that they identified with those people in the film.
Useful for role playing, discussion in child development classes,
psychology, family living, etc.

WHAT DO WE LOOK LIKE TO OTHERS? SA, P

Sarldeek In&atutionae Ei.em, Inc. (19,3) 10-A

F, 10 Min., $140.00 ALL AREAS

Different office situations portray the necessity of having a good appearance,

conduct, and attitudes. "Take a look in the mirror. Would you hire you?"

Narrated by Rod Serling.

WOMEN'S PREJUDICE FILM SA, CA, DM, P

Sandece6 Fiho, Inc. (1974) 7-A

F, 18 Min., $255.00, Rental $30.00 SS, HE, LA

This film brings awareness of the difficulty in changing attitudes by skill-

. fully presenting myths and beliefs about women and their "place" in society.
An interview with several men and women regarding equality of sexes in the

work forces. Pointed out most effectively are: prejudice on the part of men

employers and need for assertive training for women who want to move forward

and don't know how.
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WORKING TOGETHER (Cateem In The 066ice Seer i.e6) CA, DM, P

EBE (1971) 8-12

F, 12 Min., $150.00 BE

The modern, up-to-date atmosphere of an office makes this film very

effective with students. In this film learning cooperation in an office

and getting along with fellow workers is emphasized. As this is often a

major difficulty with beginning student5, this film is very helpful.

Films in the series are: Choosing A Job; Applying For A Job; Working

Together; Getting A Promotion.

KITS

ENTERING THE JOB MARKET (Careen Dikection's Se/ ie6)

Changing Time's (1974) 9-12

KT, $67.00 (Include's 2 FS/ 2 CT, 2 R, TR, PM, TG) G, LA, SS

These practical sound filmstrips: Finding The Job You Want and Getting

The Job You Want, examine the advantages and disadvantages of classified
ads, word of mouth leads, company personnel department, and employment
agencies in getting a job. Personnel workers tell what they look for in

resumes, letters of application, and interviews. Students are helped to

write letters of application and resumes. Teacher's Guide included.

LIFE CAREER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM SERIES SA, DM, CA, P

Gang Watz, Libby Benjamin, and Auociate's (1974, Rev.) 9-A

Human Devetopmeat Sett/ice's, Inc. G, SS

KT, $690.00 (Inctude's 270 moduee6 - 30 copie's o6 9 modute6,

1 Auounce bank, 8 game's, 1 pictuu diotay and
1 zet o6 mea4u4e4)

This system consists of nine modules which are sequential in nature and

which cover the entire spectrum of self-awareness, career awareness,

decision-making, and goal implementation. A myriad of teaching strategies

are included such as: value clarification, role playing, and simulation.

It can be a semester course if so desired.
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STAYING WITH IT AND GETTING AHEAD (Cakeek Dikection4 Serties) P
Changing Times (1974) 9-12

KT, $67.00 (Inetudes 2 FS, 2 CT, 2 TR, 30 PM, TG)

Tells what to look for when an individual enters an occupation.
Getting Along On The Job, illustrates the people a person works with,
atmosphere, apprentice programs, fringe benefits, etc. Getting Ahead

On The Job, shows ways of improving and increasing skills and earning

power. Interviews with people tell how they "made" it. Others explaill

reasons why they prefer less responsible jobs. Teacher's Guide is

included.
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Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, William Kahl, State
Superintendent, Madison, Wisconsin

K-14 Career Education Multi-Media Catalogue, Career Education, 3811
Memorial Drive, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081

Lawrence K-12 Developmental Career Education, Lawrence Unified School,
District 497, Lawrence, Kansas

Lovejoy's College Guide, Simon and Schuster, New York, New York 10020

Materials for Occupational Education, R. R. Bowkes Company, New York,
New York 10036

Michigan Cosmetology Schools, Michigan Department of Licensing and Regula-
tion, Board of Cosmetology, 1033 South Washington, Lansing, Michigan 48910

Montcalm Area Directory of Resources, Project RITE, Office of Community
Services, Montcalm Community College, Sidney, Michigan 48889

Multi-Media store catalog. Washington, D. C.: American Personnel and
Guidance Association, 1973.

NVGA Current Career Information, American Personnel and Guidance Association.
1-07-Wew Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009

Occupational Outlook Handbook. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C.,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974.

Ohio's Career Development Continuum, State of Ohio, Department of Education,
Columbus, Ohio 44114

Physician Support Personnel, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

Resources for Career Development, Indiana Career Resource Center, 1205 South
Greenlawn Avenue, South Bend, Indiana 46615

Seven Secrets to the Success of Career Education, by Kenneth Hoyt, Science
Research Associates, Chicago, Illinois, Reprint.

Seven Steps to Finding Your Place in the World of Work, Irving Eixen.
B'nai B'rith Vocational Service, Washington, D.C. 20036
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Seventh Report, National Advisory Council on Vocational Education,

November 15, 1972

Sources of Career Inforamtion, Michigan State University, Occupational

Library, East Lansing, Michigan.

SPAN, A Teacher's Guide to Career Education, Project SPAN, Memphis City

Schools, Memphis, Tennessee.

A Starter File of Free Occupational Literature, B'nai B'rith Vocational
Service, 1640 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009

Twelve Toughies, Donald Burns, Area Guidance Center, Montcalm Community

College, Sidney, Michigan 48885

Women's Nigher and Continuing Education (Annotated Bibliography),
College Entrance Examination Board, New York, New York.

Yellow Pages of Learning Resources, The MIT Press, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
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B. BOOKS

An Introduction to Career Education, John B. Stevenson. Worthington, Ohio:
Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1973.

Art of Developing a Career--Helper's Guide, Robert W. Carkhuff and Ted W.
Friel. Andover, Massachusetts: Human Resources Development Press, 1974.

Aspiration vs. OFortunity: "Careers" In The Inner City, Paul Bullock.
Ann Arbor: Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, 1973.

Audio-Visual Methods of Teaching, Edgar Dale. New York, New York: Dryden

Press, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969.

Becoming Aware of Values, Bert Simpson, San Diego: Pennant Press, 1973.

Behavioral Counseling, John Krumboltz and Carl Thorensen. New York, New

York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1969.

Career Awareness Propct, Washington, D.C.: Business and Professional

Women's Foundation, 1973.

Career Development Activities Book, Larry Kenneke. Indianapolis: Howard

W. Sams and Company, Inc., 1973.

Career Development in the Elementary School, Robert L. Gibson. Columbus,

Ohio: C.E. Merrill, 1972.

Career Development Resources, Harry N. Drier, Jr. (ed.). Worthington, Ohio:

Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1973.

Career Education Activities Through the World of Work Resources, ABLE Model

Program, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois 60115.

Career Education in the Elementaq School, ABLE Model Program. DeKalb, Illinois:

Northern Illinois University, 1972.

Career Education and the Elementary School Teacher, Salt Lake City: Olympus

Publishing Co., 1973.

Career Education - A Handbook of Funding Resources, Charles W. Ryan. Second

Edition. Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1973.

Career Education: A Handbook for Implementation. Washington: Government

Printing Office, 1972.

Career Education In-Service Training Guide, Louise J. Keller. Morristown,

New Jersey: General Learning Corporation, 1972.
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Career Education and the Junior High School, Kenneth B. Hoyt, et. al.

Salt Lake City, Utah: Olympus Publishing Co., 1973.

Career Education: The New Frontier, Ralph Ressler. Worthington, Ohio:

Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1973.

Career Education: Perspective and Promise, Keith Goldhamtner and Robert

Taylor. Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Publishing Co., 1972.

Career Education Resource Guide, Ed. by James E. Bottoms, et. al.

Morristown, New Jersey: General Learning Corporation, 1973.

Career Education Starter Kit: A Student-Centered Teaching Manual,

Norman Effeilerg.

Career Education: What It Is and How To Do It, R.N. Evans, K. Hoyt, E.

Mackin, G. Mangum. Salt Lake City, Utah: Olympus Research Corporation,

1972.

Career Guidance,, Norman C. Gysbers, Harry Drier, Jr., and Earl J. Moore.

Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1973.

Career Guidance: A Handbook of Methods, Charles E. Merrill Publishing

Company, Columbus, Ohio. By Robert Campbell, et. al., 1973.

Career Guidance an Individual Developmental Approach, K. Norman Severinsen.

Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Publishing Co., 1973.

Career Guidance and the Kuder Interest Inventories, Chicago: Science

Research Associates, Inc.

Career Guidance for a New Age, Ed. Henry Borow, et. al., Boston: Houghton

Mifflin Company, 1973.

Career Guidance Practices in School and Community, Lorraine S. Hansen.

Washington, D.C.: American Personnel and Guidance Assn.

Career Guidance in Secondary Education, Warren W. Willingham. Princeton,

New Jersey: College Entrance Examination Board, 1972.

Career Guidance (Who Needs It, Who Provides It, Who Can Improve It), Eli

Ginsburg. New York: McGraw-Hill Book aiFinT-1-01.

Career Information in Counseling and Teaching., Lee Isaacson. Boston,

Massachusetts: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1971.

Career Perspective: Your Choice of Work, C. Denues. Worthington, Ohio:

Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1972.
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Clarifying Values Through Subject Matter, Merrill Harmin, Howard Kirchenbaum,
and Sidney Simon. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Winston Press, Inc., 1973.

Composition for Personal Growth, Robert C. Hawley, et. al. New York: Hart

Publishing Co., 1973.

Counseling Technigues That Work: Application to Individual and Group

Counseling, Wayne Dyer and John Vriend. Washington, D.C.: APGA Publication

Courage to Change: New Directions for Career Education, Roman C. Pucinski

and Sharlene P. Hirsch. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1971.

Cry Twice! From Custody to Treatment--The Story of Operation Changeover,

Robert W. Carkhuff. Andover, 'assachusetts: Human Resource Development

Press, 1974.

Developing Careers in the Elementary School, Norman C. Gysbers,_W. Miller,

and E.J. Moore. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1973.

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (3rd. ed.) Moravia, New York: Chronicle

Guidance Publications.

Educating for Tomorrow: The Role of Media, Career Development, and Society,

Walter M. !Afton, New York: Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1970.

Elementary Guide for Career Development, Lee Laws. 6504 Tracor Lane, Austin,

Texas: Education Service Center.

Elementary School Model Education: a Humanistic Model, Frank R. Cross.

Columbus, Ohio: C.E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1974.

For Parents and Teachers: Playing It Straight with Youth, John McCall.

San Diego: Pennant Educational Materials, 1974.

Guidelines for the Preparation and Evaluation of Career Information Media,

Prepared by Occupational and Educational Information Committee, Washington,
D.C.: NVGA, 1972.

Handbook of Personal Growth Activities for Classroom Use, Robert Hawley and

Isabel L. Hawley. Amherst, Massachusetts: Educational Research Associates,

1972

The Identity Society, William Glasser. New York: Harper and Row, 1972.

If you don't know where you are going, you'll probably end up somewhere
else, David.Campbell. Niles, Illinois: Argus Communications, 1974.
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Introducing Career Education to Teachers. ABLE Model Program. DeKalb,

Illinois: Northern Illinois University, 1972.

Making Vocational Choices: A Theory of Careers, John . Holland. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973.

Managing Career Education Programs: A Practical How-to-Do-It Approach,
Ronald W. Stadt, Raymond Brittle, Larry Kenneke, and Dennis Nystrom. Irvine,

California: Educational- Properties, Inc., 1973.

Manpcwer and Economic Education: A Personal and Social Approach to Career
Education, Robert L. Darcy. Denver, Colorado: Love Publishing Co., 1973.

Man's World, Woman's Place, Elizabeth Janeway. New York: Dell Publishing

Co., Inc., 1972.

Media in Value Education, Jeffrey Schrank. Niles, Illinois: Argus Communi-

cations, 1974.

Meeting Yourself Halfway--31 Value Clarification Strategies for Daily Living.

Sidney Simon. Niles, Illinois: Argus Communications, 1974.

Minorities and Career Education, Lawrence Davenport. Columbus, Ohio: ECCA

PITEFEOT)ris71975.

Non-Traditional Careers for Women, Sarah Splaver. New York: Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, 1972.

Reality Therapy, William Glasser. San Diego: Pennant Press, 1965.

Teaching Children About Technology, Mary M. Scobey. McKnight, 1968.

Valuing in the Family: A Workshop Guide for Parents, Herbert O. Brayer and

7-ilia W. Cleary. San Diego: Pennant Educational Materials, 1972.

Your Future With or Without College, William C. Resnick and Philip B. Lottich.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Bellman Publishing Co., 1971.

C. INFORMATION SERVICES

Wriai B'rith Vocational Service, 1640 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20036

Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc., Moravia, New York 13118

National Career Information Center, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20009

Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois

60611
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VIEW SA, CA, DM, P

Michigan VIEW Lab (1974-75) 7-A

Microfiche, Free to Public Schools; Non-Public $20.00 ALL AREAS

VIEW is designed to provide occupational information, localized to the State
of Michigan, to students via microfiche. This is an excellent addition to
every Junior High and Senior High School Career Resource Center. It requires

a microfiche reader or microfiche reader-printer. The Handbook contains
sections designed for Self-Awareness, Career Exploration, Decision-Making,
and Classroom Activities.

The present 1974-1975 VIEW materials include:

A. 33--4x6 microfiche containing information on 381 different
occupations.

B. 1 microfiche U.S. Marine Corps Careers for Men and Women
C. 1 microfiche U.S. Air Force Careers for Men and Women
D. 1 microfiche U.S. Army Careers for Men and Women
E. 1 VIEW Implementors Handbook
F. 1 alphabetical index
G. 1 Data-People-Things index
H. 1 filmstrip and cassette tape forAIEW orientation
I. November Newsletter
J. 1 3-hour in-service programs for all new schools and new implementors

Materials to be added during the 1974-1975 school year include:

Cost:

A. 10--4x6 microfiche cards containing approximately 120 new
occupations

B. 1 microfiche U.S. Navy Careers for Men and Women

C. 1 microfiche U.S. Coast Guard Careers for Men and Women
D. 1 apprenticeship microfiche
E. 1 civil service microfiche
F. 1 Kuder index
G. 1 Ovis index
H. 1 subject area index
I. 3 additional Newsletters - one each in January, March, and May

A. The basic set of materials plus the in-service is Free to all
public schools

B. Non-public schools can purchase VIEW at our cost. (This would cover

1 each of all items listed in (A-J) and (A-I). The cost is $20.00
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D. CURRENT JOURNAL ARTICLES

Adamis, Willie. "Career education: turn students on in the middle school

and ,unior high." Agricultural Education Magazine. February, 1973

p. 17-177.

Functions to perform to promote career development of students.

American Vocational 'Journal, May, 1974. p. 24-46.

Series of articles dealing with philosophy, curriculum and practice.

Caldwell, Margaret. "Career education--theory and practice." English

Journal, September, 1973. p. 908-914.
Discussion of the hopes and aspirations as well as inconsistencies and

misconceptions.

"Career education and social studies." Social Education, October, 1973.

p. 484-487+.
Interview with Keith Goldhammer.

Carricato, Frank. "Creating an environment for career education." NASSP

Bulletin, March, 1973. p. 31-39.
Practical suggestions on necessary first steps.

"EBCE (Experience-based career education): a design for career education."

Curriculum Report, February, 1975.
Brief review of a research/demonstration undertaking sponsored by NIE.

Educational Technology, September, 1974. p. 9-31.

Rationale, systems and technical approach.

Gibbons, Anna E. "NIE Pilots in career education." American Education,

October, 1974. p. 34-35.

Heilman, Cas. "The psycho-social foundation for career education."

NASSP Bulletin, March, 1973. p. 62-72.

Points out several things career education can do both for the student

and the community_

Hoyt, Kenneth B. "Career education: myth or magic." NASSP BULLETIN,

March, 1973. p. 22 -30.

Review of basic components, current status and implications.
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Jobe, Max E. "How to set up a career education advisory council that works
in-and-for-your schools." American School Board Journal, June, 1974.
p. 35-36.

Ten items for developing a career education advisory council.

Johnson, Howard M. "New staffing patterns for career education." NASSP
Bulletin, September, 1974. p. 81-92.

Focuses on the specific staff and cost factors likely to affect any
secondary school.

Journal of Research and Development in Education, Spring, 1974. p. 1-124.
Entire issue is devoted to career education.

Marchak, John P. "Career education: what's happening." Social Education,
October, 1973. p. 488-499.

Reporting of projects, activities, resources.

Venn, Grant. "Career education in perspective." NASSP Bulletin, March,
1973. p. 11-21.

Principal's concept of career education is of prime importance.

E. MONOGRAPHS

Career Guidance, Cliff Litteling and Eldon Ruff, North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Elementary School Curriculum Guide, Robert W. Schrieber and Mabell Black.
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

High School Curriculum Guide, Kenneth B. Hoyt and G.G. Woolard, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Involving the Community in Career Education, Robert M. Isenberg and Joel

,Smith. North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

A Manual for the Implementation and Administration of Career Education
Programs, Mollie Shook and Robert Morgan. North Carolina State University,

Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Middle School Curriculum Guide, R.T. Scherer and Joseph R. Clary. North

Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Placement and Follow-Up in Career Education, Lillian Buckingham and Arthur
.M. Lee, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606
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Postsecondary Career Education, B.E. Childers and Charles Nichols. North

Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Professional Development, Gordon I. Swanson and Robert Jervis, North Carolina

State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Series IV: Career Information and Development, Guidance Monograph Series,

Shelly C. Stone and Bruce Shertzer, eds. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company.

College Information and Guidance, Mary Barre. 1970.

Decision-Making and Vocational Development, Edwin L. Herr. 1970.

Innovations in the Use of Career Information, Joyce M. Chick. 1970

Theories of Occupational Choice and Vocational Development, Joseph

Zaccaria. 1970.

Ps cholo ical Influences on Vocational Development, Donald G. Zytowski.

970.

Students' Vocational Choices: A Review and Critique, Duane Brown. 1970

The Theory/Practice of Communicating Educational and Vocational Information,

Ann Martin. 1971.

F. PAMPHLETS AND PAPERS

ABLE Model Program (Elementary Level), WIalter Wernick, Northern Illinois

University, DeKalb, Illinois.

Behavioral Objectives in Guidance from Guidance Objectives K-12, Fred H.
Fleming, Supervisor of Guidance, Division of Instruction, Broward County

Schools, Florida.

Career Clusters, Michael Russo, Acting Director, Division of Vocational and

Technical Education, U.S.O.E., 7th and D Streets, Washington, D.C.

A Career Development Plan for Community Action Agencies, Alan Gartner and

Nina Jones, New Careers Training Laboratory, 184th Fifth Avenue, New York,

New York 10010.

Career Education, Department of Education, Arizona, W.P. Shofstall, PhD.,

Supt.
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Career Education Activities in English, Science Research Associates, Chicago,

Illinois.

Career Education Activities in Foreign Languages, Science Research Associates,
Chicago', Illinois.

.

Career Education Activities in Mathematics, Science Research Associates,
Chicago, Illinois.

Career Education Activities in Science, Science Research Associates, Chicago,

Illinois.

Career Education Activities in Social Studies, Science Research Associates,

Chicago, Illinois.

Career Education Planning Districts in Michigan, CEPD, Michigan Department of

Education, Lansing, Michigan.

Career Education Project for Grade 2, Mt. Pleasant Public Schools, 201 S.
University Avenue, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48858.

Career Education, What It's All About, National Association of Secondary
School Principals, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

CERT (Career Exploration for Related Training), In-Service Workshop, 1971,
Eastern Upper Peninsula Intermediate School District, Box 278, Rudyard,

Michigan.
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PRODUCERS LIST

ACI Films
3514:-45thStfeet
New York, New York 10036

American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers' Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

American Technical Society
848 E. 58th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637

American Vocational Association, Inc.
1510 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Argus Communications k_

7440 Natchez Avenue
Niles, Illinois 60648

Audio Visual Narrative Arts, Inc.
Box 398

Pleasantville, New York 10570

Benefic Press
10300 W. Roosevelt Road
Westchester, Illinois 60153

Chas. A. Bennett Company, Inc.
809 W. Detweiller Drive
Peoria, Illinois 61614

Benziger, Bruce & Glencoe
8701 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, California 90211

Billy Budd Films, Inc.
235 E. 57th Street
New York, New York 10022

Brigham Young University Press
209 University Press Building
Provo, Utah 84601

Butterick Fashion Marketing Company
Publishing Division
New York, New York 10013

.Carousel Films' Headquarters
T501BfoadWay
New York, New York 10036

Center For Humanities, Inc.
Two Holland Avenue
White Plains, New York 10603

Centron Educational Films
1621- West Ninth Street

Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Changing Times
1.729 H Street, N.W..

Washington, D.C. 20006

Children's Press
1224 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc.
Moravia, New York 13118

Churchill Films
662 N. Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

Citation Press
50 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

College Entrance Examination Board
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019

Collier Macmillan Publishers
8701 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, California 90211

Columbia Pictures
Dist. By Learning Corp. of America
711 - 5th Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Communications/Research/Machines/Inc.
.Del Mar, California
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Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

-Contemporary Drama Service

Arthur Meriwether, Inc.
P.O. Box ,457

Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

David C. Cook Publishing
850 North Grove Avenue
Elgin, Illinois 60120

Cornerstone Productions
6087 Sunset Blvd., Suite 408
Hollywood, California 90028

Coronet Instructional Media
369 W. Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

Counselor Films, Inc. - CFI
Career Futures, Inc.
2100 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Crain Books

740 Rush Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Thomas Y. Crowell CoMpany
666 - 5th Avenue
New York, New York 10019

T.S. Denison & Company, Inc.
5100 West 82nd Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437

Dodd, Mead & Company
79 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016

Doubleday & Company

Executive Offices
245 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017

E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc.

201 Park Avenue, S.
New York, New York 10003

Economics Press, Inc.
12 Daniel Road
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006

'Education. Achievement Corporation.

P.O. Box 7310

Waco, Texas 76710

Education Research Associates
P.O. Box 767
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Educational Activities, Inc.

P.O. Box 392
Freeport, New York 11520

Educational Design, Inc.
Educational Resources Division

47 West 13th Street
New York, New York 10011

Educational Development Corporation
Learning Resource Division
202 Lake Miriam Drive
Lakeland, Florida 33803

Educational Dimensions Corporation
P.O. Box 146
Great Neck, New York 11023

Educational Progress
A Division Of
Educational Development Corporation
4900 South Lewis Avenue
P.O. Box 45663
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

Educational Properties Incorporated

P.O. Box DX
Irvine, California 92664

Elk Grove Press
Division of Children's Press
620 West Road
La Habra, California 90631

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp
1822 Pickwick Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025
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Eye Gate

146-01 Archer Avenue'
Jamaica, New York 11435

Fairchild Books & Visuals
A Division Of
Fairchild Publications, Inc.

7 East 12th Street
New York, New York 10003

Pearon Publishers Inc.
6 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 94002

J.G. Ferguson Publishing Company
6 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois. 60602

Field Educational Publications
Division Of
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc.

2659 So. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60616

FilmFair Communications
10900 Ventura Blvd.
Studio City, California 91604

Film Forum, Inc.
20700 Business Center Drive
Irvine, California 92664

Finney Company
3350 Gorham Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426

Follett Publishing Company
1010 West Washington Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Franciscan Communication Center
1229 S. Santee Street
Los Angeles, California 90015

Joyce Howard Frank
Haslett Public Schools,

Haslett, Michigan

Garrett Park Press

Garrett Park, Maryland 20766

General Learning Corporation
250 James Street
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Grosset & Dunlap
Subs. Of National General Corp.
51 Madison Avenue
New York, New,York 10010

Guidance Associates
A Subsidiary Of
Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

7555 Caldwell Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60648

Houghton-Mifflin
1900 S.'Batavia
Geneva, Illinois 60134

Human Development Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 1403
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc.

19 North Jackson
Danville, Illinois 61832

H.C. Johnson Press, Inc.
Vocational Education Division
P.O. Box 5566
2801 East Rock Drive
Rockford, Illinois 61125

Charles A. Jones Publishing Company
4 Village Greene, S.E.
Dept. M400A
Worthington, Ohio 43805

King Features

Education Division
Dept. 1174
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017
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Learning Arts

P.O. Box 917
Wichita, Kansas 67201

Learning Trends, Globe Book Company
175 - Fifth Avenue

New York, New York - 10010

Lerner Publications Company
241 First Avenue N.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

J.B. Lippincott Company
East Washington Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard
6 Henderson Drive

West Caldwell, New Jersey 07006

McGraw-Hill Book Company
Gregg & Community College Division
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

McKnight Publishing Company
Bloomington, Illinois 61701

MacMillan Publishing Company, Inc.
Riverside, N6W Jersey 08075

Charles E. Merrill
A Bell & Howell Company
Columbus, Ohio 43216

Mini Productions
Dist. By CFI

1321 Corapolis Road
Corapolis, Pennsylvania 105108

Minicomp Corporation
1780 S. Bellaire Street
Denver, Colorado 80222

Wm. Morrow & Co., Inc., Publishers
District Office - Dept. 72-22
P.O. Box 331

Comstock Park, Michigan 49321

Motivational Media
8271 Melrose Avenue
Suite 204
Los Angeles, California 90046

Mt. San Jacinto College
21400 Highway 79
San Jacinto, California 92383

National Textbook Company
8259 Niles Center Road
Skokie, Illinois 60076

Olympus Research Corporation
955 E. 9th South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc.
71 Weyman Avenue
New Rochelle, New York 10802

Pennant Educational Materials
4680Alvarado Canyon Road
San Diego, California 92120

J.C. Penney, Inc.

Educational Relations

1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019

Plaum/Standard

38 West Fifth Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632

The Psychological Corp.
304 E. 45th
New York, New York 10017

Public Affairs Committee, Inc.
381 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016

G.P. Putnam & Sons, Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
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Q-ED Productions

2911 West Alameda Avenue
P.O. Box 1608
Burbank, California 91507

Random House, Inc.

Order Dept.

457 Hahn Road
Westminister, Maryland 21157

Reilly & Lee Company
114 W. Illinois Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

Sandler Institutional Films, Inc.
1001 N. Poinsettia Place
Los Angeles, California 90046

Scholastic Book Services

904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewocid Cliffs, New.Jersey 07632

Science Research Associates, Inc. -
4856 Far Hills Road
Toledo, Ohio 43623

Scott Education
Lower Westfield Road
Holyoke, Massachusetts 01040

Sextant Systems, Inc.

639 S. 29th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215

Simile II

1150 Silverado
La Jolla, California

Singer/SVE
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

South-Western Publishing Co., Inc.
5101 Madison Road

Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

Stephen Bosustow Productions
1649 - 11th Street
Santa Monica, California 90404

W.C. & J.V. Stone Foundation
111 E. Wacker, Suite 150
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Timeshare Corporation - Houghton-Mifflin
Education Division
218 N. Prairie Street
Batavia, Illinois 60510

Universal Education & Visual Arts - UEVA

A Division Of
Universal City Studios, Inc.
100 Universal City Plaza
Universal City, California 91608

SRA
Vocational Biographies, Inc.
Sauk Centre, Minnesota 56378

Vocational Guidance Manuals
620 South Fifth Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

Watson-Guptill Publications
One Aster Plaza
New York, New York 10036

Albert Whitman & Company
560 West Lake Street
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Xerox Education Publications
Education Center
Columbus, Ohio 43216
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EVALUATOR DATE

SERIES:

SCHEMA FOR EVALUATING MATERIALS

RELEASE DATE: PRICE:

PRODUCER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

ADDRESS:

INDIVIDUAL TITLE:

IF PRINTED MATERIAL, GIVE AUTHOR(S)

LENGTH OF TIME FOR AUDIO/VISUAL:

BOOKS FILMSTRIPS RECORDS TEACHER'S GUIDE

CASSETTE TAPES FLAT PICTURES SLIDES TRANSPARENCIES

CHARTS GAMES AND SIMULATIONS STUDY PRINTS OTHER MEDIA

_FILM LOOPS GUIDANCE KITS _TAPES(REEL TO REEL)

FILMS PAMPHLETS TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

1. Circle grade level(s) for which this would be appropriate.

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 A

2. If book, circle reading level if known.

K 1 2 3 45 -.6 7 8 9 10 11 12 A

3. Circle category iri which this material may be used.
.- ...

SELF-AWARENESS CAREER AWARENESS CAREER CAREER PLANNING

AND AND DECISION-MAKING AND

ASSESSMENT EXPLORATION PLACEMENT
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4. Does the material present specific data?

5. Is the material accurate and current?

6. Is the material biased? SexuallyRacially__Ethnically Geographically

7. In what curriculum areas might this material be used?

8. What techniques are suggested: (i.e. Role playing, Group Discussion, Work Book,Etc.)

9. Circle your general evaluation.

CONTENT: Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

PRESENTATION: Excellent

10. Circle the technical quality.

Very Good Good Fair Poor

COLOR: Excellent Veny, Good Good Fair Poor

SOUND: Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

LIGHTING: Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

ATTRACTIVENESS: Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

PRINT: Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

11. PleaS'e write a brief annotation of the material.
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